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Dutch summary
Nederlandse samenvatting
In het grootste gedeelte van deze thesis worden twee effecten besproken die mogelijks optreden in de
theorie van de sterke interactie als gevolg van de aanwezigheid van sterke magnetische velden. Hier-
voor wordt gebruik gemaakt van een ‘holografisch QCD-model’. Er volgt hieronder een uitleg voor de
woorden ‘holografisch’ en ‘QCD’, maar kort gezegd komt het hierop neer: bepaalde aspecten van de
sterke kernkracht, die verantwoordelijk is voor het bij elkaar houden van protonen en neutronen in de
kernen van atomen, kunnen bestudeerd worden via een snaartheorie. Dit is het geval dankzij de ont-
dekking van een dualiteit tussen kwantumveldentheoriee¨n enerzijds en snaartheorie anderzijds: deze op
zich compleet verschillende theoriee¨n blijken dezelfde fysica te beschrijven. Er is tot op vandaag geen
strikt bewijs voor de dualiteit, maar waar het mogelijk is om een berekening zowel in de veldentheorie als
in de snaartheorie uit te voeren, lijken ze altijd hetzelfde resultaat op te leveren (tenminste in de originele
formulering van de dualiteit, de AdS/CFT correspondentie).
Quantum chromodynamica (QCD) is de kwantumveldentheorie die de sterke interactie tussen quarks
(de constituenten van hadronen) en gluonen (de ‘glue’ die de quarks bindt) beschrijft. Voordat QCD ten
tonele verscheen, eind 1960, probeerde men de sterke kernkracht te beschrijven met behulp van snaren.
Deze aanpak was gebaseerd op de experimenteel waargenomen ‘Regge’-relatie tussen spin en massa
van een meson, die verkregen kan worden in een vortex-model voor het meson: een smalle fluxtube
van veldlijnen, de ‘QCD-snaar’, verbindt quark en antiquark. Snaartheorie is echter geen consistente
theorie in vier dimensies, en het enthousiasme om snaartheorie te gebruiken ter beschrijving van de
sterke kernkracht verdween met de komst van QCD.
Sindsdien werd snaartheorie, met als fundamentele objecten snaren in plaats van puntdeeltjes, verder
uitgebreid tot supersnaartheorie (met inbegrip van supersymmetrie) en op zichzelf bestudeerd als mo-
gelijke kandidaat voor een kwantumgravitatietheorie (nodig voor een correcte beschrijving van bijvoor-
beeld zwarte gaten en de Big Bang), aangezien snaartheorie op een natuurlijke manier gravitatie bleek te
omvatten. Er ontstond een kloof tussen de QCD-gemeenschap en de snaar-gemeenschap.
In 1997 kwam daar weer verandering in dankzij de ‘AdS/CFT correspondentie’, voorgesteld door
Maldacena, die een dualiteit formuleert tussen een kwantumveldentheorie enerzijds (de ‘CFT’-kant) en
een snaartheorie gedefinieerd op een welbepaalde achtergrond anderzijds (de ‘AdS’-kant). Het wordt
een “holografische dualiteit” genoemd, omdat beide kanten in een verschillend aantal dimensies ‘leven’.
Snaartheorie is een consistente theorie in 10 ruimtetijdsdimensies. De achtergrond waarop de snaarthe-
orie in de context van de AdS/CFT correspondentie is gedefinieerd, is het product van een 5-sfeer en
een 5-dimensionale Anti de Sitter (AdS5) ruimte. AdS5 is een ruimte met de eigenschap dat haar 4-
dimensionale rand een Minkowski ruimtetijd is. Het is op deze rand dat de duale kwantumveldentheorie,
die in het bijzonder een conforme theorie (CFT) is, invariant onder de conforme groep van onder an-
dere schaaltransformaties, gedefinieerd is. In analogie met een hologram, waarbij een driedimensionaal
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beeld volledig gee¨ncodeerd wordt op een tweedimensionaal oppervlak, ontstond de term ‘holografische
dualiteit’. Het is een ‘dualiteit’ omdat de CFT- en de snaartheoriebeschrijving, die radicaal verschillende
beschrijvingen van hetzelfde fysisch systeem leveren, perturbatief geldig zijn in tegengestelde regimes
(respectievelijk λ 1 en λ 1) in de ruimte van de CFT-koppelingsconstante λ.
De AdS/CFT correspondentie wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 3, na een overzicht te hebben gegeven
van QCD in hoofdstuk 2 en van snaartheorie in hoofdstuk 3.
De kwantumveldentheorie voor de beschrijving van de elektromagnetische kracht (quantum elektro-
dynamica of QED), die de elektronen in atomen in een baan rond de kern houdt, is zeer succesvol in het
voorspellen van elektrodynamische grootheden met zeer hoge precisie. In QCD echter is het veel moei-
lijker om voorspellingen te doen. De reden is dat de sterke nucleaire kracht te sterk is om de wiskundige
techniek te gebruiken die zo goed werkt in QED, namelijk perturbatietheorie, waarin berekeningen kun-
nen worden gedaan in een reeksontwikkeling in de koppelingsconstante op voorwaarde dat die klein
genoeg is. De AdS/CFT correspondentie zou een doorbraak kunnen betekenen in de niet-perturbatieve
studie van het sterk gekoppelde QCD, als het mogelijk zou zijn om een veralgemening van de dualiteit
te vinden naar een (non)AdS/QCD dualiteit. We bespreken in hoofdstuk 4 strategiee¨n om de AdS/CFT
dualiteit uit te breiden zodat de ‘CFT’-kant veralgemeend wordt tot een veel minder symmetrische theo-
rie, zoals QCD. Dit blijkt niet zo makkelijk te zijn en verschillende voorstellen voor dualiteiten bestaan,
onder de noemer ‘holografische QCD-modellen’. Ze delen enkele eigenschappen met QCD, maar niet
alle. Het is niet duidelijk of de´ gezochte snaar-duale theorie van QCD zelfs bestaat (alhoewel er wel
aanwijzingen zijn, zoals de structuur van QCD in de limiet van een oneindig aantal kleuren in plaats
van drie). E´e´n van de meest succesvolle holografische QCD-modellen is het Sakai-Sugimoto model,
besproken in hoofdstuk 5. Het slaagt erin om veel van de lage-energie fysica van QCD te reproduceren:
het verschaft niet enkel een mooie geometrische interpretatie van confinement en spontane chirale sym-
metriebreking, maar reproduceert ook effectieve lage-energie QCD-modellen in termen van mesonen (in
plaats van quarks en gluonen), die geconstrueerd werden vo´o´r de ontwikkeling van QCD op basis van
fenomenologische observaties van meson-dynamica.
Om het effect te introduceren dat in hoofdstuk 6 besproken wordt, keren we eventjes terug naar nog
een andere tak in de theoretische fysica, die van de studie van materialen. In 2011 werd het 100-jarige
bestaan gevierd van de ontdekking van supergeleidbaarheid, i.e. geleidbaarheid van elektrische lading
zonder weerstand. Dit is een kwantummechanisch fenomeen op macroscopische schaal dat optreedt in
bepaalde materialen wanneer ze tot onder een zeer lage kritische temperatuur gekoeld worden. Het wordt
verklaard door de microscopische Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theorie: elektronen die bewegen in
het kristalrooster van het materiaal vormen bosonische ‘Cooper’-paren van elektronen, die vervolgens
‘condenseren’. Dit wil zeggen dat ze zich allen in dezelfde kwantummechanische grondtoestand bevin-
den, en het resulterende ‘condensaat’ beweegt als e´e´n geheel, zonder weerstand. In 2010 wees Maxim
Chernodub op de mogelijkheid van een exotische vorm van supergeleiding, namelijk dat het vacuu¨m zelf
(in plaats van een specifiek materiaal) supergeleidend kan worden. De voorwaarde is dat er een zeer
sterk magnetisch veld aanwezig is. Bij een kritische waarde van het magnetisch veld Bc wordt er spon-
taan (omdat het geen energie kost) een condensaat gevormd van rho mesonen, of juister, van combinaties
van quarks en antiquarks tot toestanden met de kwantumgetallen van geladen rho mesonen met spin in
de richting van het magnetisch veld. Deze voorspelling van een ‘rho meson condensatie’ werd gemaakt
op basis van berekeningen in een effectief QCD-model in termen van mesonen.
We bestuderen in hoofdstuk 6 of het rho meson condensatie effect ook verschijnt in een holografisch
QCD-model, namelijk het Sakai-Sugimoto model. We vinden inderdaad dezelfde instabiliteit van het
vacuu¨m terug. Aan de ene kant vormt dit onderzoek een test van het holografische model in de zin dat
het erin slaagt om een QCD-effect te beschrijven, aan de andere kant verschaft het een onafhankelijke
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aanwijzing voor rho meson condensatie gebaseerd op een totaal andere aanpak. Als we bijkomende
effecten van het magnetisch veld op de constituentenquarks van de mesonen in rekening brengen, vinden
we een aanzienlijke verhoging van de kritische waarde van het magnetisch veld Bc ten opzichte van de
eerste schattingen in het effectief QCD-model in termen van mesonen.
De studie van magnetisch geı¨nduceerde effecten in QCD is relevant omwille van de experimentele
omstandigheden waarin QCD-materie wordt gecre/-e¨erd in bijvoorbeeld de Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
in Cern. Daar worden bundels van zware ionen (bijvoorbeeld goud-kernen) versneld tot relativistische
snelheden (bijna de snelheid van het licht), waardoor een enorme elektrische stroom ontstaat. Als de
zware ionen botsen met een eindige impactparameter dan zullen die stromen via een klassiek elektrody-
namisch proces een maximaal magnetisch veld cree¨ren in het centrum van de botsing, i.e. precies daar
waar een soep van quarks en gluonen genaamd ‘quark-gluon plasma’ (QGP) ontstaat. Het QGP wordt
bestudeerd als nabootsing van de primordiale vorm van materie die bestond in het universum kort na de
Big Bang, en in het algemeen als bron van informatie over de natuur van QCD-materie. De gevormde
magnetische velden zijn gigantisch, namelijk van de orde 1015 Tesla. Ter vergelijking, het voordien als
hoogste magnetisch veld in de natuur beschouwde veld van een magnetar (i.e. een sterk gemagnetizeerde
neutron ster) is “slechts” van de orde 109 Tesla. Een gewone dagdagelijkse magneet is 10−2 Tesla sterk,
en de sterkste magnetisch velden gecree¨erd in laboratoria bereiken (voor korte tijd) 103 Tesla.
Bij zulke hoge magnetische velden als in het QGP kunnen verschillende kritische fasetransitie-
temperaturen in het fasediagram van QCD, die samenvallen bij de afwezigheid van magnetische velden,
splitsen. Dit geeft aanleiding tot bijkomende fases in het (T,B) fasediagram van QCD. We bespreken dit
in de context van het Sakai-Sugimoto model in hoofdstuk 8, met de benodigde review van holografische
modellen bij eindige temperatuur T gegeven in hoofdstuk 7.
Een tweede aspect aan de vorming van het QGP in het LHC dat nog slecht begrepen is, naast de aan-
wezigheid en invloed van sterke magnetische velden, is de thermalizatie van de sterk gee¨xciteerde toes-
tand net na de botsing van de nucleonen naar de quark-gluon plasma evenwichtstoestand. Om dit proces
in een ver-van-equilibrium sterk gekoppeld kwantumsysteem te beschrijven zijn er weinig beschikbare
technieken. Holografie is er e´e´n van, en we bespreken in hoofdstuk 9 een holografisch model dat hier-
voor gebruikt kan worden. Vervolgens gebruiken we dat model om een notie van een tijdsafhankelijke
spectrale functie te introduceren (waar het begrip ‘spectrale functie’ normaal gedefinieerd is in een even-
wichtssituatie), en enkele zulke spectrale functies te berekenen. Het gebruikte model laat interpretaties
buiten QCD toe, bijvoorbeeld in de context van materiaalfysica. Mijn bijdrage tot dit werk was voor-
namelijk het implementeren van numerieke code, en dat is ook waar hoofdstuk 9 verder op focust.
We eindigen met een conclusie in hoofdstuk 10.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation deals with the general subject of holographic dualities, and more specifically applica-
tions of it to the study of strongly coupled quantum systems, in the presence of a background field [1–3],
and in non-equilibrium [4].
The main part is based on the following published papers [1–3] (and proceedings [5, 6] on the same
subject) on my work at Ghent University in collaboration with David Dudal, and also Henri Verschelde
on [1]. A last chapter concerns unpublished preliminary results [4] obtained during the last year of my
PhD, which I spent at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. This part is based on work in collaboration with
Ben Craps, Federico Galli, Dan Thompson, Joris Vanhoof, Hongbao Zhang and Jan Zaanen.
In [1, 2] we used a top-down holographic QCD model known as the Sakai-Sugimoto model to study
a conjectured instability of the QCD vacuum which goes by the name of ‘rho meson condensation’.
The instability is induced by the presence of a very strong magnetic field. A motivation for the study
of magnetically induced effects in QCD is the production of extremely intense magnetic fields in non-
central heavy ion collisions at RHIC or LHC, induced precisely where the quark-gluon plasma forms.
In [3] we analyzed the temperature-dependent version of the Sakai-Sugimoto model in the presence
of a strong magnetic field. We examined the (T,B) phase diagram in this set-up, and its dependence on a
holographic parameter L (whose physical interpretation will be discussed). We showed that the magnetic
field induces a split between the chiral transition temperatures per flavour, as well as a possible split
between the chiral transition temperatures and the deconfinement temperature, dependent on the value
of L.
In [4] we use a bottom-up AdS-Vaidya model to study time-dependent notions of spectral functions
for scalar and spinor operators in a far from equilibrium strongly coupled quantum theory. The AdS-
Vaidya model is used as a holographic model for thermalization processes, for example in the formation
of the thermal equilibrium quark-gluon plasma state starting from the highly non-equilibrium state right
after the heavy ion collision, in which case it serves as a holographic QCD model. In [4] however, we
interpret the results in a condensed matter physics context (because of the bottom-up nature of the model
there is more freedom in the field theory interpretation). My contribution to this research was mainly
focused on the implementation of numerical code.
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1.1 General introduction
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the quantum field theory that describes the strong interactions be-
tween quarks (the constituents of hadrons) and gluons (the ‘glue’ between the quarks). Before QCD
emerged as the correct theory, there were attempts, end 1960s, to describe the strong nuclear force using
strings. This approach was based on the experimentally observed linear ‘Regge’ relation between spin
and mass of a meson. The same relation can be obtained in a vortex model for the meson, where a small
flux tube of field lines referred to as the ‘QCD string’ connects quark and antiquark. String theory how-
ever is not a consistent theory in 4 dimensions, and the enthusiasm to use string theory for the description
of the strong nuclear force disappeared with the advent of QCD.
String theory itself, with 1-dimensional strings instead of point particles as fundamental objects,
was further generalized to superstring theory and studied as a possible candidate for a quantum gravity
theory when it appeared that string theory naturally seems to incorporate gravity. The QCD and string
community grew apart.
In 1997, the conjecture of an AdS/CFT correspondence [7] would pave the way for a reconcilia-
tion. This correspondence formulates a duality between a quantum field theory on the one hand (the
‘CFT’ side) and a string theory on a particular background on the other (the ‘AdS’ side). It is called a
“holographic duality” because both sides ‘live’ in a different amount of dimensions. Superstring theory
is a consistent theory in 10 spacetime dimensions. The particular background on which the superstring
theory in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence is defined, is the product of a 5-sphere and a
5-dimensional Anti de Sitter (AdS5) space. AdS5 has the property that its (conformal) boundary is a 4-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime. It is on this boundary that the dual quantum field theory, which is in
particular a conformal field theory (CFT), is defined. In analogy with a hologram, where a 3-dimensional
image is fully encoded on a 2-dimensional surface, the term ‘holographic’ duality arose. It is a ‘dual-
ity’ because the CFT and the string theory description, which are believed to provide radically different
descriptions of the same physical system, are perturbatively valid at opposite limits in the space of the
CFT coupling constant λ. This means that the strongly coupled regime of the CFT (λ 1) becomes
accessible through a perturbative analysis in a dual string theory.
While the quantum field theory for the description of the electromagnetic force (quantum electrody-
namics or QED) is highly successful in predicting various electrodynamic quantities with unprecedented
precision, it is a lot harder to make predictions in QCD. The reason is that the strong nuclear force is
basically too strong to be able to use the mathematical techniques (perturbation theory) that are used to
perform calculations in QED. Further development of non-perturbative techniques is ongoing in QCD
research. The promise of the AdS/CFT correspondence for QCD lies in the hope that a generalization
of the duality to a (non)AdS/QCD duality could be found which would provide an analytical setting for
studying non-perturbative QCD effects. It is not clear that such a dual string theory for QCD would exist
(although there are some clues, such as the structure of QCD in the limit of infinite number of colours
instead of three). A lot of effort has gone into constructing generalized dualities known as ‘holographic
QCD models’. They share some features with QCD, but it is safe to say that none of them is without
problems. The ‘QCD string’ mentioned in the first paragraph corresponds to a fundamental string in a
higher-dimensional background in these models.
One of the most successful holographic QCD models is the Sakai-Sugimoto model. It manages
to reproduce much of the low-energy physics of quenched QCD in the chiral limit: not only does it
provide a nice geometrical interpretation of confinement and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking at
low temperatures, it also succeeds in reproducing low-energy effective models in terms of mesons that
were built based on phenomenological observations of the behaviour of mesons in the pre-QCD era.
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The inspiration for the original work presented in this thesis is to be found in the heavy-ion collision
experiments at RHIC and LHC. There, the set-up is such that extremely strong magnetic fields are pro-
duced in non-central collisions. Beams of heavy ions are accelerated to velocities close to the speed of
light, thereby creating an enormous electric current. If the heavy ions collide with a non-zero impact pa-
rameter, these currents induce (via a basic classical electrodynamics process) a maximum magnetic field
at the center of the collision, i.e. exactly where the resulting quark-gluon plasma medium forms. Aside
from the magnetic field, the thermalization process of forming the quark-gluon plasma state from the
initial highly excited state right after the heavy ion collision, is a poorly understood process that might
teach us a lot about QCD. Both the problem of QCD in the presence of strong magnetic fields and the
problem of far from equilibrium strongly coupled physics can be studied using a holographic approach
(in simplifying set-ups of course). They are moreover complementary in the way of viewing the use of
holographic methods. The first problem can be handled in a number of varying phenomenological QCD
models, but also in lattice QCD. This is to be contrasted with the problem of finite density QCD, where
the presence of a chemical potential µ is the source of the so-called sign problem on the lattice. The avail-
ability of results on a particular QCD+B problem from various models including lattice QCD, is very
interesting from the point of view of testing holographic models. It is important for these type of mod-
els (which can describe some but certainly not all features of QCD) to be able to check by comparison
with different approaches what it can and cannot describe well. The second problem of time evolution
of strongly coupled systems is much harder to tackle with conventional methods, and the holographic
method naturally is of interest to gain some insight in the situation.
We used the Sakai-Sugimoto model to study two conjectured effects in QCD in the presence of strong
magnetic fields, where we explicitly compare to other methods by fixing the holographic parameters to
GeV units. In the last part of the thesis we employ an AdS-Vaidya model to study aspects of thermaliza-
tion in a strongly coupled system (but not necessarily in the context of the quark-gluon plasma, which I
mentioned here rather as motivation for the two subjects handled in the thesis than the exact setting).
1.2 Outline of the thesis
We begin by reviewing the basics of quantum chromodynamics in chapter 2 and of string theory in
chapter 3. The necessary ingredients are covered to be able to discuss the AdS/CFT correspondence
in section 3.3. In chapter 4 we explain how one can modify the AdS/CFT duality to generalize it to
(non)AdS/QCD models. Demanding the CFT side of the duality to transform into a non-supersymmetric
and non-conformal theory that looks like QCD imposes conditions on the AdS side of the duality: we
discuss the desired features of the gravitational background in section 4.1. The D4-brane background
introduced in section 4.2 appears to be a good candidate and forms the basis of the Sakai-Sugimoto
model. String theory in this background is argued to be dual to a pure QCD-like theory. The approach to
holographic QCD dualities followed in chapter 4 is the top-down one (i.e. deriving holographic models
from string theory in the same spirit as the AdS/CFT correspondence, as opposed to the bottom-up
approach explained in section 4.2.1). Sakai and Sugimoto added N f flavour degrees of freedom to the
D4-brane background by adding N f pairs of D8-D8 probe branes, resulting in the Sakai-Sugimoto model
reviewed in chapter 5: string theory in the D4/D8/D8 background is dual to a 4-dimensional quenched
and massless QCD-like theory. The shape of the embedding of the D8-branes in interpreted as modeling
the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in the dual field theory (see section 5.3.2). Mesons manifest
themselves as fluctuations of the flavour gauge field living on the D8-branes (pi, ρ, a1 ... are unified in the
5-dimensional gauge field) (see section 5.3.3). The QCD-like dual contains a large number of redundant
degrees of freedom (in the sense that they are not present in real QCD), including an infinite tower of
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(in principle non-decoupling) Kaluza-Klein modes. Despite these limitations, the Sakai-Sugimoto model
has succeeded in rediscovering previously known effective QCD models. We discuss in particular how
the 4-dimensional Proca action for vector mesons (in (6.3.14)) and the 4-dimensional Skyrme action
for pions (in (2.4.4) and (6.3.36)) emerge from the model. (We leave out the discussion of the hidden
local symmetry (HLS) like formalism for the coupling between rho mesons and pions, vector meson
dominance, baryons as skyrmions, ... and other interesting accomplishments of the model, for which we
refer to [8, 9].) The effective 4-dimensional meson theory is distilled from the 5-dimensional DBI-CS
action ((6.3.1) and (6.4.174)), describing the dynamics of the 5-dimensional flavour gauge field on the
D8-branes, by integrating out the extra holographic radial dimension.
In chapter 6 we finally come to our own work, based on [1, 2]. We are able to show that the non-
Abelian (N f = 2) Sakai-Sugimoto model develops a DBI-induced tachyonic instability in its vector me-
son sector in the presence of a strong, constant background magnetic field. The presence of the instability
is not influenced by the CS-part of the action or, in dual field theory language, by the WZW-term describ-
ing the chiral anomaly (2.2.22). This delivers a holographic description of the ‘rho meson condensation
effect’ discussed first in [10]. The conjecture is that, at a critical value of the magnetic field Bc, the QCD
vacuum might be unstable towards forming a superconducting state where the condensed particles are
the combinations of charged rho mesons that have their spin aligned with the magnetic field.
This effect has been studied in several different phenomenological models as well as in lattice QCD
(and later also in complementary holographic bottom-up models [11–13]). We are able to compare di-
rectly to the results in those models by fixing the holographic parameters of the Sakai-Sugimoto model.
In particular, we use the most general embedding of the flavour branes u0 > uK (whereas u0 = uK corre-
sponds to the original ‘antipodal’ Sakai-Sugimoto model), which allows to model non-zero constituent
quark masses. We extend the analysis of [8] on fixing the holographic parameters to this more general
embedding, by matching to certain QCD input parameters (at zero magnetic field) in section 6.3.3. By
using the obtained values in that section, it should be possible to perform explicit comparisons of se-
veral effects described in the (generalized) Sakai-Sugimoto model with other approaches. Though the
Sakai-Sugimoto model does not claim to provide quantitative predictions, it is interesting to perform this
exercise, and often turns out to be surprisingly ‘accurate’ (cfr. comparisons of meson masses in [8] and
of the glueball spectrum in figure 4.5). In the limit of the simplest embedding (u0 = uK , which comes
closest to the bottom-up holographic configurations [11–13]) we recover exactly the Landau levels for an
effective 4-dimensional rho meson in the background of the magnetic field, which through the argument
of [10] also means the prediction for the critical magnetic field Bc is the same as the one obtained in [10],
namely eBc = m2ρ ≈ 0.6 GeV2. This estimate is “naive” in the sense that it is based on ignoring any
substructure of the rho mesons even in the presence of such strong fields. We improve on it by taking
into account the constituent masses of the rho mesons through the generalized embedding. The effect
of the magnetic field on the constituent quarks is that they gain more mass through the effect of ‘chi-
ral magnetic catalysis’. Its holographic realization is explained in section 6.3.5 in the discussion of the
B-dependent embedding of the flavour branes, and it results in an increased value of Bc, the calculation
of which involves numerically solving for mρ(B) (see also appendix B). The geometric stability of this
embedding is proven in section 6.4.3.
We believe we are the first to apply a more realistic magnetic field B in the context of the non-Abelian
Sakai-Sugimoto model, in the sense that it couples to up- and down-charges with different electromag-
netic charges (2e/3 and −e/3). Usually, the charges are averaged and as a result the flavour branes
remain coincident even in the presence of B. In our set-up, this is no longer the case and the general
B-dependent embedding corresponds to separated branes, see figure 6.5. This severely complicates the
mathematical analysis, mainly because of the non-triviality of the STr-prescription in the DBI-action in
that situation (with STr a gauge trace supplemented with an ordering prescription of the traced matrices).
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We calculate the critical magnetic field in chapter 6 in increasingly more complicated (i.e. general) set-
ups, with the various results summarized in figure 6.28. Rather than repeating the detailed outline here,
let us refer to the outline of chapter 6 in section 6.2. The final set-up is that of the most general embedding
(u0 > uK and B coupling twice as strong to the up-brane compared to the down-brane) and using the full
(non-linear in the field strength) DBI-action. An exact evaluation of the STr is possible to second order
in the fluctuations (see appendix C). Our final value for the critical magnetic field is eBc ≈ 0.85 GeV2,
obtained from our end result (6.4.170) (combined with (6.4.156)) for the generalized Landau levels, as
we were able to compute the complete energy spectrum for the generalized Proca equations of motion
exactly. The energy eigenstates are no longer spin eigenstates, except for the condensing one. Apart
from this result in the context of rho meson condensation, the investigation of the general non-Abelian
Sakai-Sugimoto model is interesting in its own right, where we clarified several difficulties regarding the
handling of separated branes (such as the STr-evaluation and the gauge fixing necessary to disentangle
scalar and vector fluctuations in section 6.4.2), and our stability analysis is complementary to other in-
vestigations of the stability of the model (see the references in section 6.2, most of which focussed on
chemical potential instead of magnetic fields).
In chapter 7 we review how to turn on a finite temperature in respectively a quantum field theory, the
boundary field theory in the AdS/CFT correspondence and the Sakai-Sugimoto model. This provides us
with the necessary background to also investigate the finite-temperature N f = 2 Sakai-Sugimoto model
in the presence of an external magnetic field, in chapter 8 which is based on [3]. The splitting of the
flavour branes leads us to the conclusion that the chiral restoration temperatures will split per flavour,
creating an intermediate phase where some of the chiral symmetry is restored, as depicted in figure 8.7.
The flavour-dependent (T,L,eB) phase diagram, with variable asymptotic brane-antibrane separation L,
is presented in figure 8.8 and cross sections of it in figure 8.9. A split between the chiral restoration
temperatures and the deconfinement temperature can emerge only for small enough values of L, which
is in correspondence with phenomenological and lattice data on the subject.
Next, in chapter 9 based on [4], we turn to a different type of holographic model: the AdS-Vaidya
background (introduced in section 9.1). This background allows to study a thermalization process holo-
graphically as the dual of a black hole formation process in the bulk. Time dependent spectral functions
of the boundary theory can be defined using a Wigner transform in eq. (9.2.15) [14]. We focus on the
used numerical techniques (pseudospectral method) in obtaining time-dependent spectral functions of
scalar and spinor bulk fields in thin-shell AdS3-Vaidya in section 9.3. In figure 9.9 an example of a
numerically obtained spectral function ρ(ω) for a spinor operator of fixed scaling dimension is shown
for increasing values of average time. In section 9.4 the calculation of time-dependent spectral func-
tions in Reissner-Nordstro¨m-AdS4-Vaidya is presented as a very first step towards extracting in principle
measurable quantities in time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments.
Finally, we end with a conclusion and outlook in chapter 10.
1.3 Comment on notations
We use the mostly minus convention for the Minkowski metric ηµν and natural units ~= c= 1. Notations
can be different per chapter, but this is always signaled in the text. For example, τ is used to denote
Euclidean time in chapter 9, while in the chapters on the Sakai-Sugimoto model τ refers to a compactified
spatial dimension.
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Chapter 2
Quantum chromodynamics
In this chapter you will find an attempt at a short overview of the theory of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), focused on the concepts that will appear further on in the thesis. Used references include [15–21]
and references therein.
2.1 Classical
The strong interaction, indirectly responsible for the attraction between protons and neutrons in nuclei,
is written down as the Yang-Mills theory1 with gauge group SU(Nc) – where Nc is the number of colours
equal to 3 – describing the interactions between fermionic quarks ψ and bosonic gluons (in the form of
gauge bosons) Aµ:
LQCD =−12Tr(FµνF
µν)+ ψ¯(iDµγµ−m)ψ. (2.1.1)
Here Fµν = ∂µAν− ∂νAµ + ig[Aµ,Aν] is the field strength with g the coupling constant (which is dimen-
sionless in 4 dimensions) and Dµ = ∂µ + igAµ the covariant derivative such that the above Lagrangian
is indeed invariant under local SU(Nc) transformations of the quarks ψ′ =Uψ (in the fundamental rep-
resentation) and the gluons A′µ = UAµU† +
i
g(∂µU)U
† (in the adjoint representation), with symmetry
element U = exp(−iθaXa) in terms of the Hermitian traceless generators Xa, which fulfill the Lie algebra
[Xa,Xb] = i fabcXc as well as Tr[XaXb] = δab2 , and form a basis for objects in the adjoint representation of
the group: Aµ = AaµX
a, FaµνX
a. γµ are the 4×4 Dirac matrices.
The first term of the Lagrangian (2.1.1) is referred to as pure QCD, describing the interactions be-
tween gluonic degrees of freedom only (which are present due to the non-Abelian character of the theory
as Nc > 1). When included, the quark spinor ψ is an object ψ jαA that carries 3 silent indices, indicating
its transformation properties under the symmetry groups of the Lagrangian: a Dirac spinor index α w.r.t.
the Lorentz group (under which the gluon Aµ transforms as a vector), a colour index A in the fundamental
representation of SU(Nc) (under which the gluon transforms in the adjoint representation) and a flavour
index j w.r.t. the global chiral symmetry (under which the gluon is invariant), which will be discussed
in detail next. The mass m in (2.1.1) is a diagonal N f ×N f mass matrix in flavour space, where the
number of flavours N f will usually be set to 2 in this work, including only the light up and down flavours.
The corresponding masses are of the order of 5 MeV and thus negligible in comparison to the proton
1It will become clear in section 2.2 why we already refer to this Lagrangian (2.1.1) as the one for quantum chromodynamics
(QCD).
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mass Mp ≈ 1 GeV. They are therefore often omitted from the action, in which case we will refer to it as
massless QCD or QCD in the chiral limit.
How can (massless) QCD explain the emergence of the heavy proton? How can it explain the ex-
perimental fact that only colourless composite objects such as protons are observed and the isolation of
a single coloured quark seems to be impossible - a phenomenon known as confinement? And how can
it explain the effect of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking - which will be covered in the section on
global chiral symmetry? These three observations are examples of non-perturbative effects, inaccessible
to standard perturbative quantum field techniques. To date, they are confirmed by numeric lattice QCD
techniques, but not yet fully understood from first principles.
The local SU(Nc) gauge symmetry of (2.1.1), inherent to Yang-Mills theories, is redundant in the
sense that physical observables are gauge invariant. Global symmetries on the other hand do correspond
to true physical symmetries and are therefore interesting for effective model building, on which more
later. We discuss the global dilatation and chiral symmetry.
2.1.1 Dilatation symmetry
The classical action of massless QCD, S =
∫
d4xLQCD,m=0, is invariant under scale transformations
xµ→ λxµ (2.1.2)
under which ψ→ λ−3/2ψ and Aµ → λ−1Aµ. Indeed, in the absence of quark masses and with dimen-
sionless coupling constant g, there is no fundamental scale present in the theory. Scale invariance can be
expressed as the tracelessness T µµ = 0 of a manifestly symmetric energy-momentum tensor Tµν, defined
alternatively2 as the functional derivative of the action w.r.t. the metric, evaluated in flat space:
δS =−1
2
∫
ddx
√
detgµνT µνδgµν. (2.1.3)
A scale transformation gives rise to a variation of the metric
δgαβ = εgαβ (2.1.4)
and a variation of the action
δS =−1
2
∫
ddxT µν εgµν =−12
∫
ddxεT µµ (2.1.5)
which disappears if
T µµ = 0. (2.1.6)
The corresponding conserved current is the dilatation current Dµ = T µνxν with ∂µT µν = 0 (translational
invariance):
∂µDµ = (∂µT µν)xν+T µνηµν = T µµ = 0. (2.1.7)
Scale transformations are a special case of conformal transformations x→ x′ which leave the metric
invariant up to a scale
g′µν(x
′) = Λ(x)gµν(x) (2.1.8)
2Based on rewriting invariance of the action δS =
∫
ddxT µν∂µεν = 0 under general coordinate transformations xµ → xµ +
εµ(x) as δS = 12
∫
ddxT µν(∂µεν+∂νεµ) and observing that g′µν = ∂x
α
∂x′µ
∂xβ
∂x′ν gαβ = gµν− (∂µεν+∂νεµ).
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and form the conformal group, with the Poincare´ group as subgroup Λ(x) = 1. Next to dilatations
x′µ = αxµ, the conformal group contains translations x′µ = xµ+aµ, rigid rotations x′µ =Mµνxν and special
conformal transformations x′µ = x
µ−bµx2
1−2bνxν+b2x2 .
This dilatation or scale invariance is only slightly broken by the addition of small quark masses. To
be able to explain a 1 GeV proton mass, a dynamically generated scale is necessary, and we will indeed
encounter it at the quantum level.
2.1.2 Global (approximate) chiral symmetry and its spontaneous breaking
Massless QCD is invariant under global transformations ΛV in flavour space
ΛV :ψ→ e−i~T ·~θψ' (1− i~T ·~θ)ψ
ψ¯→ ei~T ·~θψ¯' (1+ i~T ·~θ)ψ¯,
with T a (a = 1, ...,N2f − 1) the Hermitian traceless generators of SU(N f ) transformations, satisfying
Tr(T aT b) = δab/2, as well as for T 0 = 12 (the 2× 2 unity matrix) generating a U(1)V transformation.
This U(N f )V = SU(N f )V ×U(1)V flavour symmetry is manifestly present in the multiplets observed in
hadronic spectra, and persists when a (bare) flavour independent mass (mu = md = ms = · · · ) is assigned
to the quarks in the Lagrangian. The associated conserved currents are the baryon number and isospin3
vector currents jµV = ψ¯γµψ and j
µa
V = ψ¯γµT aψ.
The Lagrangian for massless QCD is also invariant under global axial transformations ΛA in flavour
space
ΛA :ψ→ e−iγ5~T ·~θψ' (1− iγ5~T ·~θ)ψ
ψ¯→ ψ¯e−iγ5~T ·~θ ' ψ¯(1− iγ5~T ·~θ),
forming the U(N f )A = SU(N f )A×U(1)A group with associated conserved axial vector currents jµ5 =
ψ¯γµγ5ψ and j
µa
5 = ψ¯γ
µγ5T aψ (with γ5 = γ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3 and {γ5,γµ} = 0). Quark masses (of the order 5
to 10 MeV) slightly break the U(N f )A symmetry: the symmetry is imperfect and the associated current
is only partially conserved. Pion decay (via the weak force) and pion nucleon scattering (via the strong
force) appear to be consistent with the ‘Partially Conserved Axial Current’ (PCAC) hypothesis [22].
The QCD Lagrangian (2.1.1) is invariant under U(N f )V transformations when quark masses are
assumed to be flavour independent, and approximately invariant under U(N f )A transformations when
the quarks are approximately massless. The approximate U(N f )V ×U(N f )A symmetry is called the
chiral symmetry (in practice however, the term ‘chiral symmetry’ sometimes only refers to the U(N f )A
symmetry). The generators of SU(N f )V and SU(N f )A are respectively given by
Qa =
∫
j0aV (~x, t)d
3x and Qa5 =
∫
j0a5 (~x, t)d
3x, (2.1.9)
and obey the commutation relations
[Qa,Qb] = i f abcQc, [Qa,Qb5] = i f
abcQc5, [Q
a
5,Q
b
5] = i f
abcQc, (2.1.10)
3Using this terminology we implicitly focus on the N f = 2 case, referring to the isospin symmetry that transforms neutron
and proton into each other by interchanging up and down quarks.
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with f abc the structure constants of the group ( f abc = εabc for N f = 2). The charges Qa5 do not form a
closed algebra. One therefore defines the combinations
QaR =
1
2
(Qa+Qa5), Q
a
L =
1
2
(Qa−Qa5) (2.1.11)
with
[QaR,Q
b
R] = i f
abcQcR, [Q
a
L,Q
b
L] = i f
abcQcL, [Q
a
R,Q
b
L] = 0 (2.1.12)
to obtain two decoupled SU(N f ) algebras. The SU(N f )V ×SU(N f )A symmetry from now on is denoted
as SU(N f )L×SU(N f )R: QaL generates a SU(N f ) transformation of ψL = 12(1− γ5)ψ and QaR generates a
SU(N f ) transformation ofψR = 12(1+γ5)ψ, that leaves the massless QCD Lagrangian, withψ=ψL+ψR,
invariant.
We set N f = 2, such that T a = τa/2 (τa the Pauli matrices, a = 1,2,3), for which:
[τa,τb] = 2iεabcτc, (2.1.13)
{τa,τb}= 2δab12. (2.1.14)
To investigate how mesons transform under the symmetry transformations ΛV and ΛA, we consider the
following mesonic combinations of the quark fields ψ:
~pi≡ iψ¯~τγ5ψ pseudoscalar combination (pion state)
σ≡ ψ¯ψ scalar combination (sigma state)
~ρµ ≡ ψ¯~τγµψ vector combination (rho state)
~a1µ ≡ ψ¯~τγµγ5ψ axial vector combination (a1 state).
Using (2.1.13) and (2.1.14) it is possible to show that ΛV transformations correspond to isospin rotations
of pions and ρ mesons:
ΛV :~pi→~pi+~θ×~pi and ~ρµ→~ρµ+~θ×~ρµ, (2.1.15)
and that pions and σ mesons on one hand and ρ and a1 on the other are rotated into each other under ΛA:
ΛA :~pi→~pi+~θσ and ~ρµ→~ρµ+~θ×~a1µ. (2.1.16)
We expect that states that are rotated into each other under a symmetry of the QCD Hamiltonian, would
have equal eigenvalues, i.e. masses. This however is not the case: mρ = 770 MeV and ma1 = 1260
MeV, and the difference in mass is too large (namely of the order of mρ) to be a consequence of the
light symmetry breaking caused by the small quark masses. The axial symmetry is thus not reflected in
the mass spectrum of mesons, but there are experimental indications (mentioned earlier) that the axial
vector current is partially conserved. An explanation for these apparently contradictory observations is
a spontaneous breaking of the axial symmetry: in the Nambu-Goldstone realization of chiral symmetry,
the symmetry of the Hamiltonian is invisible in the ground state or Qa5|Ω〉 6= 0 (while still Qa|Ω〉= 0) –
in contrast to Qa|Ω〉= Qa5|Ω〉= 0 in the Wigner-Weyl realization.
To get an intuitive picture of spontaneous symmetry breaking, we assume that the effective QCD
Hamiltonian at zero temperature takes the form of a Mexican hat potential, with the (x,y) coordinates
replaced by (σ,~pi) fields (see figure 2.1). Spatial rotations in the valley of the hat serve as a mechanic
analogon for the axial rotation ΛA, rotating~pi in σ (2.1.16). To end up in one of the ground states in the
valley, a direction has to be chosen:the axial symmetry is dynamically broken SU(N f )A → 1, and thus
SU(N f )V ×SU(N f )A→ SU(N f )V , or
U(N f )L×U(N f )R→U(N f )V (spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking). (2.1.17)
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σ
π
Figure 2.1: Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking [22].
As the ground state is located at a finite distance from the origin, the scalar σ field, carrying the quan-
tum numbers of the vacuum, acquires a finite expectation value. In quark language this means that a
finite scalar quark condensate arises, 〈ψ¯ψ〉 6= 0, as order parameter of the spontaneously broken chiral
symmetry. Pion excitations correspond to small, massless rotations along the valley (away from the
ground state): the massless pion, carrying the quantum numbers of broken generators Qa5, serves as the
Goldstone boson of spontaneous axial symmetry breaking. Excitations in the σ direction correspond to
massive, radial excitations. (The mass difference between ρ and a1 is also explained within the idea
of spontaneous axial symmetry breaking, see for instance [23, 24].) The small explicit axial symme-
try breaking caused by small quark masses corresponds in this picture to a slight tilt of the hat. While
the toy picture with the Mexican hat focuses on the SU(N f ) part of the symmetry, it is in fact the full
U(N f )L×U(N f )R which is broken down to the subgroup of U(N f )V vector symmetries, as stated in
(2.1.17), consistent with the vacuum expectation value for the ψ¯ψ operator. With the four spontaneously
broken continuous symmetries, associated with four axial vector currents, there only seem to correspond
three Goldstone bosons, in the form of the isospin triplet of pions. The reason for the absence of a fourth
will become clear in section 2.2.2.
Assuming that the pion, as Goldstone boson, dominates the spectrum of pseudoscalar isovector ex-
citations, in combination with the PCAC hypothesis leads to the Gell-Mann Oakes Renner (GMOR)
relation
m2pi f
2
pi =−
1
2
(mu+md)〈ψ¯ψ〉 (2.1.18)
relating bare quark m f and pion masses mpi, with fpi the pion decay constant (mass dimension 1) from
〈0| jµaA (x)|pib(p)〉= iδab fpipµe−ip·x.
2.2 Quantum
At the quantum level, LQCD in (2.1.1) is supplemented with a gauge-fixing term Lgauge f ixing (and a re-
sulting Lghost containing unphysical ghost particles), to make sure that in the path integral formulation of
the quantized field theory (in the Faddeev-Popov quantization) one is integrating out gauge inequivalent
fields. This is a complicated story involving residual overcounting after gauge fixing (“Gribov copies”)
that will not be discussed here further. In the operator formulation of quantum field theory, the fields are
promoted to operators, so with this interpretation understood we can use LQCD in (2.1.1) as the quan-
tum chromodynamics Lagrangian. The basic objects considered at the quantum level are correlation
functions, defined by the vacuum expectation value of time-ordered products of field operators – in a
general notation for general fields φ and where we will write |0〉 for the perturbative and |Ω〉 for the
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non-perturbative vacuum:
〈φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)〉= 〈Ω|Tφ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)|Ω〉 (2.2.1)
or in the path integral formalism
〈φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)〉=
∫
Dφφ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)eiS∫
DφeiS
= Z[J]−1
(
1
i
)n δnZ[J]
δJ(x1) · · ·δJ(xn)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
(2.2.2)
with the path integral or partition function
Z[J] =
∫
Dφei(S+
∫
d4xJφ) = e−iW [J] (2.2.3)
the generating functional of correlation functions, and W [J] the generating functional of connected cor-
relation functions
〈φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)〉conn =
(
1
i
)n+1 δnW [J]
δJ(x1) · · ·δJ(xn)
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
. (2.2.4)
The chiral condensate from the previous section is defined in this quantum language as
〈ψ¯ψ〉=−Tr lim
y→x+〈Ω|Nψ(x)ψ¯(y)|Ω〉 (2.2.5)
with the minus sign and trace over a product of Dirac matrices from the closed fermion loop, and
N the notation for the normal ordered product of fields, related to the time-ordered product through
Wick’s theorem Tφ(x1) · · ·φ(xn) = N{φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn) + all possible contractions}. From this definition
we can appreciate that the chiral condensate is perturbatively zero, since〈0|Nψ(x)ψ¯(y)|0〉 = 0, but
〈Ω|Nψ(x)ψ¯(y)|Ω〉 6= 0. From dimensional analysis it is moreover clear that 〈ψ¯ψ〉 has mass dimen-
sion 3, signaling the need for a dynamically generated non-perturbative mass scale in (approximately)
massless QCD. The same is true for confinement, which can be formulated in terms of infinitely heavy
quarks separated by a distance L, between which the field lines are squeezed into a flux tube. They feel
a confining linear potential V ∼ σL with σ the “QCD string tension” with mass dimension 2. The mass
scale will appear from the process of renormalization.
2.2.1 β-function and trace anomaly
If the interaction can be treated as a perturbation of the free theory, the correlation functions can be
expanded perturbatively in powers of the coupling constant, giving rise to Feynman diagrams
〈Ω|Tφ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)|Ω〉= (sum of all connected diagrams with n external points) . (2.2.6)
These graphs contain more loops of virtual particles at each order, leading to integrals over all loop
momenta that are typically UV-divergent4. This can be demonstrated in the simpler case of φn scalar
field theory, where a 1-particle irreducible Feynman graph with E external legs and V vertices has I =
(nV −E)/2 internal lines and the number of loop integrals is L = I−V + 1. Focusing on the region of
integration where all loop momenta are large, the evaluation of the graphs in momentum space gives rise
to
∫ d4L p
p2I , which diverges for 4L≥ 2I or 4≥ (4−n)V +E. For n > 4 or negative mass dimension of the
φn coupling (which is equal to 4−n) the divergence increases with each order V in the perturbation, and
the interaction is non-renormalizable.
4In the operational formalism the singular behaviour typically comes from products of operators at the same point, in the
path integral formalism from the formal definition of the measure as an infinite-dimensional product of fields.
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For n = (<)4 or zero (positive) mass dimension of the coupling, the interaction is (super-)renorma-
lizable: it is possible to add counterterms to the action (order by order) and absorb them in a redefinition
of the previously divergent bare quantities (such as charge, mass, ...) into finite, renormalized ones - as
a function of which the new action takes the same form as before. In order to define the infinite coun-
terterms, the infinities of the bare quantities have to be parameterized in terms of a cut-off in a process
called regularization (for example ε→ 0 in dimensional regularization, d = 4− ε). The renormalized
quantities will depend on the cut-off or related renormalization energy scale µ. In particular, the renor-
malized coupling constant gR in QCD will ‘run’ with the scale µ (for example gR∼ gµ−ε/2 in dimensional
regularization); this is captured by the beta function defined as
β(gR) = µ
d
dµ
gR(µ) (2.2.7)
and given in QCD at one loop by
β(gR) =− g
3
R
16pi2
(
11
3
Nc− 23N f
)
+O(g5R) (2.2.8)
or β(g2R) =−β0 g4R+O(g6R) with β0 =
1
8pi2
(
11
3
Nc− 23N f
)
. (2.2.9)
QCD can be shown to be renormalizable at all orders in perturbation theory, e.g. by using a technique
called algebraic renormalization.
The introduction of the energy scale µ in the renormalization process, is responsible for breaking
the scale invariance of classical massless QCD. This is an example of an anomaly or the breaking of a
classical symmetry at quantum level. Anomalies of global symmetries are consistent and correspond to
true restrictions on the theory, anomalies of local symmetries are not allowed (because of e.g. unitarity
issues). A scale transformation x → e−σx transforming the energy scale µ → eσµ = (1+ σ)µ+ · · · ,
now induces an infinitesimal variation of the coupling constant gR → gR +σβ(gR) and corresponding
variation of the Lagrangian δL = σβ(gR) ∂∂gRL , such that the quantum corrected trace of the symmetric
energy-momentum tensor reads
∂µDµ = T µµ =
δL
δσ
= β(gR)
∂
∂gR
L . (2.2.10)
The coupling constant can be removed from the covariant derivative by a rescaling of the gauge field
gRAaµ→Aaµ after which the only gR-dependence of the action is in the kinetic term− 14g2R F
a
µνF
µνa, resulting
in
∂µDµ = T µµ =
β(gR)
2g3R
FaµνF
µνa 6= 0. (2.2.11)
We interpret the physical implications of the running of the QCD coupling with energy scale µ,
obtained by integrating (2.2.9):
g2R(µ) =
g2R(µ0)
1+β0g2R(µ0) ln
µ
µ0
or g2R(µ) =
g2
1+β0g2 ln µΛ
(2.2.12)
with integration constant µ0 and bare coupling g = gR(Λ). The sign of β0 ∼
(11
3 Nc− 23 NF
)
is positive,
since Nc = 3 and N f = 6. This means that gR decreases as the scale µ increases, and in the limit of µ→∞
g2R(µ)∼
1
(11Nc−2N f ) ln µµ0
→ 0, (2.2.13)
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QCD becomes asymptotically free: quarks and gluons interact increasingly weaker at short distances.
Conversely, the coupling grows at large distances, signaling confinement in the IR. In particular the
perturbative coupling will diverge at the Landau pole
µ = µ0 exp
(
− 1
β0g2R(µ0)
)
. (2.2.14)
How the coupling actually will grow at low energies can only be asked in a non-perturbative QCD
treatment. A figure combining different experimental results is given in figure 2.2. The expression
Figure 2.2: Summary of measurements of g2Y M ∼ αs as a function of energy scale µ or Q [25].
(2.2.12) can be further rewritten, without reference to the coupling constant g2R(µ0) and µ0 on the right
hand side, but instead as a function of a dynamic mass scale ΛQCD:
g2R(µ) =
1
β0 ln(µ/ΛQCD)
, (2.2.15)
with ΛQCD defined in lowest order as
ΛQCD = µexp
(
− 1
β0g2R(µ)
)
. (2.2.16)
This scale can be introduced by solving
µ
d
dµ
Mh
(
µ,g2R(µ)
)
= 0, (2.2.17)
expressing the independence of a hadron mass Mh = µ f
(
g2R(µ)
)
on the renormalization scale µ. The
equation for the dimensionless f , given by f +β f ′ = 0, can be solved in lowest order (with β given in
(2.2.9)), to obtain f (g2R) =Ch exp
(−1/{β0g2R(µ)}), with Ch an integration constant, such that the result
for the hadron mass can be written as
Mh =ChΛQCD. (2.2.18)
From the expression (2.2.16) it follows that this scale is zero at each order in the expansion around
gR = 0 and is hence a purely non-perturbative object. The three examples of non-perturbative effects
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mentioned earlier, can be expressed in terms of this intrinsic QCD scale ΛQCD: the hadron mass Mh ∼
ΛQCD, the QCD string tension σ∼Λ2QCD associated with confinement, and the chiral condensate 〈ψψ¯〉 ∼
Λ3QCD associated with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. ΛQCD is the momentum scale at which the
coupling (2.2.15) becomes strong (technically diverges) as the energy scale µ is decreased; its estimated
value from experimental measurements (and lattice studies) is ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV.
2.2.2 Chiral anomaly
The axial vector current jµ5 = ψ¯γ
µγ5ψ of section 2.1.2 is no longer conserved at the quantum level:
∂µ j
µ
5 ∼ N f εµνρσTr(FµνFρσ) 6= 0 (2.2.19)
This is known as the U(1)A anomaly. An indication of its origin is the need for a redefinition of γ5
(defined previously to anticommute with all other γµ in d = 4 dimensions) in the process of dimensional
regularization d = 4− ε. It explains why there does not seem to be a light isosinglet pseudoscalar with
mass comparable to that of the pions, which would be necessary as Goldstone boson of the spontaneous
breaking of U(1)A, if it were not explicitly broken by quantum corrections. Typical triangle Feynman
diagrams that contribute to the anomaly are shown in figure 2.3. In the limit of infinite number of
colours, Nc→ ∞, which is the relevant limit in holographic QCD models, these diagrams are suppressed
because of their quark loops (see section 2.5). This leads to the restoration of U(1)A and the η′ meson
is identified as the corresponding ‘missing’ Goldstone boson. To summarize, due to quantum effects
(the U(1)A anomaly), the classical expression (2.1.17) for spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (χSB)
becomes
U(N f )V ×SU(N f )A→U(N f )V (spontaneous χSB incl. quantum effects), (2.2.20)
but in the large Nc limit (U(1)A restored), the classical symmetry is restored and again we find
U(N f )V ×U(N f )A→U(N f )V (spontaneous χSB at large Nc). (2.2.21)
Figure 2.3: Diagrams that lead to an axial vector anomaly for a chiral current in QCD [16].
Although the axial isospin currents have no axial anomaly from QCD interactions, they do have
an anomaly associated with the coupling of quarks to electromagnetism (with electromagnetic coupling
constant e and electromagnetic field strength Fµν):
∂µ j
µa
5 ∼ δa3e2εµνρσFµνFρσ (2.2.22)
which gives the leading contribution to the amplitude of pi0 → 2γ decay. In low-energy effective QCD
models, the effect of this chiral anomaly is modeled by the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) action (see
section 2.4). In the Sakai-Sugimoto model it will correspond to the Chern-Simons action on the flavour
branes.
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2.3 More inspiration from statistical mechanics
We already encountered an example of a concept in field theory that was borrowed from statistical me-
chanics, namely the Mexican hat potential associated with spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry.
Here, we will mention some more examples, most notably the concept of the renormalization group:
although it is not directly used in the work discussed in this thesis, it has a close link with the AdS/CFT
correspondence and is thus not unimportant to mention.
The renormalization group (RG) method was first developed in the context of spin systems, to deal
with a class of problems, including critical phenomena, which are characterized by having very many
degrees of freedom in a region the size of the correlation length5 (which could be defined as the minimum
size of a system, e.g. a gas, that one can reach before it qualitatively changes properties). In this type
of systems it turns out to be the cooperative behaviour between the many degrees of freedom that is a
determining factor, rather than the precise form of the initial interactions, giving rise to the concepts of
universal ‘critical’ behaviour and universality classes of theories which lead to the same long-distance
behaviour. The idea of RG is to successively perform scale transformations on the system, and while
zooming out from the UV to the IR (“RG flow”) define effective degrees of freedom with effective
local interactions (the assumption being that the interactions only couple directly to nearby degrees of
freedom). The flow is expected to be characterized by scale invariant ‘fixed points’ where the beta
function vanishes. Asymptotic freedom corresponds to a free fixed point in this language. The scale
invariance at the fixed point usually belongs to the larger conformal symmetry group, and conformal
field theories are used to describe statistical systems at criticality (non-trivial fixed point).
In its application to quantum field theory (QFT), RG comes down to integrating out high energy
degrees of freedom, with momentum p say between µ < p < Λ: e−Se f f (φ;µ) =
∫
Dφµ<p<Λe−Se f f (φ;Λ), with
Se f f (φ;Λ) the Wilsonian effective action e−Se f f (φ;Λ)=
∫
Dφ|p|>Λe−SE (φ) such thatZ[J] =
∫
Dφe−SE−
∫
Jφ=∫
Dφ|p|<Λe−Se f f (φ;Λ)−
∫
Jφ, where we performed the typical Wick rotation to Euclidean time τ= it,−SE =
iS, for the sake of convergence properties of the path integrals. The renormalization scale µ = Λs , related
to Λ with a scale factor s, is interpreted as the ‘detector scale’ beyond which we are not yet able to probe
the theory further. Λ is the true UV cutoff of the QFT, beyond which the field theory breaks down and
the correct but unknown high-energy theory, termed UV-completion, has to take over. In this vision on
renormalization, the infinities encountered in QFT signal a physical reality, namely that it is wrong to
extrapolate a theory that works at E = 1 TeV to E → ∞, as one implicitly does in a local QFT. The fact
that strong interaction physics can be described by a renormalizable gauge theory (it is possible to take
the limit Λ→ ∞) is believed to be the unavoidable consequence of two ‘theorems’. The first one is un-
proven but believed to be true for lack of counterexamples: “any sensible physical theory reduces at low
enough energy to a renormalizable quantum field theory”. The second one says that “a unitary quantum
field theory which contains vector particles must be a local gauge theory” (which can be proven).
The RG leads to a low-energy effective theory with an in principle infinite number of possible inter-
action terms ∑i ciOˆi, which do not necessarily appear in the Lagrangian of the fundamental microscopic
theory but are compatible with its symmetries. They can be classified according to the mass dimension
di of the coupling ci (or equivalently in terms of the mass dimension dO i and the spacetime dimension d),
which determines not only renormalizability (as discussed in section 2.2.1) but also scaling behaviour of
the interaction term (∼ sdi) under scaling transformations: the super-renormalizable (di > 0 or dO i < d),
renormalizable (di = 0 or dO i = d) and non-renormalizable (di < 0 or dO i > d) interactions correspond
respectively to relevant, marginal and irrelevant interactions in the sense that they amplify, remain the
5Any relativistic quantum field theory falls into this class, as the field φ at each point x is a separate degree of freedom, so
any region of finite size contains an infinite number of degrees of freedom.
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same, or die out under the flow. In this argument it is the quantum dimension, which differs from the
classical mass dimension value in an anomalous term (anomalous dimension), that has to be used for
the classification. The beta functions parameterizing RG flow associated with different operators can
mix and are diagonalized near a fixed point of the flow, with the eigenvalues determining the anoma-
lous dimensions, and the eigenvectors the directions which can be classified into relevant (flowing away
from the fixed point), marginal or irrelevant (flowing towards the fixed point). The effective field theory
Lagrangian, of the form
Le f t = L≤d +Ld+1+Ld+2+ · · · , (2.3.1)
with subscripts referring to operator dimensions dO i , is valid at energy scale µ = Λ/s. Retaining only the
renormalizable L≤d terms means we are dealing with an error of 1/s. Higher order corrections in 1/s can
be systematically included by retaining irrelevant terms up to Ld+r - to compute with an error of 1/sr+1:
the effective field theory is predictive but has a finite accuracy (so non-renormalizable theories are not
without physical meaning). The renormalizable QFT result is obtained by assuming Λ→ ∞ and thus
s = Λ/µ→ ∞, in which case the renormalizable L≤d gives the ‘exact’ result (where ‘exact’ means that
the QFT is erroneously assumed to be the correct theory for all energy scales, and in fact the calculations
are approximate with powers of 1/s neglected).
The advantage of the renormalization group view by Wilson, is that it provides a non-perturbative
definition of the theory. Imposing a spacetime lattice (in Euclidean time τ after a Wick rotation τ = it)
to provide the UV cutoff, lead to the numeric non-perturbative approach of lattice QCD, which is for
example able to demonstrate confinement and succeeds in reproducing the low-lying spectrum of hadrons
[26]. Its main limitations are dealing with non-zero baryon densities (because of the numerical sign
problem) and real-time dynamics (because of Euclidean time).
The analogy between field theory and statistical mechanics, which lies at the basis of RG methods
in field theory, furthermore suggests that spaces of field theoretic interactions also divide into phase
domains. A cartoon of the suspected phase diagram of QCD, as a function of external thermodynamic
parameters temperature T and baryon chemical potential µB = 1N f ∑ f µ f , is presented in figure 2.4. Each
point on the diagram corresponds to a stable thermodynamic state.
Figure 2.4: Sketch of the suspected QCD phase diagram [27].
At sufficiently high temperatures T  ΛQCD one expects to find a phase of asymptotically ‘free’
quarks and gluons, termed quark-gluon plasma (QGP), where chiral symmetry is restored. Indeed, data
from the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [28] and LHC mark the production of such a phase
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(see e.g. [29] and references therein). The low-energy effective degrees of freedom of QCD on the
other hand are hadronic in nature. Lowering the temperature one should encounter a phase transition
for confinement as well as for the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. The nature of this phase
transition depends on the parameters. For large Nc it is believed to be strongly first order, while for Nc = 3
in the chiral limit it is second order, and for Nc = 3 with N f = 2 light quarks, a crossover occurs. Near the
crossover the phase is referred to as strongly coupled QGP (sQGP). It is in the strongly coupled regime
that one can hope for viable input from holographic QCD models. For example, the shear viscosity over
entropy density η/s is expected to reach a minimum near the crossover (and extend to infinity far from
it, for T → 0 (dilute hadron gas) as well as T →∞) [27,30]. Experimental data from heavy ion collisions
indicate that it is indeed small, by comparing to hydrodynamic calculations, and plausibly saturating the
lower bound of (4pi)−1 conjectured in holography [31, 32].
Where perturbative techniques are applicable for very high T and/or µB, and lattice QCD is restricted
primarily to low µB, the largest part of the pictured phase diagram is at this point only accessible through
phenomenological or effective QCD models. Holographic QCD can be placed in this category of models.
In the bulk of this thesis we will focus on two effects that possibly occur in the (T,B) plane of the QCD
phase diagram, considering the effects of the presence of an external magnetic field B (at µB = 0).
2.4 Effective low-energy QCD models
In the IR, the relevant QCD degrees of freedom are not quarks and gluons as in the UV, but mesons and
nucleons (and glueballs). Effective models in terms of these observable asymptotic states, that respect
the global QCD symmetries, are useful to describe low-energy phenomenology.
In order to construct a Lagrangian that is invariant under chiral symmetry, the building block to use
is~pi2+σ2 (cfr. (2.1.15) and (2.1.16)). Including the Mexican hat potential of figure 2.1, this leads to the
Linear Sigma model (terms in the nucleonic degrees of freedom LpiN ,LN left out)
LLS =
1
2
(∂µ~pi)2+
1
2
(∂µσ)2−C2
(
(~pi2+σ2)− f 2pi
)2
(2.4.1)
from which the σ-field (which is unidentifiable with a physical particle) can be eliminated by restricting
the dynamics to pionic excitations in the valley of the hat~pi2+σ2 = f 2pi (send C→ ∞), giving rise to the
Non-Linear Sigma model
LNLS =
1
2
(∂µ~pi)2+
1
2 f 2pi
(~pi ·∂µ~pi)2 = f
2
pi
4
Tr(∂µU∂µU+) =− f
2
pi
4
Tr(U+∂µU)2 (2.4.2)
where in the last line we introduced
U(x) = e2i
~T ·~pi(x)
fpi ∈ SU(N f ) (2.4.3)
for the ‘pion field’ U(x) ∈ SU(N f ), transforming under chiral transformations (hL,hR) ∈ SU(N)L ×
SU(N)R as U ′(x) = hLU(x)h−1R . The three pions pia in (2.4.3) (for N f = 2) are the three Goldstone
bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of SU(N f )A in (2.2.20). In the Skyrme Lagrangian,
non-linear pipi interactions are added
L =
f 2pi
4
Tr(∂µU∂µU+)− 132g2 Tr[U
+∂µU,U+∂νU ]2 (2.4.4)
describing an effective theory of weakly coupled mesons, valid in the limit f 2pi →∞ (the pipi coupling can
be seen to be proportional to 1/ f 2pi in (2.4.2)), and with dimensionless parameter g∼ 1/
√
Nc identifiable
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with the coupling fρpipi. This limit corresponds to the large Nc limit discussed in the next section, where
we will find that fpi scales as
√
Nc. Going further and further in order, one constructs what is called ‘the
chiral Lagrangian’ in chiral perturbation theory for mesons.
(2.4.4) contains a redundant symmetry that is not respected by nature: it is invariant under U(x)→
U+(x), which forbids processes transforming an even number of mesons into an odd number of mesons,
such as K+K−→ pi+pi−pi0 and pi0η→ pi+pi−pi0. These processes are however observed experimentally,
and they go through in QCD thanks to the chiral anomaly. To include the chiral anomaly into the Skyrme
model, the redundant U(x)→U+(x) symmetry has to be removed. This effect is achieved by adding
the Wess-Zumino term nΓWZ (n ∈ Z), consisting of an odd number of factors U+∂µU , to the Skyrme
action. This corresponds to adding terms with an odd number of Goldstone bosons, referred to as “odd
intrinsic parity terms”. In the presence of an electromagnetic field, extra terms have to be added to the
action in order for it to be gauge invariant, resulting in the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) action Γ˜WZ (and
with n = Nc), the precise expression of which can be found in [33]. The resulting theory contains soliton
solutions (‘skyrmions’) that can be identified with strongly interacting nucleons [34], and succeeds in
predicting the correct decay rates of electromagnetic (e.g. pi0→ 2γ) as well as hadronic (e.g. ω→ 3pi)
decay processes in the meson sector.
Another, much used low-energy effective QCD model is the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [35,
36]. It is defined in terms of quark degrees of freedom, the gluon-mediated interactions between which
are integrated out and replaced by effective four-fermion interactions, such that effective nucleonic and
mesonic degrees of freedom are obtained through a kind of Cooper pairing mechanism as in the BCS
theory of superconductivity. The Lagrangian
LNJL = ψ¯(i/∂−m)ψ+G
{
(ψ¯ψ)2+(ψ¯iγ5~τψ)2
}
, (2.4.5)
with G a dimensionful coupling constant, respects the global symmetries of QCD.
It is perhaps important to note that the above models are not effective QCD theories in the ‘Wilson
effective field theory’ sense: there are no derivations of these models from integrating out degrees of
freedom starting from QCD, in fact they stem from the pre-QCD era. QCD could be regarded as a
UV-completion of the chiral model, but - as they do not share the same degrees of freedom - a very
different kind of UV-completion than for example the electroweak theory is to the Fermi theory (where
the fermions are present in both theories but with different interactions); one cannot ask about pion
scattering at high energy in QCD (but lattice QCD can show the existence of pions as poles in correlation
functions).
2.5 Large Nc QCD: link to string theory
There is no obvious small expansion parameter present in (approximately massless) QCD, whereas a
definite need for approximation schemes presents itself. An unobvious small parameter was suggested
by ’t Hooft [37] in the form of the inverse of the number of colours, for large Nc. In the limit of an infinite
number of colours Nc→ ∞, QCD Feynman diagrams can be associated with 2-dimensional surfaces and
in this way linked to world surfaces of strings in string theory. The dualities between field and string
theories presented further on, such as the AdS/CFT-correspondence and the Sakai-Sugimoto model, are
precisely valid in the Nc→ ∞ limit.
The Feynman rules for pure QCD6 (in the convention scheme used in [38]) are given in figure 2.5
6In the Nc → ∞ limit, quark loops are suppressed compared to gluon loops, as the latter contain an extra colour loop and
thus an extra factor Nc. Quarks will therefore be ignored here (until the discussion of mesons).
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in the ‘double line notation’ introduced by ’t Hooft. The colour lines represent the indices i and j of
(Aµ)i j, and Feynman diagrams correspond to surfaces of polygons glued to each other along the gluons:
the propagators are the edges of polygons and every colour index loop represents a polygon face.
Figure 2.5: Feynman rules for a pure SU(Nc) gauge theory in the ’double line notation’ [38].
It will appear that Feynman diagrams will reorganize themselves in an expansion in degree of non-
planarity in the perturbation series in the limit Nc → ∞ and g2Y MNc finite and constant. In order to see
this, we look at some simple diagrams in figure 2.6 and count the powers of g2Y M and Nc as follows:
a Feynman diagram∼ (g2Y M)number of propagators − number of vertices (Nc)number colour loops (2.5.1)
(every closed loop corresponds to a sum over Nc colours and therefore gives a factor Nc). The defining
quantity that appears is
the number of vertices (V) −
the number of propagators (= the number of edges E) +
the number of loops (= the number of faces F),
better known as the topologically invariant Euler number χ ≡ V −E +F . In this notation we rewrite
(2.5.1) as
a Feynman diagram ∼ (g2Y M)E−V (Nc)F
∼ (g2Y MNc)E−V (Nc)V−E+F
∼ λE−V (Nc)χ, (2.5.2)
where we grouped the coupling constant gY M and the number of colours Nc in the ’t Hooft coupling
constant λ= g2Y MNc.
For a connected orientable surface we have χ = 2−2g−b, with b the number of boundaries, and g
the genus (= the number of handles). For a sphere g = 0, b = 0, χ = 2; for a torus g = 1, b = 0, χ = 0.
The first three planar diagrams in figure 2.6 have χ= 2, and can therefore be mapped onto a sphere. The
last, non-planar diagram in figure 2.6 has χ = 0 and can be mapped onto a torus. When the ’t Hooft
coupling constant λ is kept constant7, the non-planar diagram in figure 2.6 is suppressed by a factor N−2c .
7To demonstrate why λ constant or gY M ∼ 1/
√
Nc is the only sensible large Nc behaviour, consider the beta function (2.2.9).
After rescaling gY M = g¯Y MN
−1/2+ε
c , with g¯ finite as Nc→ ∞, it reads
µ
dg¯Y M(µ)
dµ
=−
(
11
3
− 2
3
N f
Nc
)
g¯3Y M
16pi2
N2εc +O(g¯5R). (2.5.3)
For ε < 0, g¯ is constant and gY M runs to zero, leading to a trivial theory, while for ε > 0, g¯ runs infinitely fast. A non-trivial
and sensible theory is only obtained when gY M ∼ 1/
√
Nc. Moreover, the RG equation for λ is Nc-independent (up to an
N f /Nc-suppressed term),
µ
dλ
dµ
=−11
3
λ2
8pi2
+
2
3
N f
Nc
λ2
8pi2
, (2.5.4)
such that λ is the natural large Nc coupling constant [39].
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Figure 2.6: By grouping the coupling constant gY M and the number of colours Nc into the ’t Hooft coupling
constant λ= g2Y MNc, one can see that N−2c counts the degree of non-planarity. Planar diagrams can be mapped on
a sphere, while non-planar diagrams have to be mapped to surfaces of higher genus [38].
In general, the expansion in 1/Nc of gauge theories in the limit Nc→ ∞ with λ constant, is an expansion
in degree of non-planarity, which is given by the minimal genus of the surface onto which the diagram
can be mapped without crossings of gluon propagators. QCD diagrams in the large Nc limit then look
like 2-dimensional surfaces which can be interpreted as world surfaces of closed strings. This suggests
a possible relation between large Nc QCD and string theory, which however is yet to be made explicit.
One of the obstacles is understanding the meaning of the ’t Hooft coupling λ in terms of string theory.
There are further clues for stringy behaviour in the strong coupling regime of QCD: spectra of mesons
and baryons display a linear relation between the spin J and the mass squared M2 (‘Regge trajectories’),
which can be explained within a stringy model where mesons are represented as massive quarks con-
nected by a relativistic string.
Let us finish this section by discussing the large-Nc limit in terms of low-energy meson degrees of
freedom [40, 41]. Consider a local quark bilinear operator J(x) that creates a ψψ¯ pair or scalar meson
state at position x, under the extra assumption that the sum of planar diagrams leads to a confining theory.
In figure 2.7 a couple of diagrams are drawn that represent the creation of a meson by J, followed by the
propagation and interaction of the quarks for some interval, and then its annihilation by the current J†.
The sum of planar two-point diagrams with momentum transfer k is equal to a sum of meson propagators
[40]:
〈J(k)J(−k)〉= planar diagram sum =∑
n
f 2n
k2−m2n
∼ N1c (2.5.5)
with mn the mass of the n-th meson and fn = 〈0|J|n〉 the n-th meson decay constant. The order in Nc is
demonstrated in figure 2.7 to be one. Demanding the equality to hold for any Nc and arbitrary momentum
k, gives
m2n ∼ N0c and fn ∼
√
Nc, (2.5.6)
as alluded to in section 2.4. From the requirement that the diagram sum approaches its perturbative QCD
form for very large momentum, one deduces that the number of meson states is infinite [40]. It can
further be shown [42] that the m-meson vertex scales as N1−m/2c . Because each additional meson in the
vertex gives a 1/
√
Nc suppression, the large Nc limit thus implies a weakly coupled meson theory, such
as the phenomenological chiral Lagrangian (2.4.4) [43]. Despite Nc = 3, the large Nc limit succeeds in
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making contact to several observational facts. It explains for example why mesons occur in nonets for
three light quark flavours, that is the SU(3) flavour octet (ψ¯T aψ) and singlet (ψ¯ψ) mesons tend to mix
and have comparable masses. Usually they are not related, because the flavour singlet meson can mix
with gluonic operators. This mixing is suppressed in the large Nc limit, and the singlet and octet mesons
combine in a U(N f ) multiplet (for example mρ = mω and fpi = fη′ for Nc→ ∞).
Figure 2.7: Example planar two-point diagrams. From left to right, large Nc counting for the Feynman diagrams
gives (g2Y M)
0N1c = λ0Nc, (g2Y M)1N2c = λNc, (g2Y M)2N3c = λ2Nc, (g2Y M)3N4c = λ3Nc, all scaling with N1c .
Baryons (containing Nc quarks) have masses that scale as (Nc)1 with sizes and shapes that have an
Nc-independent limit. As we will not be concerned with baryons in this thesis, we will not further discuss
them but refer the interested reader to [34].
Chapter 3
String theory and AdS/CFT
In this chapter we review the basic ingredients of string theory which are needed to discuss the AdS/CFT
correspondence [7]. This correspondence is a concrete realization of a duality between string theory and
a large Nc gauge theory, more precisely a string theory on a 5-dimensional Anti de Sitter space and a
4-dimensional conformal field theory. General references on string theory include [44–46].
3.1 Quantum gravity and string theory
The standard model for the fundamental forces is formulated in terms of quantum field theories, but it
does not contain gravity. Is it possible to reconcile quantum mechanics and gravity in one theory? The
general relativity theory of gravity can be derived as the low-energy limit of the only consistent (read
gauge invariant upon gauging Lorentz invariance) field theory of a massless spin-2 field in flat space,
serving as gauge field of general coordinate transformations xµ→ xµ + ξµ(x), with action (see [47] and
references therein)
S =
∫
d4x
√
|detgµν|
{
Λ+
2
κ2
R + c1R 2+ c2RµνR µν+ · · ·+Lmatter
}
. (3.1.1)
This action contains, in addition to the Einstein-Hilbert action of general relativity, an infinite number
of terms which are higher order in curvatures R ,Rµν, ... or derivatives, with R (∼ ∂∂g) the Ricci-
scalar associated with the metric gµν = ηµν+κhµν in the weak field limit (ηµν the Minkowski metric),
and with κ2 = 32piG proportional to Newton’s constant G, and Λ the cosmological constant. It can
be quantized using covariant quantization with the background field method (gµν = g¯µν+ κhµν) [48–
51]. However, because of the dimensionful coupling κ and the nonlinear interactions to all orders in
hµν, it is a non-renormalizable theory. This resulted in statements that the above covariant perturbation
approach to formulating a quantum theory of gravity cannot make meaningful physical predictions, but
in the modern viewpoint [47,51] (3.1.1) is interpreted as a (non-renormalizable) effective field theory (as
discussed in section 2.4) for quantum gravity at low energies compared to the Planck scale: predictions
(including quantum predictions [50]) can be made, but with a finite accuracy at a given order, where
the higher order curvature terms are negligible only when spacetime curvature is weak. It describes the
low-energy phenomenology of a more fundamental theory, which might involve new degrees of freedom
at length scales of order the Planck length lP = (G~/c3)1/2 ' 10−33 cm, where a quantum description
of black holes would force itself. A candidate for this UV-completion is string theory (another is loop
quantum gravity). The fundamental degrees of freedom are, instead of point particles, 1-dimensional
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strings, in terms of which there exists a perturbative formulation of the theory. Although non-perturbative
string theoretic objects can be found (see section 3.2.3), there is no non-perturbative formulation, i.e.
no (simple) spacetime action for the full string theory such as S =
∫
d4xLQCD for QCD (there is an
effective one at low energies, which is the supergravity action (3.2.8)). In fact, there are different types
of string theories, which are connected through dualities and believed to possibly unify in a further, non-
perturbative UV-completion often called M-theory, where degrees of freedom are branes (“M-branes”),
not strings.
3.2 String theory basics
3.2.1 Strings and D-branes
String theory1 contains two types of fundamental objects. The first are 1-dimensional strings - of which
the different vibrational modes are associated with elementary particles in nature - tracing out a world
surface or ‘worldsheet’ in spacetime that is minimized by the variational law for the classical Nambu-
Goto action
SNG =−T
∫
dA =− 1
2piα′
∫
dτdσ
√
−det
ab
gab, (3.2.1)
with string tension T = 1/(2piα′) a function of the fundamental string length ls =
√
α′, and gab =
∂aXµ∂bXνGµν(a,b = τ,σ) the induced metric on the world surface spanned by τ,σ coordinates, as it
is embedded in spacetime with metric Gµν. Classical string theory dynamics is described by a 2-
dimensional conformal field theory for the (bosonic) embedding fields Xµ(τ,σ). Upon addition of world-
sheet fermion fields, one obtains superstring theory. Bosonic string theory is a consistent theory only
when defined in 26-dimensional spacetimes, superstring theory in 10-dimensional spacetimes. We will
be concerned with superstring theory. The quantization of strings leads to a tower of modes.
The second type of objects are p-dimensional Dp-branes - defined in perturbative string theory as
hypersurfaces in spacetime in which endpoints of attaching strings with Dirichlet boundary conditions
are restricted to move - of which the low-energy dynamics is governed by the Dirichlet-Born-Infeld
(DBI) action
SDBI =−Tp
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√
−det
mn
(Gmn+Bmn+2piα′Fmn), (3.2.2)
with Dp-brane tension [46]
Tp =
1√
α′
1
(2pi
√
α′)p
= (2pi)−pl−(p+1)s . (3.2.3)
For Bmn = Fmn = φ= 0 the variational principle for the classical DBI-action just describes minimization
of the (p+1)-dimensional worldvolume of the brane. The fields appearing in this action come from the
consideration of massless modes of the attaching open strings (determining the dynamics of the brane)
and of closed strings (in order to describe the dynamics of the brane in the background of, and coupling
to, the modes of curved spacetime). The open string modes contain the massless photon field excitation
Aµ(x) (µ= 0, ...,9), which can be decomposed in a Maxwell field Am(x) (m= 0, ..., p) living on the brane
and 9− p scalars φm (m = p+ 1, ...,9) (w.r.t. Lorentz symmetry of the brane) corresponding to fluctu-
ations of the brane in its 9− p transversal directions. Fmn is the field strength of Am. Here we assumed
the static gauge in which worldvolume coordinates ξm(m= 0, ..., p) coincide with spacetime coordinates
Xm. The closed string modes contain a massless two-index tensor field, which can be decomposed in
1To be correct, not all types of string theory contain D-branes, we will only be concerned with the ones that do, such as type
IIA and IIB.
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its symmetric (traceless) part, its antisymmetric part, and its trace. They correspond respectively to the
graviton Gµν, the Kalb-Ramond field Bµν and the dilaton φ. Gmn and Bmn are the pullbacks of these
background fields: (B,G)mn(ξ) = (B,G)µν(X(ξ))∂mXµ∂nXν. There is another massless bosonic mode in
the closed string spectrum that does not appear in the DBI-action, namely the n-form Ramond-Ramond2
(RR) field F(n). The Dp-brane couples to the associated RR potentials C(n−1) with a charge equal to its
tension Tp, described by the topological Chern-Simons (CS) action:
SCS = Tp
∫
Mp+1
e2piα
′F−B∑
n
C(n), (3.2.4)
where the integral is over the worldvolume Mp+1 of the brane, with C(n) the pullback of the background
RR potential, F the two-form field strength of the gauge field Am on the brane, and the sum over n
running over odd or even values for respectively type IIA or IIB superstring theory. The first term in the
expansion of the exponential,
SCS = Tp
∫
Mp+1
C(p+1)+O(F−B), (3.2.5)
describes the ‘electric’ coupling of the Dp-brane to the RR gauge field C(p+1).
Expanding the flat space (Gµν = ηµν, Bµν = 0) and constant dilaton (φ = φ0) DBI-action for slowly
varying fields to second order in the fields, it can be seen to reduce to the action of a3 U(1) gauge theory
in p+1 dimensions with (9− p) real scalar fields (all in the adjoint representation), that has a Yang-Mills
coupling constant
g2Y M = gsT
−1
p (2piα
′)−2 =
gs√
α′
(2pi
√
α′)p−2, (3.2.6)
with the string coupling constant gs defined as gs = eφ0 (on which more in the following section 3.2.2
and eq. (3.2.9)).
When N Dp-branes coincide, the U(1)N gauge group of separated branes becomes enhanced to a
U(N) gauge group. The full non-Abelian generalization of the non-linear DBI-action, including all
stringy α′-corrections, is not yet known. To lowest order however, the non-Abelian DBI-action for
a system of N coincident Dp-branes in a flat supergravity background is just the non-Abelian gen-
eralization of the U(1) Yang-Mills theory of the previous paragraph to the U(N) one, namely the
dimensional reduction of 10-dimensional U(N) N = 1 (with N the number of spinor supercharges
Qiα, i = 1, ...,N ,α = 1, ...16) supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM) to p+ 1 dimensions [52]. To
make sense of the non-Abelianization of the higher order terms in the DBI-action, Tseytlin [53] sug-
gested that, at least for the bosonic terms, the gauge trace should be replaced by a symmetrized trace STr
(discussed in detail later) to resolve ordering ambiguities. We refer also to [54–57]. The STr-prescription
has not been derived from more fundamental principles, but gives results that are compatible to direct
string computations at low order in the field strength. We will come back to this discussion in section
6.3.2. Similarly, for the CS-action, a symmetrized trace is added to the definition (3.2.4) [55–57].
3.2.2 Perturbative expansions in string theory and relation to large Nc gauge theory
String theory in an arbitrary curved background is characterized by two expansions. Firstly there is
the quantum loop or genus expansion in the string coupling constant gs for scattering amplitudes in
2The worldsheet fermion fields added to bosonic string theory in superstring theory can obey Ramond (R) or Neveu-Schwarz
(NS) boundary conditions, characterizing the modes. (The graviton, Kalb-Ramond field and dilaton belong to the NS-NS
sector.)
3More precisely the dimensional reduction of 10-dimensional U(1) Yang-Mills to p+ 1 dimensions, for gauge fields that
are only dependent on the brane coordinates.
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spacetime. It corresponds to a sum over all possible worldsheet topologies with increasing number of
handles or genus g, counting the number of splittings and rejoinings of the string (see figure 3.1,3.2):
A ∼∑∞g=0 g2gs Ag. Or, slightly more general, a worldsheet with g handles and b boundaries is weighted by
g−χs , with the topological invariant χ defined in section 2.5. The string coupling constant depends on one
of the dynamic modes of the string, namely (the background value or vacuum expectation value of) the
dilaton field4: gs = e〈φ(x)〉. This is consistent with the general property of string theory that there are no
arbitrary external parameters. Secondly there is the α′-expansion in α′/R2 (with R a curvature radius of
the background) for interactions in the two-dimensional field theory on the world surface, for any given
world surface topology.
= + + + ...
Figure 3.1: The genus expansion for open string theories [45].
= + + + ...
Figure 3.2: The genus expansion for closed string theories [45].
At this point it is interesting to couple back to the discussion of large Nc QCD in section 2.5, where
from (2.5.2), we can write the expansion of a large Nc gauge theory5 amplitude in (connected) Feynman
diagrams as
A =
∞
∑
g=0
Nχc
∞
∑
n=0
cg,nλn (cg,n constants) (3.2.7)
with Euler constant χ = 2− 2g− b. The expansion in non-planarity ∼ 1/N2c in the first sum of (3.2.7)
can now be recognized as the genus expansion of a string theory, with expansion parameter g2s ∼ 1/N2c .
The boundaries b - in the field theory obtained by replacing a gluon by a quark loop and thus N f /Nc
suppressed - correspond to inclusion of open strings in the expansion, with a coupling constant 1/Nc ∼√
gs (consistent with being able to make one closed string vertex diagram out of two open string vertex
diagrams). The interpretation of the expansion in ’t Hooft coupling λ in the second sum of (3.2.7)
depends on the string theory identification of λ. In the AdS/CFT-correspondence (see section 3.3) it
will turn out to be given by λ ∼ (α′/R2)−2, in which case the second sum can be associated with the
4This follows from considering the generalization of the string worldsheet action (3.2.1) for a string in a curved background
(GMN ,BMN ,φ), with the coupling term to the dilaton Sφ = 14piα′
∫
dσdτ
√|detgMN |α′R(2)φ (with R(2) the 2-dimensional Ricci
scalar of the worldsheet) reducing to φχ for the case of a constant background dilaton, such that each worldsheet diagram in the
Euclidean path integral is weighted by a factor e−φχ.
5The expression (3.2.7) is quite generally valid for a U(Nc) gauge theory coupled to adjoint matter fields, such as for
example N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills.
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α′-expansion, or more precisely: the α′-expansion on the string theory side of the duality corresponds to
a strong-coupling expansion in 1/
√
λ on the field theory side.
3.2.3 Supergravity
The spectrum of closed string theory contains the graviton, and superstring theory reduces in the low-
energy limit to (D = 10)-dimensional supergravity, with the effective low-energy type II superstring
action in the Einstein frame given by
S =
1
2κ2D
∫
dDx
√
|detGµν|
(
R − 1
2
Gµν∂µφ∂νφ− 12∑n
1
n!
eanφ
(
F(n)
)2
+(· · ·)
)
. (3.2.8)
with 2κ2D = 16piGD the Newton constant in D= 10 dimensions, an =
1
2(n−5) and n taking on even (odd)
values for type IIA (IIB) strings; the (· · ·) stand for fermionic terms and a term in the NS-NS 3-form
field strength. Supergravity theories are locally supersymmetric and can exist in a number of dimensions
less than or equal to 11.
When Dp-branes are added to a flat background, they will – as massive and charged objects6 – cause
a curvature of the geometry. Solutions of the supergravity equations derived from (3.2.8) that carry
the corresponding fluxes and have an event horizon, were originally termed p-branes – ‘black holes’
extended in p spatial dimensions. Extremal p-branes saturate the condition that the RR charge Q of the
brane has to be smaller or equal than its mass (per unit of volume) M, a condition that watches over
the fact that singularities are hidden behind the horizon. They are solitonic and thus non-perturbative
in nature (with an energy per unit volume of order 1/gs). Initially, there was no reason to assume that
these solutions of the truncated string action to supergravity would extrapolate to string theoretic objects,
but they do thanks to their invariance under half of the supersymmetry transformations of the vacuum
theory (BPS states), preserving the maximum amount of supersymmetry. The dynamics of the soliton is
described by zero mode fluctuations (massless modes that do not change the energy of the soliton, which
can often be interpreted as Goldstone bosons of the symmetries broken in the soliton background). A
stringy description of the spectrum of fluctuations of the theory around the p-brane state, is given in
terms of oscillation modes of open strings with ends on the Dp-brane worldvolume. The insight that
Dp-branes establish the full string theoretic description of extremal p-brane supergravity solutions7 is
due to Polchinski [58]. One can compute scattering amplitudes of massless modes in perturbative string
theory and build an effective action that reproduces them, which results in the DBI-action (3.2.2) [45].
The general p-brane solution of (3.2.8) can for example be found in [59] but let us here mention the
dilaton part of the solution:
e−2φ = g−2s f−(ρ)
− p−32 with f−(ρ) = 1−
(
r−
ρ
)7−p
. (3.2.9)
The metric solution in the Einstein frame has a horizon at ρ = r+ and a curvature singularity at ρ = r−
for p ≤ 6. At ρ→ ∞ the metric is asymptotically flat and the dilaton takes on its constant asymptotic
value φ0 with gs = eφ0 the asymptotic string coupling constant. When referring to (3.2.6) in the context
of the AdS/CFT-correspondence, gs is to be interpreted in this asymptotic sense.
6Being charged under RR potentials C(p+1) (cfr. eq. (3.2.5)), Dp-branes generate a F(p+2)-flux, which in its turn will
contribute to the energy-momentum tensor.
7This is not true for all p-branes, for example for NS5-branes there is no simple stringy description of their spectrum of
fluctuations.
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3.3 The AdS/CFT correspondence
Consider a system of N coinciding D3-branes. The 3-brane supergravity solution is given by
ds2 = f (r)−1/2(−dt2+dx21+dx22+dx33)+ f (r)1/2(dr2+ r2dΩ25)
F5 ∼ d(Vol)S5 , f (r) = 1+
R4
r4
, R4 = 4pigsNα′2. (3.3.1)
The dilaton is constant and F5 is such that there are N units of RR 5-form flux on the angular 5-sphere
(S5 with line element dΩ25) in the transverse 6-dimensional space (with radial coordinate r):
∫
S5 F5 = N.
R gives the characteristic size of the developed ‘throat’ (see right figure of 3.3). The standard argument
for the AdS/CFT duality comes from considering the low-energy limit of the D3-brane system in its two
possible interpretations (see figure 3.3), which are perturbatively valid at opposite regimes in the space
of coupling constants.
Figure 3.3: A sketch of the two descriptions of the D3-brane system, resp. for small and large coupling. The right
figure represents the ds2 of (3.3.1) [60].
On the one hand the stack represents an extremal black brane, characterized by the flat Minkowski
metric at radial position r→ ∞, and a horizon that coincides with the singularity at r = 0. The region
near the horizon and the asymptotic region, i.e. the bulk of spacetime at large distances from the p-
brane, form two decoupled systems of low energy excitations (we are in the supergravity approximation
of closed string theory). The energy Ep of an excitation, as it is measured by an observer at position r,
is observed as a redshifted energy E = f (r)−1/4Ep by a Minkowski observer at infinity. From the point
of view of the asymptotic observer there are two types of low-energy excitations: massless particles
with very large wavelengths propagating in the bulk, as well as all the excitations close to r = 0 that
are consequently infinitely redshifted. On top of this, both types of excitations are decoupled: the near-
horizon excitations cannot escape the gravitational well, and conversely asymptotic excitations (with
wavelengths much larger then the typical size of the black brane) cannot resolve the region close to the
horizon. The two decoupled low-energy systems are: gravity near r→ 0 in the 3-brane background and
linearized gravity in the asymptotic bulk region (gravity becomes a free theory at large distances (low
energies E→ 0) where the effective dimensionless gravitational coupling GDE8→ 0).
The classical supergravity approximation is valid only when quantum fluctuations of the strings are
negligible, gs→ 0, and if the curvature radius R of the background is large compared to the fundamental
string length
√
α′ (in the low energy limit α′→ 0 the infinite tower of massive string excitations decouples
and only low-energy degrees of freedom E 1/√α′ remain), which appears to be satisfied when gsN
1 (since R∼√α′(gsN)1/4). gsN gives a measure for the total gravitational deformation caused by N D3-
branes that each couple to the gravitational degrees of freedom with a strength gs. We conclude that
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classical supergravity is justified for
gs→ 0, N→ ∞ and gsN 1. (3.3.2)
On the other hand, for gsN 1, spacetime will be almost flat, and the low-energy dynamics of the N
D3-branes is described by the to D = 4 dimensionally reduced version of N = 1 SYM in D = 10, given
by N = 4 SYM with 16 Majorana supercharges Qiα, i = 1, ...,4, α = 1, ...,4 and coupling constant g2Y M
in (3.2.6). The massless closed string states in the bulk of spacetime describe linearized supergravity,
and are decoupled from the open string modes on the brane because the string coupling gs is weak. We
thus again find two decoupled low-energy systems: an N = 4 SYM theory on the branes and linearized
gravity in the asymptotic bulk region.
The asymptotic region is described by decoupled linearized gravity in both interpretations - in the
gsN 1 as well as the gsN 1 regime. The Maldacena conjecture states that the remaining decoupled
systems can be identified: the N = 4 SYM theory with gauge group U(N) on the one hand and super-
gravity near the horizon (r→ 0) in the 3-brane background on the other, give two different descriptions
of the same physical system in the low energy limit α′→ 0.
Near the horizon r → 0, the geometry of the 3-brane looks like the product AdS5 × S5 of a 5-
dimensional Anti de Sitter space (i.e. the maximally symmetric solution of the Einstein equations with
negative cosmological constant, see appendix A) and a 5-sphere:
ds2 =
r2
R2
(−dt2+dx21+dx22+dx23)+
R2
r2
dr2+R2dΩ25 (3.3.3)
of which the AdS-part (with boundary at r→ ∞) can be recast into the form (A.0.3) (with boundary at
x0→ 0) after a change in coordinates r/R = R/x0. To be more precise, the near-horizon limit r→ 0 is
taken simultaneously with the low-energy limit α′→ 0 such that U ≡ r/α′ is fixed and can be considered
the new radial variable in (3.3.3) after an overall rescaling of the metric with 1/l2s (we consider the
region very close to r = 0 and subsequently scale this region up in a singular way). This ensures that
energies of objects in the throat are fixed in string units (
√
α′Ep ∼ fixed) and energies in the field theory,
measured from infinity, are fixed as well (E ∼Epr/
√
α′∼ fixed). The SYM theory lives at the Minkowski
conformal boundary r→ ∞ of the AdS5 space (3.3.3), which we will refer to as ‘the boundary’ (strictly
speaking it is the conformally equivalent metric ds˜2 = R2ds2/r2 which has a boundary R1,3 at r→ ∞).
We can reformulate the conjecture as follows. The AdS/CFT correspondence is the duality between
type IIB superstring theory in AdS5×S5 on the one hand and the 4-dimensional N = 4 SYM theory with
gauge group U(N), living on the (3+1)-dimensional Minkowski boundary of AdS5 space, on the other.
The ’t Hooft coupling λ of the gauge theory can be identified on the gravity side as (using (3.2.6) with
p = 3 for the relation between gY M and gs, and (3.3.1))
λ= g2Y MN = 2pigsN '
R4
l4s
. (3.3.4)
The classical limit gs → 0 can be seen to correspond to the relevant limit in large N gauge theory of
N → ∞ while keeping λ fixed, as discussed in section 2.5. Taking λ large on top of this, gives the
supergravity limit (see also discussion in section 3.2.2). The correspondence is called a duality because
the two different descriptions are perturbatively valid in opposite regimes (λ 1 and λ 1), see figure
3.4. This makes the duality hard to prove but also useful: the strongly coupled, non-perturbative regime
of a gauge theory becomes accessible through perturbative calculations in the string theory dual, valid in
the limits gs→ 0, N→ ∞ and gsN constant and large. In its strongest form the conjecture is to hold for
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all values of gs and N. (The possibility exists that there is a phase transition between the gravity regime
λ 1 and the gauge regime λ 1, in which case there would not be a correspondence between both
regimes.) A proof of the duality would require a full non-perturbative treatment of string theory, whereas
the above argument is not even non-perturbative in α′.
Figure 3.4: Map of the parameter space of N = 4 SYM or strings on AdS5×S5 [61].
3.3.1 Symmetries and interpretation of extra dimension
N = 4 SYM is invariant under the conformal group SO(4,2) in 4 dimensions and has a global SU(4)'
SO(6) R-symmetry mixing the 4 supercharges. These symmetries are represented in the dual string
theory by the SO(4,2) isometry of AdS5 and the SO(6) isometry of S5 respectively. More specifically,
the isometries on the gravity side that leave the asymptotic form of the metric invariant. In this sense
there is a correspondence between global symmetries in the gauge theory and gauge symmetries in the
dual string theory, which is a general feature of known gauge-gravity dualities [60].
The conformal group in particular contains scaling transformations D : xµ→ Λxµ. Indeed, as string
theory contains a scale, set by the string tension, the only way that a string (with the usual Nambu-Goto
action) can be symmetric under the scaling, is when it corresponds to an isometry of the metric: (3.3.3)
is invariant under D if r → r/Λ. This means that short-distance (UV) physics in the gauge theory is
associated to physics near the AdS boundary (large scale r→∞ or IR), and long-distance (IR) physics to
the bulk physics near the horizon (short scale r→ 0 or UV). This is the so-called UV/IR correspondence
and it is natural to identify the holographic radial direction r with the renormalization group scale. For a
conformal theory the RG flow is trivial and this is reflected in the exact isometry of the AdS background.
It can be shown that invariance under the 5-dimensional general coordinate transformations implies the
Callan-Symanzik renormalization group equations in the dual field theory [62–64]. This leads to the
statement that from the 5-dimensional point of view, the renormalization group is on equal footing with
Poincare´ invariance.
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3.3.2 The dictionary of AdS/CFT
We briefly discuss the map between observables on (Euclidean versions of) the AdS and the CFT side
[65, 66]. As motivation for the main idea, consider a change in the value of the coupling constant gY M
corresponding to a deformation of the N = 4 SYM theory by a marginal operator (such that none of
the symmetries of the theory are broken). Through g2Y M ∼ gs from (3.2.6), this changes the value of
the string coupling constant gs and thus of the background dilaton field in the 3-brane supergravity
solution, given by the value of the dilaton at the AdS boundary. This suggests, more generally, that
the asymptotic value of a string bulk field φ at the AdS boundary, φ0(x) = φ(x,r)|∂AdS, acts as a source
φ0(x) for a gauge-invariant, local operator O(x) in the field theory, deforming the field theory action to
S→ S+ ∫ d4xφ0(x)O(x). This is the field-operator correspondence. The AdS/CFT prescription then
naturally consists of identifying the (Euclidean) partition functions on both sides:
ZCFT [φ0] = Zstring[φ;φ|∂AdS = φ0] (3.3.5)
with ZCFT [φ0] =
〈
e
∫
d4xφ0(x)O(x)
〉
CFT
the generating function of correlation functions of operators by
multiple functional differentiation, and WCFT [φ0] =− logZCFT [φ0] the generating function of connected
correlation functions. The string partition function simplifies drastically in the classical (or saddle point)
supergravity approximation where Zstring ≈ e−Ssugra[φcl ], in which case the prescription can be reformu-
lated as
WCFT [φ0]≈ Ssugra[φcl;φcl|∂AdS = φ0] (3.3.6)
with Ssugra the gravitational on-shell action as a functional of the boundary conditions on the classical
bulk solution φcl . This action is typically divergent because of the infinite bulk volume. These IR diver-
gences on the gravity side correspond to UV divergences of correlators on the field theory side. In the
process of holographic renormalization, local covariant counterterms are added to the on-shell action to
remove the volume divergences. From the renormalized action one can then extract renormalized corre-
lators for the quantum field theory. This is equivalent to renormalizing the correlators in the field theory
directly. The scaling dimension ∆ (= what we referred to as dO in section 2.3) of a scalar operator O and
the mass m of the associated supergravity bulk field φ are related through m2 = ∆(∆− d), from which
it follows that massless, massive and tachyonic fields on the supergravity side correspond to marginal,
irrelevant and relevant operators, respectively, on the field theory side.
Some examples
A conserved current Jµ(x) in the field theory, associated with a global symmetry, couples to a gauge
field Aµ(x,r) in the bulk: this makes more explicit the correspondence between local symmetries in
the bulk and global symmetries on the boundary, discussed in section 3.3.1. Indeed, the coupling∫
d4xAµ(x)Jµ(x) is invariant under gauge transformations δAµ = ∂µ f by virtue of ∂µJµ = 0. The con-
served energy-momentum tensor Tµν in a translationally invariant field theory for example, couples to or
“is dual to” the metric field gµν(x,r) (cfr. form of the coupling term (2.1.3)). Returning to the original
motivating example of this section, the dilaton field is dual to (roughly) the operator Tr F2 because of its
relation to gY M and the form of the coupling term 1g2Y M
Tr F2. In a conformal setting such as AdS/CFT,
the dilaton is constant and the supergravity solutions with deformed boundary conditions, i.e. changed
value of gY M, are just the AdS5× S5 solution with any value of the string coupling. A running dilaton
however, i.e. a dilaton that depends on the holographic radius r identified with the field theory energy
scale, will be encountered later and can be associated with a non-zero beta function β(gY M) (〈T µµ 〉 of eq.
(2.2.11) can be calculated holographically [67]).
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Chapter 4
Towards a (non)AdS/QCD correspondence
Since the discovery of the AdS/CFT-correspondence, a lot of effort has gone into finding generalizations
of the duality, with applications to QCD and condensed matter physics (as well as fluid mechanics, cos-
mology, etc.) in mind. In this more general context, one speaks of gauge-gravity dualities. In contrast to
N = 4 SYM, QCD is neither conformal nor supersymmetric. We discuss in this section how the gravita-
tional background should be deformed to be able to give a dual description of these broken symmetries
compared to the AdS/CFT case. The required features can be summarized as: asymptotically AdS to
model conformal invariance in the UV, a cut-off deep in the bulk to model confinement and a mass gap
in the IR, and a compact dimension to break supersymmetry via dimensional reduction. We will see that
the D4-brane background is a good candidate, forming the basis of the Sakai-Sugimoto model.
4.1 Desired features of the gravitational background
Consider a general background
ds2 = w(u)2(−dt2+d~x2)+ · · ·du2+ · · · , (4.1.1)
with w(u) a warpfactor, i.e. a redshift factor (multiplying dt) that multiplies the field theory space coor-
dinates as well, insuring 4-dimensional Poincare´ invariance. The warpfactor is assumed to be dependent
on the holographic radial dimension u only, and more precisely to be a monotonically increasing func-
tion with typically w(∞)→ ∞ such that the boundary of the background at u→ ∞ is Minkowski space.
Distances and time intervals measured in the field theory with coordinates~x and t are related to distances
and time intervals in the bulk through the warp factor. An object in the bulk (with energy Ebulk and size
dbulk) will correspond to a field theoretic configuration with different size (dbdy) and energy (Ebdy):
Ebdy = w(u)Ebulk (4.1.2)
dbdy =
1
w(u)
dbulk. (4.1.3)
Taking u→ ∞ (0) in the bulk, corresponds to probing the dual field theory in the UV region (IR region),
making it natural to interpret the holographic direction u as an energy scale in the boundary field theory.
We thus again find a UV/IR correspondence (as in section 3.3.1), this time in a more general background
without referring to conformal symmetry.
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Figure 4.1: The UV/IR correspondence: the same bulk object at different radial positions u1,u2,u3 in the gravita-
tional background corresponds to an object in the dual field theory with different sizes [68].
Asymptotically AdS at high energy
QCD looks conformal in the UV: at energies E  ΛQCD there is effectively no scale in the theory. One
therefore can impose that the gravitational background asymptotes to an AdS space (times a compact
space). In this way, the deviation of the original AdS/CFT duality, with dictionary defined at the AdS
boundary, is limited. To model asymptotic freedom however, the duality should be applicable at weak
coupling, i.e. it would be necessary to go beyond the supergravity approximation (the correspondence
between the supergravity approximation and strong coupling of section 3.2.2 and the paragraph below eq.
(3.3.4) extends to more general gauge-gravity dualities). For this reason, asymptotic freedom is always
problematic in holographic QCD theories.
Cut-off at low energy
QCD exhibits confinement in the IR, modeled in the field theory as follows: an infinitely heavy quark q
and antiquark q¯, separated by a distance L, are trapped in a confining linear potential V (L) = σL. The
colour field lines between q and q¯ form a stringy flux tube with constant string tension σ. In order to
determine the conditions on the gravitational background for it to allow the formation of a flux tube in
the dual field theory, first we discuss how to introduce external, non-dynamic quarks in the holographic
theory.
Consider a stack of N+1 coinciding D-branes, on which a U(N+1) gauge theory resides. Separating
one of the D-branes from the stack, corresponds to giving a vacuum expectation value to one of the
scalars on the brane. The U(N + 1) symmetry is broken to U(N)×U(1). Open strings with one end
on the separated brane and the other on the stack, have become massive (with mass equal to the string
tension times the length of the string), and the endpoint of the string coupling to the U(N) gauge theory
is interpreted as a quark in the fundamental representation of U(N). A static quark or external probe
quark can then be modeled by an infinitely heavy string attached to the probe brane at large u→ ∞.
We do not expect to see confinement when considering a static qq¯-pair in the AdS5×S5 background.
The free q and q¯, at positions x = −L/2 and L/2 in the field theory, are represented holographically
by two strings hanging from the AdS boundary at u→ ∞, and stretching to u = 0. The interaction
between the quarks is turned on by considering their coupling to the U(N) gauge theory, or, in the dual
gravitational picture, by turning on gravity in the AdS5×S5 background. The strings interact by merging
their end points into one long string (see figure 4.2). This string will minimize its energy: on the one
hand it wants to be short because of its finite string tension, on the other it is drawn to the bulk of AdS
space, where the warpfactor is small (the string seeks the minimum of the gravitational potential). This
competition resolves in a ∪-shaped string that reaches its minimum at a finite radial value u = u0. The
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∪-shaped string represents the colour field lines, that in the field theory describe the interaction between
q and q¯. We call the projection of this string on the AdS boundary the ‘QCD string’. The UV/IR
correspondence tells us that the QCD string will ‘thicken’ in the center (see figure 4.3(a)). Since we
know that the field theory on the AdS boundary is conformal, the thickening can only be of order L.
For the same reason the interaction can only be given by a static Coulomb potential Vqq¯ ' 1L . The full
calculation of the potential comes down to calculating the energy of the ∪-shaped Nambu-Goto string
and can be found in [69]. The above reasoning based on the UV/IR correspondence leads to the insight
that a confining flux tube with a constant thickening can be modeled holographically by a rectangular
(instead of ∪-shaped) string with a long horizontal segment (see figure 4.3(b)). This creates an effective
string tension σ of the QCD string, leading to a linear potential V = σL (+ correction terms). For a
background to allow such a rectangular string configuration, it has to have a cut-off at a finite value of
the radial coordinate u = ucut-off. The warpfactor then has a finite lower bound and the string will rest
at the artificial wall. One can conclude that confinement in a holographic model can only be described
by introducing a cut-off scale ucut-off in the gravitational background, which explicitly breaks conformal
invariance and is related to the confinement scale ΛQCD, introduced in eq. (2.2.16).
L
U=0
U= 8
(a) (b)
x
U
Figure 4.2: Configuration of two probe quarks (a) before and (b) after turning on their coupling to the U(N) gauge
theory. Configuration (b) minimizes the Nambu-Goto action [69].
The effective QCD string tension associated with a long qq¯-string stretching in the u- and x-direction
of a general background
ds2 = gMNdXMdXN =−Gtt(u)dt2+Gxx(u)d~x2+Guu(u)du2+ · · · (4.1.4)
can be calculated [70] to be
σ=
1
2piα′
√
Gtt(ucut-off)Gxx(ucut-off). (4.1.5)
A confining background is then a metric (4.1.4) for which σ in (4.1.5) is non-zero.
The introduction of a cut-off scale in AdS space also leads to a mass gap in the dual gauge theory,
i.e. all excitations have a positive mass. To see this, consider the metric of an AdSd space in Poincare´
coordinates (A.0.3). In these coordinates the boundary (center) of AdS is at x0 = 0 (x0 = ∞). A radial
photon (dt2 = dx20) can reach the boundary in a finite amount of time:
∫
dt = |∫ 0f inite dx0| = finite, but
needs an infinite amount of time to reach the center:
∫
dt = |∫ ∞f inite dx0| = ∞. If however space ends at
x0 = xcut-off < ∞, the photon experiences the deformed AdS space as a finite box with consequently a
discrete spectrum and a mass gap.
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Figure 4.3: A qq¯-pair in an AdS space (b) with and (a) without cut-off, and the associated field theoretic interpre-
tation. The orange qq¯-string represents the colour flux in the dual field theory. To model confinement, a cut-off has
to be present in the gravitational background.
Introducing an artificial cut-off of the AdS radius u (this is the so-called hard wall approximation),
does not fulfill the supergravity equations of motion, hence leading to the risk that the gauge theory
dynamics are not correctly encoded. Another way to obtain a cut-off is to look for a supergravity solution
that naturally ends at a finite value u = ucut-off of the radial coordinate.
Compact dimension
In order to break the gauge theory supersymmetry, consider a geometry with a compact dimension, such
that the boundary at u→ ∞ where the, a priori supersymmetric, (D+ 1)-dimensional field theory lives,
is MinkowskiD× S1. The theory can be compactified on the circle S1 via the standard procedure of
dimensional reduction: the fields are expanded in Fourier modes around the circle,
φ(xµ,y) = ∑
k∈Z
e
iky
L φk(xµ), µ = 0, ...,D−1; 0≤ y≤ 2piL, (4.1.6)
and only the lowest modes1 of the resulting infinite tower of massive Kaluza-Klein modes, m2k =
( k
L
)2
+
m2, are kept, assuming the radius L of S1 is small enough. For bosons, which are necessarily periodic
along the circle, this means that massless bosons remain massless (at a classical level) upon keeping
only the zero mode after dimensional reduction. For fermions however, a non-trivial spin structure
can be chosen: imposing anti-periodic instead of periodic boundary conditions, gives k→ k+ 12 in the
exponential in (4.1.6) and the lack of a zero mode in this case results in decoupling, massive (of the
order 1/L) fermions. Supersymmetry hence is broken and the scalars (those present in the (D+ 1)-
dimensional field theory plus extra scalars from the S1-component of the gauge fields) obtain a mass
of order λ/L at one loop in the D-dimensional gauge theory with ’t Hooft coupling λ. Only the gauge
bosons, protected by gauge invariance, remain massless under dimensional reduction, such that the end
result is a non-supersymmetric, pure gauge theory in D dimensions.
1The reduction is consistent if the light modes do not source the heavy modes.
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4.2 D4-brane background
We introduce the D4-brane background [59, 71, 72], proposed by Witten [73] as dual description of pure
4-dimensional QCD. It forms the main ingredient of the Sakai-Sugimoto model discussed in the next
chapter.
To begin with, consider a system of Nc coinciding M5-branes wrapped around the 11th-dimensional
circle in M-theory (we mentioned M-theory in the introductory section 3.1 of the chapter on string the-
ory). The low-energy limit of M-theory is 11-dimensional supergravity and the effective action, at least
for static solutions corresponding to flat translationally invariant p-branes that are isotropic in transverse
directions, is given by (3.2.8) with D = 11, n = 4, an = 0 and in particular no dilaton φ ≡ 0 (so gs is
absent and only the Einstein frame metric is relevant). The 5-brane supergravity solution is
ds2 = f (r)−1/3
(
−dt2+
5
∑
i=1
dx2i
)
+ f (r)2/3(dr2+ r2dΩ24) (4.2.1)
f (r) = 1+
piNl3p
r3
(in the convention that the tension of 2-branes, in terms of which excitations of the 5-brane are understood
instead of open strings, is T2 = 1/((2pi)2l3p). There is also a 4-form flux of Nc units on the S4. Near the
horizon, r→ 0, the geometry is of the form AdS7×S4. Similar arguments as for the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence lead to the conjecture [7] that in he large Nc limit, M-theory on AdS7×S4 is dual to the low-energy
field theory living on the M5-branes’ worldvolume, namely a 6-dimensional N = (2,0) superconformal
theory (SCFT). Upon a first compactification on a circle C1 with radius R1 and supersymmetry pre-
serving boundary conditions for the fermions, one obtains at low energies a (4+1)-dimensional SU(Nc)
SYM theory on the worldvolume of extremal D4-branes, with corresponding dual the near-horizon ge-
ometry of the (type IIA supergravity) extremal 4-brane solution. A second compactification on a circle
C2 with radius2 R2  R1 and anti-periodic boundary conditions for the fermions is necessary to break
supersymmetry, and one ends up with a (3+1)-dimensional pure QCD-like theory.
The pure QCD-like boundary theory is interpreted to be dual to supergravity in the geometry which
results from performing the two compactifications in the bulk. This turns out to be the near-horizon
geometry of a non-extremal 4-brane solution. We try to provide some intuition for this result. On the
supergravity side it is more convenient to do the second compactification first [73], upon which the
original near-horizon AdS7×S4 metric is replaced by a Euclidean3 AdS7-Schwarzschild ×S4 geometry
with a “temperature” scale ∼ 1/R2 = MK giving the mass scale MK of the Kaluza-Klein modes. (This
should be more clear after reading sections 7.1 and 7.2, where it is explained that compactification of
Euclidean time in the boundary field theory corresponds to turning on temperature in the field theory,
and to the addition of a Schwarzschild black hole in the bulk.) The Euclidean AdS7-Schwarzschild
×S4 metric can be recognized as the near-horizon region of non-extremal M5-branes. Compactifying
further on C1, gives the near-horizon geometry of the non-extremal 4-brane solution, where we Wick-
rotate back to Lorentzian signature, hereby taking one of the xi coordinates as time t. The result is the
2Because the 5-dimensional coupling constant g25 ∼ gsls ∼ R1 (from the standard identification between M-theory and IIA
string theory upon compactification on a circle of 10-dimensional radius R1) and the 4-dimensional one g2Y M =
g25
2piR2 ∼
R1
R2 (from
comparing coefficients of F2 in the expanded DBI action:
∫
d5x 1g25
→ ∫ d4x 2piR2g25 ⇒ 1g2Y M = 2piR2g25 ), the relation between the ’t
Hooft coupling λ= g2Y MNc and the radii is R1 ∼ λR2Nc , such that the condition R1 R2 corresponds to the limit Nc→ ∞ with λ
fixed.
3This is the first Wick rotation, to Euclidean “time” τ.
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D4-brane background
ds2 =
( u
R
)3/2
(ηµνdxµdxν+ f (u)dτ2)+
(
R
u
)3/2( du2
f (u)
+u2dΩ24
)
, (4.2.2)
eφ = gs
( u
R
)3/4
, (4.2.3)
F4 =
2piNc
V4
ε4 , f (u) = 1− u
3
K
u3
, R3 = pigsNcl3s , (4.2.4)
with uK the degree of non-extremality. It is the doubly Wick-rotated near-horizon geometry of a near-
extremal (horizon→ singularity) type IIA 4-brane solution, or the deformation of spacetime at gsNc 1
of Nc D4-branes located at u = 0, with u the radial coordinate in the 56789-directions tranverse to the
brane, and stretching out in 4 non-compact directions xµ(µ= 0, ...,3) and 1 compact direction τ. dΩ24 and
ε4 respectively are the line element and volume form of a SO(5) invariant unit 4-sphere and V4 = 8pi2/3
its volume. The 6-form RR field strength F6 generates a flux 12pi
∫
S4 F4 = Nc through the 4-sphere, with
F4 = ∗F6 the Hodge dual 4-form field strength.
u
Figure 4.4: The geometry of the D4-brane background (4.2.2): spacetime ends smoothly at the tip of the cigar
(u = uK). This natural cutoff leads to the formation of a qq¯ flux tube in the dual field theory, represented by the
orange string. The cigar-shaped subspace provides both a compact dimension for supersymmetry breaking and a
low-energy cut-off scale to model confinement [38].
The most important characteristic of the D4-brane background, of which an impression is shown in
figure 4.4, is the cigar-shaped subspace formed by the τ-circle shrinking as u decreases, till it disappears
at u = uK . To avoid a conical singularity at u = uK , the metric ds2(u,τ) should take the form of a 2-
dimensional plane there, which uniquely determines the period δτ of τ to be4
δτ=
4pi
3
R3/2
u1/2K
. (4.2.7)
4 From the demand
ds2(u,τ) = F(u)dτ
2 +F(u)−1du2 at u=uK= r2dθ2 +dr2, (4.2.5)
with θ periodic with period 2pi, the conditions (at u = uK) dr = F−1/2du and rdθ= F1/2dτ can be combined to d(F1/2) dτdθ =
F−1/2du, uniquely determining δτ of τ:
δτ=
4pi
F ′(u)|u=uK
, (4.2.6)
with F(u) =
( u
R
)3/2 f (u).
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The geometry has a natural cutoff at u = uK , providing a scale that breaks conformal invariance and
modeling a mass gap and confinement in the dual field theory. The condition (4.1.5) for a non-zero QCD
string tension is satisfied:
σ=
1
2piα′
√
Gtt(uK)Gxx(uK) =
1
2piα′
(uK
R
)3/2 6= 0. (4.2.8)
At u → uK the (u,τ)-metric is smooth and locally ∼ R2. Because R2 is ‘simply connected’, every
loop in the neighbourhood of uK can be continuously contracted to a point (there are no non-trivial
loops). This means that a fermion cannot pick up a non-trivial phase around a circle, it must have anti-
periodic boundary conditions along the contractible τ-circle. The anti-periodic fermion field (from a 4-4
superstring5) thus breaks supersymmetry via dimensional reduction over the τ-circle with radius M−1K at
u→ ∞. At energy scales lower than MK , i.e. the mass scale of the infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein modes,
one obtains an effective, 4-dimensional U(Nc) Yang-Mills theory on the compactified worldvolume of
the D4-branes, describing the dynamics of massless gluons.
Relations between string theory and gauge theory parameters
The compactification scale MK is given by
MK =
2pi
δτ
=
3
2
u1/2K
R3/2
=
3
2
√
pi
u1/2K
(gsNc)1/2l
3/2
s
. (4.2.9)
The ’t Hooft coupling constant λ of the effective 4-dimensional field theory is
λ= g2Y MNc =
g25Nc
δτ
(3.2.6)
=
(2pi)2gslsNc
δτ
= 3
√
pi
(
gsuKNc
ls
)1/2
, (4.2.10)
with g5 the 5-dimensional coupling of the supersymmetric field theory on the D4-branes before com-
pactification, and the relation between g5 and gY M explained in footnote 2 on page 51. Inverting the
above relations gives the expressions for the string theory parameters as a function of the gauge theory
parameters :
R3 =
1
2
λl2s
MK
, gs =
1
2pi
g2Y M
MK ls
, uK =
2
9
λMK l2s , (4.2.11)
which can be further combined to the handy relation M2K =
9
4
uK
R3 . The fundamental string length ls will
disappear in every calculation of physical observables in the field theory. The QCD string tension (4.2.8)
can for example be rewritten as σ = 227piλM
2
K . The independence of all physical results on the choice of
λl2s allows us to set 29 M
2
K l
2
s =
1
λ [9] without loss of generality. It is the same as saying
uK =
1
MK
(4.2.12)
and consequently
R3 =
9
4
1
M3K
and
1
gsl3s
=
4pi
9
NcM3K . (4.2.13)
5A string with both endpoints attached to the D4-branes is denoted a 4-4 string.
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Validity regime of the supergravity approximation
For the supergravity approximation to be valid, the curvature radius of the background has to be much
larger than the fundamental string length, α′/R2  1. The maximal curvatures in the D4-brane back-
ground are reached near the tip of the cigar (u ≈ uK): the Ricci scalar associated with the (u,τ)-metric
becomes of the order (uKR3)−1/2 there, just as the curvature (∼ 1/radius2) of the 4-sphere S4 with radius
(R3/2u1/2)1/2. We therefore demand that
u1/2K R
3/2
l2s
(4.2.11)' g2Y MNc 1. (4.2.14)
The restriction to weak curvature of the geometry thus corresponds to large ’t Hooft coupling in the
effective 4-dimensional gauge theory, just as in the AdS/CFT-correspondence. The classical supergravity
approximation is moreover only justified when the local string coupling eφ is small enough to suppress
quantum loop effects. Using (4.2.3) and (4.2.11) the demand eφ 1 leads to
u ucrit ' N
1/3
c MK l2s
g2Y M
, (4.2.15)
with ucrit  uK satisfied when 1g2Y MNc  g
4
Y M. In conclusion the classical supergravity analysis of the
D4-brane background is reliable when
g4Y M 
1
g2Y MNc
 1. (4.2.16)
This is precisely the strong coupling regime of the 4-dimensional gauge theory in the ’t Hooft limit
gY M → 0, Nc→ ∞, g2Y MNc 1, (4.2.17)
(which was also obtained from the reasoning in footnote 2 on page 51). From the expressions (4.2.11),
with the choice l2s ∼ 1λ , we can write
gs =
1
2pi
g2Y M
MK ls
∝
λ3/2
Nc
and
α′
R2
∝
1
λ
(4.2.18)
such that the quantum loop expansion and the α′-expansion of perturbative string theory (discussed in
section 3.2.2) correspond respectively to the expansion in λ3/2/Nc and 1/λ in the dual gauge theory.
In the AdS/CFT correspondence, there is no ambiguity concerning the identification of the constant
’t Hooft coupling in (3.3.4) in the scale-invariant boundary field theory. Here, while the pure QCD-like
coupling runs, the coupling
λ' MKR
3
l2s
(4.2.19)
(from the first equation in (4.2.11)) is again constant. It is interpreted as the bare coupling at the UV
cutoff scale Λ= MK (beyond which extra scalars and fermions appear) in the dual field theory [74]:
λ= λR(Λ= MK) =
1
β0 ln(MK/ΛQCD)
, (4.2.20)
where the last equality, following from eq. (2.2.15) with the relevant coupling at large Nc the ’t Hooft
coupling (see footnote 7 on page 34), is only perturbatively valid for small λ or MK  ΛQCD. To make
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contact with (continuum) QCD we should be looking at the limit of weak bare coupling λ 1 (atΛ→∞),
which is the opposite regime of the classical supergravity dual valid at strong coupling λ 1. This
implies MK  ΛQCD is not true in the supergravity limit. It is useful to compare the situation with lattice
QCD, to see that indeed MK is actually of the order of ΛQCD. The UV cut-off MK is analogous to the
UV cut-off Λ= 1/a in lattice QCD (with a the lattice spacing). There, the bare coupling has to be tuned
when changing Λ to make sure that IR physical observables, such as for example the rho meson mass
mρ, remain the same. The dependence of the bare coupling on the UV cut-off, λ(MK), is thus determined
by demanding that (e.g.) dmρ/dMK = 0 for mρ = MK f (λ). The result for f (λ) = c+ c
′
λ + · · · is only
known to be constant at leading order in the large coupling expansion. Subleading terms would result
from taking α′-corrections in string theory into account. Dimensional analysis imposes ΛQCD =MK f (λ).
From ΛQCD ≈mρ, to leading order in the supergravity approximation it follows that ΛQCD is of the order
of MK .
Indeed, unfortunately the mass scale of QCD states (such as mesons and glueballs) turns out to be of
the order MK (the lowest glueball masses correspond to the zero modes of closed strings and their mass
is proportional to 1/R2 = MK) such that the Kaluza-Klein modes don’t actually decouple. They should
in the small bare coupling limit because they reflect physics of higher dimensions, but this is technically
indescribable in the dual string regime. In [75] the lowest glueball masses, calculated in the D4-brane
background in units of MK at large λ, are compared to lattice QCD results at a ‘correspondence point’
in parameter space, λ finite and MK ≈ ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV, where neither the supergravity calculation nor
the lattice one can be trusted, and the results are surprisingly good. The comparison for the full glueball
spectrum [76] is shown in figure 4.5. The glueball masses are obtained in QCD by computing correlation
functions of gauge invariant local operators, such as Tr F2 for the lightest glueball, and looking for
particle poles. On the supergravity side, you have to identify the supergravity fluctuations that couple to
these operators, which is roughly the dilaton φ for Tr F2 (there is a subtlety in disentangling the mixing
between the dilaton and volume factor fluctuations, in general the diagonalization of the fluctuation
equations can be very involved).
The fact that the dilaton φ(u) runs as a function of the RG scale u refers to the running of the coupling
in the dual field theory, which is not conformal. It is not clear how to actually identify the beta function
β(gY M), but what can be calculated holographically is 〈T µµ 〉 in eq. (2.2.11). For the D4-brane background
it is shown in [67] to be non-zero (no scale invariance) and constant. Where it usually relies on the
asymptotically AdS nature of the geometry, the holographic renormalization performed in [67] to obtain
〈T µµ 〉 relies on the underlying ‘generalized’ conformal structure of the – non-renormalizable because of
its dimensionful coupling g25 ∼ gsls – D4-brane background, inherited from its UV-completion. The non-
conformal D4-brane background is not asymptotically AdS, but asymptotically AdS up to a conformal
factor6, i.e. the dual field theory does not flow to a (5-dimensional) UV fixed point. However, in the far
UV (at energy scales high enough to resolve R1) an M-theory dimension opens up and the 11-dimensional
M-theory defined on an AdS7×S4 background appears. The corresponding UV-completion of the dual
field theory is a 6-dimensional superconformal field theory, i.e. the theory flows to a 6-dimensional UV
6 To see this, switching to the coordinate ρ=
√
u gives
ds2 =
ρ
R3/2
[
ρ2
(
ηµνdxµdxν+ f (ρ)dτ2
)
+4R3
dρ2
f (ρ)ρ2
+R3dΩ24
]
. (4.2.21)
At u→ ∞, f (ρ)→ 1 and one finds the metric of AdS6×S4 (in coordinates (A.0.5)) up to a conformal factor ρR3/2 :
ds2AdS6×S4 = b
2 dρ2
ρ2
+ρ2dx2µ +b
2
4dΩ
2
4, (4.2.22)
with AdS radius b = 2R3/2 and S4-radius b4 = R3/2.
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Figure 4.5: The holographically obtained glueball spectrum for 4-dimensional QCD in the strong coupling regime
(left) in comparison to the lattice spectrum for pure SU(3) QCD (right) (in units 1/r0 = 410 MeV) [76].
4.2.1 Limitations of the model and other approaches
The statement is that in the limits Nc→ ∞ and g2Y MNc fixed and large, classical supergravity in the D4-
brane background is dual to a 4-dimensional U(Nc) gauge theory which is pure QCD at energies lower
than the compactification scale MK , but diverges from QCD at the mass scale MK of the extra massive
modes. Because the mass scale of typical QCD states is also of order MK , the holographic theory does
contain an infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein modes and is therefore “QCD-like” rather than QCD. Due to
the limitation of the supergravity approximation, all holographic QCD models suffer from the fact that
they substantially differ from QCD in the UV, where they are strongly coupled. The IR behavior can
however be very similar to that of QCD.
The followed approach to holographic QCD, where the duality is derived from string theory, like
the AdS/CFT-correspondence (with dual backgrounds (3.3.1) and (4.2.2) solutions of the supergravity
action (3.2.8)), is referred to as top-down. The advantage is that it includes all gauge theory operators.
(QCD has an infinite number of operators with any set of quantum numbers. In general these operators
mix and, in principle, an arbitrarily large subset of them can contribute to any given process [77].) The
disadvantage is that it also includes non-QCD operators associated with the higher-dimension physics
encoded in the Kaluza-Klein modes.
In the bottom-up approach, to avoid Kaluza-Klein modes, one starts by guessing a 5-dimensional
background. Next, one chooses the field content (for example in the simplest models one keeps the
bulk fields that correspond to boundary operators of UV dimension 3, hoping the higher-dimensional
ones dual to more massive fields can be safely neglected). With these ingredients an action is built, that
typically uses 5-dimensional masses obtained from the AdS/CFT dictionary (relating the masses to the
engineering dimensions of the QCD operators – which is not a very well-justified assumption when it
comes to QCD operators that receive anomalous dimension corrections [77, 78]). Often, parameters of
the model are fixed by matching to QCD in the UV (where the dual is usually asymptotically AdS), based
on matching to QCD in its weak coupling regime – hereby extending the validity of the AdS/CFT duality
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to weak coupling, though it is actually restricted to the strong coupling regime. The difficulty here is
that there is no region where QCD is both conformally invariant and strongly coupled. The simplest
bottom-up holographic QCD models are hard wall and soft wall AdS, with respectively a hard cut-off
and a smooth cut-off by tuning a dilaton field. An advantage is that calculations are less involved than in
top-down, because of the inherent freedom in the approach. More advanced bottom-up models can for
example be found in [79–81].
4.3 Incorporating flavour degrees of freedom
Karch and Katz [82] proposed to incorporate flavour degrees of freedom in holographic models by in-
troducing N f ‘flavour branes’. Strings that are attached to the stack of flavour branes with one end, and
to the stack of colour branes (at u = 0 in the background geometry) with the other, represent fermions in
the fundamental representation of U(Nc), appearing in N f flavours. Strings with both endpoints on the
flavour brane correspond to mesonic degrees of freedom in the field theory.
For the backreaction of these new branes on the gravitational background to be negligible, the number
of flavour branes has to be much smaller than the number of colour branes N f Nc. This is the so-called
‘probe approximation’ and the flavour branes serve as probe branes in the background. In lattice QCD
this limit is known as the quenched approximation: the full dynamics of the gluons and their effect on
the fermions is taken into account, but the reaction of the fermions on the gluons (and themselves) is
neglected.
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Chapter 5
The Sakai-Sugimoto model
D4/D8/D8-configuration
The holographic QCD-model proposed by Sakai and Sugimoto [8, 9] consists of the D4-brane back-
ground (4.2.2),
ds2 = gmndxmdxn (m,n = 0 · · ·9)
=
( u
R
)3/2
(ηµνdxµdxν+ f (u)dτ2)+
(
R
u
)3/2( du2
f (u)
+u2dΩ24
)
, (5.0.1)
eφ = gs
( u
R
)3/4
, F4 =
Nc
V4
ε4 , f (u) = 1− u
3
K
u3
, (5.0.2)
to which N f probe D8-branes and N f D8-branes (i.e. D8-branes with opposite orientation) are added in
order to model quarks and antiquarks in the probe approximation N f  Nc. The brane configuration
consists of Nc D4-branes compactified on a supersymmetry breaking τ-circle S1 and N f D8-D8 pairs
perpendicular to this circle:
D4 : 0 1 2 3 (4) − − − − −
D8-D8 : 0 1 2 3 (−) 5 6 7 8 9 (5.0.3)
with coordinates xM (M = 0, ...,9) = xµ (µ = 0, ...,3), τ, u, Ω4.
5.1 Weak coupling regime: open string spectrum of D4/D8/D8 system
We discuss the open string spectrum of the D4/D8/D8 configuration in the weak coupling regime gsNc
1. Strings that stretch between a Dp-brane and a Dq-brane are referred to as p-q strings.
The massless fields generated by 4-4 superstrings belong to the multiplet of the 5-dimensional U(Nc)
N = 4 SYM with 16 symplectic supercharges (the dimensional reduced version of 10-dimensional U(Nc)
N = 1 SYM): the gauge field AM (M = 0, ...,4), scalar fields φi (i = 5, ...,9) and fermions ψ, all in
the adjoint representation of the gauge group U(Nc). After compactification on S1, with antiperiodic
boundary conditions for the fermions on the circle, the only remaining massless modes of the 4-4 strings
are the gauge field A(D4)µ (µ = 0, ...,3), and the fields a4 = Tr[A
(D4)
4 ] and Φ
i = Tr(φi) (with Tr the trace
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Figure 5.1: The Sakai-Sugimoto D4/D8/D8 configuration in the weak coupling regime, consisting of N f D8- and
N f D8-branes which cross the Nc D4-branes, wrapped around the τ-circle S1. 4-4, 4-8 and 4-8¯ strings respectively
represent gluons, left-handed (massless) quarks qL and right-handed (massless) quarks qR [83].
over U(Nc) indices). The U(Nc) singlets a4 and Φi cannot obtain mass through one loop diagrams in the
U(Nc) field theory (in contrast to A
(D4)
4 and φ
i).
The mass of the ground state of a 8-8¯ superstring depends on the separation L between D8- and
D8-branes along the circle [44]:
m2 =
(
L
2piα′
)2
− 1
2α′
. (5.1.1)
The corresponding field can be made massive by choosing L >
√
2pils. In this way one no longer has
to take this mode into account in the analysis of the D8-brane action in the low energy limit. On the
D8(D8)-branes lives a U(N f )D8 (U(N f )D8) gauge field originating from the 8-8 (8¯-8¯) strings.
The zero point energy a of the 4-8 and 4-8¯ superstrings is given by [46]
aR = 0, aNS =−1
2
+
ν
8
=
1
4
6= 0 (5.1.2)
for respectively the R-sector and the NS-sector, with ν the number of ND plus DN coordinates (in the
notation D = Dirichlet and N = Neumann boundary condition for begin- and endpoint of the string)
equal to 6 in the configuration (5.0.3) at hand. Given that aNS 6= 0 there are no massless string states in
the NS-sector so no massless bosons. There are however massless string states in the R-sector (aR = 0).
They correspond to massless fermions in spacetime, belonging to spinor representations of the Lorentz
group SO(3,1) on the compactified worldvolume of the D4-branes. The GSO-projection (necessary
to obtain supersymmetry in spacetime) reduces the number of Dirac spinor components by demanding
that they are chiral. The physical states created by the 4-8 (4-8¯) strings represent spinors with positive
(negative) chirality. These N f massless fermions are interpreted as quarks q
f
L
(
q f¯R
)
in the fundamental
representation of the U(Nc) gauge group. Since the 4-8 and 4-8¯ fermions have opposite chirality, the
U(N f )D8×U(N f )D8 gauge symmetry of the N f D8-D8 pairs can be interpreted as the U(N f )L×U(N f )R
chiral symmetry of QCD.
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veld U(Nc) SO(3,1) SO(5) U(N f )L×U(N f )R
A(D4)µ adj. 4 1 (1,1)
a4 1 1 1 (1,1)
φi 1 1 5 (1,1)
q fL fund. 2+ 1 (fund.,1)
q f¯R fund. 2− 1 (1,fund.)
Table 5.1: The massless fields in D4/D8/D8; with adj. and fund. respectively short for adjoint and fundamental
representation, and 2+ and 2− for the positive and negative chiral spinor representation of SO(3,1).
The massless fields in the D4/D8/D8 configuration are summarized in table 5.1, where the transfor-
mations of the fields under the gauge group U(Nc), the Lorentz group SO(3,1) on the D4-brane, the
U(N f )L×U(N f )R chiral symmetry, and the SO(5)-symmetry rotating the x5 to x9 coordinates are speci-
fied. Kaluza-Klein modes with S4 quantum numbers have no equivalent in QCD, which does not contain
a SO(5)-symmetry, and should therefore decouple. In the analysis of the meson spectrum we will only
consider SO(5)-singlet modes.
We are left with 4-dimensional U(Nc) QCD with N f flavours and the U(N f )L×U(N f )R chiral sym-
metry manifest. Indeed, because the D4-branes cross the D8- and D8-branes in the weak coupling
regime, bare quark masses are zero and the Sakai-Sugimoto model is dual to QCD in the chiral limit. A
non-zero bare quark mass would break the chiral symmetry explicitly: left-handed quarks living at the
intersection point of the Nc D4-branes and the N f D8-branes (see figure 5.1) would have to mix with their
right-handed counterparts at the intersection of the Nc D4-branes and the N f D8-branes. To introduce a
bare quark mass in the model, a connection between the D8- and D8-branes would have to be realized,
and this in the D-brane configuration in the flat spacetime background. The first attempts at incorporating
massive bare quarks in the Sakai-Sugimoto model were based on ‘throat’-configurations, where D8- and
D8-branes are connected by a tube. The D4-branes are placed in the tube such that they no longer cross
the D8- and D8-branes in the flat geometry. Other possible mechanisms to introduce bare quark masses
are discussed in [84–86]. For example, in [86] the bifundamental ‘tachyon’-field connecting D8- and
D8-branes is taken into account. We will not consider these possible extensions of the Sakai-Sugimoto
model in this work, for reasons of simplicity.
5.2 The duality
Pure 4-dimensional U(Nc) QCD, living on the compactified worldvolume of Nc D4-branes at low ener-
gies, is assumed to be dual to supergravity in the D4-brane background, valid in the limits gY M → 0,
Nc → ∞ and g2Y MNc  1 constant. To model chiral (massless) quarks one adds N f probe D8- and N f
D8-branes to the background (N f  Nc), such that the duality in the Sakai-Sugimoto model can be
formulated as follows: 4-dimensional massless U(Nc) ‘QCD’ is dual to supergravity in the D4-brane
background in which N f probe D8- and N f D8-branes are embedded (with gY M→ 0, Nc→∞, g2Y MNc 1,
N f  Nc). The ‘QCD’ in the last sentence should be replaced by ‘QCD-like theory’, as the field theory
dual to supergravity in the Sakai-Sugimoto background contains extra degrees of freedom on top of
the gluons and chiral quarks: the tower of Kaluza-Klein modes resulting from compactification on S1,
SO(5)-states and extra fermionic partners1 of the mesons (8-8 strings) on the D8-branes (the scale of
1The fermionic ‘mesons’ on the D8-branes, which have no QCD counterpart, are discussed in the appendix of [8].
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supersymmetry breaking is of the same order as the meson mass). The hope is that the dual gauge theory
belongs to the same universality class as 4-dimensional massless large-Nc QCD.
5.3 Strong coupling regime: probe D8-branes in D4-brane background
5.3.1 Embedding of the D8-branes in the D4-brane background
Figure 5.2: The Sakai-Sugimoto model: antipodal (u0 = uK) and non-antipodal (u0 > uK) embedding of the N f
D8- and N f D8 probe branes in the D4-brane background.
The embedding of the (8+1)-dimensional D8-branes in the (9+1)-dimensional D4-brane background
is specified by one function only: u = u(τ). Close to the boundary of the background at u→ ∞, where
the open string interpretation of the D-branes lives, the separation between the N f D8-branes and the N f
D8-branes has to be L. It is however impossible for the probe branes to end anywhere in the D4-brane
background. We therefore expect to find a ∪-shaped embedding function u(τ): the D8-branes and the
D8-branes will merge smoothly (u′(0) = 0 at u(0) = u0). In what follows we derive the equation of
motion for the D8-branes in the D4-brane background and give a dual interpretation to the solution.
The induced metric on the D8-branes is given by
ds2D8 =
( u
R
)3/2
ηµνdxµdxν+
(( u
R
)3/2
f (u)+
(
R
u
)3/2 u′2
f (u)
)
dτ2+
(
R
u
)3/2
u2dΩ24, (5.3.1)
with u′ = du/dτ. The DBI-action (3.2.2) for the D8-branes (with vanishing gauge field) is then propor-
tional to
SDBI ∝
∫
d4xdτ ε4e−φ
√
−det(gD8)
∝
∫
d4xdτ u4
√
f (u)+
(
R
u
)3 u′2
f (u)
. (5.3.2)
As the integrand L does not explicitly depend on τ, the ‘Hamiltonian’ u′ ∂L∂u′ −L , associated with transla-
tions in the τ-direction, is conserved:
d
dτ
 u4 f (u)√
f (u)+
(R
u
)3 u′2
f (u)
= 0 or u4 f (u)√
f (u)+
(R
u
)3 u′2
f (u)
= u40
√
f (u0), (5.3.3)
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where we assumed the initial conditions u(0) = u0 and u′(0) = 0. The solution of the equation of motion
(5.3.3) is given by:
τ(u) =
∫ u
u0
du
u′
=
∫ u
u0
du
(
R
u
)3/2
f (u)−1
√
u80 f (u0)
u8 f (u)−u80 f (u0)
. (5.3.4)
and the asymptotic separation L (at u→ ∞) between D8- and D8-branes, indicated in Figure 5.2, is
related to u0 as
L = 2
∫ ∞
u0
du
u′
= 2
∫ ∞
u0
du
(
R
u
)3/2
f (u)−1
√
u80 f (u0)
u8 f (u)−u80 f (u0)
. (5.3.5)
In the limit uK  u0, the integral can be solved to L ∝
√
R3/u0. Large values of u0 correspond to small
values of L. In the limit of u0→ ∞ the D8-D8 pairs are sent to infinity and disappear (L→ 0). (It can
be shown that L(u0) is a monotonically increasing function of u0.) The solution is only regular when the
integral is smaller or equal to δτ/2, for every value of L there is thus only one regular configuration. A
special solution is the case where the D8- and D8-branes are at antipodal points on the circle, i.e. at a
distance L = δτ/2 from each other, and with minimal value u0 = uK . It is not so clear how to interpret
the strong L-dependence of the D8-brane configuration in the dual gauge theory, as one could expect L
to be irrelevant for the low-energy effective theory on the D4-brane, whose massless spectrum does not
contain 8-8¯ strings. We will come back to a possible interpretation of L in section 6.3.5.
The stability of the flavour brane embedding was checked in [8] for u0 = uK and in [87, 88] for
u0 > uK . We will encounter them as special cases in our stability analysis of the brane embedding
dependent on an external magnetic field in section 6.4.3.
5.3.2 Interpretation of the D8-brane solution
For large u, i.e. at large energies in the dual field theory (where we have chiral quark degrees of freedom),
the D8- and D8-branes are separated, corresponding to the chiral symmetry U(N f )L×U(N f )R. At low u,
i.e. low energies in the dual field theory (where spectra of mesonic degrees of freedom are inconsistent
with chiral symmetry in the Wigner-Weyl realization), both stacks merge continuously to one stack of N f
D8-branes, corresponding to one remaining U(N f ) symmetry. We conclude that the smooth interpolation
of the D8-branes and D8-branes at u = u0 (forced by the topology of the gravitational background) gives
a geometrical representation of the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (χSB) of U(N f )L×U(N f )R to
the diagonal subgroup U(N f )V in eq. (2.2.21). For the precise identification of the elements of the global
chiral symmetry, (hL,hR) ∈U(N f )L×U(N f )R, we refer to section 6.3.4 further on.
There is no direct holographic description of the chiral condensate in the Sakai-Sugimoto model,
related to the absence of bare quark masses as discussed in section 5.1 (since 〈ψ¯ψ〉= (δe−Squark/δm)|m=0,
the mass operator is exactly the chiral order parameter). In the non-antipodal embedding however, we
take the approach that there is a quantity that can be used as an indicator for the chiral symmetry breaking
order parameter2, namely the energy stored in a string stretching from u0 to uK (the higher u0, the further
you move away from the chiral invariant situation of straight branes):
mq =
1
2piα′
∫ u0
uK
du√
f (u)
. (5.3.6)
2 Possible alternatives to define chiral order parameters can be found in, for example, [89] or [85, 86, 90].
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This expression is obtained by considering the Nambu-Goto action (3.2.1) for a static macroscopic string,
stretching in the u-direction of the background (5.0.1) only, in the static gauge τ= t, σ= x (with a,b =
τ,σ and T the lifetime of the string):
SNG =− 12piα′T
∫
dx
√
−det
ab
(∂axm∂bxngmn) =− 12piα′T
∫
dx
√
−gttguu(∂xu)2 = T
∫
dxLNG. (5.3.7)
Then the corresponding energy is given by
mq =
∫
dx
(
δLNG
δ∂tu
∂tu−LNG
)
=−
∫
dxLNG =
1
2piα′
∫
du
√−gttguu = (5.3.6). (5.3.8)
This energy can be understood to be related to the constituent quark mass in the dual gauge theory
by considering a high-spin meson. In contrast to low-spin mesons which are described by gauge field
fluctuations on the flavour branes (with the DBI-action limited to supergravity modes), one needs to go
beyond the supergravity approximation to describe high-spin mesons: they are modeled by a macro-
scopic string with endpoints attached to the D8-branes, as depicted in figure 5.3. This configuration is
(classically) equivalent to a string with two massive endpoints (with mass (5.3.6) in flat 4-dimensional
spacetime) [91]. Because part of the energy of the 4-dimensional meson comes from the horizontal
part of the 5-dimensional string, the ‘string endpoint masses’ (i.e. the energies of the vertical parts) can
be roughly identified with the constituent quark masses for heavy quarks, but are somewhat smaller in
the case of light quarks. In the following chapters we will interpret mq in (5.3.6) as the (approximate)
constituent quark mass, also for the light flavours. Pions remain massless for all values of u0 in the Sakai-
Sugimoto model, consistent with the absence of bare quark masses and the GMOR-relation (2.1.18). The
above picture leads to the characteristic Regge relation between angular momentum J and energy M for
rotating high-spin mesons in the Sakai-Sugimoto model [91].
5.3.3 Relation to dual low-energy effective degrees of freedom
The Sakai-Sugimoto model can be treated as an effective QCD model for the low-energy dynamics of
hadrons and baryons3. The effective 4-dimensional action for mesons is obtained by integrating out
the u-dependence (and the S4-dependence, but usually assuming the D8-brane worldvolume fields to
be independent of those coordinates) of the flavour branes’ action, which is given by a DBI-part and a
CS-part, cfr. section 3.2.1.
The fields living on the D8-branes are the U(N f ) gauge field Am (m = 0, ...,8), which can be de-
composed in Aµ (µ = 0, ...,3), Au and Aα (α = 5,6,7,8 the coordinates on S4), and the scalar field τ.
Only being interested in SO(5)-singlet states, we put Aα = 0 and assume Aµ and Au independent of the
4-sphere coordinates; further we assume that the remaining gauge field components can be expanded in
complete sets {ψn(u)}n≥1 and {φn(u)}n≥0 as follows [8]
Aµ(xµ,u) = ∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (xµ)ψn(u) = ρµ(xµ)ψ(u)+ · · · (5.3.9)
Au(xµ,u) = ∑
n≥0
φ(n)(xµ)φn(u) = pi(xµ)φ0(u)+ · · · . (5.3.10)
Then the modes B(n)µ (xµ) and φ(n)(xµ) describe infinite towers of respectively (pseudo)vector and (pseu-
do)scalar mesons in the dual field theory. The identifications of the lowest modes with mesons are given
in table 5.2.
3We will not be concerned with baryons in this thesis. Suffice it to say a baryon is represented in the Sakai-Sugimoto model
by a D4-brane wrapped around the 4-sphere in the D4-brane background.
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Figure 5.3: A high-spin meson is represented by a macroscopic qq¯ string configuration in the Sakai-Sugimoto
background [92].
field P C associated meson
B(1)µ - - ρ
B(2)µ + + a1(1260)
B(3)µ - - ρ(1450)
φ(0) - + pi
Table 5.2: Interpretation of massless fluctuations on the D8-brane as mesons in the dual QCD-like theory, with
corresponding sign under parity (P) and charge conjugation (C).
Integrating out the u-dependence in the DBI-action indeed gives rise to the effective 4-dimensional
Proca action for vector mesons and Skyrme action for pions [8], (this will become more clear in section
6.3.3). The (lowest) modes of the scalar τ were originally interpreted as scalar mesons as well [8], but
this interpretation was revisited in [93] and they are now cataloged as redundant (non-QCD) modes of
the theory. We will come back to this in section 6.4.3.
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5.3.4 Chern-Simons action for the D8-branes
Let us briefly discuss the CS-part of the flavour brane action and its interpretation. It describes the
coupling of the D8-branes’ gauge field to the 3-form RR potential C3 associated with the 4-form RR field
strength F4 = dC3 that is present in the D4-brane background (4.2.4), and is given by (see eq. (3.2.4) and
the remark in section 3.2.1 on coincident branes)
SD8CS = µ
∫
MD8
C3 STr(F3), (5.3.11)
with µ= 1/(48pi3) a normalization constant (in the normalization conventions of [8]). The notation F3 is
short for F ∧F ∧F with F = dA+A2 = dA+A∧A the 2-form field strength associated with the 1-form
flavour gauge field A = Amdxm in form notation4. An equivalent form of the action is
SD8CS = µ
∫
MD8
F4ω5(A) =
Nc
24pi2
∫
M 4×R
ω5(A) (5.3.12)
in terms of the CS 5-form
ω5(A) = STr
(
AF2− 1
2
A3F +
1
10
A5
)
(5.3.13)
(with all wedge products implicit) constructed to satisfy dω5 = STr(F3), and where M 4×R is the 5-
dimensional space parameterized by the coordinates x0, ...,x3 and u. In the last equality of (5.3.12) we
made use of 12pi
∫
S4 F4 = Nc from (4.2.4). The variation of the CS-action δS
D8
CS under an infinitesimal
gauge transformation δA = dΛ+[A,Λ] on the D8-branes, takes the form of the chiral anomaly δΓ[A] of
QCD [94], which is calculated from triangle Feynman diagrams. The CS-term cancels the chiral anomaly
on the 4-dimensional boundary M4 of the 5-dimensional M4×R space via the so-called ‘anomaly can-
cellation by inflow’ mechanism [94]: the required variation δSD8CS =−δΓ[A] flows from the 5-dimensional
bulk into the 4-dimensional boundary.
Sakai and Sugimoto have shown in [8] that the CS action SD8CS provides the WZW-term in the chiral
Lagrangian.
4 A differential p-form in a D-dimensional space is a completely antisymmetric tensor A(p)(xµ) with p indices. The wedge-
product ∧ of a p-form A(p) with a q-form B(q) is defined as (A(p)∧B(q))µ1...µp+q = (p+q)!p!q! A[µ1...µp Bµp+1...µp+q], where the square
brackets denote full antisymmetrization of the indices. The exterior derivative dA(p) of a p-form, defined as (dA(p))µ1...µp+1 =
(p+1)∂[µ1 Aµ2...µp+1], (dA
(0))µ = ∂µ f , creates a p+1-form out of a p-form: dA(p) = F(p+1).
Chapter 6
Rho meson condensation in the
Sakai-Sugimoto model
At the LHC very strong magnetic fields are expected to arise in non-central heavy ion collisions. The
interest in magnetically induced QCD effects has therefore grown considerably in recent years. One
conjectured effect of this kind is the possible instability of the QCD vacuum towards formation of an
electromagnetically superconducting phase where rho mesons are condensed, in the presence of a strong
(Abelian) magnetic field. This so-called ‘rho meson condensation’ is also present in the holographic
Sakai-Sugimoto model (SSM), as we were able to show in [1, 2] on which this chapter is based. That is,
in [1] the appearance of a tachyonic instability in the SSM was observed in the simplest set-up as well
as in the more involved non-antipodal embedding, used to include effects of the rho meson constituents,
but in an approximated way. In [2] the remaining approximations in [1] were uplifted, resulting in a
higher value for the critical magnetic field. Many other magnetic effects have been investigated in the
Sakai-Sugimoto model, so, to avoid incompleteness, let us refer here to the review paper [95] for a nice
overview.
6.1 Rho meson condensation in QCD
We first review the magnetically induced effect of rho meson condensation in QCD. This story begins
with some motivation for the study of QCD in the presence of strong magnetic fields.
6.1.1 QCD and strong magnetic fields
Consider a collision of two heavy ions with radius R and electric charge Ze at non-zero impact parameter
b, as represented in figure 6.1 [96]. The beam direction lies along the z-axis, with the (x,z)-plane referred
to as reaction plane and (x,y) as transverse plane. In the region where the nuclei overlap, the QGP
(discussed (briefly) in section 2.4) will be formed. It are the charged nucleons that fly past each other
rather than colliding which produce a magnetic field in the transverse plane due to their current along
z. Through the Biot-Savart law ~B = µ0q~v4pi × ~err2 , the magnitude in the center-of-mass frame is estimated
as B∼ γZeb/R3 [97], with γ the Lorentz contraction factor and e the electromagnetic coupling constant.
For typical RHIC gold-gold collisions (at center of mass energies of 200 GeV per nucleon pair), γ≈ 100
such that the nuclei are Lorentz contracted in the z-direction to 1% of their size and can therefore be
approximated as ‘pancakes’. The direction of the magnetic field at position ~x = (~x⊥,z) caused by the
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moving charged particle at position ~x′⊥ at time t = 0 is along ~ev× (~x⊥−~x′⊥) = (±~ez)× (~x⊥−~x′⊥) and
contributions from the nuclei moving in opposite directions add up. The magnetic field at the origin
is pointing in the y-direction, and because the magnetic field in the overlap region is to a good degree
homogeneous in the transverse plane, it is a good estimate for the magnetic field at the surface of the
interacting region, especially for large impact parameters. (Moreover, when averaged over the transverse
plane, only the y-component of the magnetic field survives, see for example [98].) For typical LHC-
values of the heavy-ion collision parameters, the magnetic field is estimated to be as large as eBy ∼
15m2pi ≈ 0.3 GeV2 right after the collision [99]. This is probably the strongest encountered magnetic field
in nature (in other units: eB∼ 105 MeV2 ∼ 1019 Gauss ∼ 1015 Tesla); a magnetar or highly magnetized
neutron star reaches “merely” 109 Tesla. Another context in which gigantic magnetic fields occurred,
was during the cosmological electroweak phase transition [100].
The above is clearly an oversimplified picture to illustrate the origin of the magnetic field (to name
the most obvious simplification: the nuclei collide and travel on, the current is not static as the Biot-
Savart law assumes). More careful analyses can be found e.g. in [97–99,101–103], where more attention
is given to the time and space dependence of B [98, 101], the effect of the electric conductivity of the
QGP on the evolution and lifetime of B [97, 101, 103], the presence of electric fields (argued in [102] to
be comparable in strength to the magnetic fields), etc. It is argued though in [97] that, after dropping
by about two orders of magnitude during the first fm/c of plasma expansion, the magnetic field freezes
out and lasts for as long as the QGP lives (as a consequence of the finite electrical conductivity of the
plasma). It is concluded in [97] that the B-field must affect all the processes in the QGP.
Studying the possible effects that the presence of strong magnetic fields can have on the QCD phase
diagram, might lead to new insights in QCD (e.g. the chiral magnetic effect, which is related to CP-
violating processes [104], chiral magnetic spiral/wave, ...), where the QGP created at LHC seems to offer
a possible experimental setting. This has resulted in a lot of activity in this relatively young research field.
We refer to the review paper [105] and references therein. In our discussion of rho meson condensation,
we will ignore any time or space dependence of the magnetic field. The appearance of strong magnetic
fields in the QGP is used as motivation for the study of magnetically induced QCD effects, but does
not serve as the actual setting of the discussed problem at zero temperature and constant background
magnetic field.
Figure 6.1: Creation of magnetic fields in non-central heavy ion collisions [96].
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6.1.2 Rho meson condensation
A possible magnetically induced tachyonic instability of the QCD vacuum towards a phase where charged
rho mesons – or better quark-antiquark combinations with the quantum numbers of rho mesons – are con-
densed (figure 6.2), was first discussed in [10]. The basic argument for this rho meson condensation at
some critical value of the magnetic field Bc, is that the charged rho meson combinations which have their
spin aligned with the magnetic field B, have an effective mass squared
m2ρ,eff (B) = m
2
ρ− eB (6.1.1)
which vanishes at
eBc = m2ρ = 0.602 GeV
2, (6.1.2)
based on the fact that the n-th energy level of a free, structureless spin-s particle with mass m in the
presence of a background magnetic field ~B = B~e3 is given by the well-known Landau level quantization
formula
E2 = m2+ p23+(2n−2s3+1)eB, (6.1.3)
with p3 the particle’s momentum in the direction of the magnetic field, and s3 its spin projection on
the same direction. This leads to (6.1.1) for the lowest-energy rho meson p3 = 0, n = 0 with spin
s3 = 1, plotted in figure 6.3. The mechanism is similar to a possible W±-boson condensation in the
electroweak model [106–108]. It is further shown in [10] that the electrically charged condensate almost
inevitably implies electromagnetic superconductivity (along the magnetic field axis) of the new vacuum
ground state. The QCD vacuum at zero temperature and zero density becoming superconducting at
sufficiently large magnetic field would thus result in a quite exotic phase: it would not only be anisotropic
(exhibiting superconductivity only along the direction of ~B) but also spatially inhomogeneous [10, 109–
111], as the vacuum structure in the transverse directions turns out to be formed of repelling rho meson
vortices, resembling an Abrikosov lattice of a type II superconductor (see figure 6.4). Such a lattice was
constructed in the DSGS-model in [110] and in a bottom-up holographic model in [12] using similar
methods. It has the interesting property that the magnetic field creates the superconducting state instead
of destroying it (cfr. Meissner effect). In the bottom-up holographic study of [13], the real part of the
optical conductivity in the condensed phase is shown to contain a delta peak at the origin, consistent with
a superconducting condensed state.
The above argument based on Landau levels holds in the context of the bosonic effective DSGS-
model [113] for rho meson quantum electrodynamics, used in [10]. Somewhat later, the rho meson
condensation effect was also shown to emerge in the NJL-model [109], which was introduced in section
2.4. Lattice evidence in favour of the effect appeared in [114]. It should be clear however that rho meson
condensation is merely conjectured to occur in QCD based on these descriptions in effective QCD-
models, not proven nor experimentally observed. To date, the effect of rho meson condensation has been
discussed in [10,109–111,114] using phenomenological and lattice approaches, in our work [1] using the
Sakai-Sugimoto model, and in [11–13] using a bottom-up holographic approach. Its possible occurrence
has been argued against in [115] – followed by a rebuttal in [116,117] showing that the counterarguments
of [115] should not apply.
The value for the critical magnetic field Bc marking the onset of the condensation differs from ap-
proach to approach. It is minimal in the DSGS-model, which predicts eBc = m2ρ ≈ 0.6 GeV2. Both the
lattice simulation (eBc ≈ 0.9 GeV2) and the NJL calculation (eBc ≈ 1 GeV2) show an increase in eBc,
which is considerable in the used GeV units.
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Figure 6.2: Rho meson condensation effect: suggested phase transition in the (T,B) plane of the QCD phase
diagram (top) corresponding to an instability of the QCD vacuum towards forming a superconducting state of
condensed charged rho mesons (bottom) at critical magnetic field Bc [109, 112].
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Figure 6.3: The effective rho meson mass squared as a function of eB (from eq. (6.1.1)) becomes negative at eBc,
signaling a tachyonic instability (where in the top figure the electric charge e is absorbed into the notation of B).
The lower figure of mρ,eff (eB), taken from [10], includes the B-dependences for the effective masses of pions (from
eq. (6.1.3), with spin zero) showing that the decay processes of the rho meson are kinematically suppressed at high
values of eB.
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Figure 6.4: Top figure: The superconducting condensate |ρAS| (with subscript AS short for ‘anisotropic super-
conductor’) as a function of eB. The single curve describes both the uniform condensate in the homogeneous
approximation of [10] and the mean-cell value of the inhomogeneous condensate in the weak-amplitude approxi-
mation [10]. Bottom figure: Absolute value of the superconducting condensate ρ at B = 1.01Bc in the transversal
(x1,x2)-plane, forming an Abrikosov lattice structure [110].
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6.2 Goal and strategy
We set out to give further evidence for a magnetically induced ρ meson condensation using a (top-
down) holographic approach. We will study first of all if the rho meson condensation effect can be
modeled using holography, and second, whether the top-down holographic QCD approach can deliver
new insights, in particular when it comes to taking into account effects from the constituents of the rho
mesons. We will be able to show that a condensation should occur as we encounter a tachyonic instability
in the ρ meson sector, m2ρ,eff (Bc) = 0, relying on the much studied Sakai-Sugimoto model, which was
reviewed in chapter 5.
In holographic language: we investigate the stability of the two-flavour Sakai-Sugimoto model in
the presence of a magnetic field, and this in the confinement phase, finding stability in the scalar and an
instability in the charged vector sector. Previous stability analyses of the Sakai-Sugimoto model (SSM)
have mainly focused on the case of a background chemical potential. In particular Chern-Simons-induced
instabilities to spatially modulated phases have received quite some attention recently [118–123]. Earlier
works in this context include [124], and [125] on the (T,µ,B) phase diagram in the Sakai-Sugimoto
model. More relevant for our current purposes is the DBI-induced instability in the presence of an
isospin chemical potential studied in [126], where a tachyonic instability of the rho meson and ensuing
rho meson condensation was described. We will encounter a somewhat similar phenomenon here, but
as a result of the presence of a background magnetic field B at zero chemical potential. Most of the
technical complications we will encounter, as well as the occurrence of the condensation effect itself,
stem directly from the non-Abelian nature of the problem (N f = 2). The complications can be avoided
by resorting to bottom-up holographic models [11–13], as it turns out without having to give up on being
able to reproduce the general physical picture, but hereby moving away further from a QCD-like dual.
The model of [11, 12] involves an SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mils action for an SU(2) bulk gauge field in a
(4+1)-dimensional AdS-Schwarzschild background (we will discuss this type of background in section
7.2.2). [13] considers a (3+1)-dimensional DSGS-model generalized to AdS. In both cases, the analysis
remains much closer to the phenomenological picture of [10]. Other examples of magnetic instabilities
of bulk charged vectors in an AdS/CFT context can be found in [127, 128].
Outline We start with the discussion of the holographic set-up in section 6.3. We fix the number of
colours Nc = 3, number of flavours N f = 2 and the rest of the holographic parameters to numerical GeV
units, in order to obtain results for m2ρ,eff and Bc in physical units, comparable to other – phenomenologi-
cal and lattice – approaches. That is, we extend the work of Sakai and Sugimoto on the numerical fixing
of the holographic parameters for the u0 = uK case to the non-antipodal case where u0 > uK . In the same
section, the effect of the magnetic field on the probe branes’ embedding is studied.
In section 6.4 we discuss the stability in the presence of fluctuations. For that purpose we plug a
flavour gauge field ansatz containing a background (∼ B) and a fluctuation part (∼ mesons) into the
non-Abelian DBI-action governing the dynamics of the flavour gauge field living on the probe branes,
and expand the action to second order in the fluctuations. The eventual goal is to extract the effective rho
meson mass (as a function of B) from the 4-dimensional mass equation for the vector meson, the effective
4-dimensional action to be obtained from the DBI-action by integrating out the extra dimensions.
Before tackling the full complications of the stability analysis, we focus on two simplifying cases for
the vector meson sector in section 6.4.1. Within the approximation of the action to second order in the
field strength, we consider the effect of B on the rho meson mass in the antipodal embedding (this comes
closest to the analyses in bottom-up approaches to the problem) and in the non-antipodal embedding with
equal electric charges assigned to up and down quarks (i.e. flavour branes). The antipodal case exactly
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reproduces the Landau levels and consequential prediction for the value of Bc obtained in the DSGS-
model in [10]. The non-antipodal embedding is used to include at least some effects of the constituent
quarks of the rho meson. In particular, already in the approximation used in this section, the so-called
‘chiral magnetic catalysis effect’ translates in an increase of Bc.
The rest of section 6.4 is devoted to the general non-antipodal case with up and down D8-branes
coupling to the magnetic field with different electric charges (2e/3 and −e/3). In this technically more
involved scenario, we have to choose a particular gauge to disentangle the scalar and vector fluctuations
in the action, this is done in section 6.4.2. Then we discuss the stability with respect to scalar fluctuations,
corresponding to the positions of the probe branes. Next, we consider the vector fluctuations. For the
now magnetically separated branes, we repeat the analysis of m2ρ,eff (B), both in the case of using the
action expanded to second order in F (section 6.4.4) and the full non-linear DBI-action in F (section
6.4.5). Because the field strength F in the DBI-action is accompanied with a factor proportional to the
inverse of the ’t Hooft coupling λ, which is large in the validity range of the gauge-gravity duality, the
expansion to second order in F is commonly used. However, in the presence of large background fields,
the higher order terms may become important (see section 6.4.5). We therefore compare the outcome
of using the F2-approximated action versus the full DBI-action, from which we can conclude that the
difference in Bc is very small and the F2-expansion was justified in our case after all. At that point, we
also revisit the antipodal embedding, where the value of Bc seems to be more sensitive to taking into
account all higher order terms in the DBI-action, see section 6.4.6.
In section 6.4.4 the focus is on handling the magnetically separated branes. For non-coinciding
branes, the symmetrized trace (STr) over flavour indices in the DBI-action no longer simplifies to a
standard Tr. Instead, evaluating the STr (which can be done exactly to second order in the fluctuations)
gives rise to complicated functions in the action (defined via integrals), which depend on the background
fields and are discontinuous in the holographic radius u. We pay some attention to solving the eigenvalue
equation for the rho meson eigenfunction with these functions present. The evaluation of the STr is
discussed in section 6.4.2, with the used – exact – prescriptions outlined in appendix C, including a
sketch of their derivation. In section 6.4.4, for completeness, we briefly discuss the pions in the DBI-
action. The section ends with a comment on the validity of the use of the non-Abelian DBI-action for
non-coincident branes.
In section 6.4.5 the focus is on handling the extra dependences on the magnetic field from considering
the full DBI-action. The resulting effective 4-dimensional equation of motion (EOM) (to second order
in the rho meson fields) has extra terms compared to the standard Proca EOM used in phenomenological
descriptions of the rho meson in a background magnetic field, making it harder to analyze. We solve the
EOMs for the complete energy spectrum exactly in section 6.4.5, with the main result for the generalized
Landau levels given in eq. (6.4.170). The energy eigenstates are no longer spin eigenstates (as opposed
to the Proca energy eigenstates), except for the condensing state.
A summary of this chapter can be found in section 6.5. A small remark regarding notation is due:
we have on occasion absorbed the electron charge e into the notation for the magnetic field, eB→ B, in
particular in the figures of the effective rho meson masses as a function of (e)B and most other figures.
We try to signal this in the text, but may have switched between one or the other notation (ironically for
reasons of clarity) without explicit warning. It should hopefully be clear from the context where this has
been done.
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6.3 Holographic set-up
6.3.1 Basic set-up
We will work in the general non-antipodal Sakai-Sugimoto model (u0 > uK) for quenched QCD in the
chiral limit, reviewed in the previous chapter, where in particular non-zero constituent quark masses
(5.3.6) are modeled. The special case u0 = uK will also be discussed. For the purpose of presenting the
end results in physical GeV units, we will fix the number of colours to three, Nc = 3. This means we will
be comparing our results from a classical supergravity approximation to phenomenological and lattice
results in a parameter regime where the used approximation is actually expected to break down, see
also the discussion of the glueball spectrum in figure 4.5 regarding this issue. We choose the number of
flavours to be two, N f = 2, in order to be able to model electromagnetically charged mesons consisting of
up- and down quarks. This means we are stretching the validity of the probe approximation NcN f , but
we will nonetheless ignore the backreaction. Unquenching the Sakai-Sugimoto model is a very difficult
task, see the work of [129]. For meson phenomenology, the Nc  N f limit does often provide a fairly
good description of the physical world (see section 2.5).
6.3.2 Non-Abelian probe brane action
While the low energy effective action for a single brane is known to be the Dirac-Born-Infeld action
(3.2.2) [130], valid in the static gauge (i.e. alignment of the world volume with space-time coordinates)
and for slowly varying field strengths, the full non-Abelian generalization of it for the description of a
stack of coinciding branes is not. Tseytlin proposed in [53] to non-Abelianize the Dirac-Born-Infeld
action by introducing a symmetrized trace STr. The action is still restricted to static gauge and the (in the
non-Abelian case slightly ambiguous) slowly-varying field strengths approximation, ignoring derivative
terms including [F,F ] ∼ [D,D]F terms. This action was shown to be valid up to fourth order in the
field strength, with deviations starting to appear at order F6 [131, 132]. For the probe flavour branes
we are dealing with, it is given by the following, which we will further refer to as ‘the’ (non-Abelian)
DBI-action [53, 56, 133]:
SDBI =−T8
∫
d4x 2
∫ ∞
u0
du
∫
ε4 e−φ STr
√
−det [gD8mn+(2piα′)iFmn], (6.3.1)
where T8 = 1/((2pi)8l9s ) is the D8-brane tension, the factor 2 in front of the u-integration makes sure that
we integrate over both halves of the ∪-shaped D8-branes, STr is the symmetrized trace which is defined
as
STr(F1 · · ·Fn) = 1n!Tr(F1 · · ·Fn+ all permutations), (6.3.2)
gD8mn is the induced metric on the D8-branes,
gD8mn = gmn+gττ(Dmτ)(Dnτ),
with covariant derivative Dmτ= ∂mτ+[Am,τ], and
Fmn = ∂mAn−∂nAm+[Am,An] = Famnta
the field strength with anti-Hermitian generators
ta =− i
2
(1,σ1,σ2,σ3), Tr(tatb) =−δab2 (a,b = 0,1,2,3) (6.3.3)
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obeying
[ta, tb] = εabctc (a,b = 1,2,3). (6.3.4)
6.3.3 Numerical fixing of the holographic parameters
Following [9], we define
κ=
λNc
216pi3
(6.3.5)
for notational convenience.
In the model with antipodal embedding there are six parameters, R, κ, ls, MK , gs and L, related to
each other through the four relations (4.2.11)-(4.2.12). In [9] the remaining independent parameters MK
and κ were fixed to GeV units by matching to the QCD input values
fpi = 0.093 GeV and mρ = 0.776 GeV, (6.3.6)
resulting in
MK ≈ 0.949 GeV and κ= λNc216pi3 ≈ 0.00745. (6.3.7)
We extend this to the model with non-antipodal embedding where there are seven parameters, R, κ, ls,
MK , u0, gs and L. These are completely determined by the four relations (4.2.11)-(4.2.12), and the three
extra requirements that the computable numerical values for the constituent quark mass mq, the pion de-
cay constant fpi and the ρmeson mass mρ, in absence of magnetic field, match to the phenomenologically
or experimentally obtained QCD input values
mq = 0.310 GeV, fpi = 0.093 GeV and mρ = 0.776 GeV. (6.3.8)
Adapting the analysis of Sakai and Sugimoto [8] to the more general case u0 > uK , see also [38,134], we
derive the mass eigenvalue equation for the vector meson sector and the expression for fpi as functions
of MK , u0 and κ, and thus indirectly (through the relation (5.3.5)) as functions of the three unknown
parameters MK , L and κ.
In the confinement phase, the non-Abelian DBI-action (6.3.1) becomes, to second order in the field
strength,
SDBI = V˜
∫
d4x 2
∫ ∞
u0
du Tr
{
u−1/2γ1/2R3FµνFµν+2u5/2γ−1/2ηµνFµuFνu
}
+O(F4), (6.3.9)
with
V˜ = T8V4g−1s R
3/2 1
4
(2piα′)2 (6.3.10)
and
γ(u) =
u8
f (u)u8− f (u0)u80
, (6.3.11)
and where the STr is replaced by Tr as
STr(tatb) = Tr(tatb). (6.3.12)
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Assuming the flavour gauge field components Aµ(xµ,u) can be expanded in complete sets {ψn(u)}n≥1,
Aµ(x,u) = ∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x)ψn(u) (6.3.13)
⇒ FµνFµν = F(m)µν F(n)µνψmψn
with F(m)µν = ∂µB
(m)
ν −∂νB(m)µ , FµuFνu = B(m)µ B(n)ν ∂uψm∂uψn+ · · · ,
the part of the action (6.3.9) in B(n)µ (x) reduces to the effective 4-dimensional action
S =−
∫
d4x
{
1
4
F(n)aµν F(n)µνa+
1
2
m2nB
(n)a
µ B(n)µa
}
, (6.3.14)
describing vector mesons B(n)µ with masses mn, if the ψn(u) are subject to:
V˜
∫ ∞
u0
du u−1/2γ1/2R3ψmψn =
1
4
δmn, (6.3.15)
and
2V˜
∫ ∞
u0
du u5/2γ−1/2(∂uψm)(∂uψn) =
1
2
m2nδmn (m,n≥ 1). (6.3.16)
The effective action (6.3.14) corresponds to the standard Proca action for a massive vector particle. The
conditions (6.3.15) and (6.3.16) combine, using partial integration (and hereby implicitly assuming the
ψn to be normalizable functions), to the eigenvalue equation
−u1/2γ−1/2∂u(u5/2γ−1/2∂uψn) = R3m2nψn. (6.3.17)
To include pions, following the original discussion in [8], it is convenient to introduce the coordinate z
that is related to u through
u3 = u30+u0z
2, (6.3.18)
going from −∞ to +∞ along the flavour branes and thus allowing the description of both boundaries at
u→ ∞ of the ∪-shaped flavour branes. In this new coordinate z, the action (6.3.9) reads (denoting u(z)
as uz for readability)
SDBI = V˜
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
−∞
dz Tr
{
2
3
u0u
3/2
z γ′R3FµνFµν+
3
u0
u1/2z
γ′
ηµνFµzFνz
}
+O(F4), (6.3.19)
with
γ′(z) =
|z|√γ
u4z
=
√
z2
u5z (u3z −u3K)− (u80−u50u3K)
, (6.3.20)
and the condition (6.3.16)
V˜
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
3
u0
u1/2z
γ′
(∂zψm)(∂zψn) =
1
2
m2nδmn (m,n≥ 1). (6.3.21)
The flavour gauge field component1 Az is expanded in the complete set {φn(z)}n≥0:
Aµ(x,z) = ∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x)ψn(z), Az(x,z) = ∑
n≥0
φ(n)(x)φn(z) (6.3.22)
⇒ FµνFµν = F(m)µν F(n)µνψmψn , FµzFνz = (∂µφ(m)φm−B(m)µ ∂zψm)(∂νφ(n)φn−B(n)ν ∂zψn).
1The gauge field components along the four-sphere are assumed to vanish, Aα = 0, and Aµ and Az are assumed to be
independent of the four-sphere coordinates.
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Demanding a canonical normalization of the kinetic term for the φ(n)(xµ) fields in the effective 4-
dimensional action then leads to the orthonormality condition
V˜
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
3
u0
u1/2z γ′−1φmφn =
1
2
δmn (m,n≥ 0). (6.3.23)
From the last condition (6.3.23) and (6.3.21) it follows that
φn = m−1n ∂zψn for n≥ 1 (6.3.24)
and since φ0 ⊥ ∂zψn for all n≥ 1,
V˜
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
3
u0
u1/2z γ′−1φ0∂zψn = 0, (6.3.25)
we can set
φ0 = cγ′u
−1/2
z = c
γ′
(u30+u0z2)1/6
(6.3.26)
with the normalization constant c determined by
V˜
2
c2
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
3
u0
u−1/2z γ′ =
1
2
. (6.3.27)
Now ψ0 is defined through φ0 = ∂zψ0, and ψˆ0 as a multiple of ψ0,
ψˆ0 = c′
∫ z
0
dz
γ′
(u30+u0z2)1/6
, (6.3.28)
that fulfills
ψˆ0(±∞) =±12 . (6.3.29)
We can then rewrite the expansion for the gauge field as
Aµ = ξ+∂µξ−1+ ψ++ξ−∂µξ
−1
− ψ−+∑
n
B(n)µ ψn , Az = 0 (6.3.30)
with
ψ±(z) =
1
2
± ψˆ0 such that ψ+(∞) = ψ−(−∞) = 1 and ψ+(−∞) = ψ−(∞) = 0 (6.3.31)
and
ξ−1± (x
µ) = P exp
{
−
∫ ±∞
0
dz′Az(xµ,z′)
}
. (6.3.32)
One stays in the Az = 0 gauge under residual gauge transformations g(xµ,z = 0) = h(xµ). Fixing the
gauge to ξ− = 1, we have the following gauge field expansion [8]
Aµ(x,z) =U−1(x)∂µU(x)ψ+(z)+∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x)ψn(z), Az = 0. (6.3.33)
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The pion field is defined as the path ordered exponential
U(xµ) = P exp
{
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dz′Az(xµ,z′)
}
. (6.3.34)
This has the correct transformation behaviour U(x)→ hLU(x)h−1R under a global chiral symmetry trans-
formation2 (6.3.50) to be interpreted as the pion field (2.4.3) used in the sigma-model for low-energy
effective QCD,
U(x) = e2i
pi(xµ)
fpi ∈U(N f ), pi(xµ) = piata (6.3.35)
(with the difference compared to (2.4.3) that it is a U(N f ) field, in line with the discussion in section
2.2.2). Its action in (2.4.2) provides the first part of the meson action (2.4.4):∫
d4x
f 2pi
4
Tr(U†∂µU)2. (6.3.36)
Equating this action with the corresponding term in the Sakai-Sugimoto action after plugging in the
expansion for the gauge field
V˜
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
−∞
dz Tr
{
3
u0
(u30+u0z
2)1/6
γ′
ηµνFµzFνz
}
= V˜
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
3
u0
c
φ0
(∂zψ+)2 Tr(U†∂µU)2(6.3.37)
leads to the identification
f 2pi
4
= V˜
3
u0
c′ = V˜
3
u0
(
2
∫ ∞
0
dz
γ′
(u30+u0z2)1/6
)−1
, (6.3.38)
or
f 2pi (MK ,u0,κ) =
4
3
κM7/2K
3
u0
(
2
∫ ∞
0
dz
γ′
(u30+u0z2)1/6
)−1
, (6.3.39)
where we have used the relations (4.2.11), (4.2.12) and the definition (6.3.5) to determine the volume
factor V˜ in the action:
V˜ =
1
3
κM7/2K . (6.3.40)
Because V˜ ∼ Nc for fixed λ (from (6.3.5)), it follows from (6.3.39) that f 2pi ∼ Nc has the correct large-Nc
scaling behaviour (2.5.6). Similarly, the higher order terms in U can be identified with the second term in
(2.4.4) with g2 ∼ 1/Nc. The Sakai-Sugimoto model thus succeeds in reproducing the phenomenological
Skyrme Lagrangian for pions (2.4.4).
We now have all the ingredients to numerically fix the remaining parameters MK , u0 (thus L) and κ.
First, we determine κ(MK ,u0) by demanding the constituent quark mass to be 0.310 GeV,
mq(MK ,u0,κ) = 8pi2M2Kκ
∫ u0
1/MK
du
1√
1− 1
(MKu)3
= 0.310 GeV =⇒ κ(MK ,u0). (6.3.41)
Then we use the experimental value for the pion decay constant to find u0(MK),
fpi(MK ,u0,κ(MK ,u0)) = fpi(MK ,u0) = 0.093 GeV =⇒ u0(MK). (6.3.42)
2The holographic interpretation of a global chiral symmetry transformation (hL,hR) will be defined in section 6.3.4.
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Finally, we solve the eigenvalue equation (6.3.17), which is now a function of MK only, for mn=1.
We refer the reader to appendix B for more details. The value of MK is then determined such that
mn=1 =mρ = 0.776 GeV, the ρ meson being the lightest meson in the vector meson tower. One identifies
B(n=1)aµ with ρaµ (a= 1,2), which can be recombined into the charged ρ±µ mesons, B
(n=1)3
µ with the neutral
ρ0µ meson, and B
(n=1)0
µ with the ωµ meson. From these identifications it follows that mρ = mω = mn=1 in
the Sakai-Sugimoto model.
The results of our numerical analysis are
MK ≈ 0.7209 GeV, u0uK ≈ 1.38 and κ=
λNc
216pi3
≈ 0.006778, (6.3.43)
or
MK ≈ 0.7209 GeV, L≈ 1.574 GeV−1 and κ= λNc216pi3 ≈ 0.006778, (6.3.44)
where we used the formula (5.3.5) describing the one-to-one relation between L and u0. The value found
for L is approximately 2.8 times smaller than the maximum value of L, given by
Lmax =
δτ
2
=
pi
MK
≈ 4.358 GeV−1. (6.3.45)
From the values (6.3.44) we do extract a relatively large ’t Hooft coupling, λ≈ 15. This allows us to
ignore the Chern-Simons part of the action, which is a factor λ smaller than the DBI-part. Nevertheless
we will comment on the contributions to the ρ meson mass equation originating from the Chern-Simons
action in section 6.4.7. We also remark that for these values of the holographic parameters the numerical
value for the effective string tension between a quark and an antiquark in this background is given by
(see eq. (4.1.5))
σ=
1
2piα′
√
−g00(uK)g11(uK)≈ 0.19 GeV2. (6.3.46)
This value is in excellent agreement with the value calculated on the lattice for pure SU(3) QCD, σ ≈
0.18-0.19 GeV2, as reported in [135, 136]. This is a nice illustration that the fixed values do have a
reasonable QCD resemblance. In fact, it means we could equally well have used the QCD string tension
as input parameter instead of the constituent quark mass. (Neither of them are QCD observables, but in
contrast with the constituent mass, σ can be fixed from ab initio lattice computations.)
6.3.4 Turning on a uniform magnetic field
Under gauge transformations g ∈U(N f ), the flavour gauge field transforms as
Am(xm)→ gAm(xm)g−1+g∂mg−1 (m = µ,z). (6.3.47)
Since we have assumed the eigenfunctions ψn(n≥ 1) to be normalizable (ψn(z→±∞) = 0), the expan-
sion (6.3.22) implicitly assumes we are working in the gauge Aµ(z→±∞) = 0. The gauge potential can
be made to vanish asymptotically by applying a gauge transformation g(xµ,z) = U(xµ,z), that cancels
the asymptotic pure gauge configuration
Am(xµ,z→±∞) =U−1± (xµ,z)∂mU±(xµ,z) (6.3.48)
which ensures a finite effective four-dimensional action. For arbitrary N f > 2, the homotopy group for
the functions U : R4∪∞ ' S4→U(N f ), xµ→U(xµ,z) is trivial, pi4(U(N f )) = 0, so a continuously in-
terpolating U(N f )-valued function U(xµ,z) that fulfills U(xµ,z→±∞) =U±(xµ,z) can always be found.
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The case N f = 2, which we consider, is an exception since pi4(U(2)) = Z2. In the seminal paper of Sakai
and Sugimoto [8], it was assumed that N f 6= 2. Yet it appears to be still possible to consider the gauge
Am(z→±∞) = 0. For N f = 2, there will exist a 2 by 2 matrix function U(xµ,z) interpolating between U+
and U− (if they are homotopic) o´r between U+ and U˜− (if U+ and U− are not homotopic), with U˜− defined
as −U−, so that U˜− is homotopic to the Z2 element ∓1 if U− is homotopic to the Z2 element ±1. Since
the asymptotic pure gauge configuration (6.3.48) also equals U˜−1± (xµ,z)∂mU˜±(xµ,z), the gauge transfor-
mation g(xµ,z) =U(xµ,z) will again cancel the asymptotic gauge potential. This argument3 extends the
validity of the original Sakai-Sugimoto reasoning to the N f = 2 case.
One does not leave the gauge Am(z→±∞) = 0 under gauge transformations h ∈U(N f ) that adopt
xµ-independent boundary values
(h+,h−) = ( lim
z→+∞h, limz→−∞h). (6.3.49)
These boundary values of the residual gauge symmetry transformation h are interpreted as a global chiral
symmetry transformation
(h+,h−) = (hL,hR) ∈U(N f )L×U(N f )R (6.3.50)
in the dual QCD-like theory. By “lightly” gauging this chiral symmetry, i.e. making hL = hR = h(z→
±∞) = h dependent on xµ, one leaves the Am(z→±∞) = 0 gauge, the boundary value of the gauge field
Am(z→ ±∞) to be interpreted as an external background vector field Aµ in the boundary field theory
coupling to the quarks through a covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ +Aµ such that the Dirac action ψiγµDµψ
remains invariant under local U(N f ) transformations.
To turn on an electromagnetic background field Aemµ in the boundary field theory we put (e being the
electromagnetic coupling constant and Qem the electric charge matrix)
Aµ =−ieQemAemµ =−ie
(
2/3 0
0 −1/3
)
Aemµ =−ie
(
1
6
12+
1
2
σ3
)
Aemµ , (6.3.51)
which assigns the appropriate charge to the up- and down-quark. For the case of a constant external
magnetic field along the x3-direction in the boundary field theory (Fem12 = ∂1A
em
2 = B), this amounts to
setting
Aµ =−ieQemx1Bδµ2 =−ix1
( 2
3 eB 0
0 −13 eB
)
δµ2 =
x1eBδµ2
3
(
− i12
2
)
+ x1eBδµ2
(
− iσ3
2
)
, (6.3.52)
or
A32 = x1eB and A
0
2 = A
3
2/3 (6.3.53)
and
F12 = ∂1A2 =−i
( 2
3 eB 0
0 −13 eB
)
=−i
(
Fu 0
0 Fd
)
, (6.3.54)
where in the last line we defined the up- and down-components of the background field strength, Fu and
Fd .
6.3.5 Effect of the magnetic field on the embedding of the probe branes
We determine in this section the eB-dependence of the embedding of the flavour D8-branes in the confi-
ning (we are working at zero temperature) D4-brane background (5.0.1). On each of the D8-branes lives
3We thank J. Van Doorsselaere for discussion on this point.
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an induced metric
ds2D8 = g
D8
mndx
mdxn (m,n = 0 · · ·8)
=
( u
R
)3/2
ηµνdxµdxν+
((
R
u
)3/2 1
f (u)
+
( u
R
)3/2 f (u)
u′2
)
du2+
(
R
u
)3/2
u2dΩ24 (6.3.55)
or (
gD800 ,g
D8
ii ,g
D8
uu
)
=
(
−
( u
R
)3/2
,
( u
R
)3/2
,
( u
R
)3/2[1
f
( u
R
)−3
+
f
u′2
])
(6.3.56)
= (g00,gii,Guu) with Guu = guu+gττ(∂uτ)2 (6.3.57)
and a gauge field Aµ, for which we assume the background gauge field ansatz
Aµ = Aµ =−ieQemx1Bδµ2 (all other gauge field components zero), (6.3.58)
modeling an external magnetic field ~B = B~e3 in the dual field theory.
We plug the gauge field ansatz into the non-Abelian DBI-action
SDBI =−T8
∫
d4x 2
∫
du
∫
ε4 e−φ STr
√
−det [gD8mn+(2piα′)iFmn] (6.3.59)
and solve for the embedding u′ = du/dτ as a function of eB. To allow for the possibility that each of the
two flavour D8-branes responds differently to the external magnetic field, we assume the following form
of the metric in flavour space
gD8 =
(
gD8u 0
0 gD8d
)
, (6.3.60)
the only difference between gD8u and g
D8
d being that the u-coordinate appearing in g
D8
u follows the up-
brane, varying from u0,u to infinity, whereas the the u-coordinate appearing in gD8d follows the down-
brane, varying from u0,d to infinity. This will turn out to generate a different embedding u′(eB) for up
and down. We write
gD8 = gD81′, (6.3.61)
where we introduced the notation
1′ =
(
θ(u−u0,u) 0
0 θ(u−u0,d)
)
(6.3.62)
for our “generalized unity matrix” that indicates that everything multiplied by the Heaviside step function
θ(u−u0,u) (respectively θ(u−u0,d)) will have to be integrated over u varying from u0,u (respectively u0,d)
to infinity.
The determinant in the action is
det(gD81′+ i(2piα′)F) = det

g001′ 0 0 0 0
0 g111′ i(2piα′)F12 0 0
0 −i(2piα′)F12 g221′ 0 0
0 0 0 g331′ 0
0 0 0 0 Guu1′

Lorentz space
×detS4
= detS4×g00g11g22g33Guu︸ ︷︷ ︸
detg
(
1− (2piα′)2g−111 g−122 F212
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
1′
=
(
detg×Au×θ(u−u0,u) 0
0 detg×Ad×θ(u−u0,d)
)
flavour space
, (6.3.63)
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where we defined a new matrix A that collects all the B-dependence:
A =
(
Au 0
0 Ad
)
= 1− (2piα′)2F212
(
R
u
)3
, Al = 1+(2piα′)2F
2
l
(
R
u
)3
, (l = u,d). (6.3.64)
Since the matrix (6.3.63) is diagonal, the square root of it is equal to the matrix of the square roots of the
diagonal elements and the STr reduces to an ordinary Tr, leading to the action
SDBI =−T8VR3+1V4g−1s
[
2
∫ ∞
u0,u
du u4
√
1
f
( u
R
)−3
+
f
u′2
√
Au+2
∫ ∞
u0,d
du u4
√
1
f
( u
R
)−3
+
f
u′2
√
Ad
]
,
(6.3.65)
with VR3+1 =
∫
d4x and u′ as a function of eB to be determined for both the up- and down-brane.
Omitting all the up- and down-indices for clearness,
SDBI = Sup+Sdown
S =−T8VR3+1V4g−1s 2
∫ ∞
u0
du u4
√
1
f
( u
R
)−3
+
f
u′2
√
A (6.3.66)
and using the short-hand
Lτ = u4
√
u′2
f
( u
R
)−3
+ f
√
A , (6.3.67)
we determine u′ for each flavour from the conserved “Hamiltonian”
H = u′
δLτ
δu′
−Lτ = −u
4 f
√
A√
u′2
f
( u
R
)−3
+ f
, ∂τH = 0. (6.3.68)
Expressing that this H is conserved and assuming a ∪-shaped embedding u′ = 0 at u = u0 (with A(u0)
and f (u0) denoted as A0 and f0):
−u4 f√A√
u′2
f
( u
R
)−3
+ f
=
−u40 f0
√
A0√
f0
(6.3.69)
we find
u′2 =
( u
R
)3
f 2
u8 f A−u80 f0A0
u80 f0A0
, (6.3.70)
reducing to the known ∪-shaped embedding (5.3.4) for eB→ 0 whereby A→ 1.
Antipodal embedding (u0 = uK): no dependence on eB
In the case u0 = uK , we have f0 = 0 so
(∂uτ)2 =
(
R
u
)3 1
f 2
u80 f0A0
u8 f A−u80 f0A0
= 0 (6.3.71)
and the embedding function is constant,
τ(u) = τ∼ 1, (6.3.72)
(τ = 0 for the D8-branes and τ = pi/MK1 for the D8-branes, see the l.h.s. of figure 5.2), independent of
the value of the magnetic field. In this case, there is thus no response of the chiral symmetry breaking to
the magnetic field, a somewhat unphysical feature of the extremal Sakai-Sugimoto embedding, which is
a direct consequence of the absence of a constituent quark mass in this setting.
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Non-antipodal embedding (u0 > uK): magnetic catalysis of chiral symmetry breaking
In the case u0 > uK the embedding function for the flavour branes in the background is given by
τ(u) = τ=
(
τu 0
0 τd
)
(6.3.73)
with
∂uτl =
√√√√(R
u
)3 1
f 2
u80,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al−u80,l f0,lA0,l
×θ(u−u0,l), (l = u,d) (6.3.74)
The up-brane and down-brane are thus no longer coincident in the presence of a magnetic field, as
sketched in figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: The change in embedding of the flavour branes caused by the magnetic field eB models the chiral
magnetic catalysis effect. The up-brane reacts the strongest to eB, corresponding to a stronger chiral magnetic
catalysis for the up-quarks than for the down-quarks.
The eB-dependent induced metric on the up- and down-brane is given by
(
gD800 ,g
D8
ii ,g
D8
uu
)
=
(
−
( u
R
)3/2
,
( u
R
)3/2
,
(
R
u
)3/2
γB(u)
)
(6.3.75)
and the action by
SDBI = Sup+Sdown,
S =−T8VR3+1V4g−1s 2
∫ ∞
u0
du R3/2u5/2
√
A
√
γB (6.3.76)
with
γB(u) =
u8A
u8 f A−u80 f0A0
. (6.3.77)
We see that the non-Abelian DBI-action for the two D8-branes in the presence of a background magnetic
field reduces to the sum of two Abelian actions. This represents the explicit breaking of the global chiral
symmetry,
U(2)L×U(2)R eB→ (U(1)L×U(1)R)u× (U(1)L×U(1)R)d , (6.3.78)
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caused by the up- and down-quarks’ different coupling to the magnetic field.
The asymptotic separation L between D8- and D8-branes as a function of the magnetic field is
L = 2
∫ ∞
u0
du
(
R
u
)3/2
f−1
√
u80 f0A0
u8 f A−u80 f0A0
=
2
3
R3/2√
u0
√
f0A0
∫ 1
0
dζ
f−1ζ1/2√
f A− f0A0ζ8/3
(6.3.79)
where we changed the integration variable to ζ = (u/u0)−3 [137], with yK = uK/u0, y = u/u0 and f =
1− y3Kζ. In section 6.3.3 the value of the geometric parameter L in zero magnetic field was determined
at L(eB = 0) = 1.547 GeV−1. We keep L = L(eB = 0) fixed while varying eB to determine u0,u/d(eB)
and consequently, via
mq(MK ,u0,κ) = 8pi2M2Kκ
∫ u0
1/MK
du
1√
1− 1
(MKu)3
, (6.3.80)
the constituent quark masses mu(eB) and md(eB) of up- and down-quarks. L serves as the boundary
condition on the branes’ embedding (see section 5.1). From the perspective of the asymptotic dual field
theory, the flavour branes are infinitely extended, massive objects in the bulk, requiring an infinite amount
of energy to move them. In this sense it is natural to keep L fixed as a boundary condition to probe the
effects of the bulk dynamics in the presence of the external field. Moreover, the value of L determines
how much of the gluonic bulk dynamics is probed, ranging from all (u0 = uK) for maximal L to none
(u0 → ∞) for minimal L. In this interpretation, the choice of L (which has no direct physical meaning
in the dual field theory) corresponds to the choice of type of dual field theory, ranging from QCD-like
to NJL-like in the limit of L→ 0 or τ non-compact [83]. Keeping L fixed at L(eB = 0) is a choice also
made in for example the work of Preis et al. [138].
In figures 6.6 and 6.7 the numerically obtained dependence on eB of u0,u/d , mu and md are depicted.
As u0 rises with eB, the probe branes in the presence of the external magnetic field get more and more
bent towards each other, driving them further away from the chirally invariant situation of straight branes,
see figure 6.5. This feature corresponds to a holographic modeling of the magnetic catalysis of chiral
symmetry breaking [139, 140]: a magnetic field boosts the chiral symmetry breaking and hence the
constituent quark masses. More precisely, the authors of [140] discuss a low-energy theorem in the
context of chiral perturbation theory, thereby finding that the chiral condensate grows (linearly) in terms
of an increasing magnetic field, with the coefficient a function of the pion decay constant fpi. This
“chiral magnetic catalysis effect” was already discussed for the Sakai-Sugimoto model in [137], for a
single flavour and without matching the free parameters onto QCD values. The constituent quark masses
mq(eB), which are related to the difference u0(eB)− uK , accordingly increase (see figure 6.7), leading
us to expect that taking this chiral magnetic catalysis into account will translate into a corresponding
increase in the ρ meson mass and thus Bc.
For small magnetic fields, we can compute the lowest order correction to mq(eB = 0) analytically,
confirming the typical holographic (eB)2 dependence [141]. To this end we approximate L by L =
l0(u)+ (eB)2 l1(u) + higher order terms in B. The condition l0(u)+ (eB)2 l1(u) = L(eB = 0) then has a
solution of the form u = u0 +(eB)2 u1 with u0 = 1.38uK = 1.92 GeV−1 and u1 = −l1(u0)
(
dl0
du (u0)
)−1
.
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Figure 6.6: u0uK as a function of the magnetic field for the D8-brane corresponding to the up-quark, and the one
corresponding to the down-quark.
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Figure 6.7: The constituent masses of the up-quark and the down-quark as a function of the magnetic field (in
units GeV2 and m2pi = (0.138 GeV)
2).
The corresponding constituent quark masses for small magnetic fields are
mq(eB) = 0.310 GeV+8pi2M2Kκ
∫ u0+(eB)2 u1
u0
du
1√
1− 1
(MKu)3
= 0.310 GeV+(8pi2M2Kκ)(eB)
2 u1
1√
1− 1
(MKu0)3
. (6.3.81)
We find
mu(eB) = 0.310 GeV+0.582 (eB)2+O(eB)3 and md(eB) = 0.310 GeV+0.145 (eB)2+O(eB)3,
(6.3.82)
depicted in figure 6.8. This quadratic dependence at small magnetic field is also encountered in other
effective descriptions of the constituent quark mass, as in the PLSMq model of [142], and although not
explicitly mentioned, also an instanton based computation seems to give a quadratic-like power [143].
Also the numerical data of [144] for the up- and down-quark chiral condensates are in accordance with a
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quadratic behaviour at small eB. We must however mention that the latter lattice computations were done
at nonvanishing current quark mass in an unquenched setting. Chiral perturbation theory predicts a linear
behaviour [140] (see also the comments in [141]). Quenched lattice simulations of [145] confirmed this,
although we notice that the small eB-behaviour does not seem to be precisely caught by the proposed
linear fit. In fact, we are able to fit our result quite well with a linear fit if eB is not too large, see figure
6.8. We used
mu(eB)linear ≈ 0.303 GeV+0.166 eB and md(eB)linear ≈ 0.301 GeV+0.084 eB. (6.3.83)
It is also instructive to see what happens at large magnetic field. As already pointed out in [137], we
observe a saturation in figure 6.7. Such a saturation was also seen for the first time using lattice simu-
lations in [144] for the up- and down-quark chiral condensates, carefully taken into account some sub-
tleties related to an unphysical periodicity in the results, which is a typical lattice artefact. The results
of [143, 144] anyhow confirm the different response of the constituent up- and down-quark masses or
chiral condensates to the magnetic field, a feature which we also reproduced here for the first time in the
holographic Sakai-Sugimoto setting. It thus appears that our holographic results reproduce quite well
the phenomenology of independent quenched QCD calculations. The unquenched top-of-the-bill sim-
ulations of [146] show a similar behaviour for the chiral condensate, at least at vanishing temperature.
Similarly shaped curves for the chiral condensate extrapolated to the chiral limit can be found in [147],
which would be most relevant for comparison with our analysis, nevertheless keeping in mind that the
lattice study [147] is for 2 rather than 3 colours.
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Figure 6.8: Left: the constituent up-quark and down-quark masses and their quadratic approximation (6.3.82).
Right: a linear fit (6.3.83) to the same quantities.
6.4 Stability analysis
To investigate the stability of the set-up with respect to gauge and scalar field fluctuations, let us first
derive the form of the action to second order in the fluctuations by plugging the total gauge field ansatz{
Ar = Ar + A˜r (r = µ,u)
τ= τ+ τ˜ (6.4.1)
with (see (6.3.58) and (6.3.74))
Aµ =−ieQemx1Bδµ2
∂uτ=
√(R
u
)3 1
f 2
u80 f0A0
u8 f A−u80 f0A0
×θ(u−u0) , (6.4.2)
into the DBI-action (6.3.1). The background components of the field ansatz (6.4.1) describe the back-
ground magnetic field (in Aµ) and the (B-dependent) embedding of the branes (in ∂uτ). The fluctuation
components will be related to resp. vector and scalar mesons in the dual field theory.
We have to evaluate (for notational brevity we temporarily absorb the factor (2piα′) into the field
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strength)
2
∫
du STr
√
−det(ars) = 2
∫
du STr
√
−det(gD8rs + iFrs), (6.4.3)
with
gD8rs = grs+gττDrτDsτ, with Dr·= ∂r +[Ar, ·] (6.4.4)
and
Frs = ∂rAs−∂sAr +[Ar,As]. (6.4.5)
If the argument a of the determinant (which runs over the Lorentz-indices) is written as
a = a+a(1)+a(2)+ · · ·
with a(n) being n-th order in the fluctuations A˜, the determinant can be expanded to second order in the
fluctuations as follows
√−deta|A˜2 =
√−deta
{
1+
1
2
tr(a−1a(1))+
1
8
(
tr(a−1a(1))
)2
− 1
4
tr
(
(a−1a(1))2
)
+
1
2
tr(a−1a(2))
}
.
(6.4.6)
We denote the trace in Lorentz-space with a small tr, and the trace in flavour space with a capital (S)Tr.
Splitting each component of a in its symmetric and antisymmetric parts
a−1 = G +B
a(1) = a(1)+δ1F
a(2) = a(2)+δ2F
(6.4.7)
the expansion of the determinant (6.4.6) to second order in the fluctuations becomes
√−deta|A˜2 =
√−deta+√−deta×{
1
2
tr(Ga(1))+
1
8
(
tr(Ga(1))
)2
− 1
4
tr(Ga(1)Ga(1)+Ba(1)Ba(1))+
1
2
tr(Ga(2))
+
1
2
tr(Bδ1F)+
1
8
(tr(Bδ1F))2− 14tr(Gδ1FGδ1F +Bδ1FBδ1F)+
1
2
tr(Bδ2F)
+
1
4
tr(Ga(1))tr(Bδ1F)− 12tr(Ga
(1)Bδ1F)− 12tr(Gδ1FBa
(1))
}
. (6.4.8)
For our field ansatz we have
ars = grs+gττ∂rτ∂sτ+ iFrs, (6.4.9)
a(1)rs = gττ
(
∂rτ
(
[A˜s,τ]+Dsτ˜
)
+
(
[A˜r,τ]+Drτ˜
)
∂sτ
)
, (6.4.10)
δ1Frs = i(DrA˜s−DsA˜r) notation= iF˜rs (6.4.11)
a(2)rs = gττ
(
[A˜r,τ]+Drτ˜
)(
[A˜s,τ]+Dsτ˜
)
+gττ
(
[A˜r, τ˜]∂sτ+∂rτ[A˜r, τ˜]
)
, (6.4.12)
δ2Frs = i[A˜r, A˜s]. (6.4.13)
The symmetric part G of a−1 is diagonal,
G =

g−100
g−111 A
−1
g−122 A
−1
g−133
G−1uu
 , with Guu = guu+gττ(∂uτ)2 (6.4.14)
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and the antisymmetric part B has non-zero components
B12 =−B21 = iF12g−111 g−122 A−1. (6.4.15)
As a check, the first order terms in (6.4.8) do vanish on-shell, that is upon using the embedding function
(6.3.74). The DBI-Lagrangian to second order in the fluctuations then reads
STr e−φ
√−deta|A˜2,τ˜2,A˜τ˜ = L1+L2+L3+L4 (6.4.16)
with
L1 = Tr e−φ
√−deta
L2 = STr x
{
1
2
(
[A˜u,τ]+Duτ˜
)2 G−2uu + y[A˜u, τ˜]+ 12 ([A˜µ,τ]+Dµτ˜)2 g−1µµ A−1|µ=1,2G−1uu
}
L3 = STr x
{
−F12g−111 g−122 A−1[A˜1, A˜2]−
1
4
g−1µµ g
−1
νν A
−2|µ,ν=1,2F˜2µν−
1
2
g−1µµ A
−1|µ=1,2G−1uu F˜2µu
}
L4 = STr x
{−z(([A˜u,τ]+Duτ˜) F˜12+ ([A˜1,τ]+D1τ˜) F˜2u− ([A˜2,τ]+D2τ˜) F˜1u)} , (6.4.17)
where
x = e−φ
√−deta = e−φg211
√
Guug2S4
√
A, y = G−1uu gττ∂uτ, z = yF12g
−1
11 g
−1
22 A
−1 (6.4.18)
are functions of the background fields ∂uτ and F12, so functions of u only, and diagonal in flavour space.
The notation for the factors g−1µµ A−1|µ=1,2 coming from G means that g−1µµ is accompanied with a factor
A−1 = 1
1−(2piα′)2F212R3/u3
only for µ = 1,2.
6.4.1 Vector sector in simplified cases
We will begin the discussion of the effective 4-dimensional rho meson mass, obtained from the mass
equation for the 5-dimensional flavour gauge field, by considering some simplifying situations. That
way we hope to convey the basic method (before it gets obscured by technical details) and the main
physics, which is already captured in these results. The first assumption is to approximate the action to
second order in the field strength, based on the argument that this is an expansion in (2piα′)∼ 1λ which is
small for large ’t Hooft coupling λ. This leads to a typical Tr F2 action as is commonly used in bottom-up
holographic models.
The vector sector in the (2piα′)2F2-approximation will be discussed in full detail (for the general
non-antipodal embedding) in a later section 6.4.4. Here we only consider two simplifying set-ups within
this approximation. First, we study the antipodal embedding u0 = uK , in which case the embedding is
B-independent and no constituent quark mass effects are present. Indeed we will find that in this case we
obtain the standard 4-dimensional Proca action for a rho meson coupling to a magnetic field, which is the
one used in [10] to detect the rho meson condensation effect. We recover the Landau levels and obtain the
same picture in figure 6.9 as the one in figure 6.3 from the DSGS-prediction. Next, we consider the non-
antipodal embedding u0 > uK but in the approximation of coinciding branes. This comes down to taking
the chiral magnetic catalysis effect on the constituent quarks into account (in an averaged way), which
will cause the critical value for the magnetic field at the onset of rho meson condensation to increase, as
can be seen in figure 6.13.
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Antipodal embedding: Landau levels
In the case u0 = uK we have
∂uτ= 0⇒ Guu = guu (6.4.19)
τ∼ 1⇒ [Ar,τ] = 0, (6.4.20)
simplifying (6.4.16) drastically to a part in the scalar fluctuations and a part quadratic in the gauge
fluctuations, given by
STr e−φ
√−deta|A˜2,(2piα′)2 = Tr e−φg211
√
guug2S4(2piα
′)2×{
F12g−211 F˜21−F12g−211 [A˜1, A˜2]−
1
4
g−1µµ g
−1
νν F˜
2
µν−
1
2
g−1µµ g
−1
uu F˜
2
µu
}
, (6.4.21)
where we chose the gauge
Au = 0. (6.4.22)
In this gauge, see also (6.3.30), we have the following expansion of the gauge field [9] (with our Aµ equal
to AL = AR = V in the notation of [9])
Aµ = (ξ+∂µξ−1+ +ξ+Aµξ
−1
+ )ψ++(ξ−∂µξ
−1
− +ξ−Aµξ
−1
− )ψ−+∑
n
B(n)µ ψn, (6.4.23)
which after fixing the residual gauge symmetry within this gauge to ξ−1+ (xµ) = ξ−(xµ), becomes
Aµ = Aµ+
1
2 f 2pi
[pi,∂µpi]+
i
fpi
(
∂µpi− [pi,Aµ]
)
ψ0+∑
n
B(n)µ ψn. (6.4.24)
Being mainly interested in the ρmesons here (identified with B(1)µ ), essentially we will thus use the gauge
field expansion Aµ = Aµ+∑n B
(n)
µ ψn.
We will only retain the first meson of the vector meson tower in the fluctuation expansion (6.4.24),
A˜aµ = ρ
a
µ(x
µ)ψ(u)+pions (a = 1,2), (6.4.25)
because it is the most likely to condense first, being the lightest spin 1 particle. The DBI-action for the
Aaµ (a = 1,2) components can then be written as
4
SDBI =
∫
d4x
∫
du
2
∑
a=1
{
−1
4
f1(F˜aµν)
2− 1
2
f2(F˜aµu)
2− 1
2
f3
2
∑
µ,ν=1
F3µνε3abA˜
µaA˜νb
}
=
∫
d4x
∫
du
2
∑
a=1
{
−1
4
f1(F aµν)2ψ2−
1
2
f2(ρaµ)
2(∂uψ)2− 12 f3
2
∑
µ,ν=1
F3µνε3abρ
µaρνbψ2
}
+pion action
(6.4.26)
with fi (i = 1..3) the following functions of u:
f1(u) = f3(u) = T8V4(2piα′)2e−φg2S4
√
guu (6.4.27)
f2(u) = T8V4(2piα′)2e−φg2S4g11g
−1/2
uu , (6.4.28)
4Note that from here on contraction over Minkowski indices is assumed implicitly in the notation of squares, e.g. (F˜aµν)
2 =
FaµνF
a
µνηµµηνν.
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and
F aµν = Dµρaν−Dνρaµ. (6.4.29)
There are no coupling terms between ρ mesons and pions at second order in the fluctuations in the
DBI-action, which can be traced back to the different parity of ψ0(z) ≡ ψ0(u(z)) and ψ(z) ≡ ψ(u(z))
(with u(z) = u3K +uKz
2), ψ0(z) being odd and ψ(z) even. In order to obtain a canonical kinetic term and
mass term for the ρ mesons in the effective four-dimensional action, we impose that the ψ(u) fulfill the
standard conditions ∫ ∞
uK
du f1ψ2 = 1 , (6.4.30)∫ ∞
uK
du f2(∂uψ)2 = m2ρ. (6.4.31)
These conditions combine to the eigenvalue equation (6.3.17) with γ= f−1 for u0 = uK . Per construction
the lowest eigenvalue of this equation is m2ρ= 0.776
2 GeV2. The corresponding eigenfunctionψ fulfilling
the boundary conditions ψ′(z = 0) = 0 and ψ(z→ ±∞) = 0 can be used to evaluate the last integral
over u in the above action, which determines the magnetic moment coupling k of the ρ mesons to the
background magnetic field, ∫ ∞
uK
du f3ψ2 = k, (6.4.32)
related to the magnetic moment µ as µ= (1+k)e/(2m) so to the gyromagnetic ratio g as g= 1+k [148].
Because in this simple embedding we have f1 = f3, we immediately see from the normalization condition
that k= 1 and thus g= 2, describing a non-minimal coupling of the ρmesons to the background magnetic
field.
The effective four-dimensional action thus takes the form of the standard four-dimensional action
used to describe the coupling of charged vector mesons to an external magnetic field (i.e. the Proca
action [148, 149] or DSGS action for self-consistent ρ meson quantum electrodynamics to second order
in the fields [113]):
Se f f =
∫
d4x
2
∑
a=1
{
−1
4
(F aµν)2−
1
2
m2ρ(ρ
a
µ)
2− 1
2
2
∑
µ,ν=1
F3µνε3abρ
µaρνb
}
. (6.4.33)
This means that the Sakai-Sugimoto model with u0 = uK automatically describes Landau levels for ρ
mesons moving in an external magnetic field. Let us quickly repeat how to derive this from the effective
action, following for example [148] (up to conventions).
The equations of motion for ρνa,
DµF aµν− εa3bF3µνρµb−m2ρaν = 0, (6.4.34)
combine to
Dµ(Dµρν−Dνρµ)− iF3µνρµ−m2ρν = 0 (6.4.35)
with Dµ = ∂µ + iA
3
µ = ∂µ + ieA
em
µ for the charged combination ρ−µ = (ρ1µ + iρ2µ)/
√
2, and the complex
conjugate of this equation for the other charged combination ρ+µ = (ρ1µ− iρ2µ)/
√
2. Acting with Dν on
this equation of motion, and using the fact that [Dµ,Dν] = iF
3
µν, leads to the subsidiary condition
Dνρν = 0, (6.4.36)
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which allows us to rewrite the equation as
D2µρν−2iF3µνρµ−m2ρν = 0. (6.4.37)
The condition (6.4.36) and its conjugate are nothing else than the covariant (w.r.t. the electromagnetic
background) generalizations of the usual Proca subsidiary conditions ∂νρ±ν = 0.
Fourier transforming ρν→ ei(~k·~x−Et)ρν, we find that the transverse combinations5 ρ−1 ± iρ−2 respec-
tively get a negative or positive contribution ∓eB to their effective mass squared as a consequence of
their magnetic moment coupling to the magnetic field:
E2(ρ−1 ± iρ−2 ) =
[
(k2+ x1eB)2+ k23−∂21+m2ρ∓2eB
]
(ρ−1 ± iρ−2 )
=
[
−∂21+(eB)2
(
x1+
k2
eB
)2
+ k23 +m
2
ρ∓2eB
]
(ρ−1 ± iρ−2 )
=
[
eB(2n+1)+ k23 +m
2
ρ∓2eB
]
(ρ−1 ± iρ−2 ). (6.4.38)
The following combinations of the transverse (w.r.t. ~B) polarizations of the charged spin-1 ρmeson fields,
ρ= ρ−1 + iρ
−
2 and ρ
† = ρ+1 − iρ+2 , (6.4.39)
have their spin aligned with the background magnetic field, s3 = 1, which decreases their energy with
an amount eB. As a consequence, the energy or effective mass of the fields ρ and ρ† in the lowest
energy state, i.e. in the lowest Landau level n = 0 and with zero momentum k3 along the direction of the
magnetic field,
E = mρ,eff =
√
m2ρ− eB, (6.4.40)
becomes imaginary when the magnetic field reaches the critical value of m2ρ,
eBc = m2ρ ≈ 0.60 GeV2, (6.4.41)
see figure 6.9. We conclude from this that the field combinations (6.4.112) should experience a conden-
sation, in accordance with [10, 109].
Before concluding this section, we mention that in principle there are also equations of motion for
A˜au, which, upon still ignoring the F
4 terms in the action, read (in the gauge Au = 0)
∂u(∂µωµ) = ∂u(∂µρµ0) = ∂u(Dµρµ−) = ∂u(D†µρ
µ+) = 0. (6.4.42)
The latter equations are automatically fulfilled due to the Proca subsidiary conditions for the neutral
mesons, the subsidiary condition (6.4.36) and its complex conjugate.
5Because F3µν is only non-zero for µ,ν 6= 0,3 there is no magnetic moment coupling term for the longitudinal components
of the ρ fields, resulting in only the transverse components condensing according to the Landau equations of motion.
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Figure 6.9: The effective mass squared m2ρ,eff = m
2
ρ− eB of the field combinations ρ and ρ† as a function of eB,
for the case of antipodal embedding of the flavour branes. m2ρ,eff goes through zero at eBc.
Non-antipodal embedding in coincident branes approximation: chiral magnetic catalysis
Taking into account the splitting of the branes in figure 6.5, τ 6∼ 1, severely complicates the analysis,
mainly because the evaluation of the STr in the action (6.4.16) becomes quite technical in the case of
non-coincident branes (the STr no longer reduces to a standard Tr). We begin by investigating the effect
of the chiral magnetic catalysis on the ρ meson mass and the critical magnetic field in the approximation
of replacing the embedding in figure 6.5 by an embedding where the branes are still coincident in the
presence of the magnetic field (∂uτ 6= 0 but τ ∼ 1), joining at an averaged value u0 of the holographic
radius, determined from
Laverage(u0,eB)=
{
(6.3.79) with every A replaced by Aaverage =
(
√
Au+
√
Ad)2
2
}
=L(eB= 0)⇒ u0(eB),
(6.4.43)
see figure 6.10 and 6.11.
This form of Laverage(u0,eB) is the one you obtain when you postulate that the branes remain coin-
cident in the presence of the magnetic field by using gD8 = gD81 instead of (6.3.61). The same approx-
imation, i.e. not taking into account the splitting, is implicitly done when applying the magnetic field
holographically by assigning a non-zero value only to A3µ and not A
0
µ (instead of (6.3.51)), as is quite
often done in the literature, e.g. in [11, 12, 138].
In the case u0 > uK and the current approximation of coincident branes we have
∂uτ=
√(
R
u
)3 1
f 2
u80 f0A0
u8 f A−u80 f0A0
×θ(u−u0) (6.4.44)
τ∼ 1⇒ [Ar,τ] = 0 and Guu(∂uτ) drops out of the STr argument, (6.4.45)
simplifying (6.4.16) to a part in the scalar fluctuations and a part quadratic in the gauge fluctuations,
given by
STr e−φ
√−deta|A˜2,(2piα′)2 = Tr e−φg211
√
Guug2S4(2piα
′)2×{
F12g−211 F˜21−F12g−211 [A˜1, A˜2]−
1
4
g−1µµ g
−1
νν F˜
2
µν−
1
2
g−1µµ G
−1
uu F˜
2
µu
}
, (6.4.46)
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Figure 6.10: The approximated eB-dependent embedding of the flavour branes, taking into account chiral magnetic
catalysis but postulating coincident branes.
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Figure 6.11: The average u0(eB) (yellow) in the coincident branes approximation compared to u0,u(eB) (blue) and
u0,d(eB) (red).
where we again chose the gauge Au = 0 and only retained the lowest mesons of the meson towers in the
fluctuation expansions (6.4.24) for the gauge field and τ˜(xµ,u) = ∑nU (n)(xµ)φn(u) for the scalar field:
A˜aµ = ρ
a
µ(x
µ)ψ(u) and τ˜= a0(xµ)φ(u) (a = 1,2). (6.4.47)
Because both ψ(z)≡ ψ(u(z)) and φ(z)≡ φ(u(z)) (with u(z) = u30+u0z2) are even functions, the term L4
in (6.4.17) consists of integrals of the form
∫ ∞
−∞ dz{odd function of z}= 0 and hence disappears.
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The DBI-action to second order in the charged gauge field fluctuations can then again be written as
SDBI =
∫
d4x
∫
du
2
∑
a=1
{
−1
4
f1(F˜aµν)
2− 1
2
f2(F˜aµu)
2− 1
2
f3
2
∑
µ,ν=1
F3µνε3abA˜
µaA˜νb
}
=
∫
d4x
∫
du
2
∑
a=1
{
−1
4
f1(F aµν)2ψ2−
1
2
f2(ρaµ)
2(∂uψ)2− 12 f3
2
∑
µ,ν=1
F3µνε3abρ
µaρνbψ2
}
+pion action
(6.4.48)
with the functions fi (i = 1..3) dependent on both u a´nd eB this time (through the eB-dependence of the
embedding function ∂uτ in Guu):
f1(u,eB) = f3(u,eB) = T8V4(2piα′)2e−φg2S4
√
Guu , (6.4.49)
f2(u,eB) = T8V4(2piα′)2e−φg2S4g11G
−1/2
uu . (6.4.50)
In order to obtain a canonical kinetic term and mass term for the ρ mesons in the effective four-
dimensional action, we demand the ψ(u) to fulfill the standard conditions∫ ∞
u0(eB)
du f1(u,eB)ψ2 = 1 , (6.4.51)∫ ∞
u0(eB)
du f2(u,eB)(∂uψ)2 = m2ρ(eB). (6.4.52)
These conditions combine to the eigenvalue equation (6.3.17) with γ = γ〈eB〉 = (6.3.77) with every A
replaced by Aaverage =
(
√
Au+
√
Ad)2
2 :
−u1/2γ−1/2〈eB〉 ∂u(u5/2γ
−1/2
〈eB〉 ∂uψ) = R
3m2ρ(eB)ψ. (6.4.53)
Numerically solving this eigenvalue equation for m2ρ(eB) (see appendix B for details) boils down to
taking the averaged magnetic catalysis of chiral symmetry breaking into account, as we include the
effect of eB on the embedding of the flavour branes, both through the induced metric on the branes and
the changed value of u0. The resulting ρ meson mass eigenvalue m2ρ(eB) as a function of eB is depicted
in figure 6.12. As expected on grounds of figure 6.7, it is an increasing function of magnetic field (where
it should be noted that working in the approximation of coincident branes means that we consider the
effect of an averaged increase for mq(eB), equal for up and down, rather than the exact eB-dependences
in figure 6.7). The corresponding eigenfunction ψ fulfilling the boundary conditions ψ′(z = 0) = 0 and
ψ(z→±∞) = 0 can be used to evaluate the last integral over u in the above action, which determines the
gyromagnetic coupling constant k to be one,∫ ∞
u0(eB)
du f3(u,eB)ψ2 = k = 1, (6.4.54)
or g = k+ 1 = 2, again because of f1 = f3. The effective four-dimensional action thus again takes the
form of the standard four-dimensional action (6.4.33) used to describe the coupling of charged vector
mesons to an external magnetic field, but this time with the influence of the constituent quarks reflected
in the magnetic field dependence of mρ:
Se f f =
∫
d4x
2
∑
a=1
{
−1
4
(F aµν)2−
1
2
m2ρ(eB)(ρ
a
µ)
2− 1
2
2
∑
µ,ν=1
F3µνε3abρ
µaρνb
}
. (6.4.55)
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Completely analogous to the derivation in the preceding subsection, this action describes that the ρ and
ρ† fields in the lowest Landau energy level will get an effective mass
E = mρ,eff =
√
m2ρ(eB)− eB, (6.4.56)
which becomes imaginary when eBc = m2ρ(eBc), at
eBc = m2ρ(eBc)≈ 0.67 GeV2 ≈ 1.1m2ρ, (6.4.57)
see figure 6.13. The averaged chiral magnetic catalysis pushes the critical magnetic field for condensation
to a higher value, as expected. The increase is of the order of 10 percent. In following sections, we will
probe the further increase in eBc due to the flavour brane separation, to investigate to what extent we can
get closer to the lattice estimate for the critical magnetic field, i.e. eBc of the order of 1 GeV2 [114].
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Figure 6.12: The ρ meson mass eigenvalue as a function of the magnetic field.
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Figure 6.13: The effective mass squared m2ρ,eff = m
2
ρ(eB)− eB of the field combinations ρ and ρ† as a function of
eB, for the case of non-antipodal coincident flavour branes (blue), i.e. taking into account the effect of an averaged
chiral magnetic catalysis through the eB-dependenve of mρ, compared to the case of antipodal embedding (red).
m2ρ,eff goes through zero at eBc.
6.4.2 Gauge fixing
STr-evaluation
The action (6.4.17) contains mixing terms between the scalar and gauge fluctuations in L2 and L4. We
will disentangle these couplings here by choosing a particular gauge. First we work out L2 a bit further
by evaluating the STr (6.3.2). According to its definition in [56] the STr takes a symmetric average
over all orderings of Fmn, Dmτ and τ appearing in the non-Abelian Taylor expansions of the fields in the
action. In particular, commutators, such as [Am,An] in Fmn or [Am,τ] in Dmτ, are handled as one matrix.
The STr-expressions we encounter in (6.4.17) can be classified into two types: expressions of the form
STr(H (∂uτ)G(F12)X˜) and STr(H (∂uτ)G(F12)X˜2). Here H , resp. G are even functions of the diagonal
background field
τ= τ0σ0+ τ3σ3,
resp.
F12 = F0σ0+F3σ3 =− i2
B
3
σ0− i
2
Bσ3,
and X˜ = X˜ata is some fluctuation – in the present case fully general fluctuations Dmτ˜ and off-diagonal
fluctuations [A˜m,τ]. For expressions of these types the STr can be evaluated exactly [131, 150] as elabo-
rated on in appendix C. Using the prescriptions presented and rederived there, we arrive at the following
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form for L2:
L2 =
2
∑
a=1
{
γ(u)
1
2
(
[A˜u,τ]a+∂uτ˜a
)2
+α(u)
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a+Dµτ˜a
)2
+β(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a+Dµτ˜a
)2}
+Tr
(
xy[A˜u, τ˜]
)
+ ∑
l=u,d
{
γl(u)
1
2
(
∂uτ˜l
)2
+αl(u)
1
2
(
Dµτ˜l
)2
+βl(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
Dµτ˜l
)2}
(6.4.58)
with
γ(u) =−1
2
I(xG−2uu ), α(u) =−
1
2
I(xg−111 G
−1
uu ), β(u) =−
1
2
I(xg−111 G
−1
uu
1−A
A
), (6.4.59)
γl(u) =−12 Il(xG
−2
uu ), αl(u) =−
1
2
Il(xg−111 G
−1
uu ), βl(u) =−
1
2
Il(xg−111 G
−1
uu
1−A
A
) (6.4.60)
containing what we will refer to as ‘I-functions’ and ‘Il-functions’, defined in (C.0.7) and (C.0.8), e.g.
I(xG−2uu ) = e
−φg211g
2
S4I
(
G−3/2uu (∂τ)A1/2(F12)
)
=
e−φg211g
2
S4
2
∫ 1
0
dα
{
G−3/2uu (∂τ0+α∂τ3)A1/2(F0+αF3)+G
−3/2
uu (∂τ0−α∂τ3)A1/2(F0−αF3)
}
,
Iu(xG−2uu ) = e
−φg211g
2
S4G
−3/2
uu (∂τ0+∂τ3)A1/2(F0+F3),
with ∂τ short for ∂uτ and (with τ˜= τ˜ata)
τ˜l =
τ˜0± τ˜3√
2
.
Having used gµν = g11ηµν and absorbing ηµν in the notation of the squares, (∂µτ˜a)2 = ∂µτ˜a∂ντ˜aηµν =
∂µτ˜a∂µτ˜a, all the products over µ in the above Lagrangian (and in all expressions following unless stated
otherwise) are contracted Minkowski products.
The difficulty in evaluating the STr, although we restrict to second order in the fluctuations, comes
from the presence of the background fields ∂τ (appearing in the induced metric on the flavour branes
through Guu = guu+gττ(∂uτ)2) and F12 (appearing in A as defined in (6.3.64)), which have to be ordered6
within the STr. The functions containing the background fields have to be Taylor expanded before the
ordering and subsequently resummed. This gives rise to complicated I-functions as in (6.4.59), which in
general have to be calculated numerically.
Choosing a ’t Hooft gauge
We consider a ’t Hooft gauge-fixing function [151] in the non-Abelian directions – assuming the Einstein
convention that double SU(2)-indices b,c = 1,2,3 are summed over –
Ga =
1√
ξ
(
α(u)DµA˜aµ+ γ(u)DuA˜
a
u+ ∑
i=1,2
β(u)DiA˜ai
)
+2i
√
ξεabcτ˜bτc (a = 1,2) (6.4.61)
6There is some ambiguity here in the sense that the background scalar field ∂uτ itself depends on the background gauge field
F12, so there is also the option to order the matrices F12 within ∂uτ, as opposed to ordering ∂uτ as independent. We however
opted for the latter, which seems more logical to us.
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such that the gauge-fixed Lagrangian
L2− 12(G
a)2 =
2
∑
a=1
{
γ(u)
1
2
[(
[A˜u,τ]a
)2
+(∂uτ˜a)2
]
+α(u)
1
2
[(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+(Dµτ˜a)2
]
+β(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
[(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+(Dµτ˜a)2
]
− 1
2ξ
[
(DA˜)2 terms
]
+
1
2
(
√
ξτ˜a)2(2τ3)2+2iA˜auεabcτ˜
b∂u(γ(u)τc)
}
+Tr
(
xy[A˜u, τ˜]
)
+ ∑
l=u,d
{· · ·} (6.4.62)
will be free of mixing terms for a sensible choice of the gauge parameter ξ. The Lagrangian L is
replaced by L − 12(Ga)2 by virtue of the Faddeev-Popov trick: the partition function of a system with
action S =
∫
dxL fulfilling the gauge-fixing constraints Ga(A,τ) = 0 is written as
Z =
∫
DADτ ei
∫
dxL(A,τ) ∼
∫
DADτ ei
∫
dxL(A,τ)δ [G(A,τ)]∆G(A,τ) (6.4.63)
with proportionality constant the volume of the gauge group, δ [G(A,τ)] = Πx,a (δ [Ga(A(x),τ(x))]) and
∆G(A,τ) the associated Jacobian. Alternatively, through introducing the gauge-fixing as δ(Ga(A(x),τ(x))−
ωa(x)) and integrating over ωa having a Gaussian distribution around zero, the partition function can be
written as
Z ∼
∫
DADτei
∫
dx[L(A,τ)− 12 (Ga(A,τ))2]∆G(A,τ).
Now we rescale the charged scalar fluctuations τ˜a=1,2→ τ˜a=1,2√
ξ
and choose the so-called ‘unitary’ gauge
ξ→ ∞. (6.4.64)
This boils down to deleting all dynamical terms for the fluctuations τ˜a=1,2 and we are left with
L2− 12(G
a)2 =
2
∑
a=1
{
γ(u)
1
2
(
[A˜u,τ]a
)2
+α(u)
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+β(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+
1
2
(τ˜a)2(2τ3)2
}
+ ∑
l=u,d
{· · ·} . (6.4.65)
With the above gauge choice we can see the Higgs mechanism at work that is associated with the mag-
netic field pulling the up- and down-brane apart: the charged scalar fluctuations τ˜1,2 now serve as Gold-
stone bosons that are eaten by the gauge bosons A˜1,2m , acquiring a mass ∼ (τ3)2, where τ3 is essentially
the vacuum expectation value of the diagonal component τ3 of the τ-field. The remaining fluctuations
τ˜0,3 are the Higgs bosons.
Fixing the remaining gauge freedom
In the unitary gauge, L4, containing the only remaining mixing terms between gauge and scalar fluctua-
tions, reads
L4 =
1
2
{
I(xz)
2
∑
a=1
[
[A˜u,τ]aF˜a12+[A˜1,τ]
aF˜a2u− [A˜2,τ]aF˜a1u
]
+ ∑
l=u,d
Il(xz)
[
Duτ˜lF˜ l12+D1τ˜
lF˜ l2u−D2τ˜lF˜ l1u
]}
=
1
2
I(xz)
2
∑
a=1
(−[A˜1,τ]a∂uA˜a2+[A˜2,τ]a∂uA˜a1) (6.4.66)
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where we used partial integration. The neutral part vanishes7 due to the gauge choice
A3u = A
0
u = 0, (6.4.67)
hereby using the remaining gauge freedom in the a = 0,3 directions, as the ’t Hooft gauge (6.4.61) only
fixes the gauge for a = 1,2.
In the chosen gauge (6.4.61), (6.4.64), (6.4.67), the Lagrangian is free of A˜mτ˜ couplings:
STr e−φ
√−deta|A˜2,τ˜2 = L+LHiggs+Lscalar +Lvector +Lvector−mixing (6.4.68)
with
L = Tr e−φ
√−deta
LHiggs =
2
∑
a=1
{
γ(u)
1
2
(
[A˜u,τ]a
)2
+α(u)
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+β(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2− 1
2
(τ˜a)2(τ3)2
}
Lscalar = ∑
l=u,d
{
γl(u)
1
2
(
∂uτ˜l
)2
+αl(u)
1
2
(
Dµτ˜l
)2
+βl(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
Dµτ˜l
)2}
Lvector = STr x
{
−F12g−211 A−1[A˜1, A˜2]−
1
4
g−211 F˜
2
µν A
−2|µ,ν=1,2− 12g
−1
11 G
−1
uu F˜
2
µu A
−1|µ=1,2
}
Lvector−mixing =
1
2
{
I(xz)
2
∑
a=1
(−[A˜1,τ]a∂uA˜a2+[A˜2,τ]a∂uA˜a1)
}
. (6.4.69)
6.4.3 Stability in scalar sector
The stability of the embedding of the flavour branes has been checked in [8] for the antipodal case, and
in [87] for the non-antipodal case. We extend this analysis to the non-antipodal, B-dependent embedding,
finding what we refer to as ‘stability in the scalar sector’.
In this section we discuss the scalar part of the DBI-Lagrangian (6.4.69),
Lscalar = STr e−φ
√−deta|τ˜2
= ∑
l=u,d
{
γl(u)
1
2
(
∂uτ˜l
)2
+αl(u)
1
2
(
Dµτ˜l
)2
+βl(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
Dµτ˜l
)2}
. (6.4.70)
With the purpose of checking the stability of the B-dependent configuration with respect to scalar fluc-
tuations, it is important to keep track of the correct signs in the action. First of all, we therefore replace
(τ˜l)2 →−4(τ˜l)2 such that the fluctuations τ˜l = τ˜0±τ˜3√
2
are now written in terms of the real components
of the scalar fluctuation τ˜= τ˜aσa (where in (6.4.58) it was implicitly assumed in evaluating the STr that
τ˜= τ˜ata =−iτ˜aσa/2 with imaginary components τ˜a). Slightly redefining Lscalar to incorporate the sign
of the full action,
SDBI|τ˜2 =−T8
∫
d4x 2
∫ ∞
u0
du
∫
ε4 e−φ STr
√−deta|τ˜2 = T8
∫
d4x 2
∫ ∞
u0
du
∫
ε4Lscalar
7 This is not entirely correct. What remains after the Aa=0,3u gauge choice is −(∂uIl)τ˜l(∂1A˜l2− ∂2A˜l1), which will however
disappear under the u-integration, by virtue of
∫
dz{odd function of z}= 0 for τ˜= a0(x)φ(u) as in (6.4.47).
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we then end up with
Lscalar =− ∑
l=u,d
{
Il(xG−2uu )
(
∂uτ˜l
)2
+ Il(xg−1µµ G
−1
uu )
(
Dµτ˜l
)2
+ Il(xg−1µµ G
−1
uu
1−A
A
)
2
∑
µ=1
(
Dµτ˜l
)2}
(6.4.71)
with the convention (∂µτ˜l)2 = ∂µτ˜l∂ντ˜lηµν.
The Hamiltonian associated with the Lagrangian is given by
H =
δLscalar
δ∂0τl
∂0τl−Lscalar
= ∑
l=u,d
{
Il(xG−2uu )
(
∂uτ˜l
)2
+ Il(xg−1µµ G
−1
uu )
((
∂0τ˜l
)2
+
(
∂3τ˜l
)2)
+ Il(xg−1µµ G
−1
uu A
−1)
2
∑
i=1
(
Diτ˜l
)2}
(6.4.72)
where we switched notation again to normal squares (∂µτl)2 = ∂µτl∂µτl . For the embedding to be stable
towards scalar τ˜l-fluctuations, the associated energy density has to obey
E =
∫ ∞
u0,d
H ≥ 0, (6.4.73)
which will be the case if each of the Il-functions is positive.
Let us discuss the two background functions that appear in the Il-functions, A(F12) and Guu(∂τ).
Using (6.3.74), the uu-component of the induced metric on the D8-branes as a function of the embedding
∂τ reads
Guu(∂τ0±∂τ3) = Guu(∂τl) = guu+gττ(∂uτl)2 =
(
R
u
)3/2 1
f
1
1− u
8
0,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al
, (l = u,d) (6.4.74)
with u≥ u0,l implicitly understood, and, from (6.3.64),
A(F0±F3) = Al = 1+(2piα′)2F2l
(
R
u
)3
, (l = u,d) (6.4.75)
with the plus (minus) sign corresponding to l = u (l = d). Al is an increasing function of B, equal to 1
for B = 0, and a decreasing function of u, equal to 1 for u = ∞ so
Al ≥ 1 (for all B and u).
The function 1− u
8
0,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al
is a monotonically increasing function of u going from 0 at u0,l to 1 at u→ ∞
for any fixed value of B, see figure 6.14. Then,
Il(xG−2uu ) = e
−φg211g
2
S4 Il(G
−3/2
uu A1/2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
G−3/2uu (∂τl)A
1/2
l (F l)
∼
( u
R
)3/2
u4︸ ︷︷ ︸
( u0R )
3/2
u40···∞
f 3/2︸ ︷︷ ︸(
1− uKu0
3
)3/2···1
(
1− u
8
0,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al
)3/2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
0···1 for any fixed value of B
A1/2l︸︷︷︸
≥1
≥ 0, (6.4.76)
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Il(xg−111 G
−1
uu ) = e
−φg211g
2
S4g
−1
11 Il(G
−1/2
uu A1/2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
G−1/2uu (∂τl)A
1/2
l (F l)
∼
( u
R
)−3/4
u4
( u
R
)−3/2(R
u
)−3/4
f 1/2
(
1− u
8
0,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al
)1/2
A1/2l
∼ u5/2 f 1/2︸ ︷︷ ︸√
u50−u3Ku20···∞
(
1− u
8
0,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al
)1/2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
0···1 for any fixed value of B
A1/2l︸︷︷︸
≥1
≥ 0, (6.4.77)
and for the same reasons
Il(xg−111 G
−1
uu A
−1) = e−φg211g
2
S4g
−1
11 Il(G
−1/2
uu A−1/2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
G−1/2uu (∂τl)A
−1/2
l (F l)
≥ 0. (6.4.78)
This concludes the proof of stability of the flavour branes’ embedding as depicted in figure 6.5 with
respect to diagonal τ˜-fluctuations. Note that the off-diagonal τ˜-components have disappeared through
the gauge fixing in section 6.4.2 – except for an irrelevant mass term for the undynamical τ˜1,2 in LHiggs.
A similar mechanism in the context of the holographic description of heavy-light mesons can be found
in [152].
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Figure 6.14: The function 1− u
8
0,l f0,lA0,l
u8 f Al
(for l = u,d) as a function of u for B = 0.2 GeV2 in blue and B = 1.2
GeV2 in red. Up distinguishable from down through u0,u > u0,d .
Let us briefly expand on the physical interpretation of the discussion of stability in the scalar sector.
While in the seminal work of [8] (the xµ-dependent parts of) the scalar modes τ˜ were identified with
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scalar mesons in the dual field theory, this interpretation was revisited in [93], where it is argued that the
τ˜-fluctuations are to be regarded as artifacts of the SSM8. The reason is that they transform under a Z2-
symmetry of the geometric configuration (strictly speaking in the antipodal set-up), which is redundant
in the sense that it is not shared with QCD. This is similar to the gauge field components AΩ4 not having
a counterpart in the dual QCD-like field theory, as they transform under the SO(5) isometry of the four-
sphere in the background (5.0.1). Any concern about the interpretation of the off-diagonal τ˜-components
disappearing in the holographic Higgs mechanism coupled to the gauge fixing, is hence resolved: the
‘eaten’ fluctuations do not correspond to physical QCD-particles. The above discussion of the stability is
not to be interpreted in terms of mesons in the dual field theory, but rather establishes that the geometrical
configuration we will employ further is stable against small perturbations.
6.4.4 Vector sector in (2piα′)2F2-approximation
Consider the vector part of the DBI-Lagrangian (6.4.69),
L = LHiggs+Lvector = STr e−φ
√−deta|A˜2
=
2
∑
a=1
{
γ(u)
1
2
(
[A˜u,τ]a
)2
+α(u)
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+β(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2}
+STr x
{
−F12g−211 A−1[A˜1, A˜2]−
1
4
g−211 F˜
2
µν A
−2|µ,ν=1,2− 12g
−1
11 G
−1
uu F˜
2
µu A
−1|µ=1,2
}
. (6.4.79)
We have anticipated the vanishing of Lvector−mixing upon filling in the gauge field expansion in terms of
vector mesons, which we will come back to shortly. Let us reinstate the factors (2piα′) that we absorbed
into the field strengths for notational convenience, and further approximate9 the action to second order
in (2piα′)2 ∼ 1/λ2:
L ∼ u1/4(2piα′)2
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
4
f1(F˜aµν)
2− 1
2
g11 f2(F˜aµu)
2− 1
2
g11
(2piα′)2
(
f2− 12g
−2
11 (2piα
′)2 f3
)
(A˜aµ)
2(2τ3)2
+
2
∑
µ=1
(
−1
2
g−111 f3(A˜
a
µ)
2(2τ3)2− 1
2
(
√
GuuFµν)3ε3abA˜aµA˜
b
ν
)
−1
2
g211
(2piα′)2
(
f4− 12g
−2
11 (2piα
′)2 f5
)
(A˜au)
2(2τ3)2
}
+ ∑
l=u,d
{
∼ (F˜ l)2
}
(6.4.80)
with proportionality factor −12 g−1s R
3
4+3 and
f1 = I(G
1/2
uu ), f2 = I(G
−1/2
uu ), f3 = I(G
−1/2
uu F
2
12), f4 = I(G
−3/2
uu ) and f5 = I(G
−3/2
uu F
2
12)
(6.4.81)
similar I-functions as encountered in section 6.4.2, again arising from the evaluation of the STr using the
prescriptions in appendix C. Being interested in the response of charged mesons to the magnetic field,
we will leave out the neutral part of the action ∼ ∑l=u,d further on.
8We would like to thank S. Sugimoto for private communication about this.
9We assume here that the expansion in 1/λ is justified because λ≈ 15 is still large for the parameters that we fixed in section
6.3.3. We will elaborate on the validity of this expansion in the next section.
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Effective 4-dimensional meson fields are introduced via the assumption that the flavour gauge field
can be expanded in complete sets {ψn(u)}n≥1 and {φn(u)}n≥0 as follows [8]
A˜aµ(x
µ,u) = ∑
n≥1
B(n)aµ (xµ)ψn(u) = ρaµ(x
µ)ψ(u)+ · · · (6.4.82)
A˜au(x
µ,u) = ∑
n≥0
φ(n)a(xµ)φn(u) = pia(xµ)φ0(u)+ · · · (6.4.83)
for a = 1,2, consistent with the use of partial integration (and hence implicit assumption of vanishing
asymptotic gauge fields) in obtaining (6.4.62) from (6.4.61). The expansion of the non-Abelian compo-
nents is as in (6.4.24) for A˜aµ and A˜
a
u = 0 for a = 0,3 (due to the gauge choice (6.4.67)). The rho meson
appears as the lowest mode of the infinite vector meson tower B(n)µ , and the charged pion as the lowest
mode of the infinite (pseudo)scalar meson tower φ(n). We will only retain these lowest-lying mesons
in the fluctuation towers, as – with the purpose of discussing a possible tachyonic vector instability – it
makes sense that the least massive vector meson will likely be the first to condense.
One obtains an effective 4-dimensional action for the mesons by plugging the above fluctuation ex-
pansion for the gauge field into the 5-dimensional DBI-action governing the dynamics of the flavour
gauge field, and subsequently integrating out the u-dependence. Some terms can already be under-
stood to vanish during the integration over the extra radial dimension u by looking at the parity of
ψ(z) ≡ ψ(u(z)) and φ0(z) ≡ φ0(u(z)), with u(z) = u30 + u0z2 the commonly used coordinate transfor-
mation to the coordinate z = −∞ · · ·∞ following the brane from one asymptotic endpoint to the other.
Both ψ(z) and φ0(z) are even functions [8], hence coupling terms between rho mesons and pions of
the form ∼ DµA˜au∂uA˜aµ ∼ Dµpiaρaµφ0(u)∂uψ originating from (F˜aµu)2 will give rise to vanishing integrals∫ ∞
−∞ dz{odd function of z}= 0. This means we can discuss the rho meson and the pion terms separately.
For the same reason the terms ∼ A˜i∂uA˜ j (with i, j = 1,2) coming from Lvector−mixing will not survive the
u-integration. Note that this simplification is a consequence of cutting the meson towers down to their
lowest states.
Rho meson mass and rho meson condensation
Background dependent functions in the action Before continuing with the strategy outlined above
to extract the 4-dimensional effective action for the rho mesons, we take a closer look at the relevant
functions f1, f2 and f3 as defined in (6.4.81), as well as the definitions for τ3 and (G
1/2
uu F12)3 in terms of
up- and down-components of the background fields. In the rest of this chapter we will absorb e into the
notation B for the magnetic field eB, because the formulas will begin to take on larger proportions.
Using (C.0.2) and (C.0.7), we have
f1 = I(G
1/2
uu ) =
1
2(∂τu−∂τd)
(√
Guuu∂τu−
√
Gduu∂τd +
guu√
gττ
ln
[
∂τugττ+
√
gττGuuu
∂τdgττ+
√
gττGduu
])
(6.4.84)
f2 = I(G
−1/2
uu ) =
1
(∂τu−∂τd)√gττ ln
[
∂τugττ+
√
gττGuuu
∂τdgττ+
√
gττGduu
]
(6.4.85)
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f3 = I(G
−1/2
uu F
2
12) =
1
2(∂τu−∂τd)3g3/2ττ
{
(Fd−Fu)
[√
gττGduu(∂τdFd +3∂τdFu−4∂τuFd)
+
√
gττGuuu(∂τuFu+3∂τuFd−4∂τdFu)
]
−(2(∂τuFd−∂τdFu)2gττ− (Fd−Fu)2guu)[lngττguu+ ln(∂τugττ+√gττGuuu
∂τdgττ−
√
gττGduu
)]}
, (6.4.86)
with ∂τ short for ∂uτ= (6.3.74), Gluu =Guu(∂uτl) and Fu = 2B3 , Fd =−B3 , as defined in (6.3.54). Because
of the theta-functions θ(u− u0,l) contained in ∂uτl , the contribution of ∂uτu only kicks in at u > u0,u.
Therefore these functions will all be discontinuous at u = u0,u, as can be seen in the illustrative plot
in figure 6.15 for B = 0.8 GeV2. The dependence on B is implicit through the embedding, except for
f3 which also depends explicitly on B. Further, τ3 gives a measure for the distance between up- and
down-brane, defined as
τ3(u) =
∫ u
∞
∂uτ3du =
∫ u
∞
∂uτu−∂uτd
2
du =
∫ u0,u
∞
∂uτu−∂uτd
2
du+
∫ u
u0,u
−∂uτd
2
du
such that τ3 fulfills the boundary condition that the flavour branes coincide at u→∞: τ∼ 1⇒ τ3(∞) = 0.
In figure 6.16 the resulting discontinuous τ3 is plotted for B = 0.8 GeV2, along with (2τ3)2/(2piα′)2
which contributes to the ‘u-dependent mass’ of the 5-dimensional gauge field. The contribution is small –
although it is (2piα′)−2-enhanced – since the splitting itself is a small effect. The last relevant background
function in the action (6.4.80) for the discussion of the rho mesons is
(G1/2uu F12)3 =
√
GuuuFu−
√
GduuFd . (6.4.87)
Eigenvalue problem Upon substitution of the gauge field expansions (6.4.82) and (6.4.83) into (6.4.80),
the 5-dimensional DBI-Lagrangian to second order in the rho meson fluctuations (and second order in
(2piα′)) reads
L ∼ u1/4(2piα′)2
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
4
f1(F aµν)2ψ2−
1
2
g11 f2(ρaµ)
2(∂uψ)2− 12
g11
(2piα′)2
f˜2(ρaµ)
2ψ2(2τ3)2
+
2
∑
µ=1
(
−1
2
g−111 f3(ρ
a
µ)
2ψ2(2τ3)2− 1
2
(
√
GuuFµν)3ε3abρaµρ
b
νψ
2
)}
+pions, (6.4.88)
with F aµν = Dµρaν−Dνρaµ and f˜2 = f2− 12 g−211 (2piα′)2 f3.
Demanding that the first line of this Lagrangian reduces to the standard 4-dimensional form
∑
a=1,2
(
−1
4
(F aµν)2−
1
2
m2ρ(ρ
a
µ)
2
)
(6.4.89)
after integrating out the u-dependences, leads to a normalization condition∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4 f1ψ2 = 1 (6.4.90)
and a mass term condition∫ ∞
u0,d
du
{
u1/4g11 f2(∂uψ)2+u1/4
g11
(2piα′)2
f˜2(2τ3)2ψ2
}
= m2ρ (6.4.91)
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Figure 6.15: (a) f1 (red), f2 (blue) and f3 (yellow) plotted as functions of x, related to u through u = u0,d cos−3/2 x
mapping the infinite u-range to x = 0 · · ·pi/2. (b) f1 = I(G1/2uu ) (blue) compared to (Gduu)1/2 (yellow) and (Guuu)1/2
(red), i.e. the functions which would replace f1 if there were a Tr instead of a STr in the action, reducing the
non-Abelian to a sum of two Abelian actions. As required, f1→ G1/2uu in the limit of coinciding branes at u→ ∞.
(c) f2 = I(G
−1/2
uu ) (blue) compared to (Gduu)
−1/2 (yellow) and (Guuu)−1/2 (red). All plots for B = 0.8 GeV2.
on the ψ(u) functions10, which combine through partial integration to an eigenvalue equation for ψ(u):
u−1/4 f−11 ∂u
(
u1/4g11 f2∂uψ
)
− g11
(2piα′)2
f−11 f˜2(2τ
3)2ψ=−Λψ, (6.4.92)
with the eigenvalue Λ = m2ρ the sought for rho meson mass squared. We can separate the Higgs contri-
bution to m2ρ by defining
m˜2ρ =
∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4g11 f2(∂uψ)2 and m2ρ,Higgs =
∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4
g11
(2piα′)2
f˜2(2τ3)2ψ2 (6.4.93)
such that
m2ρ = m˜
2
ρ+m
2
ρ,Higgs. (6.4.94)
Let us also mention that from (6.4.91) one can see that m2ρ > 0, since the integrand is positive.
To solve the eigenvalue equation (6.4.92) numerically on a compact interval, we change to the coor-
dinate x = 0 · · ·xup · · · pi2 related to u = u0,d · · ·u0,u · · ·∞ by
u3 = u30,d cos
−2 x. (6.4.95)
10We absorbed the total prefactor
√
V4T8g−1s R
3
4+3(2piα′)2 into ψ such that ψ has a total mass dimension of 5/8 instead of 2
(without the prefactor).
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Figure 6.16: The measure τ3(x) for the splitting of the branes and the resulting estimated contribution to the mass
term for the flavour gauge field and indirectly the rho meson. The range x= 0 · · ·pi/2 maps to u= u0,d · · ·∞ and we
chose B = 0.8 GeV2.
Rewritten as a function of x, the eigenvalue equation is invariant under x→−x, so we can split up the
eigenfunction set in even/odd ψn(x)’s, which correspond to odd/even parity mesons:
ψn(0) = 0 or ∂xψn(0) = 0. (6.4.96)
Asymptotically, the eigenvalue equation (6.4.92) reduces to ∂u
(
u5/2∂uψ
)
= 0, with the asymptotic
solution ψ(∞) = c u
−3/2
−3/2 +d only normalizable through (6.4.90) if d = 0, i.e. if
ψ(u→ ∞) = 0 or ψ(x→±pi/2) = 0. (6.4.97)
The eigenvalue problem (6.4.92) for the (odd parity) rho meson with the appropriate boundary con-
dition (6.4.97) in the x-coordinate is thus of the form
· · ·∂2xψ+ · · ·∂xψ+ · · ·ψ=−Λψ with ψ(±pi/2) = 0 , ∂xψ(0) = 0. (6.4.98)
To solve it we employ a shooting method, which consists of temporarily replacing (6.4.98) with the
well-defined initial value problem
· · ·∂2xψ+ · · ·∂xψ+ · · ·ψ=−Λψ with ψ(0) = 1 , ∂xψ(0) = 0 (6.4.99)
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where Λ is treated as a ‘shooting’ parameter. We used the scaling freedom ψ(x)→ hψ(x) to impose that
ψ(0) = 1 (the value of h will be fixed by the normalization condition in the end). For each value of Λ,
(6.4.99) can be solved numerically for ψΛ(x). Next, solving the equation ψΛ(pi/2) = 0 finally determines
the eigenvalue Λ= m2ρ.
For completeness we add a few comments about the numerical method we used to solve the eigen-
value problem at hand (6.4.98), which in detail reads
9
4
R−3/2u−1/20,d
cos11/6 x
sinx
f−11 ∂x
(
f2
cos1/2 x
sinx
∂xψ
)
−R−3/2 u
3/2
0,d
(2piα′)2
(cos−1 x) f˜2 f−11 (2τ
3)2ψ=−m2ρψ,
(6.4.100)
with ψ(±pi/2) = 0 and ∂xψ(0) = 0. Near the origin x→ 0 the equation takes the form
m2ρψ+∂
2
xψ− lnx ∂2xψ−
1
x
∂xψ= 0, (6.4.101)
so we have to provide Mathematica with an ansatz for ψ(x) at small x to prevent the equation from
blowing up there. Demanding that ∂xψ∼ x to avoid the last term in (6.4.101) from diverging, would still
give lnx ∂2xψ→−∞. Instead we demand that ∂2xψ ∼ 1lnx or ψ(x→ 0) = 1+ x2∑ni=1 ailni x (in practice we
have set n = 13). With this ansatz for ψ⇒ ∂xψ ∼ LogIntegral(x)+ c, the term 1x∂xψ will only be finite
if the integration constant c = ∂xψ(0) = 0 11. Near x = xup, or y→ 0 in the useful coordinate y defined
through u3 = u30,u cos
−2 y, the differential equation’s form
m2ρψ+∂
2
yψ− lny ∂2yψ−
1
y
∂yψ= 0 (6.4.102)
again needs to be fed with an ansatz for ψ that keeps the equation finite, i.e. ψ(y→ 0) = ψ(x = xup)+
y2∑ni=1
ai
lni y
with ∂yψ(0) = 0. This means we can demand continuity of ψ at x = xup but not of its
derivative12. An example result of ψ(x) and its derivative is shown in figure 6.17.
Effective 4-dimensional EOM and result for total eigenvalue The effective 4-dimensional action
becomes
S4D =
∫
d4x
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
4
(F aµν)2−
1
2
m2ρ(B)(ρ
a
µ)
2+
2
∑
µ=1
(
−1
2
m2+(B)(ρ
a
µ)
2− 1
2
ε3abρaµρ
b
ν k(B)F
3
µν
)}
(6.4.103)
with the normalized ψ, as determined in the previous paragraph, satisfying the normalization and mass
conditions (6.4.90) and (6.4.91), and the newly defined m+ and k to be calculated from∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4g−111 f3(2τ
3)2ψ2 = m2+ (6.4.104)
11This is consistent with vector mesons, but not with the initial condition on axial mesons (which we have not considered).
We have not looked into it further to see if there is a way around this, in order to still be able to describe axial mesons in the
presence of a magnetic field in this setting.
12It is known that the Schro¨dinger wave function can display kinks (thus jumps in its derivative), depending on the potential
(singularities), see e.g. [153]. This corresponds to the singular behaviour of some of the coefficient functions for y→ 0 in
(6.4.102).
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Figure 6.17: Plots of the rho meson eigenfunction ψ(x) and its derivative ∂xψ(x), discontinuous at x= xup ≈ 0.54,
for B = 0.9 GeV2, obtained numerically with a shooting method.
and ∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4(
√
GuuF12)3ψ2 = k F
3
12 (6.4.105)
with F312 = B. Here m+ is an extra contribution to the mass of the transverse (w.r.t. the magnetic field
~B = B~e3) components of the charged rho meson, ρa=1,2µ=1,2, as a consequence of B breaking Lorentz invari-
ance. We repeat that the parameter k describes a non-minimal coupling of the charged rho meson to the
magnetic field, related to the magnetic moment µ via µ = (1+ k)e/(2m) so to the gyromagnetic ratio g
via g = 1+ k.
The standard 4-dimensional action used to describe the coupling of charged rho mesons to an external
magnetic field is given by the Proca action [148]. The Proca action is equal to (6.4.103) with m+ = 0
and mρ and k(= 1) independent of B: there is only explicit dependence of the action on B, which is to
be traced back to the treatment of the rho mesons as point-like structureless particles. Instead, in our
current approach, the effect of B on the constituent quarks is taken into account via the effect of B on
the embedding of the flavour probe branes, leading to an implicit dependence on B of both the mass
m2ρ(B) and the magnetic coupling k(B). The effect of B on the embedding is two-fold (see section 6.3.5
and in particular figure 6.5): the branes move upwards in the holographic direction, corresponding to
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chiral magnetic catalysis, and the up- and down-brane get separated, corresponding to a stronger chiral
magnetic catalysis for the up-quark than for the down-quark. Both effects translate into a mass generating
effect for the rho meson, m2ρ(B)↗, as can be seen in figure 6.18. The chiral magnetic catalysis causes
the rho meson to get heavier as its constituents do. The split between the branes adds to the mass
of the rho meson via a holographic Higgs mechanism: as the branes separate, the flavour gauge field
strings between up and down branes (i.e. representing charged quark-antiquark combinations ud, ud) get
stretched. Because of their string tension this results in an extra Higgs mass term in the action for A˜a=1,2µ ,
and thus for ρa=1,2µ . It is of the form (Aaµ)2(τ
3)2, with τ3 ∼ τu− τd , originating from (Dµτ)2 ([A˜µ,τ])2
in the start action. Where in the absence of splitted branes, τ3 = 0, the 4-dimensional mass mρ as
defined in going from (6.4.88) to (6.4.89) is purely effective, i.e. only present after integrating out the
fifth dimension u, the Higgs contributions to the mass stem from the stringy mass of the 5-dimensional
gauge field itself. We cannot offer a direct interpretation of the stringy mass contribution in effective
QCD-terms. Since the splitting of the branes is small though, the induced mass contribution is almost
negligible, see figure 6.19. Further, as can be seen in figure 6.18, m+(B)↘ as f3 in (6.4.104) is negative,
so the mass of the transversal components of the charged rho mesons will already be slightly smaller than
that of the longitudinal ones, and k(B)↗ is approximately equal to one, but not exactly, corresponding
to a gyromagnetic ratio g≈ 2.
The 4-dimensional EOMs for the charged rho mesons ρa=1,2µ are given by
DµF aµν− εa3b k(B) F3µνρbµ−M2(B)ρaν = 0, (6.4.106)
M2(B) = m2ρ(B)+(δν1+δν2)m
2
+(B) (6.4.107)
with Dµ = ∂µ+[Aµ, ·] and F aµν = Dµρaν−Dνρaµ. They combine into the EOM
Dµ(Dµρν−Dνρµ)− i k(B) F3µνρµ−M2(B)ρν = 0 (6.4.108)
with Dµ = ∂µ+ iA
3
µ for the charged combination ρµ = (ρ1µ+ iρ2µ)/
√
2, and the complex conjugate of this
equation for the other charged combination ρ∗µ = (ρ1µ− iρ2µ)/
√
2. Here, we adopted a different notation
for the charged fields (ρ−µ → ρµ and ρ+µ → ρ∗µ) compared to section 6.4.1.
Solving (6.4.108) with ρν→ ei(~p·~x−Et)ρν for the eigenvalues of the energy we find ‘modified Landau
levels’ that we will discuss in more detail in the next section. There they will show up as a special case of
the most general form of modified Landau levels, which we encounter as solutions of the 4-dimensional
EOMs that come from using the full DBI-action. Only in the case that k = 1, m+ = 0 and mρ(B) =mρ(0)
one retrieves the standard Landau levels for a free relativistic spin-s particle moving in the background
of a constant magnetic field ~B = B~e3 (assuming B > 0):
E2 = m2ρ+ p
2
3+(2n−2s3+1)B (6.4.109)
with n the Landau level number and s3 the eigenvalue of the spin operator
S3 =
1
2
(
0 σ2− iσ1
σ2+ iσ1 0
)
(6.4.110)
giving the projection of the spin of the particle onto the direction of the magnetic field.
While the modifications due to k 6= 1, m+(B) 6= 0 and mρ(B) are a bit subtle for higher levels, the
energy of s3 = 1, p3 = 0 particles in the lowest Landau level n = 0 is given by a straightforward general-
ization of E2 = m2ρ−B, namely
E2 = M2(B)−B k(B). (6.4.111)
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Figure 6.18: Numerical results for m2ρ(B), m2+(B) and k(B) in the (2piα′)2F2-approximation of the DBI-action.
We conclude that the combinations of charged rho mesons that have their spin aligned with the magnetic
field (s3 = 1), i.e.
ρ= ρ1+ iρ2 and ρ∗ = ρ∗1− iρ∗2, (6.4.112)
will have an effective mass squared
m2ρ,eff = M
2(B)−B k(B) (6.4.113)
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Figure 6.19: The Higgs contribution m2ρ,Higgs(B) to the rho meson mass squared m2ρ(B), as defined in (6.4.93), in
the (2piα′)2F2-approximation of the DBI-action.
going through zero at a critical magnetic field
Bc ≈ 0.78 GeV2, (6.4.114)
which marks the onset of rho meson condensation. Our result for m2ρ,eff is shown in figure 6.20.
The total action includes, next to the DBI-part, a Chern-Simons term. In general, contributions
from the Chern-Simons action are suppressed in the large λ expansion, but in the presence of large
background fields Chern-Simons effects can become important, similar to the higher order terms in the
(2piα′ ∼ 1λ)-expansion of the DBI-action (see comments in the upcoming section 6.4.5). The intrinsic-
parity-odd nature of the Chern-Simons action ensures that it will not contribute ρ2-terms to the effective
4-dimensional action to second order in the fluctuations, but it will describe ρpiB coupling terms between
rho mesons and pions. However, as discussed in more detail in section 6.4.7, the antisymmetrization
over spacetime indices in the Chern-Simons action (see eq. (5.3.12))
SCS ∼
∫
STr
(
εmnpqrAmFnpFqr +O(A˜3)
)
(6.4.115)
will make sure that the magnetic field B = F312 only induces couplings between longitudinal fluctuations
(µ = 0,3), hence not affecting the dynamics of transversal rho mesons (6.4.112) and their condensation.
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Figure 6.20: The effective rho meson mass squared m2ρ,eff (B) in the (2piα
′)2F2-approximation of the DBI-action.
Pion mass
We briefly discuss the charged pion part of the DBI-Lagrangian (6.4.80), which upon substitution of the
gauge field expansion (6.4.83) and further approximation to second order in the pion fields reads
L ∼ u1/4(2piα′)2
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
2
g11 f2(Dµpia)2φ20−
1
2
g211
(2piα′)2
f˜4(2τ3)2(pia)2φ20
}
(6.4.116)
with f˜4 = f4− 12 g−211 (2piα′)2 f5. Ignoring in this section the 1/λ-suppressed ρpiB-contributions from the
Chern-Simons action, the effective 4-dimensional action for the charged pions becomes
S4D =
∫
d4x
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
2
(Dµpia)2− 12m
2
pi(B)(pi
a)2
}
(6.4.117)
with φ0 satisfying the normalization condition∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4g11 f2φ20 = 1 (6.4.118)
and the pions no longer massless:∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4
g211
(2piα′)2
f˜4(2τ3)2φ20 = m
2
pi. (6.4.119)
We can understand the emergence of this mass again as a consequence of the holographic Higgs mech-
anism. The magnetic field breaks chiral symmetry explicitly (albeit only slightly) by pulling the up-
and down-brane apart. The previously massless pions, serving as Goldstone bosons associated with the
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry, hence get a small mass, related to the distance τ3 ∼ τu− τd
between the branes. Solving the effective 4-dimensional EOM for the charged pions with pi→ ei(~p·~x−Et)pi
for the eigenvalues of the energy, one finds ‘almost Landau levels’ for a spinless particle
E2 = m2pi(B)+ p
2
3+(2n+1)B (6.4.120)
or an effective mass squared in the lowest Landau level
m2pi,eff = m
2
pi(B)+B. (6.4.121)
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The pion thus gets a mass in the presence of a magnetic field, although we are working in a model in the
chiral limit (zero bare quark masses) and with no chiral condensate (at least not in the setting we used,
without incorporating a tachyon field as was done in [86]). This violates the GMOR-relation (2.1.18)
relating the bare quark masses times chiral condensate to the mass of the pion. It was however already
discussed in e.g. [140, 154] that the GMOR-relation is no longer valid for charged pions in the presence
of a magnetic field.
To calculate the mass mpi in (6.4.119), we determine the form of the eigenfunction φ0(u) analogously
as in [8]. φ0 has to be orthogonal to all other φn≥1 (the higher eigenfunctions that we left out in the
expansion (6.4.83)). The eigenfunctions φn≥1 obey the same normalization condition (6.4.118) as φ0,
which upon comparison with the mass condition (6.4.93) for ψn≥1,∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4g11 f2φ2n≥1 = 1 and
∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4g11 f2(∂uψn≥1)2 = m˜2ρ, (6.4.122)
leads to
φn≥1 =
∂uψn≥1√
m˜2ρ
. (6.4.123)
Then, orthogonality of φ0 and φn≥1 ∼ ∂uψn≥1 is ensured by proposing
φ0 ∼ u−1/4g−111 f−12 (6.4.124)
(with normalization constant determined by the normalization condition (6.4.118)):∫ ∞
u0,d
du φ0(u1/4g11 f2φn≥1)∼
∫
du ∂uψn≥1 = 0 (6.4.125)
by virtue of the vanishing of ψn≥1 at the boundary u→ ∞. With φ0 given in (6.4.124) we can determine
the Higgs contribution to the mass mpi. In figure 6.21 we plot the eigenfunction φ0(u) (which is discon-
tinuous due to the discontinuous nature of f2), the mass mpi and the total effective 4-dimensional mass
mpi,eff .
We end this section with a comment on the validity of the use of the non-Abelian DBI-action for
non-coincident branes13.
In the context of heavy-light mesons, which we encounter here as magnetically induced through
the splitting of the flavour branes, one often studies the separated branes system by the use of two
(Abelian) DBI-actions plus a Nambu-Goto action for the classical, i.e. macroscopic, heavy-light meson
string (e.g. [155]). In [152] however, one uses the non-Abelian DBI action for the description of heavy-
light mesons, as we also did in this paper. They do remark that as soon as the distance between the
separated branes is larger than the fundamental string length ls, the non-Abelian DBI-description is
actually expected to break down. So let us show here that in our case the separation between up- and
down-brane and hence the length of the charged rho meson strings is not larger than ls.
The total length of a string stretching in the u- and τ-direction is given by
Ls =
∫
ds =
∫ √
gττdτ2+guudu2.
13We would like to thank K. Jensen for a private discussion about this.
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Figure 6.21: Pion eigenfunction φ0(x) (with u= u0,d cos−3/2 x) for B= 1.1 GeV2. Numerical result for m2pi(B) and
the effective pion mass squared m2pi,eff (B) in the (2piα
′)2F2-approximation of the DBI-action.
Consider for example a string at τ= 0 stretching from u0,d(B) to u0,u(B). It has a length
Ls =
∫
ds =
∫ u0,u(B)
u0,d(B)
√
guudu
=
∫ u0,u(B)
u0,d(B)
(
R
u
)3/4
f (u)−1/2du
=− R
3/4
11u20,du
2
0,u
√
u30,d−u3K
√
u30,u−u3K
4(u0,du0,u)3/4
×
{
11u30,du
5/4
0,u
√
u30,u−u3K−6u5/40,u u3K
√
u30,u−u3K +u5/40,d
√
u30,d−u3K
(−11u30,u+6u3K)
+6u3K
(
u5/40,u
√
u30,u−u3K 2F1
[
−11
12
,1,
7
12
,
u30,d
u3K
]
−u5/40,d
√
u30,d−u3K 2F1
[
−11
12
,1,
7
12
,
u30,u
u3K
])}
,
with the B-dependence of u0,u and u0,d implicit in the last line. Similarly, the same string stretching
between u0 and uK , corresponding to a constituent quark (i.e. this one is a macroscopic string, cfr. the
use of the Nambu-Goto action to obtain the expression for the constituent quark mass (5.3.6)) has a
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length
Lq =
∫
ds =
∫ u0
uK
√
guudu
=
∫ u0
uK
(
R
u
)3/4
f (u)−1/2du
= R3/4
(
−4
√
piu1/4K Γ
[11
12
]
Γ
[ 5
12
] +4u1/40 2F1[− 112 , 12 , 1112 , u3Ku30
])
.
With our fixed holographic parameters, we have a numerical value for ls to compare these lengths to:
ls =
√
α′ ≈ 0.76 GeV−1.
From the plots in figure 6.22 of Ls and Lq as functions of B up to 2 GeV2, we read of estimations of the
maximal Ls ≈ 0.25 GeV−1 and minimal Lq ≈ 1.25 GeV−1, from which we can conclude that
Ls < ls and Lq > ls,
consistent with using the classical Nambu-Goto action for the constituent quark string, but using the
non-Abelian DBI-description for the charged rho meson string.
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Figure 6.22: The length Ls(B) of a string at τ= 0 stretching between u0,d(B) and u0,u(B), and the length Lq(B) of
a down-quark string stretching between uK and u0,d(B).
6.4.5 Vector sector for full DBI-action
Comments on the validity of the (2piα′)-expansion
In the previous section 6.4.4 we approximated the DBI-action to second order in (2piα′)F . The justifi-
cation that we used for this expansion is roughly that α′ ∼ 1/λ with λ ≈ 15 ‘large’ in our fixed units.
The reader might worry that there is some ambiguity in the proportionality factor α′ ∼ 1/λ since the
parameter X = λl2s can be chosen freely, as we did in (4.2.12). The ambiguity should however disappear
from all physical quantities and indeed will no longer be present in the full expansion parameter. Let us
take a closer look.
Expanding det(gD8mn+(2piα′)iFmn) = detgD8mk×det(δnk +(gD8kr )−1(2piα′)i(Frn+δ1Frn+δ2Frn)) in the
action (6.3.1), the expansion parameter (gD811 )
−1(2piα′)iF12 is supposed to be small compared to 1, with
(6.3.54): ( u
R
)−3/2
(2piα′)
∣∣∣∣( 23 eB 00 −13 eB
)∣∣∣∣ 1.
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The same expansion parameter can be read off from the form of the matrix A as defined in (6.3.64). The
most strict condition would then be
(
u0,d(B = 0)
R
)−3/2
(2piα′)
2
3
eB 1,
or, in our fixed units,
eB 3
2
(
u0,d(B = 0)
R
)3/2
(2piα′)−1 ≡ 0.45 GeV2, (6.4.126)
with the appearing combination independent of our choice of X since u0 ∼ X , R3 ∼ X and (2piα′) ∼ X .
The instability we found in the F2-approximation sets in at Bc ≈ 0.8 GeV2 (see (6.4.114)), where the
used approximation is thus not necessarily valid anymore. On the other hand, the above is the most strict
condition we can impose, it is not so clear what the impact of the u-dependence (which is integrated over)
is on this argument. We will therefore use the full STr-action and compare with the F2-approximation
results to provide a conclusive answer to the question of the validity of the (2piα′)-expansion in our set-
up. It will turn out that using the full STr-action the instability is still present and the value of Bc is only
slightly higher.
In [156] it is argued that α′-corrections can cause magnetically induced tachyonic instabilities of
W -boson strings, stretching between separated D3-branes, to disappear when the inter-brane distance be-
comes larger than 2pils. The Landau level spectrum for the W -boson is said to receive large α′-corrections
in general [156,157]. The paper [158] also gives an example where consideration of the full non-Abelian
DBI-action in all orders of α′ – be it using an adapted STr-prescription – can change the physics, that is,
the order of the there discussed phase transitions changes.
Deriving the effective 4-dimensional equations of motion
Reconsider the vector part of the DBI-Lagrangian in unitary gauge (6.4.69),
L = LHiggs+Lvector = STr e−φ
√−deta|A˜2
=
2
∑
a=1
{
γ(u)
1
2
(
[A˜u,τ]a
)2
+α(u)
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2
+β(u)
2
∑
µ=1
1
2
(
[A˜µ,τ]a
)2}
+STr x
{
−F12g−211 A−1[A˜1, A˜2]−
1
4
g−211 F˜
2
µν A
−2|µ,ν=1,2− 12g
−1
11 G
−1
uu F˜
2
µu A
−1|µ=1,2
}
(6.4.127)
where the notation |µ=1,2 as introduced in (6.4.17) can be written out as
F˜2µνA
−2|µ,ν=1,2 = 2A−1(F˜2i3+ F˜2i0)+2F˜203+2A−2F˜212 (i = 1,2)
= F˜2µν+2
1−A
A
(F˜2i3+ F˜
2
i0)+2
1−A2
A2
F˜212
and F˜2µuA
−1|µ,ν=1,2 = F˜2µu+ F˜2iu
1−A
A
(i = 1,2). (6.4.128)
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Instead of approximating this action further to (2piα′)2F2, we now keep all factors of A= 1−(2piα′)2F212 R
3
u3 .
Upon evaluating the STr we then obtain
L ∼ u1/4(2piα′)2
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−(
√
GuuF12A−1/2)3ε3abA˜a1A˜
b
2−
1
4
f1(F˜aµν)
2− 1
2
2
∑
i=1
f1A((F˜ai3)
2+(F˜a0i)
2)
−1
2
f1B(F˜a12)
2− 1
2
g11 f2(F˜aµu)
2− 1
2
g11
2
∑
i=1
f2A(F˜aiu)
2− 1
2
g11
1
T 2
f2(A˜aµ)
2(2τ3)2− 1
2
g11
1
T 2
f2A
2
∑
i=1
(A˜ai )
2(2τ3)2
}
,
(6.4.129)
where we defined the new I-functions
f1 = I(G
1/2
uu A1/2), f1A = I(
√
Guu
1−A√
A
), f1B = I(
√
Guu
√
A
1−A2
A2
) (6.4.130)
f2 = I(G
−1/2
uu A1/2), f2A = I(G
−1/2
uu
1−A√
A
), (6.4.131)
with f1 and f2 approaching their previous definition in (6.4.81) and f1A, f1B and f2A→ 0 for A→ 1 in
the (2piα′)2-approximation, as they should.
Extracting the effective 4-dimensional action from (6.4.129) is completely analogous to the proce-
dure described in section 6.4.4, so we will give a somewhat more schematic and short explanation here
and refer to section 6.4.4 for more details.
After plugging in the gauge field expansions (6.4.82)-(6.4.83) into the action in the approxima-
tion of only retaining the lowest modes of the meson towers, one can already notice the vanishing of∫
duLvector−mixing = 0 and of mixing terms between pions and rho mesons. We will focus on the instabil-
ity in the rho meson sector.
Background dependent functions in the action The generalized I-functions in (6.4.131) have to be
calculated numerically. In figure 6.23 we compare them to their approximated counterparts for some
fixed values of the magnetic field. The measure for the distance between up- and down-brane τ3(u) is
still as defined in (6.4.87), and finally
(G1/2uu F12A−1/2)3 =
√
GuuuFuA
−1/2
u −
√
GduuFdA
−1/2
d (6.4.132)
with Gluu = Guu(∂uτ
l) (with flavour index l = u,d), Fu = 2B3 and Fd =−B3 (see (6.3.54)), and Al defined
in (6.3.64).
Eigenvalue problem The rho meson part of the DBI-Lagrangian to second order in fluctuations (6.4.129)
after substituting (6.4.82) reads
L ∼ u1/4(2piα′)2
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
4
f1(F aµν)2ψ2−
1
2
g11 f2(ρaµ)
2(∂uψ)2− 12
g11
(2piα′)2
f2(ρaµ)
2ψ2(2τ3)2
− 1
2
f1B(Fa12)
2+
2
∑
µ,ν=1
(
−1
2
g11
(2piα′)2
f2A(ρaµ)
2ψ2(2τ3)2− 1
2
(
√
GuuFµνA−1/2)3ε3abρaµρ
b
νψ
2
−1
2
f1A((F aµ3)2+(F aµ0)2)ψ2−
1
2
g11 f2A(ρaµ)
2(∂uψ)2
)}
, (6.4.133)
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Figure 6.23: (a) f1 (green) and f2 (yellow) compared to their F2-approximated counterparts in red and blue resp.
(b) f1A (blue), f1B (red) and f2A (yellow). For B = 0.8 GeV2 and u = u0,d cos−3/2 x.
which results in the following effective 4-dimensional action
S4D =
∫
d4x
2
∑
a,b=1
{
−1
4
(F aµν)2−
1
2
m2ρ(B)(ρ
a
µ)
2− 1
2
b(B)(F a12)2
+
2
∑
µ,ν=1
(
−1
2
a(B)((F aµ3)2+(F aµ0)2)−
1
2
m2+(B)(ρ
a
µ)
2− 1
2
ε3abρaµρ
b
ν k(B)F
3
µν
)}
. (6.4.134)
The function ψ (rescaled to absorb all constant prefactors in the action) satisfies the normalization con-
dition ∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4 f1ψ2 = 1 (6.4.135)
and ∫ ∞
u0,d
du
{
u1/4g11 f2∂uψ2+u1/4
g11
(2piα′)2
f2(2τ3)2ψ2
}
= m2ρ, (6.4.136)
combining into the eigenvalue equation
u−1/4 f−11 ∂u
(
u1/4g11 f2∂uψ
)
− g11
(2piα′)2
f−11 f2(2τ
3)2ψ=−m2ρψ (6.4.137)
to be solved for its B-dependent eigenvalue m2ρ and eigenfunction ψ. The B-dependent numbers m+,k,a
and b can subsequently be calculated with the obtained eigenfunctions from∫ ∞
u0,d
du
{
u1/4g11 f2A∂uψ2+u1/4
g11
(2piα′)2
f2A(2τ3)2ψ2
}
= m2+, (6.4.138)
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∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4(
√
GuuF12A−1/2)3ψ2 = k F
3
12 (6.4.139)
and ∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4 f1Aψ2 = a,
∫ ∞
u0,d
du u1/4 f1Bψ2 = b. (6.4.140)
The numerical results for m2ρ, m
2
+, k, a and b as functions of B, after having solved the eigenvalue
problem with the techniques described in the second paragraph of 6.4.4, are shown in figure 6.24-6.25.
The discussion of the behaviour of m2ρ(B) in the third paragraph of 6.4.4 is still applicable. The parameter
k specifying the strength of the coupling to the magnetic field is again approximately equal to one, but
now decreasing as a function of B as opposed to increasing in the (2piα′)2-approximation.
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Figure 6.24: Numerical results for m2ρ(B), m2+(B) and k(B) from the full DBI-action.
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Figure 6.25: Numerical results for a(B) and b(B).
Solving the 4-dimensional equations of motion
The 4-dimensional EOMs for ρaν derived from the effective action (6.4.134) are given by
DµF aµν− εa3bkF3µνρbµ−m2ρρaν−δνi(m2+ρai +a(D3F ai3−D0F ai0)+bD jF ai j )+δν3aDiF ai3−δν0aDiF ai0 = 0
(6.4.141)
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with Dµ = ∂µ+[Aµ, ·] and F aµν = Dµρaν−Dνρaµ, and where from now on we will not only keep assuming
the Einstein convention that double µ,ν indices are Minkowski sums over µ,ν= 0..3 but also that double
i, j indices are sums over spatial indices i, j = 1,2. For notational clarity we will not explicitly write out
the B-dependence of the parameters mρ, m+, k, a and b in this section, but assume it understood.
The equations (a = 1)± i(a = 2) combine into the EOM for the charged rho meson ρµ = (ρ1µ +
iρ2µ)/
√
2,
DµFµν− ikF3µνρµ−m2ρρν−δνi
[
bD jFi j +a(D3Fi3−D0Fi0)+m2+ρi
]
+δν3aD jF j3−δν0aD jF j0 = 0,
(6.4.142)
with Dµ = ∂µ + iA
3
µ and Fµν = Dµρν−Dνρµ , and the complex conjugate of this equation for the other
charged combination ρ∗µ = (ρ1µ − iρ2µ)/
√
2. Using [Dµ,Dν] = iF
3
µν, (6.4.142) can be rewritten to the
following EOMs for resp. ν= i and ν= 3:
ν= i
(1+a)D2µρν− i(1+b+ k)F3µνρµ− (1+a)DνDµρµ− (m2ρ+m2+)ρν+(b−a)(D2jρν−DνD jρ j) = 0,
(6.4.143)
ν= 3
D2µρν−DνDµρµ−m2ρρν+a(D2jρν−DνD jρ j) = 0. (6.4.144)
These equations have to be complemented with a subsidiary condition, obtained by acting with Dν on the
EOM (6.4.142) and again using [Dµ,Dν] = iF
3
µν. We find the generalized subsidiary condition (where by
generalized we mean w.r.t. the Proca subsidiary condition Dνρν = 0)
Dνρν =
i
m2ρ
(1+b− k)F3µνDνρµ−
m2+
m2ρ
Diρi, (6.4.145)
still relating Dνρν (ν = 0..3) to transversal components ρi (i = 1,2) only, such that the EOMs for the
transverse rho mesons can be rewritten as independent from any longitudinal components. Before doing
so, let us remark that the above system of EOMs combined with the subsidiary condition reduces to
its standard Proca form for a, b, m+ → 0, k→ 1 and no B-dependence in mρ (or any of the previous
parameters). The non-zero and B-dependent a and b are present due to taking into account all powers
in the field strength in the non-linear non-Abelian DBI-action, which is also partly the reason for the
B-dependence of mρ, k and m+, in addition to their implicit description of the response of the quark
constituents to the magnetic field (cfr. the chiral magnetic catalysis and holographic Higgs mechanism
for heavy-light mesons discussed earlier).
To determine the solutions of the EOMs we follow and generalize the procedure used in [159]. In
order to make comparisons with the original expressions in [159] more clear, we temporarily change
notation to
φµ = ρ∗µ = (ρ
1
µ− iρ2µ)/
√
2 (6.4.146)
and
ipiµ = D∗µ = ∂µ− iA3µ (6.4.147)
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such that piµ becomes pµ−A3µ when substituting a plane wave ansatz φµ → ei~p·~x−iEtφµ into (6.4.143)-
(6.4.144), and in particular we can write pi2ν = −E2 +~pi2. In this new notation the EOMs (6.4.143)-
(6.4.144) combined with (6.4.145) can be recast in the form
E2φ± =
(
m2ρ+m
2
+
1+a
+B~pi2
)
φ±+
B
2m2
(1+b− k)pi±(pi+φ−−pi−φ+)±BK φ±− 12M pi±(pi+φ−+pi−φ+)
(6.4.148)
with
pi± = pi1± ipi2, φ± = φ1± iφ2, (6.4.149)
and
E2φ3 =
(
m2ρ+(1+a)~pi
2
)
φ3+
B
2m2
(1+b− k)pi3(pi+φ−−pi−φ+)− 12
(
a− m
2
+
m2ρ
)
pi3(pi+φ−+pi−φ+),
(6.4.150)
where we defined
B =
1+b
1+a
, K =
1+b+ k
1+a
and M =
b−a
1+a
− m
2
+
m2ρ
. (6.4.151)
The main trick for solving the system is to notice that the operators pi± obey the algebra of a simple
harmonic oscillator, if one defines annihilation and creation operators aˆ and aˆ† as
aˆ = (2B)−1/2pi+ and aˆ† = (2B)−1/2pi−, (6.4.152)
which obey
[aˆ, aˆ†] = 1 and [aˆ,pi3] = [aˆ†,pi3] = 0. (6.4.153)
The ‘number operator’ Nˆ is then defined as
Nˆ = aˆ†aˆ, (6.4.154)
allowing us to rewrite the system (6.4.148)-(6.4.150), using~pi2 = p23+B(2Nˆ+1) and pi+pi−= 2B(1+ Nˆ),
to 
(ω2− Xˆ+)φ+ = Aξaˆ2φ−
(ω2− Xˆ−)φ− =−Bξ(aˆ†)2φ+[
ω23− (1+a)(2Nˆ+1)ξ
]
φ3 = ξ2(1+b− k)a3(aˆφ−− aˆ†φ+)−
(
a− m2+m2ρ
)
ξa3(aˆφ−+ aˆ†φ+),
(6.4.155)
with ξ= Bm2ρ and
ω2 =
E2− (m2ρ+m2+)/(1+a)−B p23
m2ρ
(6.4.156)
ω23 =
E2−m2ρ− (1+a)p23
m2ρ
(6.4.157)
Xˆ+ = (2Nˆ+1)B ξ−
Bξ
2
+K ξ− (2Nˆ+1)Bξ
2
(6.4.158)
Xˆ− = (2Nˆ+1)B ξ−
Aξ
2
−K ξ+(2Nˆ+1)Aξ
2
(6.4.159)
Aξ = (1+b− k) ξ2−M ξ and Bξ = (1+b− k) ξ2+M ξ, (6.4.160)
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and with pi3 replaced by its eigenvalue p3 since it commutes with everything, or where convenient for
the notation by the number a3 = (2B)−1/2pi3. The system (6.4.155) decouples completely in the special
case where Aξ = Bξ = 0 as well as 1+ b− k = a− m
2
+
m2ρ
= 0, which is for example the case for standard
Proca parameters a = b = m+ = 0 and k = 1. In the latter situation the independent solutions for any n
are given by
φ+ = |n−2〉, φ− = φ3 = 0 (n = 2,3, · · ·)
φ− = |n〉, φ+ = φ3 = 0 (n = 0,1, · · ·)
φ3 = |n−1〉, φ− = φ+ = 0 (n = 1,2, · · ·) (6.4.161)
with eigenvalue ω2 = ω23 = (2n−1)ξ. Here we formally defined the ‘number eigenstates’ |n〉 as
Nˆ|n〉= n|n〉, aˆ|0〉= 0, |n〉= (n!)−1/2(aˆ†)n|0〉. (6.4.162)
In the rest of the discussion of possible solutions below, we consider Aξ and Bξ different from zero.
Condensing solution Before decoupling the first two equations of (6.4.155) to discuss the general form
of the solution, let us first look at the one we are most interested in, the condensing solution:
φ3 = φ+ = 0, φ− = |0〉 (⇒ aˆφ− = 0), (6.4.163)
for which the EOM reduces to
(ω2− Xˆ−)|0〉= 0⇒ ω2 = Xˆ−(Nˆ→ 0) = (B −K )ξ=− k1+aξ
with total eigenvalue
E2 =
m2ρ+m
2
+
1+a
+
(
1+b
1+a
)
p23−
k
1+a
m2ρξ, (6.4.164)
or, in the lowest state p3 = 0 (and 1+b1+a > 0 in the considered range of B):
m2ρ,eff =
m2ρ+m
2
+
1+a
− k
1+a
m2ρξ. (6.4.165)
This indeed reduces to its (2piα′)2-approximated equivalent (6.4.113), m2ρ,eff = m
2
ρ+m
2
+− kξm2ρ, for
a→ 0.
Family of solutions We present the general discussion of the family of solutions of (6.4.155). One
family of solutions is
φ+ = φ− = 0, φ3 = |n〉, ω23 = (1+a)(2n+1)ξ, n = 0,1,2, · · · , (6.4.166)
the other one
φ− = |n+1〉, φ+ = cn|n−1〉, φ3 = c′n|n〉, n = 1,2,3, · · · . (6.4.167)
The corresponding eigenvalue ω can be determined from decoupling the first two equations of (6.4.155)
to {
(ω2− Xˆ−)(ω2− Xˆ+)+(Nˆ2+3Nˆ+2)AξBξ−2(2B ξ+Aξ)(ω2− Xˆ+)
}
φ+ = 0 (6.4.168){
(ω2− Xˆ−)(ω2− Xˆ+)+(Nˆ2− Nˆ)AξBξ+2(2B ξ−Bξ)(ω2− Xˆ−)
}
φ− = 0. (6.4.169)
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Substitution of (6.4.167) has the effect of replacing Nˆ in (6.4.168) by (n− 1) and in (6.4.169) by
(n+1). With these replacements, the curly-bracketed expressions in the two equations become identical,
and either of them can be solved, with the result for our generalized Landau levels finally given by
ω2 = (2n+1)ξ(B−M
2
)+
(1+b− k)
2
ξ2
±ξ
√
M
(
(2n+1)2
4
+K −2B
)
+(K −2B)2− (1+b− k)(2n+1)ξ(K −2B+M
2
)+
(1+b− k)2
4
ξ2.
(6.4.170)
This reduces to Mathews’ solution for general k 6= 1, eq. (19) in [159], for a,b,m+→ 0, i.e. B→ 1,M →
0,K → 1+ k:
ω2(a,b,m+→ 0) = (2n+1)ξ+ 12(1− k)ξ
2± (1− k)ξ
√
1+(2n+1)ξ+
1
4
ξ2, (6.4.171)
and the modified Landau levels mentioned in section 6.4.4 are given by (6.4.170) with a,b→ 0. Given
the value of E2 from (6.4.170) and the ansatz (6.4.167) for φ3, the equation (6.4.157) can be solved for
c′n. The constant cn can be determined from substituting the solution (6.4.167) and (6.4.170) into either
one of the first two equations of (6.4.155).
For completeness, we mention the last remaining possible solution
φ− = |1〉, φ+ = 0, φ3 = c′0|0〉
withω2 = Xˆ−(Nˆ→ 1)= (3B−K −M )ξ+(1+b−k) ξ2 and c′0 to be determined fromω23−(1+a)ξc′0 =
(ξ2(1+b− k)−aξ)a3.
In this whole discussion of the solutions of the EOMs for the rho meson, the key observation is that
the energy eigenstates are so-called ‘number eigenstates’, labeled by the Landau level number n. They
are not necessarily spin eigenstates, as we will discuss next.
Discussion of the spin of the solutions Consider the eigenstates of the spin operator S3 as defined in
(6.4.110),
φ+ = φ− = 0 (s3 = 0)
φ+ = φ3 = 0 (s3 =+1)
φ− = φ3 = 0 (s3 =−1).
It is clear that only the branch of solutions (6.4.166) and the condensing solution (6.4.163) are spin
eigenstates, resp. with eigenvalues s3 = 0 and s3 =+1; the other branches of solutions for general k 6= 1
case are not. This is in contrast with the special k = 1 Proca case (6.4.161) where all Landau levels,
including the excited states, are also spin eigenstates.
We conclude by summarizing that the condensing states are given by (6.4.163) and its conjugate,
ρ∗ = φ− = ρ∗1− iρ∗2 and ρ= φ∗− = ρ1+ iρ2
–where we translated back to the previously used notation– with energy eigenvalue m2ρ,eff = (6.4.165) and
spin eigenvalue s3 =+1 corresponding to the spins being aligned with the magnetic field. Our result for
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the effective rho meson mass squared m2ρ,eff , as shown in figure 6.26, again demonstrates the tachyonic
instability, with the critical magnetic field for rho meson condensation given this time by
Bc ≈ 0.85 GeV2.
The increase compared to the estimate for Bc in (6.4.114) using the (2piα′)2-approximation is pretty
small. This indicates that the expansion to second order in (2piα′)F was a valid approximation, despite
the ambiguities mentioned in section 6.4.5.
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Figure 6.26: The effective rho meson mass squared m2ρ,eff (B) from the full DBI-action.
6.4.6 Comment on the antipodal case
For completeness, we consider the effect in the antipodal SSM, u0 = uK , of including all higher order
terms in the total field strength in the DBI-action. As mentioned before, the embedding of the flavour
branes is independent of B in this case, resulting in standard Landau levels and thus m2ρ,eff (B) =m
2
ρ−B if
the action is approximated to second order in (2piα′)F . In this set-up there is no constituent quark mass
(5.3.6) and no chiral magnetic catalysis.
To reproduce m2ρ = 0.602 GeV
2 at zero magnetic field, along with fpi = 0.093 GeV for the pion decay
constant, we have to use the holographic parameters fixed in [9] to
MK ≈ 0.949 GeV and κ= λNc216pi3 ≈ 0.00745, (6.4.172)
instead of the values (6.3.44) for u0 > uK . With these fixed parameters the estimate for the maximum
value of the magnetic field for the (2piα′)-expansion of the action to be valid, as discussed in Section
6.4.5, changes to
eB 3
2
(uK
R
)3/2
(2piα′)−1 ≡ 0.31 GeV2, (6.4.173)
which is even lower than the value 0.45 GeV2 obtained for the non-antipodal case.
As the flavour branes now remain coincident for any value of B, that is τ ∼ 1⇒ τ3 = 0 and ∂uτ =
0⇒ Guu = guu, we again obtain the effective 4-dimensional action (6.4.134), but with the integrals and
equations (6.4.135)-(6.4.140) changed in the sense that u0,d → uK , τ3 → 0 and every Guu → guu, in
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particular in the I-functions f1(A,B), f2(A) defined in (6.4.130)-(6.4.131). The eigenvalue equation can be
recast in the form
9
4
uK
R3
cos4/3 x
[
∂2xψ+ I(A
1/2)−1∂xI(A1/2)∂xψ
]
=−m2ρψ
with u = uK cos−2/3 x this time and I(A1/2) reducing to 1 for B = 0. With the numerical result for the
eigenfunctionψ and eigenvalue m2ρ, the total effective rho meson squared can be obtained using (6.4.165),
m2ρ,eff =
m2ρ+m
2
+
1+a
− k
1+a
B.
The result is shown in figure 6.27, where the corresponding critical magnetic field can be read off to be
Bc ≈ 1.07 GeV2.
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Figure 6.27: The effective rho meson mass squared m2ρ,eff (B) from the full DBI-action for the antipodal embedded
flavour branes.
6.4.7 The Chern-Simons action and mixing with pions
In principle, the DBI action (6.3.1) needs to be complemented with a Chern-Simons piece (5.3.12) which
serves as the chiral anomaly in the QCD-like boundary theory:
SCS =
Nc
24pi2
∫
STr
(
AF2− 1
2
A3F +
1
10
A5
)
, (6.4.174)
where the notation implies wedge products of differential forms. Since it is a factor λ smaller than the
DBI-action and λ≈ 15 1, we have ignored the CS-action in our above analysis.
When a magnetic field is applied, one might intuitively guess that a quark and anti-quark forming a
pion bound state might try to align their spins, thereby transforming into a rho meson. In field theoretic
terms, one might therefore expect a mixing between pions and rho mesons due to a magnetic field.
Given the intrinsic parity odd nature of the mixing term (an odd number of pions violates the redundant
“intrinsic parity” symmetry U →U+ discussed in section 2.4), this would necessarily correspond to an
anomaly driven process, i.e. related to the Chern-Simons piece of the complete Sakai-Sugimoto action. It
therefore looks interesting to investigate the CS-action to order meson gauge field squared in some more
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detail. We find that, after renormalizing by subtracting appropriate boundary terms [160], the action
SCS ∼
∫
STr
(
εmnpqrAmFnpFqr +O(A˜3)
)
∼
∫
4STr
(
A˜3F21F˜04+ A˜0F21F˜43− A˜3F˜40F21− A˜0F˜43F12
+A2[F˜43F˜10+ F˜10F˜43+ F˜41F˜03+ F˜03F˜41+ F˜31F˜40+ F˜40F˜31]
)
,
does contribute interesting terms of the form ρpiB (see also [9]),
∼ B
∫ {
∂[0pi0ρ03]+
1
2
(
∂[0pi+ρ−3]+∂[0pi
−ρ+3]
)}
, (6.4.175)
indeed describing couplings between rho mesons and pions (and other axial mesons that we have not
taken into account). However, since there are no direct couplings between the transverse components
(µ = 1,2) of the rho fields and pions, we can conclude that, at the level of a O(A˜2) analysis, taking the
CS-action into account will not affect the presence of the rho meson condensate which is related to the
transverse field components, see eq. (6.4.112).
6.5 Summary
We studied a magnetically induced tachyonic instability in the charged rho meson sector, arising from
the DBI-part of the two-flavour Sakai-Sugimoto model. We examined both the case of the antipodal and
the more general non-antipodal embedding, each in the (2piα′)2F2-approximation of the action versus
the full DBI-action, non-linear in the total field strength F . The results for the effective rho meson
mass squared m2ρ,eff (B), vanishing at the critical magnetic field Bc and thereby signaling the onset of the
tachyonic instability, are shown in figure 6.28 for each of the four set-ups.
The antipodal SSM reproduces exactly the standard 4-dimensional Proca picture and Landau levels
of the effective QCD-model used in [10], with Bc = m2ρ ≈ 0.602 GeV2. The same picture was obtained
in a holographic toy model involving an SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills action for an SU(2) bulk gauge
field in a (4+1)-dimensional AdS-Schwarzschild black hole background [11], and more recently for a
3-dimensional field theory in a (3+1)-dimensional DSGS-model generalized to AdS [13].
The non-antipodal SSM predicts a larger value of Bc ≈ 0.78 GeV2 as a result of taking two mass-
generating effects for the charged rho meson into account, i.e. chiral magnetic catalysis for the rho meson
constituents on one hand, and a stringy Higgs-contribution to the mass from stretching the rho meson
string between the magnetically separated up- and down-brane. Both effects are a direct result from the
B-dependence of the non-antipodal flavour branes’ embedding, and hence absent in the antipodal set-up.
Considering the full DBI-action instead of approximating it to second order in the total field strength
further increases the value of the magnetic field Bc at the onset of rho meson condensation, more precisely
to Bc ≈ 0.85 GeV2 in the non-antipodal case. The effect of taking the non-linear contributions in F12
into account seems to be stronger for the antipodal set of parameters compared to the non-antipodal one
– in both cases parameters are fixed to reproduce QCD parameters at zero magnetic field. This leads us
to conclude that the F2-approximation is better justified for the considered problem in the non-antipodal
embedding than in the antipodal one. We are however very well aware of the fact that the full DBI-action
is not the complete non-Abelian action for a system of N f branes – a closed form of which is still to be
found –, starting to show deviations at order F6 [131,132]. We do not claim the DBI-result is necessarily
more correct than the F2-result, yet we wanted to examine the extent of the difference. In conclusion,
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Figure 6.28: The effective rho meson mass squared m2ρ,eff (B) in the antipodal embedding (left) and the non-
antipodal embedding (right), comparing the (2piα′)2F2-approximated result in blue to the full DBI-result in red.
the SSM-predictions for Bc are close to order 1 GeV2, as obtained in the NJL-model in [109] and on the
lattice in [114].
A main motivation for these comparisons within the SSM was to investigate what holography can
add to the QCD-phenomenological picture of rho meson condensation, purposely working in a top-down
approach – the downside of which are the technical complications. We for example elaborated on eval-
uating the STr exactly (to second order in fluctuations in the presence of an Abelian background field),
the gauge fixing necessary to disentangle scalar and vector fluctuations, the contribution of the Chern-
Simons action, the pion sector in the F2-approximated DBI-part of the action, the Higgs mechanism
associated with the magnetically induced heavy-light character of the charged rho mesons, numerically
solving the eigenvalue equation for m2ρ with a shooting method, and analytically solving the generalized
effective 4-dimensional EOMs. For the above reasons of complexity we have not yet been able to con-
struct the new ground state in which the rho mesons are condensed. This ground state is expected to be
an Abrikosov lattice of rho meson vortices, as discussed in section 6.1.2.
We have been able to show that the SSM has a magnetically induced instability towards rho meson
condensation, consistent with the studies of this phenomenon in phenomenological [10,109], lattice [114]
and bottom-up holographic [11, 13] approaches. To come closer to the real-life quark-gluon plasma
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conditions where the presence of magnetic fields of the order of∼ 1 GeV2 might eventually be obtained,
it should be taken into account that there are also very high temperatures/densities present, and that the
magnetic field is very localized both in space and time (see the discussion in section 6.1.1 referring
to [97–99, 101–103]). These features may in the end seriously influence the possible occurrence of rho
meson condensation.
Chapter 7
Finite temperature holography
We discuss in this chapter how to turn on a finite temperature in respectively a quantum field theory, the
boundary field theory in the AdS/CFT correspondence and the Sakai-Sugimoto model.
7.1 Quantum field theory at finite temperature
A thermodynamic system in thermal contact with its environment at temperature T , and with volume
V and number of particles N kept constant, is referred to as a canonical ensemble; its possible discrete
quantum states as microstates. Denoting the energy of the system in microstate s as Es, the canonical
partition function is given by
Z =∑
s
e−βEs , β=
1
kBT
, (7.1.1)
with kB the Boltzmann constant which we will set equal to 1 from here on.
Consider a system at temperature T consisting of a field φ(~x, t) that is in the state |φa〉 at time t. The
partition function (7.1.1) can be rewritten for this system as
Z =
∫
dφa〈φa|e−βHˆ |φa〉= Tr
(
e−βHˆ
)
, β=
1
T
. (7.1.2)
In the T = 0 quantum field theory for φ(~x, t), the transition amplitude for a transition from an initial state
φa(~x) at time t to an end state φb(~x) at time t ′ is given by the path integral
〈φb|e−iHˆ(t ′−t)|φa〉=
∫ φb(~x)=φ(~x,t ′)
φa(~x)=φ(~x,t)
Dφ eiS[φ]. (7.1.3)
After performing a Wick rotation (t → −itE , t ′− t → −iβ, iS→ −SE) and identifying initial and end
state, we find for the Euclidian path integral along a closed path:∫
dφa〈φa|e−βHˆ |φa〉=
∫
φ(~x,tE+β)=φ(~x,tE )
Dφ e−SE [φ]. (7.1.4)
From comparison with (7.1.2) we conclude that the Euclidian path integral along a closed path φ(~x, tE +
β) = φ(~x, tE) is equal to the canonical partition function at temperature T = 1β :
Z =
∫
φ(~x,tE+β)=φ(~x,tE )
Dφ e−SE [φ]. (7.1.5)
In other words: turning on temperature in the field theory corresponds to compactification of Euclidean
time.
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7.2 AdS/CFT at finite temperature
7.2.1 Schwarzschild geometry – Hawking temperature of a black hole
t t E
Figure 7.1: Lorentzian versus Euclidean Schwarzschild geometry [38].
To investigate how black holes are related to temperature, consider the Wick rotated Schwarzschild
geometry
ds2 =
(
1− 2m
r
)
dt2+
(
1− 2m
r
)−1
dr2+ r2dΩ2. (7.2.1)
Near the horizon r = 2m the metric can be rewritten as a function of the new coordinate r˜ = r−2m
ds2 =
r˜
2m
dt2+
2m
r˜
dr˜2+4m2dΩ2, (7.2.2)
or
ds2 =
( ρ
4m
)2
dt2+dρ2+4m2dΩ2 (7.2.3)
with ρ2 = 8mr˜. In order to avoid a conical singularity at ρ = 0 (r = 2m) it is required that t4m has a
period of 2pi. In this way one naturally obtains a compactified Euclidean time t ∼ t +2pi ·4m in the Eu-
clidean Schwarzschild geometry (see figure 7.1). A quantum field theory in the Euclidean Schwarzschild
background is consequently at a temperature
T =
1
8pim
. (7.2.4)
Based on its effect on the field theory, one can say that the black hole is radiating thermally as if it were
a black body at a temperature T . This is known as ‘Hawking radiation’ of the black hole, and (7.2.4)
is indeed precisely the temperature derived by Hawking in [161]. However, the heat capacity of a black
hole with mass M and horizon r = 2m = 2 GMc2 is negative:
C =
∂M
∂T
∝
∂m
∂T
=− 1
8piT 2
< 0. (7.2.5)
This means that the Euclidean Schwarzschild geometry is thermodynamically unstable, and thus one
cannot turn on temperature in a field theory by simply adding a black hole to flat space. The situation is
different in an AdS background.
7.2.2 AdS5-Schwarzschild geometry – ‘Witten-prescription’ for AdS/CFT at finite tem-
perature
The metric of an AdS5 space in global coordinates (A.0.4)
ds2AdS5 = R
2 (−cosh2ρ dτ2+dρ2+ sinh2ρ dΩ23) (7.2.6)
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can be rewritten via a coordinate transformation (r = Rsinhρ and t = Rτ) as
ds2AdS5 =−
(
1+
r2
R2
)
dt2+
(
1+
r2
R2
)−1
dr2+ r2dΩ23. (7.2.7)
The Wick rotated metric
ds2AdS5 =
(
1+
r2
R2
)
dt2+
(
1+
r2
R2
)−1
dr2+ r2dΩ23 (7.2.8)
with asymptotic geometry
ds2AdS5 =
( r
R
dt
)2
+
(
R
r
dr
)2
+ r2dΩ23 (r→ ∞) (7.2.9)
is regular everywhere, for every radius of the time circle S1 (the topology at infinity is S1× S3), i.e.
t ∼ t +β for arbitrary β. There exists another solution of the supergravity equations of motion with the
same asymptotic geometry S1×S3, whose Euclidean continuation is
ds2AdS5−Schwarzschild =
(
1+
r2
R2
− µ
r2
)
dt2+
(
1+
r2
R2
− µ
r2
)−1
dr2+ r2dΩ23. (7.2.10)
This is the so-called AdS5 black hole with a horizon at
1+
r2
R2
− µ
r2
= 0, (7.2.11)
with µ proportional to the mass M of the black hole. The largest solution r = r+ of (7.2.11),
r2+ =−
R2
2
+
R
2
√
R2+4µ, (7.2.12)
is called the outer horizon. To avoid a conical singularity at r = r+, time has to be periodic with period
(see (4.2.6))
β=
4pi
F ′(r)|r=r+
=
4piR2r+
4r2++2R2
, (7.2.13)
where F(r) is the prefactor of dt2 in (7.2.10). The AdS5 black hole thus has a temperature
T =
1
β
=
4r2++2R
2
4piR2r+
. (7.2.14)
The temperature as a function of the mass of the black hole has a minimum at ∂T∂M =
∂T
∂r+
∂r+
∂M = 0. Since
∂M
∂r+
∝
∂µ
∂r+
=
4r3+
R2
+2r+ > 0 (voor r+ > 0), (7.2.15)
T (M) reaches its minimal value at
∂T
∂r+
=
1
piR2
− 1
2pir2+
= 0, (7.2.16)
where
Tmin =
√
2
piR
. (7.2.17)
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The AdS5 black hole is thermodynamically stable (C = ∂M/∂T > 0) for T > Tmin.
By adding a black hole to the AdS5 background, the dual N = 4 SYM field theory living on the
boundary of AdS space has acquired a finite temperature (as a consequence of the periodicity of Eu-
clidean time). Adding the black hole is the so-called ‘Witten-prescription’ for AdS/CFT at finite temper-
ature, proposed by Witten in [73].
The Euclidean partition function
Z = ∑
con f igurations
e−βF , (7.2.18)
with F the free energy related to the Euclidean action through S = βF , contains a sum over all possible
geometries (7.2.8) and (7.2.10). The dominant geometry is the one with the smallest Euclidean action.
An explicit calculation was performed by Witten in [73] with the result that
FAdS5−Schwarzschild−FAdS5 = T (SAdS5−Schwarzschild−SAdS5)< 0 (7.2.19)
for
T > Tcritical > Tmin, (7.2.20)
i.e. the AdS5 background dominates at low temperature, but the role of most dominant configuration is
taken over by the thermodynamically stable AdS5 Schwarzschild-space at a critical value Tcritical of the
temperature.
7.3 Thermodynamics of the Sakai-Sugimoto model
QCD displays two strongly coupled effects at low energy: confinement and spontaneously broken (ap-
proximate) chiral symmetry. Both effects disappear at high temperature where the effective coupling
becomes smaller. Because of the presence of massive dynamical quarks, no sharp order parameters can
be defined in QCD for deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration, i.e. there is no sharp phase transi-
tion between the low and high temperature phases but rather a crossover. Once a hot debate whether
the deconfinement temperature Tc and chiral symmetry restoration temperature Tχ coincided or not,
see [162, 163] for 2 views on the N f = 2+ 1 case, it is by now accepted they are close in the cross-
over region (see e.g. [164, 165]).
The Sakai-Sugimoto model offers a dual desciption (at low energy) of QCD in the large Nc limit with
massless bare quarks. We discuss why the absence of massive dynamical quarks in QCD corresponds to
sharp phase transitions, that we hence expect to encounter in the Sakai-Sugimoto model as well. As the
temperature rises in a model with exact massless quarks, we expect a sharp phase transition associated
with chiral symmetry restoration, which was spontaneously broken at T = 0. The corresponding order
parameter is the chiral condensate. In pure QCD, dual to supergravity in the D4-brane background of
the Sakai-Sugimoto model at strong coupling, we expect to see a sharp deconfinement phase transition.
In the presence of dynamical quarks, the flux tube between a quark and antiquark will break when
the energy stored in the string becomes larger than the amount needed to create a new qq¯ pair. The
confinement criterion of a linear confining quark potential hence can only be consistently defined for
infinitely heavy, non-dynamical quarks, or more precisely, in the absence of matter fields that can give
rise to string breaking. These matter fields are the ones that in combination with a(n) (anti)quark can
form a colour singlet, and are group theoretically identified with fields that transform non-trivially under
the center ZNc (the center ZNc is the subgroup of SU(Nc) consisting of elements zn = exp(2piin/Nc)1Nc
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(with n = 0,1, ...,Nc− 1), which commute with the whole group). In pure QCD (with gluons in the
adjoint representation automatically invariant under the center), it is thus possible to define a sharp order
parameter associated with the deconfinement transition: pure QCD at finite temperature has a global ZNc
symmetry which is unbroken in case of confinement and broken in the deconfined phase.
It is not a priori clear that chiral symmetry restoration and deconfinement will show up in the Sakai-
Sugimoto model, which is not able to describe the asymptotic freedom of the dual QCD-like theory.
The investigation of what happens when temperature is turned on in the D4/D8/D8-configuration of the
Sakai-Sugimoto model, was carried out in [92]. The effect of the N f D8-branes on the geometry is
subleading in the limit of large Nc; the difference in free energies between competing bulk backgrounds
in the partition function is of order N2c while the contribution of the D8-branes is of order Nc×N f .
We therefore discuss the thermodynamics of the D4-brane background (independent of the D8-branes),
and only later add the D8-branes as probes to the dominating background at temperature T . (We will
comment on corrections to this large-Nc description at leading order, obtained in [166], at the end of
section 8.3.)
Figure 7.2: The Wick-rotated D4-brane background (7.3.1) with τ-cigar (and t-cylinder) and the Wick-rotated
black brane solution (7.3.3) with the same asymptotic geometry, but τ-cylinder (and t-cigar), are the two regular
Euclidean backgrounds competing with each other in the partition function [38].
After a Wick rotation of the D4-brane background (5.0.1), we find the Euclidean signature metric
ds2τ-cigar =
( u
R
)3/2
(dt2+δi jdxidx j + f (u)dτ2)+
(
R
u
)3/2( du2
f (u)
+u2dΩ24
)
, f (u) = 1−
(uK
u
)3
(7.3.1)
which is regular for arbitrary periodicity β = 1/T of Euclidean time t ∼ t + β, but shows a conical
singularity at u = uK , unless the τ-circle of the cigar-shaped subspace (τ,u) is periodic τ ∼ τ+ δτ with
period
δτ=
4pi
3
√
R3
uK
. (7.3.2)
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There is a second Euclidean background with the same asymptotic geometry as (7.3.1), namely
(7.3.1) but with the roles of t and τ interchanged:
ds2t-cigar =
( u
R
)3/2
( fˆ (u)dt2+δi jdxidx j +dτ2)+
(
R
u
)3/2( du2
fˆ (u)
+u2dΩ24
)
, fˆ (u) = 1−
(uT
u
)3
.
(7.3.3)
In this geometry it is the t-circle, with mandatory periodicity
δt = β=
1
T
=
4pi
3
√
R3
uT
, (7.3.4)
that shrinks until it disappears at the temperature dependent minimal value of u, given by uT = 16pi2R3T 2/9.
This is the black brane geometry with horizon at uT . The τ-circle forms a cylindric (τ,u)-subspace of the
geometry, with fixed radius δτ= 2pi/MK .
These two backgrounds, drawn in figure 7.2, are the only known regular Euclidean solutions with
the same asymptotic geometry. In the Euclidean partition function there is a competition between both,
and the one with the smallest action dominates at a given temperature T . Both geometries are identical,
modulo a redefinition of coordinates t and τ, when δτ equals β, which happens at the deconfinement
temperature
Tc = (δτ)−1 =
MK
2pi
. (7.3.5)
At this temperature a first order phase transition occurs (first order because the solutions do not come
together continuously, but keep existing as separate solutions at temperatures lower and higher than the
transition temperature: the free energy as a function of temperature is discontinuous at Tc). This is con-
sistent with the large-Nc nature of the transition in QCD (see the discussion of figure 2.4 in section 2.3).
The background where the τ-circle shrinks dominates at low temperatures T < Tc, while the background
with shrinking t-circle dominates at high temperatures T > Tc. This is shown in [92] by determining the
difference in free energy densities. The result can be remembered intuitively: the smallest circle shrinks.
The dominating background at low temperature, (7.3.1), satisfies the confinement criterion (4.1.5):√
Gtt(uK)Gxx(uK)
∣∣∣
T<Tc
=
(uK
R
)3/2 6= 0, (7.3.6)
whereas the dominating background at high temperatures, (7.3.3), does not:√
Gtt(uT )Gxx(uT )
∣∣∣
T>Tc
=
(uT
R
)3/2√
fˆ (uT ) = 0. (7.3.7)
We therefore interpret the phase transition at temperature Tc in (7.3.5) as the deconfinement transition in
the dual, strongly coupled (g2Y MNc 1) QCD theory.
We should remark here that in [167,168], some problems are raised concerning the above identifica-
tion of the deconfinement transition. The loop order parameter W0 associated with the center symmetry
is mapped to the action of a Nambu-Goto string wrapping the Euclidean time direction, which is finite
in case of a t-cigar, and zero for a t-cylinder. While the transition from the D4-brane background to
the black D4-brane background thus captures the correct behaviour of the confinement order parameter
(W0 = 0 in the confining phase and W0 6= 0 in the deconfining phase), it does not for a second ZNc sym-
metry associated with the τ-cigar or cylinder: the corresponding order parameter W4 becomes zero at the
proposed transition in supergravity, but remains finite in both phases in the 4-dimensional Yang-Mills
theory, viewed as the Kaluza-Klein reduction of a 5-dimensional SYM theory. The authors of [168]
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propose an alternative dual background for the deconfining phase (where W0 6= 0 and W4 6= 0), namely
a localized D3-soliton geometry. This is the gravity solution corresponding to periodic boundary condi-
tions on the adjoint fermions along the thermal circle, where they are antiperiodic for the black D4-brane
background. This choice does not affect the pure 4-dimensional gauge theory. It does however affect the
fundamental fermions, so there are some subtleties in this approach when adding flavour branes to the
background. Moreover, it is necessary to consider a high-temperature approximation of the D3-soliton
background to make calculations of transition temperatures feasible. Because of these technical compli-
cations, we will continue to treat the transition between the D4-brane backgrounds in figure 7.2 as the
dual of the deconfinement transition in the 4-dimensional pure QCD theory.
We now reintroduce the probe D8-branes in the high-temperature background (7.3.3). In the decon-
fining phase the embedding of the flavour branes is no longer forced to be ∪-shaped, as the (u,τ)-space
is no longer cigar-shaped. At a certain value of the temperature, Tχ ≥ Tc, it will become energetically
favourable for the flavour branes to fall straight down instead of merging in a ∪-shape, indicating chiral
symmetry restoration (see figure 7.3). The (first order) transition point was shown in [92] to be located
at
Tχ ≈ 0.154L , (7.3.8)
by numerical evaluation of the DBI-actions for the possible embeddings (with L the asymptotic separa-
tion between flavour branes and anti-branes). From the expressions (7.3.5) and (7.3.8), it follows that
the value of L in units of 1/MK determines whether or not the Sakai-Sugimoto model displays a sepa-
ration between deconfinement and chiral restoration scales: for L > 0.97/MK , deconfinement and chiral
restoration will occur simultaneously, Tc > Tχ, while for L < 0.97/MK , an intermediate phase exists,
Tc < T < Tχ, where chiral symmetry remains broken in the deconfined phase. The (T,L) phase diagram
is displayed in figure 7.4.
In the localized D3-soliton background proposed in [168], the obtained end result for the (T,L) phase
diagram, see Fig. 10 of [168], actually gives a qualitatively similar result as the above finite temperature
Sakai-Sugimoto model. Based on this observation, we can expect that qualitative features of the eB-
dependence of the chiral transition temperatures, which will be discussed in the next chapter, are not
unlikely to be similar in both backgrounds.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Deconfinement transition at Tc and (b) chiral symmetry restoration at Tχ(≥ Tc) in the Sakai-
Sugimoto model.
Figure 7.4: The (T,L) phase diagram of the Sakai-Sugimoto model at finite temperature, in terms of the dimen-
sionless parameters T/MK and LMK [92, 134].
Chapter 8
Magnetic splitting of chiral transition
temperatures in the Sakai-Sugimoto model
During heavy ion collisions, high temperatures and strong magnetic fields are generated. We use the
finite temperature non-antipodal Sakai-Sugimoto model to study the N f = 2 QCD phase diagram under
these extreme conditions in the quenched approximation and the chiral limit. We take the different
coupling of up and down flavours to the magnetic field into account geometrically, resulting in a split
of the chiral phase transition according to flavour. We discuss the influence of the magnetic field on the
chiral temperatures – in physical GeV units – in terms of the choice of the confinement scale in the model,
extending hereby our discussion of fixing the non-antipodal SSM parameters to the deconfinement phase.
The flavour-dependent (T,L,eB) phase diagram, with variable asymptotic brane-antibrane separation L,
is presented, as a direct generalization of the known (T,L) phase diagram of the non-antipodal SSM at
zero magnetic field. In particular, for sufficiently small L we are probing an NJL-like boundary field
theory in which case we do find results very reminiscent of the predictions in NJL models.
8.1 Motivation
In 2010 (approximately), a discussion evolved around the possibility that the deconfinement tempera-
ture Tc and chiral transition temperature Tχ might separate under the influence of a constant magnetic
background field, B = Bez, and this for N f = 2 QCD, see e.g. [169–171]. In figure 8.1 the expected
(T,B) phase diagram of QCD is shown [169] as it was conjectured to look like at the time, based on two
“observations”. The first one was the rising of Tχ with B due to the chiral magnetic catalysis effect [139]
(which we discussed in the section on the non-antipodal embedding on page 84, more precisely in the
paragraph on figure 6.6). The second was the decrease of Tc with B as argued in [172] from a thermo-
dynamic point of view. The reasoning in [172] is that the paramagnetic plasma of quarks and gluons at
T > Tc lowers its free energy in the presence of a magnetic field, and hence becomes thermodynamically
favoured compared to the hadronic diamagnetic phase of mainly scalar pions at T < Tc. In [173] this
behaviour of Tc(B) is recovered using the MIT bag model, but with the difference compared to [172]
that Tc saturates at large B at a non-zero value. The chiral magnetic catalysis, in the sense of a boost of
the chiral condensate, is observed in chirally driven low-energy effective models (i.e. models which are
constructed to obey the global chiral symmetry of QCD) such as chiral perturbation theory [140], Linear
Sigma model and NJL (see section 2.4).
We briefly review the status of different analyses with regard to figure 8.1. The N f = 2 lattice re-
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Figure 8.1: Expected (T,B) phase diagram of QCD in 2008. The cross-overs (dashed lines) are expected to
separate and become stronger, transforming into first-order phase transitions (full lines) [174]. Figure from [169].
sults of [171] indicated a weak rise in the transition temperatures Tχ a´nd Tc, while both remained com-
patible with each other (a split of ∼ 2%). Different variants and extensions (to include quarks and a
deconfinement order parameter) of Linear Sigma- and NJL-models, found that both Tχ and Tc rise with
B [169, 170, 175–178] (with or without a “noticeable’ split between them), with the exception of the
scenario in [169] where vacuum corrections are not taken into account, which results in the opposite
behaviour: Tχ and Tc decreasing with B (and no split).
Somewhat later, a more thorough lattice study appeared using N f = 2+ 1 flavours with physical
masses, leading to a much more complicated behaviour in the chiral/deconfinement (pseudo-)order pa-
rameters and ensuing critical temperatures [179]. It was motivated that the reported behaviour – where
contrasting with the results of [171] – should be traced back to the lighter dynamical flavours and partially
also to the present strange flavour, as the up (u) and down (d) quark of [171] were considerably heav-
ier. Soon after, the first analytical papers appeared trying to explain the state-of-the art lattice data using
backreacting pion dynamics [173]. The results of [179] showed a more subtle picture regarding the chiral
magnetic catalysis: the magnetic catalysis was confirmed for temperatures (sufficiently) below Tc, but
for larger temperatures the (averaged over up and down) chiral condensate displayed a non-monotonous
shape (shown in figure 8.2), a feature translated into a similar behaviour in the transition temperature (see
figure 8.3). This observation of an “inverse magnetic catalysis” seems to depend crucially on taking into
account quark backreaction effects, see also [180], so we do not expect it to appear in the unquenched
Sakai-Sugimoto setting we will use.
We compare our findings with the lattice results of [147]. Although those results are referring to
two-colour QCD, it contains an extrapolation to the chiral limit, which is the closest the available lattice
results come to the N f = 2 SSM. In [147], no manifest split between Tc and Tχ was reported, while
the chiral condensate increases monotonically with the applied magnetic field for all temperatures in
the confinement phase. We do present similar results here using prefixed values for the string theory
parameters of the SSM (that is, a few physical QCD input values at zero magnetic field are chosen to
match the corresponding SSM predictions). These results are a generalization to the 2 flavour case of
the single flavour analysis of [137]. To extend the scope of our analysis, we will also allow that the
asymptotic D8-D8 separation L can vary and as such we construct the magnetic generalization of the
(T,L) phase diagram of figure 7 in the original work [92] concerning the SSM phase diagram. All results
are presented in GeV units to make comparison with other QCD approaches more direct.
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Figure 8.2: Latest (continuum extrapolated) lattice results for the change of the chiral condensate as a function
of B, at zero temperature on the left (and compared to model predictions) and at six different temperatures on the
right, where ∆Σl(B,T ) = 2mum2pi f 2pi (〈ψ¯ψ〉l(B,T )−〈ψ¯ψ〉l(0,T )) with mu = md < ms [146].
Figure 8.3: Inverse magnetic catalysis observed in the most recent lattice simulations, with the (pseudo-)critical
temperature Tχ (on the right) defined from inflection points of the renormalized chiral condensate (on the left)
〈u¯u〉r + 〈d¯d〉r (red) and the strange quark number susceptibility cs2 (blue) [179].
Since a magnetic field couples to the up and down flavours with another strength, as they carry
different electric charges, it seems natural that the up and down chiral restoration temperatures can be
different, as well as the magnetic catalysis itself. We recall that the classical chiral structure of QCD with
and without magnetic field is different, since coupling a magnetic field to the quarks reduces U(2)L×
U(2)R to [U(1)L×U(1)R]u× [U(1)L×U(1)R]d , so that the eventually broken chiral invariances U(1)uA
and U(1)dA can experience a different restoration temperature. Lattice simulations indeed confirm a
larger value for the 〈u¯u〉 than for the 〈d¯d〉 chiral condensate at T = 0 [144], as does the N f = 2 NJL
model [181]. It would appear natural that T uχ should consequently be larger than T
d
χ , and this is indeed
what we will find. The splitting of degenerate order parameters, like 〈u¯u〉 and 〈d¯d〉 at eB = 0, when an
external field is switched on, is not that unfamiliar. In certain exotic superconductors, e.g. Sr2RuO4, a
similar phenomenon occurs [182].
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8.2 Set-up
We employ the finite-temperature1 SSM discussed in section 7.3, with Nc = 3 and N f = 2, where in
principle the limit Nc→∞ is always understood at the holographic level and the same remarks concerning
these choices apply as discussed in the low-temperature phase.
Fixing holographic parameters at eB = 0 up to M Instead of fixing all holographic parameters at
eB = 0, as in section 6.3.3, here we only fix them up to the value of the Kaluza-Klein mass MK , which
we will denote M in this chapter.
From the eigenvalue equation which determines mρ holographically,
∂z
(
3
u0
u1/2z γ′−1∂zψρ
)
=−4
3
u0u
3/2
z γ′R3m2ρψρ, ψ
′
ρ(0) = 0, ψρ(±∞) = 0, (8.2.1)
(this is (6.3.17) with u3z defined in (6.3.18) and γ′ in (6.3.20)), we extract the values of u0 that, for a
given M, lead to mρ = 0.776 GeV. The resulting function u0(M) is plotted in figure 8.4 for a range of
M – the maximum value of M corresponding to the limiting case u0→ uK = 1/M – alongside with the
function L(M) for the corresponding asymptotic separation between branes and anti-branes, determined
from (5.3.5). Next, demanding that the SSM-prediction for the pion decay constant fpi in (6.3.39) equals
0.093 GeV, leads to the function κ(M) of allowed values for κ, as plotted in figure 8.4(c). The string
tension (2piα′)−1 = 8pi2M2κ(M) is then also known as a function of M.
The remaining freedom of choosing the mass scale M can be fixed for example by matching the SSM-
prediction for the constituent quark mass mq(M,u0,κ) in (6.3.41) to a phenomenologically reasonable
value, as can be read off from figure 8.5. In section 6.3.3 we opted to reproduce mq = 0.310 GeV,
leading to the set (6.3.44) of fixed holographic parameters. Here, we will however leave M variable, or
equivalently L via figure 8.4(b), with the eye on drawing the (T,L,eB) phase diagram later, and, more
importantly, with the idea that the choice of M or L should be left free, as it determines the choice of
holographic theory: L very small (∼ δτ= 2piM large ∼M small) corresponding to an NJL-type boundary
field theory [83, 92, 183] versus L = δτ/2 maximal (∼M maximal) corresponding to a maximal probing
of the gluon background, i.e. the original antipodal SSM.
Applying a magnetic field An electromagnetic background field Aemµ is switched on through (6.3.51)
with corresponding field strength tensor (6.3.54).
1 As remarked in section 7.3, there is also another proposal for the high-temperature background of the Sakai-Sugimoto
model [168]. It would be interesting to check whether the discussion in this chapter can be repeated in that model, but for the
reasons mentioned in section 7.3 (i.e. increased complexity but qualitatively similar end result for the (T,L) phase diagram),
we will consider the simpler black D4-brane background here. We thank Takeshi Morita for discussion on this point.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Values of u0 (GeV−1) and (b) corresponding values of L (GeV−1) compatible with mρ = 0.776
GeV. (c) Values of κ compatible with mρ = 0.776 GeV and fpi = 0.093 GeV.
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Figure 8.5: SSM-prediction for mq (GeV) as a function of the confinement scale M (GeV), compatible with
mρ = 0.776 GeV and fpi = 0.093 GeV.
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8.3 Results
eB-dependent embedding in deconfinement phase
The background at T < Tc is identical to the zero temperature background up to the period β = T−1
of Euclidean time, so the eB-dependent embedding of the flavour branes is unchanged compared to the
T = 0 case, discussed in section 6.3.5. Things get more interesting once we enter the deconfinement
region. We again have an induced metric on each flavour brane,
ds2D8 =
( u
R
)3/2
( fˆ dt2+δi jdxidx j)+
(
R
u
)3/2
u2dΩ24+
( u
R
)3/2[1
fˆ
( u
R
)−3
+
1
u′2
]
du2 (8.3.1)
with periodicity of the t-circle given by (7.3.4), from which one can determine the action in the decon-
fined phase, completely analogous to the derivation of the action (6.3.66) in the confined phase. For
temperatures T < Tχ,l , the l-brane’s embedding remains ∪-shaped, with action
S
T<Tχ,l
l = c0u
7/2
0,l
∫ ∞
1
dy y
√
y3Al
√√√√ 1
1− fˆ0,lA0,l
fˆl(y)y3Al
y−5
, (8.3.2)
where c0 = −2T8V4V4g−1s R3/2, y = u/u0,l , yT,l = uT/u0,l , fˆl(y) = 1− (yT,l/y)3 and fˆ0,l = 1− y3T,l . If
T > Tχ,l , the l-branes are falling straight down, u′ = ∞, with action
S
T>Tχ,l
l = c0u
7/2
0,l
∫ ∞
yT,l
dy y
√
y3Al. (8.3.3)
The chiral transition temperature Tχ,l is the temperature for which ∆Sl becomes zero [92], with
∆S(u0,eB,yT ) = action∪-shape− actionstraight . (8.3.4)
The correspondence between u0 and L in the deconfined phase is modified into (again suppressing the
flavour index here)
Ldec(u0,eB,yT ) =
2
3
R3/2√
u0
√
fˆ0A0
∫ 1
0
dζ
fˆ−1/2ζ1/2√
fˆ A− fˆ0A0ζ8/3
. (8.3.5)
As before, we will hold the asymptotic separation fixed at its starting value L at eB = 0 and T = 0.
This allows us to determine the eB- and T -dependence of u0 (from here on also explicitly writing the
dependence on M, through R and 2piα′):
Ldec(u0,eB,yT ,M) = L =⇒ u0(eB,yT ,L,M). (8.3.6)
From figure 8.6(a) it can be seen that the one-to-one correspondence between u0 and Lcon f is not pre-
served in the deconfinement phase, where each value of Ldec corresponds to two possible values of u0, as
long as it does not exceed its maximum possible value (i.e. as long as T < Tχ). We numerically verified
that the energetically favoured solution for u0 is the largest one, consistent with the intuition that the
lower-u0 solution contains more energy as it probes a larger portion of the background. Keeping L fixed
during the deconfinement transition causes a jump in u0, as well as in the constituent quark and meson
masses [134].
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Figure 8.6: (a) Lcon f (blue) and Ldec (GeV−1) for T = Tc (red) and increasing values of T (> Tc) at eB = 0, (b)
∆S/u7/20 as a function of yT for eB = 0 (blue), 0.5 (purple) and 1.6 GeV
2 (yellow). Both figures for M = 0.7209
GeV.
With the expression found for u0, the expression for ∆S at fixed L is also known,
∆S(u0(eB,yT ,L,M),eB,yT ,M)≡ ∆S(eB,yT ,L,M), (8.3.7)
so the chiral temperature can be determined from the point where the ∪-shaped embedding breaks into
separated branes, i.e. when ∆S = 0 (see figure 8.6(b)):
∆S(eB,yT ,L,M) = 0 =⇒ yχT (eB,L,M). (8.3.8)
The corresponding value of u0 at the chiral transition is then given by
uχ0 = u0(eB,y
χ
T (eB,L,M),L,M)≡ uχ0(eB,L,M). (8.3.9)
Plugging the obtained yχT (eB,L,M) and u
χ
0(eB,L,M) into the definition for the chiral temperature
Tχ =
3
4pi
√
uχT
R3
=
3
4pi
√
yχT
√
uχ0
R3
=
3
4pi
√
yχT (eB,L,M)
√
uχ0(eB,L,M)
R3
≡ Tχ(eB,L,M), (8.3.10)
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we obtain Tχ(eB,L,M).
From the parameter discussion at eB = 0 we know the value of the fixed asymptotic separation given
a value for M such that mρ = 0.776 GeV (figure 8.4(b)), hence we obtain Tχ(eB,M) or Tχ(eB,L), to be
compared with the deconfinement temperature Tc = M/(2pi). The deconfinement temperature Tc will
not change as it is determined from the background D4-brane metric, which could only become eB-
dependent when the backreaction of the D8-branes would be taken into account2. Or, field theoretically:
Tc is eB-independent in a quenched set-up, because the magnetic field can only couple to the neutral
gluons indirectly via the quark interactions. For every choice of M (or L), Tχ(eB) rises with eB (“chiral
magnetic catalysis”). But depending on the choice, there will or will not arise a split between Tχ and Tc.
Doing this for each flavour, we find T uχ (eB,L) and T
d
χ (eB,L), with T
u
χ consistently higher than T
d
χ for
a given value of L, as expected. This leads to an intermediate phase where the chiral symmetry for up
quarks is still broken while the chiral symmetry for down quarks is already restored:
U(1)uV ×U(1)dV
T dχ→U(1)uV × (U(1)L×U(1)R)d
T uχ→ (U(1)L×U(1)R)u× (U(1)L×U(1)R)d , (8.3.11)
as sketched in figure 8.7.
Figure 8.7: Embeddings in the deconfined phase with magnetic field.
In figure 8.8 the (T,M,eB) and (T,L,eB) phase diagrams of the two-flavour non-antipodal SSM are
plotted. This generalizes the N f = 1 SSM phase diagram in figure 7 of [92] to the N f = 2 magnetic case.
For set-ups with large values of M, namely M > 0.767 GeV corresponding to mq(eB= 0)< 0.274 GeV or
L> 1.681 GeV−1, there is no split between Tχ(eB,M) and Tc =M/(2pi), no matter how large the applied
magnetic field is. This is a consequence of the saturation of the rising of Tχ with eB. In a SSM with
M < 0.657 GeV, corresponding to mq(eB= 0)> 0.353 GeV or L< 1.473 GeV−1, there is already a split
between chiral and deconfinement transition before the magnetic field is turned on: Tχ(eB = 0,M)> Tc,
which becomes larger as eB increases. This regime is probably the least physically relevant, as the values
for constituent quark masses are too large and the values for the deconfinement temperature smaller
than 0.105 GeV, which is rather small compared to the chiral limit value we can extrapolate “by hand”
from [184], giving Tc ∼ 0.150 GeV. The third possible case is that the value of M is such, 0.657 GeV
<M < 0.767 GeV (∼ 0.274 GeV<mq(eB= 0)< 0.353 GeV or 1.473 GeV−1 < L< 1.681 GeV−1), that
Tχ(eB = 0,M) = Tc but a split between Tχ and Tc arises at some value of eB, plotted in figure 8.10. For
each of the above possible cases, an exemplary cross section of the (T,M,eB) phase diagram is shown in
figure 8.9, the middle one corresponding to the best matching parameters for reproducing a reasonable
mq(eB = 0) ≈ 0.310 GeV, although the corresponding value for Tc ≈ 0.115 GeV is still on the small
side. A deconfinement temperature Tc ≈ 0.150 GeV would correspond to M = 0.942 GeV, very close
2 This is only true to leading order in the large-Nc limit, we will comment on subleading B-dependent corrections to Tc [166]
at the end of the chapter.
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to the antipodal value so in the regime where no split arises between Tχ and Tc, leading however to an
unphysically3 small mq(eB = 0)≈ 0.046 GeV.
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Figure 8.8: (a) T uχ (GeV) (upper blue surface) and T dχ (GeV) (lower blue surface) as functions of eB (GeV2) and
M (GeV) compared to Tc(M) (GeV) (purple), (b) same with M-dependence replaced by L-dependence compatible
with mρ = 0.776 GeV.
The papers [137, 183] also pointed out the splitting of the critical temperatures for the one flavour
version of the SSM, but leaving the parameters of the SSM undetermined, making an explicit comparison
with other approaches less straightforward. The explicit breaking of the global flavour symmetry by the
different electromagnetic coupling of the up and down flavour is also taken into account now for the first
time, leading to a split between the two chiral transitions themselves.
The fact that a split between Tχ and Tc can emerge only for sufficiently small values of the asymptotic
brane separation L, i.e. sufficiently close to an NJL effective description of QCD, seems to be supported
by NJL model calculations [170], see also the discussions in [169,181,186], that seemingly contrast with
lattice data. Selecting the holographic parameters in a way that brings the SSM as close as possible to
(the chiral limit of) QCD, rather leads to a picture of the form of figure 8.9(b) or 8.9(c), namely no split
at all or a small split that only emerges at rather large values of eB. Our findings are in this perspective
consistent with lattice data of [147], where a split was neither reported. However, we must also repeat
3This might be related to the shortcoming of the SSM (in the used form, not considering possible modifications as in [185])
that the bare quark masses always remain zero.
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Figure 8.9: Cross sections of figure 8.8 for (a) M = 0.65 GeV, (b) M = 0.7209 GeV and (c) M = 0.77 GeV,
respectively corresponding to mq(eB= 0)= 0.357,0.310 and 0.272 GeV and Tc = 0.103,0.115 and 0.123 GeV. The
appearance of a split between Tχ (GeV) (blue) and Tc (GeV) (purple) depends on the choice of M, or equivalently
L.
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Figure 8.10: Value of eB where T uχ (GeV) (blue) resp. T dχ (GeV) (purple) becomes larger than Tc (GeV) for
confinement scale values 0.657 GeV < M < 0.767 GeV.
here that our results are obtained in a quenched framework, hence important QCD effects at the level of
transitions can be missing (e.g. pion loop effects). In particular, magnetic effects on the deconfinement
temperature cannot be taken into account in the SSM without including backreaction of the probe branes
on the background D4-brane metric.
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A remark is in order here regarding the last statement on Tc(B). In [166] a perturbative correction
δT of order λ2N f /Nc to the deconfinement temperature Tc is calculated, including its dependence on a
background magnetic field. The result is obtained without backreacting the geometry (but it is argued
that the deformed D4-brane background upon including backreaction effects would not alter that result,
for it would only contribute to second order in the perturbative parameter λ2N f /Nc; more precisely: the
linear corrections to the metric and dilaton would not modify the on-shell supergravity action at linear
order). The result comes from including the contribution to the pressure from the quarks when probe
branes are added to the D4-brane background. In section 7.3 we discussed the thermodynamics of the
background, where Tc is determined from equating the free energies of the confining and deconfining
metric, or equivalently the pressures P =−T∂S/∂V3 (from the supergravity actions):
Pgluoncon f = P
gluon
decon f (T ) ⇒ Tc, (8.3.12)
with Pgluoncon f and P
gluon
decon f the gluonic pressures associated with the respective backgrounds, both of order
λN2c . The probe branes themselves add quark contributions to the pressure (from the DBI-actions), which
are of order λ3N f Nc and for that reason neglected in [92]. When included they give rise to a corrected
deconfinement temperature
Pgluoncon f +P
quark
con f (B) = P
gluon
decon f (T )+P
quark
decon f (T,B) ⇒ Tc→ Tc(B) = Tc+δT (B), (8.3.13)
with Tc(B) a decreasing function (but not saturating), consistent with the thermodynamic argument for
such behaviour in figure 8.1. This correction is already present for zero magnetic field (δT (0) 6= 0). In
light of this work, we stress that our results are obtained at leading order in the large-Nc probe approxi-
mation, neglecting λ2N f /Nc effects.
Remark on the antipodal SSM
In the original antipodal Sakai-Sugimoto model, with u0 = uK and the asymptotic separation L taking
its maximum possible value, the embedding of the flavour branes is unaffected by the presence of the
magnetic field. From this we can conclude that the antipodal Sakai-Sugimoto model is unable to capture
the magnetically induced explicit breaking of chiral symmetry, as well as the chiral magnetic catalysis.
Chiral symmetry restoration and deconfinement coincide for all values of the magnetic field.
8.4 Summary and outlook
In conclusion, we have investigated the phase diagram of the two flavour version of the non-antipodal
Sakai-Sugimoto model in the presence of a temperature T and external magnetic field eB. In particular
we payed attention to fixing the holographic parameters, presenting a discussion of how they can be fixed
by matching to carefully chosen QCD input parameters, in order to be able to present the phase diagram
and related results in physical GeV units. This makes comparison to other approaches more direct. We
indeed could compare our results with lattice and NJL results, the main conclusion being that the SSM
results are consistent with other quenched settings that are able to model chiral magnetic catalysis.
The main results are presented in the (T,L,eB) phase diagram in figure 8.8 and cross sections of that
plot for different values of L in figure 8.9. Here, L is the asymptotic separation between the flavour probe
branes. Keeping L fixed serves as a boundary condition for the bulk dynamics, the effective boundary
theory ranging from the NJL-type for small L to a chiral QCD-like theory where gluon dynamics are
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fully taken into account for maximal L. The value of L, i.e. the choice of the type of boundary model in
a sense, determines if a split between the chiral and deconfinement temperature may or may not arise,
as summarized in figure 8.9. Due to the different coupling to the magnetic background of the u and d
flavour brane, we also find a split between the separate chiral transition temperatures.
It remains a challenge to construct a holographic dual of realistic QCD that could also describe the
complicated finite temperature (above and below Tc) behaviour of the chiral condensate in figure 8.2,
as found in the latest lattice results [179]. This would require taking backreaction of the flavour branes
on the background metric into account. To our knowledge, this backreaction is studied in the Sakai-
Sugimoto model only in [129], where the leading order backreaction in N f /Nc is discussed for antipodal
embedded flavour branes in the D4-brane background at zero temperature. The backreacted black D4-
brane background at T > Tc would also be needed to extract Tc from the difference in free energies of the
two possible geometries.
Another holographic model which might prove interesting for this problem, is the Kuperstein-Son-
nenschein model [187], in which chiral magnetic catalysis was observed [188] in the non-backreacted
case, and which was extended to include backreaction (be it perturbatively and for vanishing magnetic
field) in [189], using a smearing technique. A downside of this model is however that it does not in-
corporate confinement due to the choice of the background in which the flavour branes are placed. The
complexity of the problem suggests a bottom-up approach may be of more use.
Chapter 9
Time dependent spectral functions in
AdS-Vaidya models
In this chapter we will be concerned with dynamics of a quantum system out of equilibrium. The ther-
malization process of forming the thermal equilibrium state of QGP (section 2.3) starting from the initial
highly excited state right after the heavy ion collision, is for example poorly understood. Techniques
such as linear response theory and hydrodynamics are only applicable for the study of equilibration of
near-equilibrium initial states. The main AdS/CFT result in the near-equilibrium regime is that late-time
hydrodynamic evolution with a minimal shear viscosity emerges naturally in the study of perturbations
of the AdS5-black hole metric [190,191]. We will be interested in far from equilibrium systems, thereby
resorting to holography. The approach we will take involves the use of a bottom-up model, which also al-
lows interpretation of the results in a condensed matter theory context. However, as the results discussed
in this chapter involve work that was only being completed at the stage of writing this thesis, we will not
go into much detail concerning possible interpretations (apart from the discussion in section 9.4). Instead
we will focus on the used numerical techniques in obtaining time-dependent spectral functions of scalar
and spinor bulk fields in thin-shell AdS3-Vaidya.
9.1 AdS-Vaidya background
Holographically, the process of thermalization in a boundary CFT has been argued to be dual to black
hole formation in the bulk AdS space. The authors of [192] turn on a source φ0 that is coupled to a
marginal operator for a brief amount of time, dual to a rapid injection of energy on the boundary that
forces the strongly coupled conformal field theory out of its vacuum. They then observe that it sets up a
wave that propagates inwards into the bulk and collapses into a black hole. At leading order in the source
amplitude the resulting bulk spacetime takes the form of a Vaidya metric, which is an exact solution for
the propagation of a null dust – a fluid whose stress tensor is proportional to ρkµkν for a lightlike vector
kµ specifying the direction in which massless radiation (with intensity ρ) is moving.
We will use the Vaidya metric of black hole formation, which interpolates between an AdS and an
AdS-Schwarzschild metric, as a toy model for thermalization. It is a bottom-up model, and the action to
which it is a solution will be specified. A general form of the Vaidya metric is given by [193]
ds2 =
1
z2
(− f (v,z)dv2−2dzdv+d~x2) . (9.1.1)
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It is asymptotically AdSd+1 near the boundary at z→ 0: the function f (v,z) there approaches 1. The
coordinates ~x = (x1, · · · ,xd−1) are the d− 1 spatial coordinates at the boundary. A function f (v,z) =
1−m(v)zd can model a neutral in-falling shell collapsing into an AdS-Schwarzschild black hole, and
fRN(v,z) = 1−m(v)zd + q(v)2z2d−2 (d ≥ 3) a charged in-falling shell collapsing into a Reissner-Nord-
stro¨m black hole, with m(v) and q(v) modeling the change in mass and charge of the black hole as a
function of v. The metric, together with an electromagnetic potential Aµ =−
√
d−1
2(d−2)q(v)z
d−2δµv, form
a solution of the equations of motion obtained from the Einstein-Hilbert-Maxwell action accompanied
with an external term,
S =− 1
16piGd+1
∫
dd+1x
√
|detgµν|(R +d(d−1))− 14
∫
dd+1x
√
|detgµν|FµνFµν+Sext , (9.1.2)
with negative cosmological constant Λ=−d(d−1)/2 and Sext providing an external energy-momentum
tensor T extµν dependent on m
′(v), q(v) and q′(v), and external current Jextµ dependent on q′(v). The external
energy-momentum tensor models the effect of the scalar bulk field sourced by φ0 in the set-up of [192].
Its m(v)-dependence is given by T extµν ∼ m′(v)δµvδνv.
In thin-shell Vaidya models the background changes instantaneously at the shell v = 0, with m(v)
and q(v) step functions. With the choice m(v) = Mθ(v) (constant M) and q(v) = 0, and for a moment
changing radial coordinate to r = R2/z with AdS radius R set to 1 throughout the chapter, the thin-shell
AdSd+1-Vaidya spacetime is given by
ds2 =−(r2− θ(v)M
rd−2
)dv2+2dvdr+ r2d~x2 (9.1.3)
and we will in particular focus on the d = 2 case. The coordinate v (−∞< v<∞) can now be recognized
as the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate, defined as the non-singular combination
dv = dt+
√∣∣∣∣grrgtt
∣∣∣∣dr (9.1.4)
of coordinates r (0 < r < ∞) and t of an AdS-Schwarzschild metric at v > 0 and an AdS metric at v < 0.
In Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates the horizon is a regular place for free in-falling observers. For the
AdS3-Schwarzschild metric, also known as the Ban˜ados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) solution
ds2 =−(r2−M)dt2+ dr
2
r2−M + r
2dx2, (9.1.5)
the horizon is located at r = rH =
√
MR, while for the Poincare´ patch of AdS3 (with a fake boundary at
r = 0)
ds2 =−r2dt2+ dr
2
r2
+ r2dx2, (9.1.6)
it is at r = 0. The thin-shell AdS3-Vaidya background is shown in figure 9.1 as a Penrose diagram. This
type of diagram is a tool for depicting the causal structure of an infinite spacetime in a finite diagram
by shrinking the manifold through conformal transformations. Because conformal transformations leave
the null cones invariant, Penrose diagrams are characterized by null rays at 45 degrees.
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Figure 9.1: Penrose diagram of the d = 2 Vaidya me-
tric (9.1.3) interpolating between AdS3 at v < 0 and
BTZ at v > 0. The coordinate r in the figure is related
to the radial coordinate z in (9.1.1) by z = R2/r with
the AdS radius R set to 1. The AdS boundary is at
r = ∞ or z = 0, the dashed line represents the horizon
of the black hole, the wavy line the singularity itself
and the arrow the shock wave of collapsing null matter
or “shell” at v = 0. i+ and i− mark future and past
timelike infinity [194].
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9.2 Boundary 2-point functions and spectral function
In a Lorentzian signature spacetime such as the Minkowski boundary of AdS(-Vaidya), different types of
2-point functions of field operators can be defined. For free field operators, vacuum expectation values
of various products of them can be identified (see (9.2.6)) with various ‘Green functions’ of the wave
equation, in the mathematical sense of the term: a solution of a differential equation with a delta function
as source term which can be used to find a general solution of the inhomogeneous differential equation
through a convolution with the general source (that is, when the Green function is time-independent and
translation invariant). In that sense they are referred to as ‘response functions’ as they determine response
of a system to a source (response = convolution of Green function and source).
We give here the definitions of the Feynman, retarded and advanced 2-point functions for a bosonic
operator O:
iGF(x,x′) = 〈T O(x)O(x′)〉 (9.2.1)
iGR(x,x′) = θ(t− t ′)〈[O(x),O(x′)]〉 (9.2.2)
iGA(x,x′) =−θ(t ′− t)〈[O(x),O(x′)]〉 (9.2.3)
(with x0 = t). For a system at zero temperature, the 〈· · · 〉 denote expectation values in the pure vacuum
state
〈A〉= 〈0|A|0〉, (9.2.4)
while for an equilibrium system at temperature T and chemical potential µ, described by a grand canon-
ical ensemble of states, it denotes an ensemble average
〈A〉= 〈A〉β =∑
i
ρi〈ψi|A|ψi〉= tr(ρA), (9.2.5)
with ρi = e−β(Ei−µni)/Z = 〈ψi|ρ|ψi〉 the probability for the system to be in a pure state |ψi〉 with energy
eigenvalue Ei and number eigenvalue ni, with β= 1/kBT , the grand partition function Z =∑ j e−β(E j−µn j),
and the quantum density operator ρ= e−β(H−µN)/Z satisfying tr(ρ) = 1.
From ∂tθ(t − t ′) = δ(t − t ′) and if O(x) satisfies the scalar field equation (+m2)O = 0 with
d’Alembertian = ηµν∂µ∂ν, we can indeed identify the above 2-point functions as Green functions,
(+m2)GF,R,A(x,y) =−δd(x− x′), (9.2.6)
describing the propagation of field disturbances subject to certain boundary conditions. Different boun-
dary conditions correspond to different choices of contour around the poles at ω = k0 = ±(~k2 +m2)1/2
present in the integral representation of G = GF,R,A,
G(x,x′) =
∫ ddk
(2pi)d
eik·(x−x′)
k2−m2 . (9.2.7)
The possible choices of contour in the complexω plane, associated with different iε-prescriptions (ω2+ iε
for GF , ω+ iε for GR and ω− iε for GA) are shown in figure 9.2. From the contour for GF in the last
picture, it can be seen that by rotating it 90◦ counterclockwise the topological relation between the
contour and the poles remains unchanged, but the integral runs along the imaginary axis from −i∞ to i∞
such that by changing the integration variable ω to ωE = iω and the variables t and t ′ to −iτ and −iτ′,
one finds the relation
GF(t,~x; t ′,~x′) =−iGE(it,~x; it ′,~x′) (9.2.8)
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with
GE(τ,x;τ′,x′) =
∫ ddk
(2pi)d
eiωE (τ−τ′)+i~k·(~x−~x′)
ω2E +~k2+m2
, (9.2.9)
GE(τ,x;τ′,x′) = 〈TEO(τ,x)O(τ′,x′)〉 (9.2.10)
the (unique) Euclidean Green function, satisfying (9.2.6) with  the Laplacian. Another useful relation
between the 2-point functions is
GR(x,x′) = θ(t− t ′)
(
GF(x,x′)+G∗F(x,x
′)
)
(9.2.11)
which can be easily obtained from writing out GF in (9.2.1) as GF(x,x′) = θ(t− t ′)〈O(x)O(x′)〉+θ(t ′−
t)〈O(x′)O(x)〉 from which it follows that GF +G∗F = GR+GA, and thus (9.2.11).
Figure 9.2: Different contours (assumed closed by an infinite semicircle) correspond to different causal propaga-
tors GF,R,A.
In a translation invariant system (in time and space), the spectral function – describing the fluctuation
spectrum – can be defined in terms of the Fourier transformed G˜R(~k,ω) as
ρ(~k,ω) =−2 Im G˜R(~k,ω). (9.2.12)
From GR in (9.2.7) with ω→ ω+ iε, the spectral function for free scalars is given by delta functions
δ(ω± (~k2 +m2)1/2) (using 1x+iε = Pv 1x − ipiδ(x) with principal value Pv 1x = limε→0+ xx2+ε2 ). The effect
of interactions is typically a broadened peak at renormalized single-particle energies and, when the area
under the peak has decreased, an additional term representing a continuum. In the case of fermions (for
which the above discussion can be straightforwardly reformulated), there is a large class of interacting
fermions termed ‘Fermi liquids’ that displays this type of spectral function behaviour and hence can be
qualitatively understood in terms of a picture of non-interacting fermions or quasi-particles, associated
with the peaks. They are described by Landau’s Fermi liquid theory (examples are the normal states
of most metals at sufficiently low temperatures). Understanding non-Fermi liquids (encountered for
example in the normal state of high-Tc superconductors and metals close to a quantum critical point)
is a long-standing problem in condensed matter physics. In the modern renormalization group picture,
the Landau Fermi liquids versus non-Fermi liquids form low-energy effective theories for interacting
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fermions corresponding to a trivial fixed point versus a non-trivial, critical fixed point [195,196]. In both
cases, the presence of the Fermi surface in momentum space controls the low-energy physics, effectively
allowing only freedom in the normal direction to the surface due to the Pauli principle. This quasi one-
dimensional behaviour in the low-energy effective theory is reflected in macroscopic properties of the
system such as the temperature dependence of the conductivity. Holographically, bottom-up models
consisting of spinor bulk fields in a Reissner-Nordstro¨m-AdS black hole background (in the most basic
set-up) have been constructed and are interpreted as (non-)Fermi liquids, which cannot be classified as
Landau Fermi liquids [197–199].
Time-dependent spectral function In [14], with the goal of providing a measure for the degree of
thermalization, the notion of a generalized time-dependent spectral function in a time-dependent system
was introduced, via a Wigner instead of a Fourier transform. In such a system, the correlators depend
explicitly on two instants of time: GR(~x2, t2;~x1, t1), or equivalently, on an average time T and relative
time ∆t defined by
t1 = T − ∆t2 , t2 = T +
∆t
2
. (9.2.13)
If there is still translation invariance in space, the space coordinates can be Fourier transformed and it is
convenient to work in a mixed representation with GR(~k, t2; t1). The Wigner transform then consists of
Fourier transforming relative time ∆t,
G˜R(~k,T,ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d(∆t)eiω∆tGR(k,T +
∆t
2
;T − ∆t
2
), (9.2.14)
and the T -dependent spectral function can be defined as
ρ(~k,T,ω) =−2 Im G˜R(~k,T,ω). (9.2.15)
It is this object that we will calculate holographically for certain systems. In AdS3-Vaidya, the correlator
GR(~k, t2; t1) is thermal for t2 > t1 > 0 (determined entirely in a black hole background), thermalizing for
t2 > 0 > t1 (background interpolating between AdS and BTZ), and reduces to the vacuum expression for
t1 < t2 < 0 (within AdS).
9.2.1 How to obtain GR holographically
According to the Euclidean AdS/CFT dictionary discussed in section 3.3.2, studying a scalar operator
O(x) (with scaling dimension ∆+) in the boundary field theory corresponds to studying a field φ(x,z)
(with scaling dimension ∆−) in the bulk that approaches φ0(x) at the boundary z→ 0. In the boundary
theory φ0(x) serves as a source for the operator, and a term
∫
ddxφ0O is added to the action.
Consider a massive scalar field in a Euclidean AdSd+1 background
ds2 =
R2
z2
(
d
∑
i=1
dx2i +dz
2
)
(9.2.16)
with quadratic bulk action
S(φ) =
1
2
∫
dd+1x
√
|detgi j|
(
(∂iφ)2+m2φ2
)
. (9.2.17)
The form of φ satisfying the asymptotic equations of motion is
φ(z,x) = z∆−φ0(x)(1+ · · ·)+ z∆+ φ˜(x)(1+ · · ·) (z→ 0) (9.2.18)
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with φ0 and φ˜ the two independent solutions of the second order (in z) differential equation (before
imposing extra e.g. regularity conditions on the solution in the bulk), and the ellipsis representing higher
order terms in z per independent solution. There is a unique solution to the equations of motion that is
regular in the bulk and approaches φ0(x) as φ(z,x) = z∆−φ0(x) near the boundary [66, 200]:
φ(z,x) =
∫
ddx′K(z,x;x′)φ0(x′) (9.2.19)
= c
∫
ddx′
z∆+
(z2+ |x− x′|2)∆+ φ0(x
′) (9.2.20)
with K(z,x;x′) the ‘bulk-to-boundary propagator’ satisfying
lim
z→0
z∆+−dK(z,x;x′) = δ(d)(x− x′) (9.2.21)
and
∆± =
d
2
±
√(
d
2
)2
+m2 =
d
2
±ν, ν=
√(
d
2
)2
+m2, ∆++∆− = d. (9.2.22)
The uniqueness of the solution corresponds to the uniqueness of GE in the boundary field theory. In this
simple Euclidean set-up, we can sketch the connection between the expectation value 〈O〉φ0 acquired
by O in the presence of the source term
∫
φ0O, the vacuum 2-point function 〈OO〉 and the subleading
component φ˜ of the bulk field:
〈O(x)〉φ0 = 〈O(x)e
∫
φ0O〉 ≈
∫
ddx′φ0(x′)〈O(x)O(x′)〉 (9.2.23)
∼
∫
ddx′
φ0(x′)
|x− x′|2∆+ (9.2.24)
∼ φ˜(x), (9.2.25)
suggesting a relation between the 2-point function and the subleading component φ˜ (which will be more
clear in Fourier space). The first two lines reside in the CFT, where in the first line the assumption
was made that 〈O(x)〉 = 0 and the approximation is to linear order in the source φ0 (again, the 2-point
function is a response function in linear response theory). Scale invariance imposes the form of the 2-
point function in the second line. Finally, the proportionality with φ˜ follows from the identification of
φ˜ in (9.2.18) after the expansion in z of (9.2.20). The expression in (9.2.24) is also the one obtained by
using the AdS/CFT prescription1 〈O(x)〉φ0 = δSon−shell/δφ0(x). Alternatively this can be written as [203]
〈O(x)〉φ0 = limz→0 z
∆−Π(z,x) (9.2.26)
with Π(z,x) = ∂L/∂∂zφ the canonical momentum conjugate to the field φ with respect to a foliation in
the z-direction, and z∆−Π(z,x)|bdy = z∆−(∂L/∂∂zφ
) |bdy = δSon−shell/δφ0(x) as is clear from the point-
particle analogy p|bdy = (∂L/∂q˙)|bdy = δSon−shell/δqbdy with φ as q and 〈O〉 as p.
In a time- and space translation invariant system, the linear response relation (9.2.23) in Fourier space
for a Lorentzian field theory turns out to involve the retarded 2-point function, if the derivation is done
carefully [203, 204]:
〈O(k)〉φ0 =−G˜R(k)φ0(k). (9.2.27)
The non-uniqueness of correlator choice in the boundary field theory corresponds to non-uniqueness of
the bulk solution: in the Lorentzian case, the requirement of regularity of the bulk field is not enough
1 We refer to [66, 200, 201], and [202] for the derivation including careful holographic renormalization performed later.
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to obtain a unique solution, there are extra normalizable modes φn added to the solution (9.2.20), and
extra boundary conditions need to be imposed at the horizon of the background. A Lorentzian AdS/CFT
prescription is required. From comparison with (the Fourier transform of) (9.2.26), now evaluated in
Lorentzian signature, the following holographic prescription for the calculation of G˜R(k) was suggested
in [203]:
G˜R(k) =− lim
z→0
z∆−
Π(z,k)
φ(z,k)
(9.2.28)
with φ(z,k) satisfying in-falling boundary conditions at the black hole horizon. This prescription gives
the correct CFT result and is equivalent (at linear level) to the prescription for retarded 2-point functions
in [205].
In this subsection we have used x and k as 4-vector notation for xµ and kµ, where from the context
it should have been clear whether to interpret it in Euclidean (x0 = τ) or Lorentzian (x0 = t) signature.
From here on, we will switch to a notation where the time-component is written out, to make transitions
between different coordinate systems more clear.
Holographic GR in time-dependent system Being interested in time-dependent systems, we cannot
directly use the Lorentzian prescription in Fourier space. However, a similar relation as (9.2.27) can be
obtained in coordinate space if φ0 is a delta function source:
〈O(~x, t)〉δ =−GR(~x, t;~x0, t0) (9.2.29)
gives the response of an operator at (~x, t) in the presence of a delta function source φ0(~x′) = δ(~x′−
~x0)δ(t ′− t0) at (~x0, t0) (see for example appendix F of [14] for a derivation). On the other hand the
dictionary gives
〈O(~x, t)〉δ =
δSon−shell
δφ0(~x, t)
=−2νφ˜(~x, t) (9.2.30)
with φ0 and φ˜ respectively the leading and subleading asymptotic behaviour of the bulk scalar field φ
satisfying in-falling boundary conditions at the background horizon
φ(z,~x, t) = z∆−φ0(~x, t)+ z∆+ φ˜(~x, t)+ · · · (z→ 0), (9.2.31)
and where the factor 2ν arises from holographic renormalization, which involves adding an appropriate
counterterm Sct to the scalar bulk action. We obtain
GR(~x, t;~x0, t0) = 2νφ˜(~x, t) = 2ν lim
z→0
z−∆+φ(z,~x, t). (9.2.32)
Instead of specifying the boundary condition at the Poincare´ or event horizon and integrating towards
the boundary, the strategy used in [14] is to construct the bulk field using the retarded boundary-to-bulk
propagator (evolving initial data from the boundary into the bulk – opposite to the bulk-to-boundary
propagator):
φ(z,~x, t) =
∫
d~x′dt ′KR(z,~x, t;~x′, t ′)φ0(~x′, t ′) = KR(z,~x, t;~x0, t0). (9.2.33)
9.3 Spectral functions in AdS3-Vaidya: numerics and results
The goal is to obtain time-dependent spectral functions (9.2.15) for field theory operators coupled to
scalar and spinor bulk fields in AdS3-Vaidya. This requires solving the equations of motion for the bulk
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field and extracting the subleading component in the asymptotic expansion as a first step, in order to
obtain GR via (9.2.32), which subsequently needs to be Wigner transformed. The bulk solution (9.2.33)
for scalar and spinor fields is known analytically in the AdS region t0 < t < 0 of the background (for all
d) and in the black hole region (t > t0 > 0) for d = 2, but remains to be determined numerically in the
‘thermalizing region’ t > 0 > t0.
9.3.1 Scalar bulk field
The scalar equation of motion (−m2)φ = 0 in the AdSd+1-Vaidya background (9.1.1) with f (v,z) =
1−θ(v)Rdzd (and R = 1) is given in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates by
d−1
∑
i=1
∂2xiφ+ f∂
2
zφ−2∂v∂zφ+
(
∂z f − (d−1) fz
)
∂zφ+(d−1)∂vφz −
m2
z2
φ= 0. (9.3.1)
For negative v the Vaidya background is just the metric of AdSd+1. The Euclidean boundary-to-bulk
propagator KE(z,~x,τ;~x0,τ0) = KE(z,~x−~x0,τ− τ0) = KE(z,∆~x,∆τ) (in Euclidean Poincare´ coordinates
(9.2.16)) associated with a boundary delta source φ0 = δ(~x′−~x0)δ(τ′− τ0) is well-known:
KE(z,∆~x,∆τ) =C∆
(
z
z2+∆τ2+∆~x2
)∆+
(9.3.2)
with constant C∆ in terms of Gamma functions C∆ = Γ(∆+)/{pid/2Γ
(
∆+− d2
)}. A Fourier transform
∆~x→~k to a mixed representation expression KE(z,∆~k,∆τ) is carried out first (but not in Euclidean time
as we will want to continue the solution across the shell). We can subsequently use the relations (9.2.8)
and (9.2.11) to Wick rotate to the Feynman propagator
KF(z,~k,∆t) =−iKE(z,∆~k, i∆t) (9.3.3)
and obtain the requested retarded one
KR(z,~k,∆t) = θ(∆t)
(
KF(z,~k,∆t)+K∗F(z,−~k,∆t)
)
. (9.3.4)
In figure 9.3 a sketch of the causal behaviour of these propagators is shown. The result for KR(z,~k,∆t)
for non-integer ∆+ is2
KR(z,~k,∆t) =−2pi d+12 C∆Γ(∆+)z
∆+θ(∆t)θ
(
∆t2− z2)(2√∆t2− z2|~k|
) d−1
2 −∆+
J d−1
2 −∆+
(
|~k|
√
∆t2− z2
)
(9.3.5)
with spherical Bessel function J. This expression as well as the expression for the boundary correlator
GR(~k, t; t0) obtained from it, do not form well-defined distributions. They are to be supplemented with
contact terms with diverging coefficients to regulate their singular behaviour at ∆t2(−z2)→ 0. In co-
ordinate space these contact terms correspond to (derivatives of) delta functions of ∆t2(−z2). They can
therefore be omitted from the propagator expressions, which only have a physical meaning at ∆t2−z2 > 0
(in the bulk) or t > t0 (at the boundary). However, under the integral over ∆t to obtain the Fourier trans-
formed K˜R(z,~k,ω) or G˜R(~k,ω), they are vital to render the integrals well-defined. It can be shown that
2 To avoid any problems related to extra contact terms we will only consider non-integer values of ∆+. At the end of the
calculations however, the spectral function result for integer ∆+ can be obtained from the result for a non-integer value (∆++δ)
by taking the limit δ→ 0.
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the necessary contact terms are real and hence will not influence the physical spectral function (9.2.12)
(see appendix C of [14]). An alternative for calculating the contact terms explicitly in terms of a regu-
lator is to perform the Fourier transform to ω by making use of analytic continuation in ∆+ of the result
obtained through identities that are valid for limited ranges of ∆+. In this way, an analytic expression for
the vacuum spectral function is derived, and similarly for the thermal one (from the analogous analysis
in BTZ instead of AdS). (The expression for G˜R(~k,ω) obtained through analytic continuation still has
poles at integer ∆+, but we exclude these values from our analysis.)
Going back to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates through t = v+ z, the retarded bulk solution
KEFR (z,~k,v; t0) = KR(z,~k,v+ z− t0) (9.3.6)
is known in the whole negative v region of the metric. The value KEFR (z,~k,v = 0; t0) at the shell is used
as initial condition for the numeric integration of the equation of motion (9.3.1) in the positive v region
(where the metric is BTZ for d = 2), imposing continuity of the field φ at v = 0. The scalar bulk field is
also required to vanish at the boundary z = 0 for all v > 0 (since φ0 ∼ δ(t− t0) with t0 < 0). From the
numeric solution for all v, the boundary 2-point function is extracted as
GR(~k, t; t0) = 2ν lim
z→0
z−∆+KEFR (z,~k,v→ t; t0) (9.3.7)
and the time-dependent spectral function as
ρ(~k,T,ω) =−2 Im
∫ ∞
−∞
d(∆t)eiω∆tGR(~k,T +
∆t
2
;T − ∆t
2
) (9.3.8)
with average time T = t0+t2 and relative time ∆t = t − t0. Following the outlined procedure we were
able to reproduce the numeric result for ρ(k,T,ω) for a scalar field in AdS3-Vaidya, first derived in [14].
In figure 9.4 the thermalizing spectral function ρ(k,0,ω) is shown to interpolate between the analytic
thermal ρ(k,∞,ω) and vacuum one ρ(k,−∞,ω), as expected. Details on the numerical method will be
explained in the following section for the case of fermion bulk fields. In the simpler case of scalars, the
built-in Mathematica function NDSolve is in fact sufficient for solving the differential equation.
Figure 9.3: Causal behaviour of the bulk-to-boundary propagators in a Penrose diagram, with lightcone coor-
dinates u = t + z and v = t − z at an angle of 45 degrees. The Feynman propagator KF ∼ θ
(
∆t2− z2)(· · ·) +
θ
(
z2−∆t2)(· · ·) is real inside the lightcone (light grey) and imaginary outside the lightcone (grey). The retarded
propagator KR ∼ θ(∆t)θ
(
∆t2− z2) is non-zero in the forward lightcone (light grey).
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Figure 9.4: Spectral function ρ(ω) at average time T = 0 for a scalar operator of scaling dimension ∆+ = 11/8 and
momentum k = 1, dual to a scalar bulk field in AdS3-Vaidya. It is compared to the analytic vacuum (red dashed)
and thermal (blue dashed) spectral functions.
9.3.2 Spinor bulk field
We consider a spinor bulk field ψ instead of a scalar φ, references on the relevant AdS/CFT dictionary
including [206–209]. The addition
∫
φ0O to the boundary action is to be replaced by
∫
(χ¯0O + O¯χ0)
where O is now a fermionic operator.
There is an important consequence to the fact that spinor source χ0 and spinor bulk field ψ exist in
different spacetime dimensions, as the dimension determines the number of Dirac spinor components:
we will see that the number of components of χ0 (and of O) is half that of ψ (in all dimensions d) [206].
Accordingly, boundary conditions should only be applied to one half of the bulk spinor.
The bulk action for a spinor field ψ with mass m in a general curved background ds2 = gMNdxMdxN
is
S(ψ) =
∫
dd+1x
√
|detgMN |
(
ψ¯ΓMDMψ−mψ¯ψ
)
(9.3.9)
with
/D = ΓMDM = ΓM
(
∂M +
1
2
ωMabSab
)
(9.3.10)
and ψ¯ = ψ†Γt . Latin indices a,b refer to Minkowski indices of the local tangent frame defined through
the vielbein eaM, sometimes referred to as the “square root of the metric” because it obeys gMN(x) =
eaM(x)e
b
N(x)ηab. It relates the spacetime-dependent bulk gamma matrices ΓM(x) with {ΓM,ΓN}= 2gMN1
to the constant bulk gamma matrices Γa with {Γa,Γb}= 2ηab1 through ΓM = eMa Γa. When using gamma
matrices with specific indices (such as Γt , Γz, Γµ, ...) they will always refer to the Γa ones in the tangent
frame. Boundary gamma matrices are denoted by γµ. For the Dirac equation to be invariant under a
Lorentz transformation for the spinor field, with antisymmetric generators Sab ∼ [Γa,Γb], the derivative
has to be covariant with ‘spin connection’ ωMab = eNa ∇MebN , where ∇M itself is a covariant derivative
containing the affine connection to parallel transport four-vectors in curved spacetime.
The spinor field can be decomposed in canonically conjugate components ψ± by introducing a pro-
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jector P± in terms of Γz (z the radial direction):
ψ= ψ++ψ−, ψ± = P±ψ, P± =
1
2
(1±Γz), (9.3.11)
with corresponding Euclidean canonical momenta
Π± = ∂L/∂(∂zψ±)∼ ψ¯∓. (9.3.12)
For even boundary theory dimension d, a convenient choice of bulk gamma matrices is Γµ = γµ and
Γz = γd+1, with γd+1 the analogue of γ5 in d = 4. The ψ± are then recognized as Weyl spinors of
opposite chirality from the d-dimensional point of view: a Dirac spinor field ψ in the bulk is mapped
to a chiral spinor operator O on the boundary. Similarly it can be shown that for odd d the boundary
operator O is a Dirac spinor with half the number of components of its dual bulk Dirac spinor ψ (for
more details see [206]). To determine on which of the components to impose the boundary value χ0,
we have to examine the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions. Hereby we assume that Γz is chosen
such that ψ+ corresponds to the ‘top half’ of ψ. Solving the Dirac equation of motion ( /D−m)ψ = 0
in an asymptotically (Euclidean) AdS background near the boundary leads to the following form for the
asymptotic spinor bulk fields (in analogy with (9.2.18)):
ψ(z,x) =
(
ψ+(z,x)
ψ−(z,x)
)
=
(
z∆−+1C(x) + z∆+ψ˜(x) + · · ·
z∆−χ0(x) + z∆++1B(x) + · · ·
)
(z→ 0), (9.3.13)
with
∆± =
d
2
±m, ∆++∆− = d. (9.3.14)
We discuss the various x-dependent fields defined in (9.3.13). As we take m→−m, the roles of ψ± are
simply interchanged, so we can restrict the discussion to non-negative values of m. The term in z∆− is
the overall leading term so the boundary condition is imposed on ψ− as
lim
z→0
z−∆−ψ− = χ0 (9.3.15)
with χ0 the spinor source coupling to an operator O¯ of dimension ∆+. The prescription for the expectation
value of the corresponding conjugate operator O, in analogy with (9.2.26), is given in [206] by (see in
particular appendix C of [206] or [209]):
〈O(x)〉χ0 = limz→0 z
∆−Π¯−(z,x). (9.3.16)
From (9.3.12) and (9.3.13), it follows that ψ˜ is related to the expectation value (in analogy with φ˜ in the
scalar case (9.2.25)):
〈O(x)〉χ0 ∼ ψ˜. (9.3.17)
It is remarked in [206] that it appears reasonable not to include the term proportional to C(x) in the
extraction limz→0 z∆−Π¯−(z,x). The reason is that C is locally related to the source χ0 by the Dirac
equation. This means the term in C(x) could be considered analogous to the terms in the first ellipsis of
(9.2.18). Similarly, the field B(x) in (9.3.13) is locally related to ψ˜(x), and would belong to the analogue
of the second ellipsis in (9.2.18).
If we denote ψ0 =
( 0
χ0
)
containing the source, we can write down the spinor equivalent of (9.2.32).
For the time-dependent system (all x in (9.3.13) become (~x, t)) with a delta function source χ0 = δ(~x−
~x0)δ(t− t0), the Lorentzian prescription3 directly gives the retarded 2-point function of O:
GR(~x, t;~x0, t0) = ψ˜(~x, t) = lim
z→0
z−∆+ψ+(z,~x, t) (9.3.18)
3 The Lorentzian prescription in Fourier space is given in [206].
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with ψ the spinor bulk solution with in-falling boundary conditions at the horizon
ψ(z,~x, t) =
∫
d~x′dt ′KR(z,~x, t;~x′, t ′) ·ψ0(~x′, t ′) = KR(z,~x, t;~x0, t0) ·
(
0
1
)
, ψ+(z,~x, t) = P+ψ(z,~x, t),
(9.3.19)
or, in mixed representation:
GR(~k, t; t0) = ψ˜(~k, t) = lim
z→0
z−∆+ψ+(z,~k, t) (9.3.20)
ψ(z,~k, t) =
∫
dt ′KR(z,~k, t; t ′) ·ψ0(t ′) = KR(z,~k, t; t0) ·
(
0
1
)
, ψ+(z,~k, t) = P+ψ(z,~k, t). (9.3.21)
Note that in (9.3.18) we did not include the analogue of the factor 2ν in (9.2.32). This stems from the
absence of subtleties regarding the holographic renormalization in the spinor case that were present in
the scalar case [209]. The fermionic versions of the boundary correlator definitions are given by (9.2.1)-
(9.2.3), but with the second O in the expressions replaced by its complex conjugate O¯ = O†γ0, and all
commutators replaced by anti-commutators.
KR is determined starting from the analogue of (9.3.2) for the Euclidean spinor bulk-to-boundary
propagator KE(z,~x,τ;~x0,τ0) = KE(z,~x−~x0,τ− τ0) = KE(z,∆~x,∆τ) in Poincare´ EAdSd+1:
KE(z,∆~x,∆τ) =−K∆
(
z−~x ·~Γ√
z2+∆τ2+∆~x2
)(
z
z2+∆τ2+∆~x2
)∆+
P−. (9.3.22)
with constant K∆ =C∆+1/2. This is a solution of the Dirac equation ( /D−m)ψ = 0 in the vielbein basis
(with x0 = τ Euclidean time)
ei =
dxi
z
, ez =
dz
z
(9.3.23)
(ea = eaMdx
M with frame field choice eaM =
1
z δ
a
M to fix local Lorentz freedom), and corresponding spin
connections ωabM = ω
0 j
i = −ω j0i = 1z δij (all others zero). It is subsequently Fourier transformed in space
to KE(z,~k,∆τ), Wick rotated to KF(z,~k,∆t) =−iKE(z,~k, i∆t) (in the process of which the gamma matrix
Γt =−iΓτ is introduced), and recombined into the retarded solution through
KR(z,~k,∆t) = θ(∆t)
(
KF(z,~k,∆t)+CK∗F(z,−~k,∆t)C†
)
, (9.3.24)
where C is the charge conjugation operator in the spinor representation. It satisfies C†C = 1 and (Γµ)∗ =
εC†ΓµC for any representation of the gamma matrices Γµ (in Minkowski signature), with ε = 1 in di-
mension 2,3,4, mod 8 such that the charged conjugated spinor ψc =Cψ∗ is also a solution of the Dirac
equation if ψ is. Assuming furthermore that the source ψ0 is a Majorana spinor, ψc0 = ψ0, which can be
done in dimension 2,3,4, mod 8, the conjugated spinor can be written as ψc =C
∫
K∗F ·ψ∗0 =
∫
CK∗FC
† ·ψ0
and the linear combination θ(∆t)(ψ+ψc) is identified as the retarded solution (9.3.21), with KR from
(9.3.24) showing the correct causal behaviour within the lightcone∼ θ(∆t)θ(∆t2− z2) (as in figure 9.3).
The result for the AdSd+1 retarded bulk spinor for non-integer ∆+ is given by
KR(z,~k,∆t) =−C∆+ 12
2pi d+12
Γ(∆++ 12)
z∆+θ(∆t)θ
(
∆t2− z2)√∆t2− z2(2√∆t2− z2|~k|
) d
2−∆+−1
(
(z1+ tΓt)√
∆t2− z2 J d2−∆+−1
(
|~k|
√
∆t2− z2
)
+
(i~k ·~Γ)
|~k| J d2−∆+
(
|~k|
√
∆t2− z2
))
P−. (9.3.25)
Finally, the retarded solution in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates KEFR (z,~k,v; t0) = KR(z,~k,v+ z− t0)
(in the frame e~x = d~xz , e
z = dzz , e
v = dv+dzz ) can be used as input for the numeric integration of the Dirac
equation in the BTZ region (v > 0) of the AdS3-Vaidya metric.
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Pseudospectral method
The pseudospectral method is a numerical technique for solving differential equations [210]. Roughly4,
the word ‘spectral’ refers to the idea of expanding the unknown in a basis of global trial functions, ex-
tending over the whole spatial domain of interest (as opposed to local trial functions in finite difference
and finite element methods). The prefix ‘pseudo’ is added when space is discretized and the differen-
tial equation is only required to be satisfied at the grid points. In between grid points, the solution is
approximated by an interpolating function.
For partial differential equations, it is generally most efficient to apply the spectral method only to
the spatial coordinate(s), and use a time-stepping method for the computation of the time-dependence,
from one time level to another. Computing the solution simultaneously over all spacetime is much more
expensive than marching in time. With a space-only discretization, the pseudospectal method reduces a
partial differential equation to a set of ordinary differential equations in time, which can be subsequently
solved with a method of choice.
A set of trial functions with favorable properties are the Chebyshev polynomials. They can be defined
as the unique polynomials of degree n satisfying
Tn(cosθ) = cos(nθ) (n = 0,1,2, · · ·). (9.3.26)
It follows that a Chebyshev polynomial expansion f (z) = ∑∞n=0 anTn(z) is a Fourier cosine series in dis-
guise, f (cosθ) = ∑∞n=0 an cos(nθ). The Chebyshev polynomials are then able to combine useful features
of the Fourier series and orthogonal polynomials. The representation of a function by a series of Cheby-
shev polynomials converges much more rapid than the regular power series expansion (the basic theo-
rem was proved by Chebyshev) [211]. (For a detailed analysis of the convergence properties we refer to
e.g. [210].) The ‘Chebyshev trunctation theorem’ moreover says that the error in approximating f (z) by
the sum of its first N terms is bounded by the sum of the absolute values of all the neglected coefficients,
the proof of which is based on |Tn(z)| ≤ 1. One can then show that numeric error of the pseudospectral
method with Chebyshev polynomial trial functions Tn(x) is minimized when the grid points are placed
either at the n Chebyshev nodes or the n+1 Chebyshev extrema. The most efficient grid points are thus
unequally spaced, and more closely packed near the endpoints of the domain −1 < x < 1 over which the
polynomials Tn(x) are defined (see figure 9.5).
We discuss in detail our application of the pseudospectral method to the problem of obtaining the
retarded bulk profile of a 2-component spinor field ψ(z,k,v) =
(ψ+
ψ−
)
in the thin-shell AdS3-Vaidya metric
(d = 2)
ds2 =
1
z2
(− f (v,z)dv2−2dzdv+dx2) (9.3.27)
in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates and with f (v,z) = 1− θ(v)z2. First, a suitable vielbein basis is
chosen:
ex =
dx
z
, ez =
dz
z
+
f −1
2z
dv, ev =
dz
z
+
f +1
2z
dv, (9.3.28)
which reduces to the one used in the AdS-part of the background at v < 0 where f = 1. The bulk field
is required to approach a delta function source ψ0 =
( 0
χ0
)
, χ0 = δ(x− x0)δ(t− t0) at the AdS boundary,
with time of injection t0 < 0. The Dirac equation of motion ( /D−m)ψ= 0 in this background is
zΓz∂zψ+(1− f ) z2(Γ
v−Γz)∂zψ+ z(Γv−Γz)∂vψ− (Γz− ikzΓx)ψ−m1ψ= 0. (9.3.29)
4We follow here [210], who warns for different uses of the terminology in the literature.
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Figure 9.5: Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) of degree n,
with n roots or ‘nodes’ and n+ 1 extrema (Max Tn(x) =
+1, min Tn(x) = −1 for all maxima and minima). The
first Chebyshev polynomials are T0(x) = 1, T1 = x (not
shown), T2(x) = 2x2− 1, T3 = 4x3− 3x (not shown), · · ·
[212].
Next, we choose the following representation of gamma matrices Γa satisfying {Γa,Γb}= 2ηab1,
Γv = Γt =−iΓτ =−iσ2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, (9.3.30)
Γz = σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, Γx = σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(9.3.31)
in terms of the Pauli matrices σa which satisfy {σa,σb} = 2δab1. The equation of motion then reduces
to a coupled system of first-order differential equations for ψ+ and ψ−. Motivated by the near-boundary
behaviour (9.3.13) and with an eye on extracting ψ˜ to obtain GR via (9.3.18), we will rescale the fields
by a factor z−∆+ . This way, the retarded correlator value will be directly extractable from the value of the
numeric bulk field at the boundary z = 0. It is moreover convenient to work with suitable combinations
of the spinor components ψ+ and ψ−. We define the new field combinations (with ∆+ = 1+m)
w =
ψ+−ψ−
z1+m
, y =
ψ++ψ−
z1+m
. (9.3.32)
In terms of w and y, the equations of motion are:
eq1:
m
z
(w− y)+ iky−∂zw = 0 (9.3.33)
eq2: ik(y−w)− z(1+m)y−2∂vy+∂zw+ f∂zy = 0. (9.3.34)
In this form, only one equation needs to be evolved in time5 and the other serves as a ‘constraint equation’
which has to be obeyed at each value of v. The system is first order in v and z and needs to be solved in
the range v≥ 0 and 0≤ z< 1 (with z = 1 the event horizon in our choices of units). We impose as initial
condition at v = 0 the known analytic solution(
ψ0+
ψ0−
)
= ψ(z,k,v = 0) = KEFR (z,k,v = 0; t0) ·
(
0
1
)
(9.3.35)
w0 =
ψ0+−ψ0−
z1+m
, y0 =
ψ0++ψ0−
z1+m
, (9.3.36)
5In this section “time ” will always refer to Eddington-Finkelstein time v.
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and as boundary condition at the boundary z = 0 that
ψ−(z = 0,k,v≥ 0) = 0, (9.3.37)
y(z = 0)−w(z = 0) = 0, (9.3.38)
which follows directly from the nature of the source ψ0, having delta function support only at t = t0 <
0. The initial condition ensures that the obtained numeric solution will be the retarded bulk profile
ψ(z,k,v) = KEFR (z,k,v; t0) ·
(0
1
)
obeying “infalling boundary conditions at the horizon”. Here, this de-
mand means that no information is allowed to come out of the past horizon, which is the v = −∞ part
of the Poincare´ horizon (r = 0 or z = ∞) of the AdS part of the background (see figure 9.1). This is
automatically satisfied by imposing the initial condition (9.3.35) because it expresses that the fields are
zero for times earlier than the injection of the delta function source, v < t0 (see the causal behaviour of
KR in figure 9.3). From the sketch in figure 9.3 and the Penrose diagram of the background in figure 9.1
it should also be clear that there is no causal connection between the area behind the future event horizon
z > 1 and the region 0 ≤ z < 1. It is thus not necessary to impose an extra boundary condition on the
retarded bulk field at z = 1.
The strategy for the integration of the differential equations is as follows: given y and w at v = 0 for
all values of z, eq2 in (9.3.34) can be used to obtain y at the next timestep v= δv (for all z). This serves as
input for eq1 in (9.3.33) at the fixed time-slice v = δv, which needs a boundary condition on w at z = 0.
However, as y(z = 0) is already known, the boundary condition (9.3.38) on (y−w) is sufficient to obtain
w(v = δv,z). With y and w known at v = δv and all values of z, we are back to step one, i.e. integrating
eq2 again, and so on. For the integration in the z-direction we will use a pseudospectral method, for the
time-integration the NDSolve method of Mathematica (alternatively a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time-
stepping or any other method of choice can be used).
The solution ansatz consists of an expansion in Chebyshev polynomials,
wansatz(z,k,v) = w0(z,k)+
Nz
∑
i=0
wi(k,v)ChTi(z) (9.3.39)
yansatz(z,k,v) = y0(z,k)+
Nz
∑
i=0
yi(k,v)ChTi(z), (9.3.40)
with ChTi(z) the i-th order Chebyshev polynomials mapped to the relevant domain in z, namely z going
from 0 to an infinitesimal distance away from the horizon, zc = 1− ε. That is,
ChTi(z) = Ti
(
2
z
zc
−1
)
(i = 0, ...,Nz). (9.3.41)
The range in z is divided in Nz+1 grid points
z j =
zc
2
(1− cos(pi j/Nz)) ( j = 0, ...,Nz), (9.3.42)
located at the extrema −cos(pi j/Nz) = 2 z jzc − 1 of the polynomial (9.3.41). The solution ansatz is sub-
situted into (9.3.33) and the equation is evaluated at the grid points. Then we rewrite it as a matrix
equation
A ·w+B · y = 0 (9.3.43)
or A jiwi(k,v)+B jiyi(k,v) = 0 with A ji = mz j ChTi(z j)+ChT
′
i (z j) and B ji = (ik− mz j )ChTi(z j) for the grid-
points in the bulk u j 6= 0 ( j = 1, ...,Nz), and A0i =−ChTi(0) and B0i =ChTi(0) from (9.3.38) at the AdS
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boundary u j = 0 (i.e. the first grid point j = 0). There is no contribution from the exact AdS solution
part of the ansatz, because the f -independent eq1 (9.3.33) is in fact equal to the AdS ( f = 1) equation.
When inverted,
w =−A−1 ·B · y, (9.3.44)
eq1 gives us Nz+1 equations (from evaluating the equation at Nz+1 grid points u j) for Nz+1 undeter-
mined coefficients wi(k,v).
The same routine of substituting the ansatz and evaluating the equation is repeated for eq2 (9.3.34),
in matrix form then given by
D ·w+E · y+F · y˙+G = 0 (9.3.45)
with notation y˙= ∂vy(k,v) for the v-derivative at fixed k. Written out in components we have D jiwi(k,v)+
E jiyi(k,v)+Fji∂vyi(k,v)+G j = 0 with, for completeness, D ji =−ikChTi(z j)+ChT ′i (z j), E ji = ikChTi(z j)−
z j(1+m)ChTi(z j) + fChT ′i (z j), Fji = −2ChTi(z j) for i, j = 0, ...,Nz, G j = ik(y0(z j,k)−w0(z j,k))−
z j(1+m)y0(z j,k)+ ∂zw0(z j,k)+ f∂zy0(z j,k) for j = 1, ...,Nz and G0 = 2∂vyexact(z→ 0) with yexact =
1
z1+m {P+KEFR (z,k,v; t0) ·
(0
1
)
+ P−KEFR (z,k,v; t0) ·
(0
1
)} the exact AdS solution for y, since at the AdS
boundary ( f → 1), the v-independent y0 solves the asymptotic eq2 exactly up to that term.
After inverting eq2 and substituting (9.3.44),
y˙ = F−1 ·D ·A−1 ·B · y−F−1 ·E · y−F−1 ·G, (9.3.46)
we are left with a system of Nz+1 coupled differential equations for the Nz+1 undetermined coefficients
yi(k,v), which we can solve using NDSolve, with the initial condition at the shell
yi(k,v = 0) = 0 (⇒ and through (9.3.44) also wi(k,v = 0) = 0 as required) (9.3.47)
ensuring through the solution ansatz (9.3.39) that at the shell the solution is given by the exact known
AdS solution. The solution of NDSolve for the coefficients yi(k,v) is then substituted back into eq1
(9.3.44) to find the coefficients wi(k,v). This concludes the numeric routine for obtaining the spinor bulk
solution ψ(z,k,v).
The code is tested to reproduce the analytic bulk solutions in AdS (replacing the after-shell region by
AdS in the procedure above) and BTZ (replacing the pre-shell region by BTZ) with an absolute accuracy
of 10−8 for Nz = 25. The magnitude of the exact solutions depends on the values of the parameters but
is on average of the order ≈ 0.5 to 1. The residual (i.e. the result of plugging the numeric solutions
back into the differential equations) is of the order ≈ 10−7. The AdS3-Vaidya result is trusted based
on a stability check with respect to an increase in the amount of grid points Nz: the solution quickly
reaches a stable value, with the Nz = 25 result differing only≈ 10−9 compared to the Nz = 20 result. The
corresponding residual is of order ≈ 10−6 for Nz = 25. These numbers were checked for fixed values of
m, k and T (namely m = 0.1, k = 1, T = 0) and the range in t from 0 to 5. For much higher values of t
an increase in Nz is necessary to maintain the same level of accuracy.
The boundary 2-point function is extracted from the numeric bulk solution as
GR(k, t; t0) = ψ˜(k, t) = lim
z→0
z−∆+P+KEFR (z,k,v→ t; t0) ·
(
0
1
)
(9.3.48)
=
wansatz(0,k,v→ t)+ yansatz(0,k,v→ t)
2
(9.3.49)
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and the time-dependent spectral function as
ρ(k,T,ω) =−2 Re
∫ ∞
0
d(∆t)eiω∆tGR(k,T +
∆t
2
;T − ∆t
2
) (9.3.50)
(with real instead of imaginary part in the used conventions, compared to the scalar definition, and lower
integration limit raised to zero because of the retarded nature t ≥ t0 of GR).
For positive average times T > 0, the correlator GR(k, t = T + ∆t2 ; t0 = T− ∆t2 ) is thermal for t > t0 > 0
or 0 < ∆t < T (with relative time ∆t = t− t0 necessarily non-negative) and thermalizing (t > 0 > t0) for
∆t > 2T . Similarly, for negative average times T > 0, it takes its vacuum value (t0 < t < 0) for 0 < ∆t <
−2T and becomes thermalizing for ∆t > −2T . In figure 9.6 a numerically obtained GR as a function
of relative time is shown and compared to its thermal (T → ∞) and vacuum (T →−∞) equivalents for
fixed values of the parameters (in particular non-integer m). They all show the same divergent behaviour
for ∆t → 0. This divergence can be dealt with under the integral in (9.3.50), by making use of the fact
that the analytically known small-∆t behaviour of GvacuumR (∆t → 0) ∼ (∆t)−2∆++1 has a well-defined
Fourier-transform (for non-integer ∆+)
G˜vacuumR,∆t→0 ∼
∫ ∞
0
d(∆t)eiω∆t(∆t)−α = |ω|α−1Γ(1−α)
(
icos
(piα
2
)
Sign(ω)+ sin
(piα
2
))
(9.3.51)
with α= 2∆+−1, obtained by analytic continuation in ∆+ (the integral identity used in (9.3.51) is only
valid for 0 < α< 1). We define the perturbation
Per(∆t) =
GR(∆t)
GvacuumR,∆t→0(∆t)
(9.3.52)
as the retarded propagator divided by the divergent small-∆t behaviour of the corresponding vacuum
retarded propagator. Because both the numerator and denominator contain a θ(∆t), we can without any
problem (i.e. consequence to the spectral function) double the range of Per in ∆t. This is illustrated in
figure 9.7 with the real part of Per (which by construction goes through 1 at the origin) extended to an
even function, and the imaginary part to an odd one (the imaginary part goes through zero because its
leading divergence is overcompensated by the definition (9.3.52), designed to compensate the overall
leading divergence). This doubling is convenient to subsequently perform the discrete Fourier transform
to P˜er(ω). By construction (Re(Per) even and Im(Per) odd), P˜er(ω) is real. The requested Fourier
transformed retarded propagator is then attainable through the convolution (suppressing for a moment all
dependences but the frequency for notational clarity)
G˜R(ω) =
(
P˜er ∗ G˜vacuumR,∆t→0
)
(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
P˜er(Ω)G˜vacuumR,∆t→0(ω−Ω)dΩ. (9.3.53)
With P˜er going to zero sufficiently fast, it is possible to restrict the integral to a finite range and perform a
discrete numeric convolution. An example of the participating functions in the convolution and the result
for ρ(k,T,ω) =−2 Re G˜R(k,T,ω) is given in figure 9.8. GR(∆t) is calculated up to the value of ∆t where
its amplitude approximately reaches ≈ 10−6, and further values of GR(∆t) are neglected. Depending on
the value of T , it is necessary to go further in ∆t to reach this required accuracy.
A sequence of ρ(k,T,ω) for increasing values of average time T is shown in figure 9.9. A pro-
nounced feature are the ‘negative peaks’ which point to strong non-equilibrium effects (as previously ob-
served in the example of a quenched harmonic oscillator in [14]). A straightforward generalization of the
code should enable to construct spectral functions for spinors in higher-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m
AdSd+1-Vaidya backgrounds, more relevant for interpretations in a condensed matter context.
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Figure 9.6: The retarded boundary correlator GR(k,T + ∆t2 ;T − ∆t2 ) as a function of relative time ∆t for fixed
average time T = 0, bulk spinor mass m = 0.1 and momentum k = 1, real part in the left and imaginary part in the
right figure. The numerically obtained thermalizing GR (in red) is compared to the analytical GvacuumR (in blue) and
GthermalR (in yellow). As expected, it interpolates nicely between those extremes.
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Figure 9.7: Real (blue) and imaginary part (red) of the perturbation (9.3.52), doubled in range (for m = 0.1, k = 1
and T = 0).
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Figure 9.8: Functions P˜er(ω) (from numerics) and G˜vacuumR,∆t→0 (from analytics) in the convolution (9.3.53) with
resulting spectral function ρ(ω) = −2 Re G˜R(ω) for a spinor operator of scaling dimension ∆+ = 1.1 dual to a
spinor bulk field in AdS3-Vaidya, with k = 1 and at average time T = 0. The real part of G˜vacuumR,∆t→0 is in blue and
the imaginary part in red. The spectral function (in blue) is compared to its vacuum (red dashed) and thermal (blue
dashed) analytic counterparts.
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Figure 9.9: Spectral function ρ(ω) for a spinor operator of scaling dimension ∆+ = 1.1 dual to a spinor bulk field
in AdS3-Vaidya, with k = 1, at increasing values of average time T = −5,−1,0,1,5, interpolating between the
analytic vacuum (red dashed) and thermal (blue dashed) ones.
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9.4 Spectral functions in Reissner-Nordstro¨m-AdS4-Vaidya
The necessary extensions of the code for calculating fermionic spectral functions in Reissner-Nord-
stro¨m-AdS4-Vaidya were obtained in the group while this thesis was being written, resulting in Ref. [4].
For completeness, the strategy and physical interpretations presented in [4] will be summarized in this
section.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, more precisely in the paragraph discussing the definition of the
equilibrium spectral function (9.2.12), Reissner-Nordstro¨m-AdS backgrounds are studied as holographic
models of non-Fermi liquids. Finite temperature is modeled by the addition of the black hole and finite
charge density by imposing a chemical potential µ as boundary condition on the bulk gauge field, which
backreacts on the metric, giving rise to a charged or ‘Reissner-Nordstro¨m’ (RN) black hole in the bulk. In
experiments on strongly correlated electron systems, the electronic structure can be directly examined by
the technique of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), which provides an approximately
direct measure of the fermionic spectral function weighted with the occupation number (i.e. multiplied
with the occupation number which in equilibrium is given by a Fermi-Dirac distribution). It is therefore
interesting to holographically calculate fermionic spectral functions by considering spinor bulk fields in
the background. One finds [197–199] a single fermion retarded Green function of the form
GR(ω,k)∼ 1ω− vF(k− kF)+Σ(ω,k) , (9.4.1)
with self-energy Σ. This would signal a Landau Fermi liquid, characterized by a Lorentzian quasi-particle
peak around ω= 0 at the Fermi surface k = kF , if the imaginary part of the self-energy (inversely propor-
tional to the lifetime of the quasi-particle) scaled quadratically with the frequency at k = kF . Instead, in
this holographic set-up, Im(Σ)∼ ω2νkF with non-analytic self-energy scaling νkF (m,q) dependent on the
mass and charge of the spinor bulk field. For 2νkF > 1 the quasi-particle is stable but has irregular peak
width, apart from the case where 2νkF = 2, whereas for 2νkF < 1 it is unstable and the quasi-particle
picture breaks down. When backreaction of the spinor bulk field on the metric is taken into account,
the charged black hole is shown to be unstable towards formation of an “electron star” (see [213] for a
review).
In time-resolved angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (tr-ARPES), the studied material (e.g. a
high-Tc superconductor) is first prepared in a highly excited non-equilibrium state by a “pump” pulse of
radiation. A second “probe” pulse of higher energy photons ejects photoelectrons which are detected with
energy (and angle) resolution, allowing to probe out-of-equilibrium behaviour of the (strongly-coupled)
system [214]. In this context, it would be interesting to holographically calculate time-dependent notions
of spectral functions, using Vaidya type of metrics.
The problem discussed on page 164 can be generalized to the problem of obtaining the retarded bulk
profile of a 4-component spinor field ψ(z,k,v) (with mass m and charge q) in the thin-shell RN-AdS4-
Vaidya metric (d = 3), which can be used to study non-Fermi liquids in out-of-equilibrium situations.
The RN-AdS4-Vaidya metric and gauge field are given in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates by
ds2 =
1
z2
(− f (v,z)dv2−2dvdz+d~x2) ,
A = g(v,z)dv,
(9.4.2)
with f and g given by
f (v,z) = 1+θ(v)
(−(1+Q2)z3+Q2z4) ,
g(v,z) = θ(v)µ(1− z) (9.4.3)
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when working with dimensionless quantities such that the rescaled horizon is at z = 1 (as in [197]). The
black hole in the bulk with charge Q and mass M = 1+Q2 corresponds to a chemical potential µ = Q
(when U(1) gauge coupling is set to one) and temperature T = 14pi(3−Q2) in the boundary field theory.
An extremal black hole, at T = 0, has charge Q =
√
3 ≈ 1.732. The background interpolates between
pure AdS4 at v < 0 and RN-AdS4 at v > 0, and the shell at v = 0 represents a quench of the system from
zero to non-zero µ. More precisely, we will quench the system to a near-extremal final state, from µ = 0
to µ = 1.7, keeping the temperature close to zero. A small non-zero temperature has the advantage of
stabilizing the numerics, while being closer to what one would obtain in a real experimental situation.
This set-up does not literally mimic the experimental context, because there typically energy instead
of charge is injected by the pump pulse. However, one can consider the system just after the charged shell
is sent in as a concrete example of an out-of-equilibrium initial state, whose subsequent evolution can
then be followed. The pre-shell pure AdS4 phase can be interpreted as modeling the (2+1)-dimensional
system of graphene right at the quantum phase transition to the Mott insulator. We deliberately choose
the parameters m and q such that 2νkF > 1, i.e. sharp quasi-particles are formed in the finite density
system in the post-shell phase. In practice, we used m = 0 (or conformal dimension ∆+ = 32 +m =
3
2 )
and q = 1 in the numerics. We moreover treat the fermion bulk field as a probe that does not backreact
on the metric. Its equation of motion is
( /D−m)ψ= 0 (9.4.4)
with the covariant derivative containing the gauge field,
/D = ΓM
(
∂M +
1
2
ωMabSab
)
− iqΓMAMψ. (9.4.5)
Again, the Latin indices a,b refer to the local tangent frame, using the same vielbein basis as before,
(9.3.28), but with f replaced by its Reissner-Nordstro¨m equivalent (9.4.3). A suitable choice of gamma
matrices Γa is
Γv =
(
0 iσ2
iσ2 0
)
, Γz =
(
12 0
0 −12
)
, Γ1 =
(
0 σ1
σ1 0
)
, Γ2 =
(
0 σ3
σ3 0
)
. (9.4.6)
Writing the spinor as
ψ= zm+
1
2 eikx
1

y+(v,z)
z+(v,z)
y−(v,z)
z−(v,z)
 , (9.4.7)
where we chose to align the spatial momentum with the x1 direction and introduced a convenient resca-
ling, the equations of motion for y+ and z− can be seen to decouple from those of y− and z+. In terms of
the new field combinations
α= y++ z−, β= y+− z−, (9.4.8)
the equations of motion are:
(−1+m)α− (m+ ikz)β+ z∂zα= 0 (9.4.9)
−2(m− ikz)α+(z∂z f +2 f (m−1)+4iqzg)β+2z f∂zβ−4z∂vβ= 0. (9.4.10)
Similar equations for y− and z+ can be obtained by substituting k↔−k in these.
The retarded 2-point function GR is now a 2× 2 matrix, but is diagonalized in the chosen basis of
gamma matrices. It is extracted completely analogous as in section 9.3.2 from the response of the spinor
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bulk field to a delta function source defined at the AdS boundary. For the rescaled fields, the asymptotic
expansion (9.3.13) with d = 3 becomes
y+ ≈ z2−2m(C+O(z))+ z (D+O(z)), (9.4.11)
z− ≈ z1−2m(A+O(z))+ z2(B+O(z)), (9.4.12)
where A is identified as the source and D is identified as the expectation value. C and B are local functions
of A and D (and of their derivatives), respectively, as determined by the asymptotic Dirac equation6. To
invoke a delta function source at a time t1 on the boundary one thus enforces, as in (9.3.15),
lim
z→0
z2m−1z−(v,z) = lim
z→0
z2m−1
α(v,z)−β(v,z)
2
= δ(v− t1), (9.4.13)
and to ensure that the propagator is causal (i.e. the retarded propagator) we impose that
β(v < t1,z) = 0. (9.4.14)
By virtue of the Dirac equation, this is sufficient to ensure that also α(v< t1,z) = 0. With these conditions
one can then determine the appropriate solution to (9.4.10). For t2 > t1 the source has no support and the
expectation value of the boundary operator can be easily extracted. The upper component of GR can be
calculated as (see (9.3.18))
G11(t2, t1) =−i lim
z→0
z−1y+(v2,z) =−i lim
z→0
z−1
α(v2,z)+β(v2,z)
2
, (9.4.15)
with a similar definition for the lower component G22 coming from the analogous equations for y− and
z+.
The numerical procedure for solving the equations of motion is identical to the one described in
section 9.3.2, except for the case where the time interval t = t2− t1 occurs entirely after the quench.
Whereas in the AdS3-Vaidya metric analytic expressions for GR were available in the BTZ region (v> 0),
they are not for the RN-black hole region (v> 0) of RN-AdS4-Vaidya. The approach taken in this case is
to first calculate GR(ω,k) in Fourier space as in [197] and to then perform an inverse Fourier transform
to find the desired Green function in the mixed representation.
Figure 9.10 shows the result for the spectral sum (the trace of the spectral function matrix),
A(T,ω,k) =−2 [Im(G11(T,ω,k))+ Im(G22(T,ω,k))] (9.4.16)
in the {ω,k} plane for a fermionic operator of conformal dimension ∆ = 3/2. The top central panel
of figure 9.10 shows the result at an early average time T = −5 and we see that whilst the density is
roughly symmetric around the light cone centered at ω = 0 (indicated in the figure by the dashed red
lines), a number of oscillations have already begun to influence the profile. In the top right panel, at
T = −2.5, the period of the oscillations has roughly doubled. The oscillations and negative regions we
believe to be present due to simple interference between the pre-quench and post-quench periods, as
was the case for the quenched harmonic oscillator discussed in [14]. In the bottom left panel, at T = 0,
the oscillations have essentially disappeared, and the spectral function has developed a clear asymmetry
between positive and negative frequency branches. In the bottom central panel, at T = 1.5, it is now
clear that the asymptotic behaviour of the peak of the spectral function has shifted down still further,
characteristic of a system at finite density. Taking figure 9.10 at face value, after a transient regime at
6See for instance [197]. Notice however the different rescaling and chirality conventions.
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Figure 9.10: False colour density plots for spectral sum A =−2 [Im(G11)+ Im(G22)] for bulk field of mass m = 0
when quenched to Q = 1.7, at (from top to bottom) T = {−∞,−5,−2.5,0,1.5,+∞}. For reference we plot, in red
dashed lines, lightcones centered around ω= 0.
short times, characterized by oscillations of the “critical Dirac cones”, it appears that at longer times a
Fermi energy and Fermi surface develop. Observing that the asymptotic “Dirac cones” gradually move
down, it is tempting to define a notion of time-dependent effective Fermi energy, or equivalently time-
dependent effective chemical potential, µe f f (T ), which measures how much the asymptotic cones have
moved down. (This is indicated by the green dashed lightcone in the bottom central panel of figure
9.10.)7
Figure 9.11 shows the accumulation of a peak at zero frequency for a number of average times.
We see for very early times (the curves with lowest peaks in figure 9.11) that the spectral function
attains its maximum very close to zero momenta, as would be expected at zero density, and exhibits
clear oscillations including negative spectral weight. As the average time evolves one finds that these
oscillations die out, the location of the maximum at zero frequency migrates to larger values of k and the
value at the maximum increases. The edge at larger k sharpens and a clear peak develops with the location
of the peak moving to where ultimately a sharp spike at k = kF ≈ 0.92 [197] will occur. At late times,
the system seems to settle in an equilibrium (quasi) Fermi liquid with a Fermi surface that obeys the
Luttinger Volume theorem (which states that the volume enclosed by the Fermi surface is proportional
to the fermion charge density) at a finite temperature, chosen to be small compared to the chemical
7At a practical level we numerically calculate the location of the maximum value ω? of the spectral sum at a fixed large k
and use this to define µe f f (T ) = k−ω?. However, since the peaks of the spectral functions have a finite width and a profile that
depends on both Q and ∆, in what follows to make true comparisons we always take the ratio of this quantity with the same
quantity calculated in the final equilibrium state.
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Figure 9.11: Plots of spectral sum at ω = −10−3 for field of mass m = 0 when quenched to Q = 1.7 for T =
{−5,−2.5,−0.5,0,0.25,0.5,1.5,2.5,5,10,15}. The higher T , the higher the maximal value. Also shown is a line
at kF ≈ 0.92, the value of the Fermi momentum established in [197].
potential. The effective chemical potential can be viewed as a new non-local probe of thermalization.
Some features it displays are that the effective chemical potential is built up on a time scale of the order
of the inverse final chemical potential, and that chemical potential is acquired quicker for smaller ∆ [4].
This toy holographic system cannot be directly related to tr-ARPES yet. What is measured in ARPES
experiments is the product of the spectral function and the occupation number (given by the Fermi fac-
tor), which technically equals the “lesser Green function” or Wightman function in Fourier space (see
for instance [215]). Because in equilibrium the Fermi factor is known, the spectral function can be ex-
tracted from ARPES data. Away from equilibrium, the lesser Green function still carries the relevant
information, as shown in [214], but there is no straightforward relation between the lesser and retarded
Green functions. To come closer to measurable quantities in tr-ARPES experiments, it would therefore
be interesting to calculate the lesser Green function in our set-up, using techniques from [216, 217].
Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this thesis we have examined two background field effects in QCD using the Sakai-Sugimoto model,
and one time-dependence effect in condensed matter physics using the AdS-Vaidya model. The overall
strategy has been to use holographic models, which involve a duality to study strongly coupled physics
via a higher-dimensional gravitational theory.
The mentioned background field refers to a magnetic field. The LHC and RHIC provide an experi-
mental setting to study QCD, and have in fact been able to produce a quark-gluon plasma state of matter
as the resulting state after a collision of heavy ions. It is in this phase that a remnant magnetic field, in-
duced in the collision, might influence the physical processes and hence teach us about QCD itself. The
produced magnetic field is larger than any previously known magnetic field in nature, but the effects of its
short lifetime and localization in space are hard to take into account. Many studies therefore approximate
it by a static and constant background magnetic field, as do we. Moreover, the quark-gluon plasma is a
complicated phase of finite density and temperature, and is in our work used as motivation for the study
of magnetically induced QCD effects but not as the actual setting of the problems we address. Namely,
the rho meson condensation effect is studied in the simplified set-up of zero density and temperature, and
the effect of the splitting of chiral transition temperatures at zero density.
The rho meson condensation effect is a magnetically induced conjectured instability of the QCD
vacuum (as opposed to the quark-gluon plasma) to a superconducting phase where charged rho mesons
with their spins aligned with the magnetic field are condensed, the new vacuum taking the form of an
Abrikosov lattice of rho meson vortices. It was first studied using phenomenological effective QCD
models (such as the DSGS- and the NJL-model), and also in lattice QCD by the time we published
our result on rho meson condensation in the Sakai-Sugimoto model. Soon after, bottom-up holographic
studies (as opposed to our top-down holographic approach) on rho meson condensation appeared as well.
We were thus the first to show that the effect of rho meson condensation can be described in a holographic
QCD-model.
We considered increasingly complex, i.e. less simplified, set-ups within the Sakai-Sugimoto model to
investigate if the top-down approach could add something to the established picture in phenomenological
models, rather than just rebuilding it from a holographic viewpoint. After all, the fact that it can be rebuilt
is not so surprising seeing that the holographic models lead to effective QCD models that range from
similar to identical to, amongst others, the DSGS-model. This in itself is remarkable, and the holographic
approach offers a deep meaning to the phenomenological models in this sense, but it made us wonder if
possible modifications to the DSGS-model, and hence the description of rho meson condensation, could
be obtained from the Sakai-Sugimoto model.
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We showed that the so-called antipodal Sakai-Sugimoto model with two flavours (N f = 2, necessary
to describe electrically charged mesons) reproduces exactly the DSGS-model and hence Landau levels
for the rho mesons, regarded as structureless point particles. The Landau levels immediately describe
the tachyonic instability of the condensing rho mesons and lead to the prediction Bc = m2ρ ≈ 0.6 GeV2
for the critical magnetic field that is needed for the phase transition to occur. We fixed the number of
colours Nc = 3 and all other holographic parameters by matching to QCD input parameters, to be able to
give a result for Bc in GeV units (notice that we absorb the electromagnetic coupling constant e into the
notation of B). This set-up (∼ Tr F2) comes closest to the bottom-up ones that are used to describe rho
meson condensation.
In the non-antipodal Sakai-Sugimoto model, the embedding of the N f = 2 flavour branes is more
general, allowing the description of a constituent quark mass and the possibility to take into account
effects of the magnetic field B on the quark constituents of the rho mesons. It greatly complicates the
involved mathematics, as a result of the flavour branes being pulled apart by the presence of B in this
set-up. There are two new mechanisms associated with the now B-dependent embedding, that contribute
to the mass of the rho mesons and hence a rise in Bc: a holographic Higgs mechanism and the chiral
magnetic catalysis effect on the constituents. In this model the Landau levels are modified and we find
Bc = m2ρ,eff (Bc)≈ 0.78 GeV2.
The results described in the two last paragraphs are obtained in a much used simplification of the
model, approximating the flavour brane DBI-action to an action which is second order in the flavour
gauge field strength F . Using the full non-Abelian DBI-action leads to the expression (6.4.170) (com-
bined with (6.4.156)) for the most general modified Landau levels, and further increased values for the
critical magnetic field, Bc ≈ 1.07 and 0.85 GeV2, for respectively the antipodal and non-antipodal case.
These predictions come closer to Bc of the order 1 GeV2 as obtained in the NJL-model and on the lattice.
Our main result for the effective 4-dimensional action for a vector field ρaµ in an external electromag-
netic field, or our “modified DSGS-model” as obtained from the Sakai-Sugimoto model, is
S4D =
∫
d4x
{
−1
4
(F aµν)2−
1
2
m2ρ(B)(ρ
a
µ)
2− 1
2
m2+(B)(ρ
a
i )
2− 1
2
k(B)F3i jε3abρ
a
i ρ
b
j
−1
2
b(B)(F a12)2−
1
2
a(B)((F ai3)2+(F ai0)2)
}
and the resulting most general expression for the rho meson mass’ B-dependence
m2ρ,eff (B) =
m2ρ(B)+m
2
+(B)
1+a(B)
− k(B)
1+a(B)
B,
where modifications in blue are present for the non-antipodal embedding and the ones in green when the
full DBI-action is considered. The final plots for m2ρ,eff (B), which form our main result for this part of
the thesis, are presented in figure 6.28 on page 129.
We performed a stability analysis in the scalar sector as well, showing stability of the B-dependent
embedding of the flavour branes in the geometry. Furthermore, we demonstrated that there is no influence
of the pions on the rho meson condensation (at a second order in the fluctuations analysis) from the
Chern-Simons part of the action.
The second magnetically induced QCD effect that we studied in the two-flavour Sakai-Sugimoto
model is the behaviour of the chiral symmetry restoration temperatures (one for each flavour). We
showed that they rise as a function of the magnetic field (known as the chiral magnetic catalysis ef-
fect), inducing a split between them and the deconfinement temperature or not, depending on the value
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of the asymptotic separation L between flavour and anti-flavour branes. Our results are compatible with
NJL-results for small L and consistent with all other approaches in the quenched approximation. We re-
mark that the latest, unquenched lattice data however show the appearance of inverse magnetic catalysis,
i.e. chiral transition temperatures decreasing with B, in contrast to all previous phenomenological model
and lattice studies. A direct verification of these lattice results in the setting of the Sakai-Sugimoto model
would require taking backreaction into account, which does not seem to be a straightforward task. In our
analysis we took into account the different electric charges of the flavour branes, resulting in the chiral
transition temperatures splitting per flavour. This marks an intermediate phase where chiral symmetry is
only partially restored, i.e. for one of the two flavours.
In the second part of the thesis we considered bottom-up holographic models for thermalization pro-
cesses, called Vaidya models. They allow to study far-from-equilibrium behaviour of strongly coupled
electron systems. To a great extent still mysterious materials of this type, such as high-Tc superconduc-
tors, are currently being studied in (time-resolved) photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments.
We presented the calculation of time-dependent spectral functions in Reissner-Nordstro¨m-AdS4-Vaidya
as a first step towards extracting in principle measurable quantities in time-resolved ARPES. The focus
was put on explaining the used numerical method (pseudospectral method) in the context of the most
simple AdS-Vaidya model, interpolating between a pure AdS and a BTZ metric.
The AdS/CFT correspondence, and by extension gauge-gravity dualities, form an intriguing new way
of studying strongly coupled field theories. Attempts at generalizations to holographic QCD models are
however not without problems (both in the top-down and the bottom-up approach), and before doing
any calculations you could conclude it would be difficult to make them work. It is therefore somewhat
surprising but reassuring that for example the Sakai-Sugimoto model is in fact able to present a nice
record of QCD-effects and properties that can be modeled, suggesting the influence of the redundant
modes is not necessarily substantial. We were able to add two conjectured effects to that list, namely
the rho meson condensation effect and the splitting of transition temperatures in the presence of strong
magnetic fields. In the last chapter, we were able to study a far from equilibrium strongly coupled system
by using the AdS-Vaidya model.
In conclusion, holographic models do provide a useful framework for studying background field
and time dependence effects in strongly coupled field theories. With the growing availability of data
on quark-gluon plasma from LHC and RHIC experiments, as well as experiments in condensed matter
theory, many more effects remain to be examined and might eventually lead us to new insights in QCD
or condensed matter physics.
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Appendix A
Anti de Sitter space
The (Anti) de Sitter space is defined as the space with Lorentzian signature and constant (negative)
positive curvature, i.e. while de Sitter space is the Lorentzian version of a sphere, Anti de Sitter space
is a Lorentzian version of a hyperboloid. The d-dimensional Anti de Sitter space is defined by the
hyperboloid-like embedding in d+1 dimensions:
ds2AdSd =−dx20+
d−1
∑
i=1
dx2i −dx2d+1, (A.0.1)
− x20+
d−1
∑
i=1
x2i − x2d+1 =−R2. (A.0.2)
Different parameterizations of the ‘hyperboloid’ (A.0.2) lead to different forms of the AdSd metric
(A.0.1) In the so-called Poincare´ coordinates, −∞< t,xi <+∞ and 0 < x0 <+∞:
ds2AdSd =
R2
x20
(
−dt2+
d−2
∑
i=1
dx2i +dx
2
0
)
. (A.0.3)
This coordinate system does not describe the whole AdS space. Global coordinates do and give the
metric
ds2AdSd = R
2 (−cosh2ρ dτ2+dρ2+ sinh2ρ dΩ2d−2) (A.0.4)
with τ ∈ [0,2pi] and ρ ∈ R+. Other commonly used metrics for the Poincare´ patch are
ds2AdSd = R
2
(
du2
u2
+u2dxµdxµ
)
(A.0.5)
= R2
(
dr2+ e2rdxµdxµ
)
(A.0.6)
with the different radial coordinates related to each other by u = 1/x0 = er and dxµdxµ short for −dt2+
∑d−2i=1 dx
2
i .
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Appendix B
Solving the mass eigenvalue equation
We numerically solve the eigenvalue equation (6.3.17) with normalization condition (6.3.15). Since
u−1/2γ1/2 ∼ u−1/2 for u∼ ∞, (B.0.1)
normalizability requires that
ψn(u = ∞) = 0. (B.0.2)
For numerical purposes, it is easier to work on a compact interval. The following transformation
u3
u30
=
1
cos2 x
(B.0.3)
maps the interval under investigation onto x ∈ [−pi/2;pi/2], with the boundary conditions (B.0.2) now
reading
ψn(±pi/2) = 0. (B.0.4)
The differential equation (6.3.17) transforms into
− 9
4
u0
cos4 x
sinx
√√√√1− u3Ku30 cos2 x
cos16/3 x
− f0 ∂∂x
cos8/3 xsinx
√√√√1− u3Ku30 cos2 x
cos16/3 x
− f0 ∂∂x
ψn(x) = R3λnψn(x), (B.0.5)
where we denoted the mass eigenvalue m2n with λn. Due to the reflection symmetry x→−x we can split
up the eigenfunction set in even/odd ψn(x)’s and focus on the interval [0,pi/2]. Analogously as explained
in [8,134], the even/odd eigenfunctions correspond to odd/even parity mesons. We can thus demand that
ψn(0) = 0 or ∂xψn(0) = 0. (B.0.6)
For the ρ meson, we must look at the odd parity sector, in particular the even eigenfunction with the
lowest eigenvalue. We can temporarily replace (6.3.17) and associated boundary conditions with the
initial value problem
−u0 cos
4 x
sinx
√√√√1− u3Ku30 cos2 x
cos16/3 x
− f0 ∂∂x
cos8/3 xsinx
√√√√1− u3Ku30 cos2 x
cos16/3 x
− f0 ∂∂x
ψ= 1M3Λψ ,ψ(0)= 1 ,ψ′(0)= 0
(B.0.7)
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where Λ is treated as a “shooting” parameter. We numerically solved the previous differential equation
for each value of Λ to give a unique ψΛ(x), consistent with the initial conditions. Since the coefficient
functions appearing in (B.0.7) display a delicate behaviour∼ 0/0 around x= 0, some care is needed when
using a numerical package, as this is precisely where we are imposing our initial conditions. The solution
around x = 0 can however be easily obtained using a Taylor expansion, and fed into the numerical
procedure. Once the ψΛ(x) is known, we can solve the equation
Feven(Λ)≡ ψΛ(pi/2) = 0 (B.0.8)
for Λ, which is then precisely the mass eigenvalue of the original eigenvalue problem.
For the eB-dependent eigenvalue problem (6.4.53) with normalization condition (6.4.51), the corre-
sponding initial value problem can be written as (B.0.7) with every f0→ f0A0/A, where in the case of the
approximation of coincident branes A is replaced by Aaverage =
(
√
Au+
√
Ad)2
2 , and where it is understood
that each u0 appearing in the eigenvalue equation is now eB-dependent, see u0(eB) from (6.4.43). This
can accordingly be solved numerically, using the explained shooting method, for the eB-dependent mass
eigenvalue Λ(eB) = m2ρ(eB).
Appendix C
STr-prescription
Prescription We write down the prescription for the evaluation of the symmetrized trace STr to second
order in fluctuations in the presence of a constant Abelian background, as derived in [131] and [150].
For an even functionH (F) of a diagonal background field F =F0σ0+F3σ3 and fluctuation X˜ = X˜ata
(generator ta =− i2σa), one finds that
STr
(
H (F)X˜2
)
=−1
2
2
∑
a=1
(X˜a)2 I(H )− 1
2 ∑l=u,d
(X˜ l)2 Il(H ) (C.0.1)
with
I(H ) =
∫ 1
0 dαH (F0+αF3)+
∫ 1
0 dαH (F0−αF3)
2
, (C.0.2)
Iu(H ) =H (F0+F3), Id(H ) =H (F0−F3), (C.0.3)
X˜u =
X˜0+ X˜3√
2
, X˜d =
X˜0− X˜3√
2
; (C.0.4)
and
STr
(
H (F)X˜
)
= Tr
(
H (F)X˜
)
. (C.0.5)
Generalized prescription A straightforward generalization of the prescription when dealing with two
Abelian background fields can be written down.
For even functions H (∂τ) and G(F) of diagonal background fields ∂τ = ∂τ0σ0 + ∂τ3σ3 and F =
F0σ0+F3σ3, and fluctuation X˜ = X˜ata (generator ta =− i2σa), it reads
STr
(
H (∂τ)G(F)X˜2
)
=−1
2
2
∑
a=1
(X˜a)2 I(H G)− 1
2 ∑l=u,d
(X˜ l)2 Il(H G) (C.0.6)
with
I(H G) =
∫ 1
0 dαH (∂τ
0+α∂τ3)G(F0+αF3)+
∫ 1
0 dαH (∂τ
0−α∂τ3)G(F0−αF3)
2
, (C.0.7)
Iu(H G) =H (∂τ0+∂τ3)G(F0+F3), Id(H G) =H (∂τ0−∂τ3)G(F0−F3), (C.0.8)
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X˜u =
X˜0+ X˜3√
2
, X˜d =
X˜0− X˜3√
2
; (C.0.9)
and
STr
(
H (∂τ)G(F)X˜
)
= Tr
(
H (∂τ)G(F)X˜
)
. (C.0.10)
C.1 Derivation of the prescription
For completeness, let us schematically recapitulate how the above prescription was obtained. In this
derivation we will temporarily write U(2)-indices as lower instead of upper indices, to avoid notational
clutter.
• Properties of the Pauli matrices (a = 1,2,3):
Tr(σa) = 0, Tr(σaσb) = 2δab, σaσb = δab1+ iεabcσc
{σa,σb}= 2δab1, [σa,σb] = 2iεabcσc
• STr(σm3 σaσb):
STr(σm3 σaσb) =
1
(m+2)! ∑all permutations
Tr(σm3 σaσb)
=
1
m+1
m
∑
k=0
Tr(σk3σaσ
m−k
3 σb)
=
{
2[δ0aδ0b+δ3aδ3b+ δabm+1 |a,b=1,2] for m even
2[δ0aδ3b+δ3aδ0b] for m odd
(C.1.1)
where now a,b = 0,1,2,3 with σ0 = 1, and where we used
m
∑
k=0
Tr(σk3σaσ
m−k
3 σb) =
m
∑
k=0
Tr((−1)kσm3 σbσa). (C.1.2)
• STr(FmX˜2) with m even, F = F0σ0+F3σ3 and X˜ = X˜ata with ta =−i
(1
2 ,
σa
2
)
:
STr(FmX˜2) = Fm3 STr(σ
m
3 X˜
2)+Fm−13 F0
(
m
1
)
STr(σm−13 X˜
2)+Fm−23 F
2
0
(
m
2
)
STr(σm−23 X˜
2)
+ · · ·+Fm0 STr(X˜2)
=−1
2
Fm3 [X˜
2
0 + X˜
2
3 +
2
∑
a=1
X˜2a
m+1
]− 1
2
Fm−13 F0
(
m
1
)
[X˜0X˜3+ X˜3X˜0]
− 1
2
Fm−23 F
2
0
(
m
2
)
[X˜20 + X˜
2
3 +
2
∑
a=1
X˜2a
m−1 ]+ · · ·−
1
2
Fm0
3
∑
a=0
X˜2a
=−1
2
2
∑
a=1
X˜2a
{
Fm3
m+1
+
Fm−23 F
2
0
m−1
(
m
2
)
+ · · ·+ F
2
3 F
m−2
0
3
(
m
2
)
+Fm0
}
− 1
2
(X˜20 + X˜
2
3 )
{
Fm3 +F
m−2
3 F
2
0
(
m
2
)
+ · · ·+Fm0
}
− 1
2
(2X˜0X˜3)
{
Fm−13 F0
(
m
1
)
+Fm−33 F
3
0
(
m
3
)
+ · · ·+F3Fm−10
(
m
1
)}
(C.1.3)
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• STr(H (F)X2) with H (F) = a0 +a1F2 +a2F4 + · · ·+amF2m + · · · an even function of the back-
ground field F :
STr(H (F)X˜2) =−1
2
2
∑
a=1
X˜2a
{
a0+a1
[
F23
3
+F20
]
+a2
[
F43
5
+
(
4
2
)
F23 F
2
0
3
+F40
]
+ · · ·
}
− 1
2
(X˜20 + X˜
2
3 )
{
a0+a1
[
F23 +F
2
0
]
+a2
[
F43 +
(
4
2
)
F23 F
2
0 +F
4
0
]
+ · · ·
}
− 1
2
(2X˜0X˜3)
{
a1
[(
2
1
)
F0F3
]
+a2
[(
4
1
)
F30 F3+
(
4
1
)
F0F33
]
+ · · ·
}
=−1
2
2
∑
a=1
X˜2a
{∫ 1
0 dαH (F0+αF3)+
∫ 1
0 dαH (F0−αF3)
2
}
− 1
2
(X˜20 + X˜
2
3 )
{
H (F0+F3)+H (F0−F3)
2
}
− 1
2
(2X˜0X˜3)
{
H (F0+F3)−H (F0−F3)
2
}
(C.1.4)
which is the prescription (C.0.1).
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